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Modern software systems, in particular distributed ones, are everywhere around us and are at the basis of our everyday activities. Hence, guaranteeing their correctness, consistency and safety is of paramount importance. Their complexity makes the verification of such properties a very challenging task. It is natural to expect that these systems are reliable and above all usable.

\(i\) In order to be reliable, compositional models of software systems need to account for consistent *dynamic reconfiguration*, i.e., changing at runtime the communication patterns of a program.

\(ii\) In order to be useful, compositional models of software systems need to account for *interaction*, which can be seen as *communication* patterns among components which collaborate together to achieve a common task.

The aim of the Ph.D. was to develop powerful techniques based on formal methods for the verification of correctness, consistency and safety properties related to dynamic reconfiguration and communication in complex distributed systems. In particular, static analysis techniques based on types and type systems appeared to be an adequate methodology, considering their success in guaranteeing not only basic safety properties, but also more sophisticated ones like, deadlock or livelock freedom in a concurrent setting.

The main contributions of this dissertation are twofold.

\(i\) On the *components* side: we design types and a type system for a concurrent object-oriented calculus to statically ensure consistency of dynamic reconfigurations related to modifications of communication patterns in a program during execution time.
ii) On the communication side: we study advanced safety properties related to communication in complex distributed systems like deadlock-freedom, livelock-freedom and progress.

Most importantly, we exploit an encoding of types and terms of a typical distributed language, session $\pi$-calculus, into the standard typed $\pi$-calculus, in order to understand the expressive power of concurrent calculi with structured communication primitives and how they stand with respect to the standard typed concurrent calculi, namely (variants) of typed $\pi$-calculus. Then, we show how to derive in the session $\pi$-calculus basic properties, like type safety or complex ones, like progress, by encoding.

**Keywords:** components, distributed systems, concurrency, $\pi$-calculus, session types, encoding, progress, lock-freedom.
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Introduction to the Dissertation

History’s Worst Software Bugs

Report on Wired News in August 11, 2005

Computer bugs are still with us, and show no sign of going extinct. As the line between software and hardware blurs, coding errors are increasingly playing tricks on our daily lives. Bugs don’t just inhabit our operating systems and applications – today they lurk within our cell phones and our pacemakers, our power plants and medical equipment, and in our cars. […]

July 28, 1962 – Mariner I space probe. A bug in the flight software for the Mariner 1 causes the rocket to divert from its intended path on launch. Mission control destroys the rocket over the Atlantic Ocean. The investigation into the accident discovers that a formula written on paper and pencil was improperly transcribed into computer code, causing the computer to miscalculate the rocket’s trajectory.

1985-1987 – Therac-25 medical accelerator. A radiation therapy device malfunctions and delivers lethal radiation doses at several medical facilities. […] Because of a subtle bug called a “race condition,” a quick-fingered typist could accidentally configure the Therac-25 so the electron beam would fire in high-power mode but with the metal X-ray target out of position. At least five patients die; others are seriously injured.

June 4, 1996 – Ariane 5 Flight 501. Working code for the Ariane 4 rocket is reused in the Ariane 5, but the Ariane 5’s faster engines trigger a bug in an
arithmetic routine inside the rocket’s flight computer. The error is in the code that converts a 64-bit floating-point number to a 16-bit signed integer. The faster engines cause the 64-bit numbers to be larger in the Ariane 5 than in the Ariane 4, triggering an overflow condition that results in the flight computer crashing [...] and causes the rocket to disintegrate 40 seconds after launch.

The previous text is taken from an article reported in the WIRED magazine in August 11, 2005 [91]. The events above are just a few taken from the long list of software bugs that have caused big havoc. The severity and impact of the bugs grows when dealing with safety critical applications and can result in huge amount of money and time loss or even worse, people lives loss.

This clearly shows the importance and the necessity of correctness and safety properties in software programs. In addition, the more complex the software systems are and the more difficult it is to ensure such properties. As described in the remainder of the introduction, guaranteeing safety properties for complex distributed software systems is what guides this dissertation.

Problem Description

Complex software systems, in particular distributed ones, are everywhere around us and are at the basis of our everyday activities.

These systems are highly mobile and dynamic: programs or devices may move and may often execute in networks owned and operated by other parties; new devices or pieces of software may be added; the operating environment or the software requirements may change over time.

These systems are also heterogeneous and open: the pieces that form a system may be quite different from each other, built by different people or industries, even using different infrastructures or programming languages; the constituents of a system only have a partial knowledge of the overall system, and may only know, or be aware of, a subset of the entities that operate in the system.

These systems are often being thought of and designed as structured composition of computational units often referred to as components, which give rise to the name of Component-Based Ubiquitous Systems (CBUS) [59]. These components are supposed to interact and communicate with each other following some predefined patterns or protocols. The notion of component is widely used also in industry, in particular the following informal definition, from Szyperski [103] is often adopted: “a software component is a unit of composition with contractu-
ally specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies”. An *interface* is a set of named operations that can be invoked by clients and *context dependencies* are specifications of what the deployment environment needs to provide, such that the components can properly function.

In order to handle the complexity of distributed systems, it is natural to aim at verification methods and techniques that are *compositional*. On the other hand, compositionality is also useful and can be exploited in dealing with the inherent heterogeneity of software components.

When reasoning about complex distributed systems, their *reliability* and their *usability* are fundamental and necessary requirements.

1) In order to be reliable, compositional models of software systems need to account for *dynamic reconfiguration*, i.e., changing at runtime the communication patterns. This is important because the needs and the requirements of a system may change over time. This may happen because the original specification was incomplete or ambiguous, or because new needs arise that had not been predicted at design time. As designing and deploying a system is costly, it is important for the system to be capable of adapting itself to changes in the surrounding environment. In addition, this is also important when modelling failure recovery.

2) In order to be useful, compositional models of software systems need to account for *interaction*. Interaction can be seen as *communication* patterns among components which collaborate together to achieve a common task.

As far as 1) is concerned it is important to understand how correctness and consistency criteria can be enforced. Guaranteeing consistency of dynamic reconfigurations, especially the unplanned ones, is challenging, since it is difficult to ensure that such modifications will not disrupt ongoing computations.

As far as 2) is concerned it is important to understand how correctness and safety criteria can be enforced. In the communication setting, the notion of safety comes as a collection of several requirements, including basic properties like *privacy*, guaranteeing that the communication means is owned only by the communicating parties or *communication safety*, guaranteeing that the protocol has the expected structure. Stronger safety properties related to communication may be desirable like *deadlock-freedom*, guaranteeing that the system does not get stuck or *progress*, guaranteeing that every engaged communication or protocol satisfies all the requested interactions. Enforcing each of the previous safety requirements is a difficult task, which becomes even more difficult if one wants to enforce a combination of them. In many distributed systems, in particular, safety critical systems, a combination of these properties is required.
Aim of the Ph.D. and Methodology

The aim of the Ph.D. was to develop powerful techniques based on formal methods for the verification of correctness, consistency and safety properties related to dynamic reconfigurations and communications in complex distributed systems.

In particular, static analysis techniques based on types and type systems appear to be an adequate methodology, as they stand at the formal basis of useful programming tools. Before using them in a practical setting, a rigorous development of such techniques is needed, which is more easily done on models and core languages, such as object-oriented and concurrent calculi.

The reason why we think our methodology is adequate is twofold.

i) Type systems are a very adequate means to guarantee safety properties. Their benefits are well-known in sequential programming, starting from early detection of programming errors to facilitating code optimisation and readability. In concurrent and distributed programming the previous benefits still hold and in addition other properties, typical of these systems, can be guaranteed by using types and type systems. In particular, there has been a considerable effort over the last 20-years in the development of types for processes, mainly in the $\pi$-calculus \[84, 101\] or variants of it, which is by all means the calculus mostly used to model concurrent and distributed scenarios. For instance, types have been proposed to ensure termination, so that when we interrogate a well-typed process we are guaranteed that an answer is eventually produced \[34, 100, 117\], or deadlock-freedom, ensuring that a well-typed process never reaches a deadlocked state, meaning that communications will eventually succeed, unless the whole process diverges \[63, 68, 71\], or a stronger property, that of lock-freedom \[64, 65, 72\] ensuring that communication of well-typed processes will succeed, (under fair scheduling), even if the whole process diverges. Types and type systems for guaranteeing safety properties have been successfully adopted also in a more complex setting than the typed $\pi$-calculus, that of concurrent component-based systems, to guarantee for example deadlock-freedom \[48, 49\].

ii) There are several types and type system proposals for communication, starting from the standard channel types in the typed $\pi$-calculus \[70, 84, 98, 101\] to the behavioural types \[17, 21, 36, 55, 89, 104, 109, 112, 118\], generally defined for (variants) of the $\pi$-calculus. The standard channel types are foundational. They are simple, expressively powerful and robust and they are well-studied in the literature. Moreover, they are at the basis of behavioural types, which were defined later in time. In this dissertation, we concentrate on the standard channel types.
and on the session types, the latter being a formalism used to describe and model a protocol as a type abstraction. We concentrate on session types because they are designed in such a way that they guarantee several safety properties, like privacy of the communication channel or communication safety and also session fidelity stating that the type of data transmitted and the structure of the session type are as expected. However, as previously stated, we are interested in studying also stronger properties, like deadlock-freedom of communicating participants or progress of a session, as we will see in the remainder.

Contribution

The contributions brought by this dissertation are listed in the following.

- We design a type system for a concurrent object-oriented calculus, to statically ensure consistency of dynamic reconfigurations related to modifications of communication patterns in a program. The type system statically tracks runtime information about the objects. It can be seen as a technique which can be applied to other calculi and frameworks, for purposes related to tracking runtime information during compile time.

- We present an encoding of the \( \pi \)-calculus with (dyadic) session types and terms to the standard typed \( \pi \)-calculus, by showing thus that the primitives of the former can be seen as macros for the already existing constructs in the \( \pi \)-calculus. The goal of the encoding is to understand the expressive power of session types and to which extent they are more sophisticated and complex than the standard \( \pi \)-calculus channel types. The importance of the encoding is foundational, since

  - The encoding permits us to derive properties and theoretical results of the session \( \pi \)-calculi by exploiting the already well-known theory of the typed \( \pi \)-calculus. Just to mention few of them, properties like Subject Reduction, or Type Safety in session \( \pi \)-calculi are obtained as corollaries of the encoding and of the corresponding properties in the standard typed \( \pi \)-calculus.

  - The encoding is shown to be robust by analysing non trivial extensions like, subtyping, polymorphism, higher-order and recursion. By extending the encoding to the new types and terms constructs that these
features introduce, we show how to derive properties in the \( \pi \)-calculus with sessions by exploiting the corresponding properties in the standard typed \( \pi \)-calculus and the extended encoding.

- The encoding is an expressivity result for session types, which are interpreted in the standard typed \( \pi \)-calculus. There are many more expressivity results in the untyped settings as opposed to expressivity results in the typed ones.

- We study advanced safety properties related to communication in complex distributed systems. We concentrate on (dyadic) session types and study properties like deadlock-freedom, livelock-freedom and progress. We explain what is the relation among these properties and we present a type system for guaranteeing the progress property by exploiting the encoding previously mentioned.

### Structure of the Dissertation

The structure of the dissertation is given in the following. Every part is roughly an extension of the previous one and is self-contained.

- **Part I: Safe Dynamic Reconfiguration of Components.**
  This part focuses on components and is based on [30]. Chapter 1 introduces the component calculus, which is a concurrent object-oriented language designed for distributed programs. Chapter 2 introduces a type system for the component calculus, which statically guarantees consistency properties related to runtime modifications of communication patterns. Chapter 3 gives the theoretical results and properties that the component type system satisfies, as well as the detailed proofs.

- **Part II: Safe Communication by Encoding.**
  This part focuses on the encoding of session types and terms and is based on [31]. Chapter 4 presents the typed \( \pi \)-calculus [101]. We give the syntax of types and terms, the operational semantics, and the typing rules. Chapter 5 gives a detailed overview of the notions of sessions and session types, as well as the statics and dynamics of a session calculus [109]. Chapter 6 gives the encoding of session types into linear channel types and variant types and the encoding of session terms into standard typed \( \pi \)-calculus
terms. In addition, we present the theoretical results and their detailed proofs, that validate our encoding.

• Part III: Advanced Features on Safety by Encoding.
  This part is a continuation of the previous one. It shows the robustness of the encoding by analysing important extensions to session types and by showing yet the validity of our encoding. In particular, Chapter 7 focuses on subtyping; Chapter 8 on polymorphism; Chapter 9 on higher-order and Chapter 10 focuses on recursion. Chapter 11 gives an alternative encoding and hence an alternative way of obtaining session types.

• Part IV: Progress of Communication.
  This part focuses on the progress property for sessions and is based on [19]. Chapter 12 and Chapter 13 give a background on the standard $\pi$-calculus typed with usage types and the $\pi$-calculus with sessions, respectively, which report few modifications with respect to the ones introduced in Part II. In particular, Chapter 12 focuses on types and the type system for guaranteeing the lock-freedom property. Chapter 14 introduces the notion of progress for the $\pi$-calculus with session, by relating it to the notion of lock-freedom for sessions. In addition, it gives a static way for checking progress for sessions, by using the type system for lock-freedom given in Chapter 12.
Part I

Safe Dynamic Reconfiguration of Components
In modern complex distributed systems, unplanned dynamic reconfiguration, i.e., changing at runtime the communication pattern of a program, is challenging as it is difficult to ensure that such modifications will not disrupt ongoing computations. In [75] the authors propose to solve this problem by integrating notions coming from component models [4, 11, 14, 29, 81, 85] within the Abstract Behavioural Specification programming language (ABS) [60].

We start this dissertation with a component-extension of the ABS calculus because it has interesting constructs for modelling components, especially reconfigurable components and hence for designing complex distributed systems. The reconfigurable component constructs can be adopted in calculi and languages other than ABS in order to model a component-layer system and to address the (dynamic) reconfiguration problem. The communication-based problems are addressed (in the remainder parts of the dissertation) after a solid system is built.

ABS is an actor-based language and is designed for distributed object-oriented systems. It integrates concurrency and synchronisation mechanisms with a functional language. The concurrency and synchronisation mechanisms are used to deal with data races, whether the functional level is used to deal with data, namely, data structures, data types and functional expressions. Actors, called concurrent object groups, cogs or simply groups, are dynamic collections of collaborating objects. Cogs offer consistency by guaranteeing that at most one method per cog is executing at any time. Within a cog, objects collaborate using (synchronous) method calls and collaborative concurrency with the suspend and await operations which can suspend the execution of the current method, and thus allow
another one to execute. Between cogs, collaboration is achieved by means of asynchronous method calls that return future, i.e., a placeholder where the result of the call is put when its computation finishes. Futures are first-class values. ABS ensures the encapsulation principle by using interfaces to type objects and thus by separating the interface from its (possibly) various implementations. For the same reason classes are (possibly) parametrised in a sequence of typed variables. In this way, when creating a new object, the actual parameters initialise the class’ formal parameters, differently from other object-oriented languages, where the fields are the one to be initialised. The fields in ABS are initialised by calling a special method init(C), or differently one can initialise them in a second step after the object creation by performing an assignment statement. – In the present work we adopt the latter way of initialising an object’s fields. –

ABS is a fully-fledged programming language. On top of the implementation of ABS language, the authors in [60] define the Core ABS, a calculus that abstracts from some implementation details. In the remainder of this part, we use the Core ABS calculus. However, without leading to confusion, we often will refer to it as simply the ABS language.

On top of the ABS language, [75] adds the notion of components, and more precisely, the notions of ports, bindings and safe state to deal with dynamic reconfiguration. Ports define variability points in an object, namely they define the access points to functionalities provided by the external environment, and can be rebound (i.e., modified) from outside the object. On the contrary, fields, which represent the inner state of the object, can only be modified by the object itself. To ensure consistency of the rebound operation, [75] enforces two constraints on its application: i) it is only possible to rebound an object’s port when the object is in a safe state; and ii) it is only possible to rebound an object’s port from any object within the same cog. Safe states are modelled by annotating methods as critical, specifying that while a critical method is executing, the object is not in a safe state. The resulting language offers a consistent setting for dynamic reconfigurations, which means performing modifications on a program at runtime while still ensuring consistency of its execution.

On the other hand, consistency is based on two constraints: synchronous method calls and rebinding operations must involve two objects in the same cog. These constraints are enforced at runtime; therefore, programs may encounter unexpected runtime errors during their execution.

The contribution of Part I of the dissertation, is to statically check that synchronous method calls and rebinding operations are consistent. In particular, we
define a type system for the aforementioned component model that ensures the legality of both synchronous method calls and port rebindings, guaranteeing that well-typed programs will always be consistent.

Our approach is based on a static tracking of group membership of the objects. The difficulty in retrieving this kind of information is that cogs as well as objects are dynamic entities. Since we want to trace group information statically, we need a way to identify and track every group in the program. To this aim, we define a technique that associates to each group creation a fresh \textit{group name}. Then, we keep track of which cog an object is allocated to, by associating to each object a \textit{group record}. The type system checks that objects indeed have the specified group record, and uses this information to ensure that synchronous calls and rebindings are always performed locally to a cog. The type system is proven to be sound with respect to the operational semantics. We use this result to show that well-typed programs do not violate consistency during execution.

Roadmap to Part I The rest of Part I is organised as follows. Chapter 1 gives a detailed presentation of the component calculus. We start by introducing the syntax of terms and types, give the operational semantics and we conclude by presenting a running example that illustrates the calculus, its features and the problems we deal with. Chapter 2 presents the main contribution of this Part of the dissertation, namely the type system. We start by explaining the features of types, then we present the subtyping relation and we conclude with the typing rules for the component calculus. In Chapter 3 we present the properties that our type system satisfies and give the complete proofs of these properties.
In this chapter we give an overview of the component calculus, which is an extension of the ABS language. We first present the syntax of terms and types; then the operational semantics and we conclude by giving a running example which illustrates the main features of components.

1.1 Syntax

The calculus we present in the following is an extension of the ABS language [60] and is mainly inspired by the component calculus in [75]. It is a concurrent object-oriented calculus designed for distributed programs. It is roughly composed by a functional part, containing data types and data type constructors, pure functional expressions and case expressions; and a concurrent part, containing object and object/cog creations, synchronous and asynchronous method calls, suspend, await and get primitives. We include the functional part of the language in order to have a complete general-purpose language, which can be used in practice, as ABS. Notice that, the functional part is present in ABS but is not present in the component calculus [75]. On the other hand, we include in the present calculus the component primitives from [75], like port and rebind and critical methods to deal with critical sections. Notice that the component part is not present in the original ABS language. The present calculus differs, from both calculi mentioned above, in the
syntax of types which use group information. Moreover, for the sake of readability, the component calculus we consider lacks the notion of *location*, present in [75]. This notion is orthogonal to the notion of ports and rebinding operations and does not influence the aim of our work. The validity of our approach and of our type system still holds for the full calculus.

The syntax of the component calculus is given in Fig. 1.1. It is based on several categories of names: \( \mathcal{I} \) and \( \mathcal{C} \) range over interface and class names; \( \mathcal{V} \) ranges over type variables for polymorphism; \( \mathcal{G} \) ranges over cog names –which will be explained in details in the remainder; \( \mathcal{D}, \mathcal{C}, \text{ and } \text{fun} \) range respectively over data type, constructor and function names; \( \mathcal{m}, \mathcal{f}, \text{ and } \mathcal{p} \) range respectively over method, field and port names –often, in order to have a uniform presentation, we will use \( \mathcal{f} \) for both fields and ports; and \( x \) ranges over variables, in particular it ranges over the special variable \( \text{this} \), indicating the current object, and the special variable \( \text{destiny} \), indicating the placeholder for the returned value of the method
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**Figure 1.1: Component Extension of Core ABS**
invocation. We adopt the following notations in the syntax and in the rest of the work: an overlined element corresponds to any finite, possibly empty, sequence of such element; and an element between square brackets is optional.

A program $P$ consists of a sequence of declarations $\overline{Dl}$ ended by a main block, namely a statement $s$ to be executed. We refer to the sequence of declarations in a program as a Class Table ($CT$), the same way as called in [58].

Declarations $\overline{Dl}$ include data type declarations $D$, function declarations $F$, interface declarations $I$ and class declarations $C$.

A type $T$ can be: a type variable $V$; a data type name $D$ which can be a ground type like $\text{Bool}$, $\text{Int}$ or a future $\text{Fut}(T)$, used to type data structures – we will thoroughly explain future types in the remainder; or a pair consisting of an interface name $I$ and a record $r$ to type objects. Records are a new concept and are associated to types in order to track group information. The previous calculi, neither ABS [60] nor its component extension [75] used the notion of records in types. A record can be: $\bot$, meaning that the structure of the object is unknown; $G[f:T]$, meaning that the object is in the cog $G$ and its fields $f$ are typed with $T$; or regular terms, using the standard combination of variables $\alpha$ and the $\mu$-binder.

Data types $D$ have at least one constructor, with name $\text{Co}$, and possibly a list of type parameters $\overline{T}$. Examples of data types are: $\text{data IntList} = \text{NoInt} | \text{Cons(Int,IntList)}$, or parametric data types $\text{data List}(T) = \text{Nil} | \text{Cons}(T,\text{List}(T))$, or predefined data types like $\text{data Bool} = \text{true} | \text{false}$; or $\text{data Int} ;$ or $\text{data Fut}(T) :$ where the names of the predefined data types are used as types, as given by the production $T$ introduced earlier.

Functions $F$ are declared with a return type $T$, a name $\text{fun}$, a list of parameters $\overline{Tx}$ and a code or body $e$. Note that both data types and functions can also have in input type parameters for polymorphism.

Interfaces $I$ declare methods and ports that can be modified at runtime.

Classes $C$ implement interfaces; they have a list of fields and ports $\overline{Fl}$ and implement all declared methods. Classes are possibly parametrised in a sequence of typed variables, $\overline{Tx}$, as in Core ABS and in its implementation. This respects the encapsulation principle, often desired in the object-oriented languages. There is a neat distinction between the parameters of the class, which are the ones that the class exhibits, and the inner fields and ports of the class, given by $\overline{Fl}$.

Method headers $S$ are used to declare methods with their classic type annotation, and $i)$ the possible annotation $\text{critical}$ that ensures that no rebinding will be performed on that object during the execution of that method; $ii)$ a method signature $(G,r)$ which will be described and used in our type system section.
Method declarations $M$ consist of a header and a body, the latter being a sequential composition of local variables and commands.

Statements $s$ are mainly standard. Statements $\texttt{skip}$ and $s_1 ; s_2$ indicate the empty statement and the composition statement, respectively. Variable declaration $Tx$, as in many programming languages and also in the implementation of the ABS language, is a statement. Assignment statement $x = z$ assigns an expression with side-effects to variable $x$. The statement $\texttt{await} \; g$ suspends the execution of the method until the guard $g$ is $\texttt{true}$. Statements $\texttt{if} \; e \; \texttt{then} \; s_1 \; \texttt{else} \; s_2$ and $\texttt{while} \; e \; \{ \; s \; \}$ indicate the standard conditional and loop, respectively. Statement $\texttt{return} \; e$ returns the expression $e$ after a method call. Statement $\texttt{rebind} \; e.p = z$ rebinds the port $p$ of the object $e$ to the value stored in $z$, and statement $\texttt{suspend}$ merely suspends the currently active process.

Expressions are divided in expressions with side effects, produced by $z$ and pure expressions, produced by $e$. We will often use the term expression to denote both of them, when it does not lead to confusion.

Expressions $z$ include: pure expressions $e$; $\texttt{new} \; C \; (\overline{e})$ and $\texttt{new cog} \; C \; (\overline{e})$ that instantiate a class $C$ and place the object in the current cog and in a new cog, respectively; synchronous $e.m(\overline{e})$ and asynchronous $e!m(\overline{e})$ method calls, the latter returning a future that will hold the result of the method call when it will be computed; and $\texttt{get}(e)$ which gives the value stored in the future $e$, or actively waits for it if it is not computed yet.

Pure expressions $e$ include values $v$, variables $x$, function call $\texttt{fun}(\overline{e})$, pattern matching $\texttt{case} \; e \; \{ p \Rightarrow e_p \}$ that tests $e$ and executes $e_p$ if it matches $p$ and a constructor expression $\texttt{Co}[(\overline{e})]$, possibly parametrised in a sequence of expressions.

Values $v$ can be $\texttt{null}$ or a constructor value $\texttt{Co}[(\overline{v})]$, possibly parametrised in a sequence of values. For example, values $\texttt{true}$ and $\texttt{false}$ are obtained as values from the corresponding constructor, as defined previously by the data type $\texttt{Bool}$.

Patterns $p$ are standard, they include wildcard _ which matches everything, variable $x$ which matches everything and binds it to $x$, value $\texttt{null}$ which matches a null object and value $\texttt{Co}(\overline{p})$ which matches a value $\texttt{Co}(\overline{e_p})$ where $p$ matches $e_p$.

Finally, a guard $g$ can be: an expression $e \; ; \; e$? which is $\texttt{true}$ when the future $e$ is completed, $\texttt{false}$ otherwise; $\|e\|$ which is $\texttt{true}$ when the object $e$ is in a safe state, i.e., it is not executing any $\texttt{critical}$ method, $\texttt{false}$ otherwise; and the conjunction of two guards $g \land g$ has the usual meaning.
1.2 Semantics

In this section we present the operational semantics of the component calculus, given in Fig. 1.1. It is defined as a transition system on the runtime configurations. So, we first define the runtime configurations and then give some auxiliary functions on which the operational semantics relies on. We conclude with the operational semantics rules.

1.2.1 Runtime Syntax

The operational semantics is defined over runtime configurations, presented in Fig. 1.2 which extend the language with constructs used during execution, namely runtime representations of objects, groups and tasks.

Let \( o, f \) and \( c \) range over object, future, and cog identifiers, respectively.

A runtime configuration \( N \) can be empty, denoted with \( \emptyset \), an interface, a class, an associative and commutative union of configurations \( N \cup N' \), an object, a cog, a future or an invocation message. An object \( ob(o, \sigma, K_{\text{idle}}, Q) \) has a name \( o \); a substitution \( \sigma \) mapping the object’s fields, ports and special variables (\( \text{this, class, cog, destiny} \)) to values; a running process \( K_{\text{idle}} \), that is \( \text{idle} \) if the object is idle; and a queue of suspended processes \( Q \). A process \( K \) is \( \{ \sigma \mid s \} \) where \( \sigma \) maps the local variables to their values and \( s \) is a list of statements. The statements are the ones presented in Fig. 1.1 augmented with the statement \( \text{cont}(f) \), used to control continuation of synchronous calls, and the special sequential composition \( s ; ; s \) which will be explained in the operational semantics rules. A substitution \( \sigma \) is a mapping from variable names to values. For convenience, we associate the declared type of the variable with the binding, and we also use substitutions to store: \( i \) in case of substitutions directly included in objects, their \( \text{this} \) reference, their \( \text{class} \), their \( \text{cog} \), and an integer denoted by \( \text{nb}_{cr} \) which counts how many open critical sections the object has; and \( ii \) in case of substitution directly included in tasks, \( \text{destiny} \) is associated to future return value. A cog \( \text{cog}(c, o_e) \) has a name \( c \) and a running object \( o_e \), which is \( \emptyset \) when no execution is taking place in the cog. A future \( \text{fut}(f, v_\perp) \) has a name \( f \) and a value \( v_\perp \) which is \( \perp \) when the value has not been computed yet. Finally, the invocation message \( \text{invoc}(o, f, m, v) \), which is the initial form of an asynchronous call, consists of the callee identifier \( o \), the name of the future \( f \) where the call’s result should be returned, the invoked method name \( m \), and the call’s actual parameters \( \overline{v} \).

The initial state of a program is denoted by \( ob(start, e, p, \emptyset) \) where the process
\[ N ::= \epsilon \mid I \mid C \mid NN \]
\[ s ::= \text{cont}(f) \mid s \quad ; s \mid \cdots \]
\[ \sigma ::= \epsilon \mid \sigma; T \mid v \mid \sigma; \theta \]
\[ \theta ::= \epsilon \mid \theta; \text{this } o \]
\[ \theta ::= \epsilon \mid \theta; \text{class } C \mid \theta; \text{cog } c \]
\[ v ::= o \mid f \mid \cdots \]
\[ v\perp ::= v \mid \bot \]
\[ o_e ::= o \mid \epsilon \]
\[ K ::= \{ \sigma \mid s \} \]
\[ K_{idle} ::= K \mid \text{idle} \]

Figure 1.2: Runtime Syntax

\( p \) is the activation of the main block of the program. We call execution of a program a sequence of reductions established by the operational semantics rules starting from the initial state of the program.

### 1.2.2 Functions and Predicates

In this section we introduce the auxiliary functions and predicates that are used to define the operational semantics of the calculus.

Function \( \text{bind}(o, f, m, \overline{v}, C) \) returns the process being the instantiation of the body of method \( m \) in class \( C \) with \textbf{this} bound to \( o \), \textbf{destiny} bound to \( f \), and the parameters of the method bound to the actual values \( \overline{v} \). If the method is \textbf{critical}, then \( \text{nb}_{cr} \) is first incremented and then decremented when the method finishes its execution. Instead, if binding does not succeed, then \textbf{error} is returned. Since, in the component calculus we have standard and \textbf{critical} methods, the \text{bind} function is defined differently from the corresponding one in ABS – whereas, the rest of the functions and predicates are defined in the same way. Formally, the \text{bind} function is defined by the following two rules, where rule (NM-Bind) applies for a \textit{normal}
method and rule (CM-BIND) applies for a critical method:

\[(\text{NM-BIND})\]
\[
\text{class } C \ldots \{Tm(\overline{T} x)(\overline{T'} x' s') \ldots \} \in N
\]
bind(o, f, m, v, c) = \{\overline{T} x = v; \overline{T'} x' = \text{null}; \text{this} = o \mid s\}

\[(\text{CM-BIND})\]
\[
\text{class } C \ldots \{\text{critical } Tm(\overline{T} x)(\overline{T'} x' s') \ldots \} \in N
\]
s = nb_{cr} = nb_{cr} + 1; s' = nb_{cr} = nb_{cr} - 1
bind(o, f, m, v, c) = \{\overline{T} x = v; \overline{T'} x' = \text{null}; \text{this} = o \mid s\}

Function atts(C, v, o, c) returns the initial state of an instance of class C with its fields, this and cog mapped to v, o and c, respectively.

Function select(Q, σ, N) selects from the queue of suspended processes the next process to be active.

Predicate fresh is defined on names of objects o, futures f and names of cogs c and asserts that these names are globally unique. It is defined on a variable x or a sequence of variables \{x_1 \ldots x_n\} and asserts that the variables are globally new.

Function match(p, v) returns a unique substitution σ such that σ(p) = v and \(\text{dom}(\sigma) = \text{vars}(p)\), otherwise match(p, v) = ⊥.

Function vars(p) returns the set of variables in the pattern p and is defined by induction on the structure of p: \(\text{vars}(\_ ) = \text{vars}(\text{null}) = \emptyset\), \(\text{vars}(x) = \{x\}\) and \(\text{vars}(\text{Co}(p_1 \ldots p_n)) = \bigcup_i \text{vars}(p_i)\).

### 1.2.3 Evaluation of pure and guard expressions

In this section we present the evaluation of pure expressions and guard expressions, before introducing the operational semantics on runtime configurations.

**Pure expressions** The evaluation of pure expressions is defined by a small-step reduction relation \(\sigma \vdash e \rightsquigarrow e'\) and is given in Fig. 1.3. Let \(\sigma\) be a substitution and e be a pure expression, then the reduction relation means that expression e in the context \(\sigma\) reduces to expression \(e'\) in the context \(\sigma'\). We use the notation \(e[\overline{x} \mapsto \overline{y}]\) to denote the expression e in which every occurrence of variable \(x_i\) is substituted by variable \(y_i\). The same holds for \(\sigma[\overline{x} \mapsto \overline{y}]\). For simplicity in the reduction rules to follow, we denote with \(\llbracket e \rrbracket_\sigma\) the evaluation of the expression e.
values fun the subscript \((R\) to the evaluation of \(\sigma\) in the context \(\sigma\) is defined by \(\sigma \vdash \text{fun}(\sigma_1 \ldots \sigma_n) \Rightarrow \sigma' \vdash \text{fun}(\sigma_1 \ldots \sigma_n)\). Rule (RedFunExp) states that variable \(x\) in the context \(\sigma\) evaluates to the value assigned by \(\sigma\), namely \(\sigma(x)\), in the same context. Function evaluation is given by rules (RedFunExp) and (RedFunGround). A function \(\text{fun}\) is defined by \(\textbf{def} \ T \ \text{fun}(\overline{T} x) = e\), and we denote by \(\overline{x}_{\text{fun}}\) the list of formal parameters \(\overline{x}\) and by \(\overline{e}_{\text{fun}}\) the body \(e\) of the function; namely, we use the subscript \(\text{fun}\) to state the belonging to the function having name \(\text{fun}\). By rule (RedFunGround), the evaluation of a function call \(\text{fun}(\overline{v})\) in a context \(\sigma\) reduces to the evaluation of \(\overline{e}_{\text{fun}}[\overline{x}_{\text{fun}} \mapsto \overline{y}]\) in \(\sigma[\overline{y} \mapsto \overline{v}]\). First of all, in order to get the values \(\overline{v}\), the reduction rule (RedFunExp) is applied, where the expressions \(\overline{e}\) are evaluated to values \(\overline{v}\). In addition, the change in scope in evaluating a function body is obtained by replacing the list of formal parameters \(\overline{x}_{\text{fun}}\) by fresh variables.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(RedCons)} & \quad \sigma \vdash e_i \leadsto \sigma' \vdash e'_i \quad 1 \leq i \leq n \\
\sigma \vdash \text{Co}(e_1 \ldots e_i \ldots e_n) & \leadsto \sigma' \vdash \text{Co}(e_1 \ldots e'_i \ldots e_n) \\
\text{(RedFunExp)} & \quad \sigma \vdash e_i \leadsto \sigma' \vdash e'_i \quad 1 \leq i \leq n \\
\sigma \vdash \text{fun}(e_1 \ldots e_i \ldots e_n) & \leadsto \sigma' \vdash \text{fun}(e_1 \ldots e'_i \ldots e_n) \\
\text{(RedFunGround)} & \quad \text{fresh}(\{y_1 \ldots y_n\}) \\
\sigma \vdash \text{fun}(\overline{v}) & \leadsto \sigma[\overline{y} \mapsto \overline{v}] + \overline{e}_{\text{fun}}[\overline{x}_{\text{fun}} \mapsto \overline{y}] \\
\text{(RedFunExp)} & \quad \sigma \vdash \text{fun}(\overline{v}) \\
\sigma \vdash \text{fun}(\overline{v}) & \leadsto \sigma[\overline{y} \mapsto \overline{v}] + \overline{e}_{\text{fun}}[\overline{x}_{\text{fun}} \mapsto \overline{y}] \\
\text{(RedCase1)} & \quad \sigma \vdash e \leadsto \sigma' \vdash e' \\
\sigma \vdash \text{case} e \{p \Rightarrow e_p\} & \leadsto \sigma' \vdash \text{case} e' \{p \Rightarrow e_p\} \\
\text{(RedCase2)} & \quad \sigma \vdash \text{case} v \{p \Rightarrow e_p; p' \Rightarrow e'_p\} \\
\sigma \vdash \text{case} v \{p \Rightarrow e_p; p' \Rightarrow e'_p\} & \leadsto \sigma' \vdash \text{case} v \{p' \Rightarrow e'_p\} \\
\text{(RedCase3)} & \quad \sigma \vdash \text{case} v \{p \Rightarrow e_p; p' \Rightarrow e'_p\} \leadsto \sigma' \vdash e_p[\overline{x} \mapsto \overline{y}] \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 1.3: The evaluation of pure expressions

in the context \(\sigma\) to its ground value, given by the production \(\nu\). In particular, when \(e\) is a boolean expression, then \([e]_\sigma = \text{true}\) and \([-[e]_\sigma = \text{false}\).

Rule (RedCons) states that the expression \(\text{Co}(e_1 \ldots e_i \ldots e_n)\) reduces to \(\text{Co}(e_1 \ldots e'_i \ldots e_n)\) whenever \(e_i\) reduces to \(e'_i\). Rule (RedVar) states that variable \(x\) in the context \(\sigma\) evaluates to the value assigned by \(\sigma\), namely \(\sigma(x)\), in the same context. Function evaluation is given by rules (RedFunExp) and (RedFunGround).
1.2. SEMANTICS

\( \bar{y} \) in the body of the function, thus avoiding name capture. There are three reduction rules for case expressions. Rule \((\text{RedCase}1)\) states that the case expression \(\text{case } v \{ p \Rightarrow e_p, p' \Rightarrow e'_{p'} \}\) reduces if its argument \(e\) reduces. Case expressions reduce only if the pattern in one of the branches matches. In order to achieve this, we use the function \(\text{match}(p, v)\), which returns the unique substitution \(\sigma\) such that \(\sigma(p) = v\) and \(\text{dom}(\sigma) = \text{vars}(p)\), otherwise \(\text{match}(p, v) = \bot\). Rules \((\text{RedCase}2)\) and \((\text{RedCase}3)\) check this matching function. In case \(\text{match}(\sigma(p), v) = \bot\), then the case expression \(\text{case } v \{ p \Rightarrow e_p, p' \Rightarrow e'_{p'} \}\) reduces to \(\text{case } v \{ p' \Rightarrow e'_{p'} \}\). Otherwise, if \(\text{match}(\sigma(p), v) \neq \bot\), first variables in \(p\) are bound to ground values, given by the substitution \(\sigma'\), and then, in order to avoid names to be captured, variables in \(x\) are substituted by fresh variables in \(y\), which in turn have associated values given by \(\sigma''(x)\). Thus, the context for evaluating the new expression is \(\sigma\) augmented with \(y\) associated to \(\sigma''(x)\). Then, the case expression reduces to the body \(e_p\) of the corresponding branch, where \(\bar{x}\) is replaced by \(\bar{y}\).

**Guard expressions**  The evaluation of guards is given in Fig. 1.4.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{(RedReply1)} \\
\sigma \vdash e \leadsto \sigma \vdash f \\
\text{fut}(f, v) \in N \quad v \neq \bot \\
\sigma, N \vdash e? \leadsto \sigma, N \vdash \text{true} \\
\hline
\text{RedReply2} \\
\sigma \vdash e \leadsto \sigma \vdash f \\
\text{fut}(f, \bot) \in N \\
\sigma, N \vdash e? \leadsto \sigma, N \vdash \text{false} \\
\hline
\text{RedConj} \\
\sigma, N \vdash g_1 \leadsto \sigma, N \vdash g_1' \\
\sigma, N \vdash g_2 \leadsto \sigma, N \vdash g_2' \\
\sigma, N \vdash g_1 \land g_2 \leadsto \sigma, N \vdash g_1' \land g_2' \\
\hline
\text{RedCS1} \\
\sigma \vdash e \leadsto \sigma \vdash o \\
\text{ob}(o, \sigma_o, K_{idle}, Q) \in N \\
\sigma_o(\text{nb}_o) = 0 \\
\sigma, N \vdash \|e]\leadsto \sigma, N \vdash \text{true} \\
\hline
\text{RedCS2} \\
\sigma \vdash e \leadsto \sigma \vdash o \\
\text{ob}(o, \sigma_o, K_{idle}, Q) \in N \\
\sigma_o(\text{nb}_o) \neq 0 \\
\sigma, N \vdash \|e]\leadsto \sigma, N \vdash \text{false} \\
\end{array}
\]

**Figure 1.4:** The evaluation of guard expressions

Let \(\sigma\) be a substitution and \(N\) be a configuration. The evaluation of a guard to a ground value is either \texttt{true} or \texttt{false}. For simplicity, we denote with \(\|g\|^N\) the evaluation of a guard \(g\) in a context \(\sigma, N\) to \texttt{true}. Hence, we denote with \(\neg\|g\|^N\) the evaluation of a guard \(g\) in a context \(\sigma, N\) to \texttt{false}. 
Rules (RedReply1) and (RedReply2) assert that the guard $e$ evaluates to $\text{true}$, whenever the value associated to the evaluation of expression $e$ is ready to be retrieved, namely is different from $\perp$; otherwise, it evaluates to $\text{false}$. Rule (RedConj) is trivial and asserts the evaluation of boolean conjunction of guards $g_1$ and $g_2$. Rules (RedCS1) and (RedCS2) are the new evaluation rules of the component calculus, with respect to ABS. They state that, when in the object $o$ the field $nb_{cr}$ is different from zero, then it has an open critical section and hence the test $\|e\|$ returns $\text{true}$; otherwise, if $nb_{cr} = 0$ it means that no critical section is open, and $\|e\|$ evaluates to $\text{false}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Skip)</strong></td>
<td>$ob(o, \sigma, {\sigma'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Assign-Field)</strong></td>
<td>$x \in \text{dom}(\sigma) \quad v = |e|_{(\text{cror}^r)} \rightarrow ob(o, \sigma, {\sigma'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Assign-Local)</strong></td>
<td>$x \in \text{dom}(\sigma) \quad v = |e|_{(\text{cror}^r)} \rightarrow ob(o, \sigma, {\sigma'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Cond-False)</strong></td>
<td>$\neg |e|_{(\text{cror}^r)} \rightarrow ob(o, \sigma, {\sigma'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Cond-True)</strong></td>
<td>$|e|_{(\text{cror}^r)} \rightarrow ob(o, \sigma, {\sigma'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(While-False)</strong></td>
<td>$\neg |e|_{(\text{cror}^r)} \rightarrow ob(o, \sigma, {\sigma'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(While-True)</strong></td>
<td>$|e|_{(\text{cror}^r)} \rightarrow ob(o, \sigma, {\sigma'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Suspend)</strong></td>
<td>$|e|_{(\text{cror}^r)} \rightarrow ob(o, \sigma, \text{idle}; Q \cup {\sigma'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Release-Cog)</strong></td>
<td>$c = \sigma(\text{cog}) \rightarrow ob(o, \sigma, \text{idle}; Q) \text{ cog}(c, o)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Activate)</strong></td>
<td>$p = \text{select}(Q, \sigma, N) \quad c = \sigma(\text{cog}) \rightarrow ob(o, \sigma, \text{idle}; Q) \text{ cog}(c, o) N$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.5: Reduction rules for the concurrent object level of Core ABS (1)
In this section we introduce the operational semantics rules for the concurrent level of ABS language and its component extension. The rules are given in Fig. 1.5, 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8.

Rule (Skip) merely executes the skip statement and reduces to the object having only \( s \) as part of its active process. Rules (Assign-Local) and (Assign-Field) update the values of the local variables and of the object variables, respectively, where \( \sigma[x \mapsto v] \) denotes the updating of \( \sigma \) with the substitution of \( x \) to \( v \). Rules (Cond-True) and (Cond-False) select branch \( s_1 \) or branch \( s_2 \) of the if-then-else statement if the evaluation of expression \( e \) is true or false, respectively. Rules (While-True) and (While-False) for loops are similar to the ones for conditionals. In case the evaluation of the expression \( e \) is true, then the

\[
\sigma'(\text{destiny}) = \emptyset \quad v = \llbracket e \rrbracket_{(\sigma, \sigma')} \\
\sigma'(\text{local}) = \sigma' \quad \text{fresh}(\sigma') \quad \text{fresh}(\sigma')
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(Return)} & \quad \sigma'(\text{destiny}) = \emptyset \quad v = \llbracket e \rrbracket_{(\sigma, \sigma')} \\
\text{(Read-Fut)} & \quad v \neq \perp \quad \emptyset = \llbracket e \rrbracket_{(\sigma, \sigma')}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(Await-True)} & \quad \sigma'(\text{local}) = \sigma' \quad \text{fresh}(\sigma') \\
\text{(Await-False)} & \quad \sigma'(\text{local}) = \sigma' \quad \text{fresh}(\sigma')
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(Bind-Mtd)} & \quad p' = \text{bind}(o, f, m, v, \text{class}(o)) \\
\text{(New-Object)} & \quad \sigma'(\text{local}) = \sigma' \quad \text{fresh}(\sigma') \quad \text{fresh}(\sigma') \\
\text{(New-Cog-Object)} & \quad \sigma'(\text{local}) = \sigma' \quad \text{fresh}(\sigma') \quad \text{fresh}(\sigma')
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 1.6: Reduction rules for the concurrent object level of Core ABS (2)
loop reduces to its body \( s \) composed with the loop itself – which is then evaluated again. Otherwise, if the evaluation returns \( \text{false} \) then the loop reduces to \( \text{skip} \).

Notice that the composition used in reduction rule (\textsc{While-True}), denoted with ‘\( ; ; \)’, is a special sequential composition. As long as the operational semantics is concerned, this composition has exactly the same effect and meaning as the standard one ‘\( ; \)’. However, we use ‘\( ; ; \)’ to distinguish it from ‘\( ; \)’ in the typing rules for runtime configurations shown in the next chapter. Basically, the reason why we want to distinguish it in the typing rules is to handle the set of cogs created in the body of the loop, which is not known ahead of execution. Rule (\textsc{Suspend}) simply suspends the currently active process by moving it to the queue \( Q \) of suspended process. Rule (\textsc{Release-Cog}), after a process is suspended, updates the \textit{cog} configuration, by setting the object part to \textit{idle} meaning that there is no active object in the cog. Rule (\textsc{Activate}), as opposed to (\textsc{Suspend}), selects a task \( p \) from the queue of suspended processes and activates it. The process is removed from the queue and the \textit{cog} configuration is updated by letting the object with the newly activated process, be the active object of the cog. Rule (\textsc{Return}) assigns the return value to the call’s associated future. Rule (\textsc{Read-Fut}) retrieves the value associated to the future \( f \) when ready (\( v \neq \bot \)). Rules (\textsc{Await-True}) and (\textsc{Await-False}) define the behaviour of statement \texttt{await} \( g \), which depending on the truth value of \( g \) either succeeds and lets the current task continue with its execution, or suspends the current task, allowing other tasks to execute (see rule (\textsc{Suspend})), respectively. Rule (\textsc{Bind-Mtd}) adds a process \( p' \) to the queue of the suspended processes by first letting \( p' \) be the process obtained by the bind auxiliary function after the invocation configuration is consumed. The latter provides the arguments to the bind function. Rules (\textsc{New-Object}) and (\textsc{New-Cog-Object}) spawn a new object runtime configuration, bound to the current cog or to a newly created cog, respectively. The names of the object and the cog newly created are globally unique. The object’s fields are given default values by applying function \texttt{atts}(\( C, \bar{v}, o', c \)). Rule (\textsc{Self-Sync-Call}) looks up for the body of the method using function bind, as previously described. After the reduction, the active task for object \( o \) will be the body of the method (suitably instantiated with the actual parameters) and the continuation statement \( s \) will be put in the queue of the suspended processes. The statement \texttt{cont}(\( f \)), which is a statement added to the runtime syntax of the calculus, is used to resume the execution of \( s \) as stated by rule (\textsc{Self-Sync-Return-Sched}). Rule (\textsc{Async-Call}) sends an invocation message to \( o' \) with a new (unique) future \( f \), method name \( m \) and actual parameters \( \bar{v} \). The return value of \( f \) is undefined (i.e., \( \bot \)). Rules (\textsc{Cog-Sync-Call}) and (\textsc{Cog-Sync-Return-Sched}) are specific to synchronous method
calls between objects residing in the same cog. When a method is called syn-
chronously, inside a cog, then the active object in that cog changes, in particular
from \( o \) to \( o' \), by respecting thus that only one object per cog is active. In (Cog-
Sync-Call) the \textit{cont} statement is composed with the statement \( s' \) of the newly
created process in order to be used to activate the caller in (Cog-Sync-Return-
Sch). Rule (Rebind-Local) is applied when an object rebinds one of its own
ports. The rule first checks that the object is not in a critical section, by testing
if \( nb_{cr} \) is zero, and then updates the port. Rule (Rebind-Global) is applied when
an object rebinds a port of another object, within the same group, and follows the
same line as the previous one. Rule (Rebind-None) states that when a rebind is
attempted on a port that does not exist, then nothing happens and the rebind op-
eration is simply ignored and discarded. Intuitively, the reason for this rule is the
following: a component can replace another one if the former offers less services,
accessed by ports, than the latter – this intuition is respected by the subtyping re-
lation which is defined in the next section. So, during execution a component can
be replaced by another one with a smaller number of ports. As a consequence, if
a \textit{rebind} is performed on a port not present, this is going merely to be ignored.

1.3 Server and Client Example

In this section we present a running example which gives a better understanding
of the ABS language and its component extension. In addition, this example gives
a flavour of the motivation behind our type system.

Consider the following typical distributed scenario: suppose that we have sev-
eral clients working together in a specific workflow and using a central server for
their communications. Suppose we want to update the server. Updating the server
is a difficult task, as it requires to update its reference in all clients at the same
time in order to avoid communication failures.

We first consider how the above task is achieved in ABS. The code is pre-
sented in Fig. 1.9. The programmer declares two interfaces \texttt{Server} and \texttt{Client}
and a class \texttt{Controller}. Basically, the class \texttt{Controller} updates the server
in all the clients \( c_i \) by synchronously calling their setter method. All the clients
are updated at the same time: since they are in the same cog as the controller they
cannot execute until the execution of method \texttt{updateServer} has terminated.

However, this code does not ensure that the update is performed when the
clients are in a safe state. This can lead to inconsistency issues because clients
that are using the server are not aware of the modification taking place. This problem can be solved by using the notions of \texttt{port} and \texttt{rebind} as shown in [75]. The solution is presented in Fig. 1.10. In this case, the method \texttt{updateServer} first waits for all clients to be in a safe state (\texttt{await} statement performed on the conjunction of all clients) and then updates their reference one by one (\texttt{rebind} \texttt{server s} which is declared to be a \texttt{port}).

However, even with the component extension and the presence of critical sections, runtime errors can still occur. For instance, if the clients and the controller are not in the same cog, by following the operational semantics rules, the update will fail. Consider the code in Fig. 1.11. Method \texttt{main} instantiates classes \texttt{Client} and \texttt{Controller} – and possibly other classes, like \texttt{Server}, present in the program – by creating objects $c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n, c$. These objects are created in the same cog by the \texttt{new} command, except for client $c_1$, which is created and placed in a new cog by the \texttt{new cog} command. Now, suppose that the code in Fig. 1.10 is executed. At runtime, the program will check if the controller and the client belong to the same cog to respect the consistency constraints for rebinding. In case of $c_1$ this check will fail by leading to a runtime error.

In the remainder of the present Part, we address the aforementioned problem; namely to avoid these kind of runtime errors and the overhead in dealing with them, while performing runtime modifications. We present our type system which tracks cog membership of objects thus permitting to typecheck only programs where rebinding is consistent.
1.3. SERVER AND CLIENT EXAMPLE

Figure 1.7: Reduction rules for the concurrent object level of Core ABS (3)

(Self-Sync-Call)
\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma'(\text{destiny}) &= f' \\
\text{fresh}(f) &\quad \{\sigma''|s'| = \text{bind}(o, f, m, \overline{v}, \text{class}(o))
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'|x = e.m(\overline{e}); s\}, Q) \\
\rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'|s'; \text{cont}(f')\}, Q \cup \{\sigma'|x = \text{get}(f); s\}) \quad \text{fut}(f, \perp)
\]

(Self-Sync-Return-Sched)
\[
\sigma'(\text{destiny}) = f
\]
\[
\text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma''|\text{cont}(f)\}, Q \cup \{\sigma'|s\}) \rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'|s\}, Q)
\]

(Async-Call)
\[
\text{fresh}(f) \quad o' = \llbracket e \rrbracket_{(\text{coop}')} \quad \overline{v} = \llbracket \overline{e} \rrbracket_{(\text{coop}')}
\]
\[
\text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'|x = e!m(\overline{e}); s\}, Q) \\
\rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'|x = f; s, Q\}) \text{ invoc}(o', f, m, \overline{v}) \text{fut}(f, \perp)
\]

(Cog-Sync-Call)
\[
\sigma'(\text{cog}) = c
\]
\[
\text{f} = \sigma''(\text{cog}) = \{\sigma''|s'| = \text{bind}(o', f, m, \overline{v}, \text{class}(o'))
\]
\[
\text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma''|x = e.m(\overline{e}); s\}, Q) \text{ob}(o', \sigma', \text{idle}, Q') \text{cog}(c, o) \\
\rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \text{idle}, Q \cup \{\sigma''|x = \text{get}(f); s\}) \text{fut}(f, \perp) \\
\text{ob}(o', \sigma', \{\sigma''|s'; \text{cont}(f')\}, Q') \text{cog}(c, o')
\]

(Cog-Sync-Return-Sched)
\[
\sigma'(\text{cog}) = c \quad \sigma''(\text{destiny}) = f
\]
\[
\text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'\text{cont}(f)\}, Q) \text{cog}(c, o) \text{ob}(o', \sigma'', \text{idle}, Q' \cup \{\sigma'''|s\}) \\
\rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \text{idle}, Q) \text{cog}(c, o') \text{ob}(o', \sigma'', \{\sigma'''|s\}, Q')
\]
(REBIND-LOCAL)
\[ \sigma(\text{nb}_{cr}) = 0 \]
\[ o = \llbracket e \rrbracket_{\sigma'_{\text{root}'}} \]
\[ v = \llbracket e' \rrbracket_{\sigma'_{\text{root}'}} \]
\[ \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{ \sigma' \mid \text{rebind} \ e.f = e'; s \}, Q) \]
\[ \rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma[f \mapsto v], \{ \sigma' \mid s \}, Q) \]

(REBIND-NONE)
\[ \sigma(\text{nb}_{cr}) = 0 \quad f \notin \text{ports}(\sigma(\text{class})) \]
\[ o = \llbracket e \rrbracket_{\sigma'_{\text{root}'}} \]
\[ v = \llbracket e' \rrbracket_{\sigma'_{\text{root}'}} \]
\[ \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{ \sigma' \mid \text{rebind} \ e.f = e'; s \}, Q) \]
\[ \rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{ \sigma' \mid s \}, Q) \]

(REBIND-GLOBAL)
\[ \sigma(\text{nb}_{cr}) = 0 \quad \sigma_{\text{root}}(\text{cog}) = \sigma_{\text{root}'}(\text{cog}) \]
\[ o = \llbracket e \rrbracket_{\sigma_{\text{root}'}_{\text{root}'}} \]
\[ v = \llbracket e' \rrbracket_{\sigma_{\text{root}'}_{\text{root}'}} \]
\[ \text{ob}(o, \sigma_{\text{root}}, K_{\text{idle}}, Q) \quad \text{ob}(o', \sigma_{\text{root}'}, \{ \sigma'_{\text{root}'} \mid \text{rebind} \ e.f = e'; s \}, Q') \]
\[ \rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma_{\text{root}}[f \mapsto v], K_{\text{idle}}, Q) \quad \text{ob}(o', \sigma_{\text{root}'}, \{ \sigma'_{\text{root}'} \mid s \}, Q') \]

Figure 1.8: Reduction rules for \text{rebind}

interface Server { ... }

interface Client { Unit setServer(Server s); ... }

class Controller {
    Client c_1, c_2, ... c_n;

    Unit updateServer(Server s2) {
        c_1.setServer(s2);
        c_2.setServer(s2);
        ...
        c_n.setServer(s2);
    }
}

Figure 1.9: Workflow in ABS
interface Server { ... }
interface Client { port Server s; ... }

class Controller {
    Client c₁, c₂, ... cₙ;
    ...
    Unit updateServer(Server s₂) {
        await ||c₁|| ∧ ||c₂|| ∧ ... ∧ ||cₙ||;
        rebind c₁.s = s₂;
        rebind c₂.s = s₂;
        ...
        rebind cₙ.s = s₂;
    }
}

Figure 1.10: Workflow using the Component Model

Unit main () {
    ...
    Client c₁ = new cog Client (s);
    Client c₂ = new Client (s);
    ...
    Client cₙ = new Client (s);
    Controller c = new Controller (c₁, c₂, ... cₙ);
}

Figure 1.11: Client and Controller objects creation
In this chapter we present our type system for the component model. We first give a thorough explanation of the types we adopt and how the type system achieves the tracking of cog membership. Then, we introduce the subtyping relation, we present the auxiliary functions and predicates that the type system relies on, and we conclude with the typing rules.

2.1 Typing Features

In this section we give the intuition behind the types and the records used in the typing rules, the latter being a new concept not adopted either in ABS or in its component extension [75]. We explain also the meaning of the method signature and how the type system addresses the problem of consistent rebindings and consistent synchronous method calls.

Cog Names The goal of our type system is to statically check if rebindings and synchronous method calls are performed locally to a cog. Since cogs and objects are entities created at runtime, we cannot know statically their identity. The interesting and also difficult part in designing our type systems is how to statically track cogs identity and hence membership to a cog. We address this issue by using a linear type system on names of cogs, which range over $G, G', G''$, 
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in a way that abstracts the runtime identity of cogs. The type system associates to every cog creation a unique cog name, which makes it possible to check if two objects are in the same cog or not.

Precisely, we associate objects to their cogs using records $\tau$, having the form $G[\overline{f} : T]$, where $G$ denotes the cog in which the object is located and $[\overline{f} : T]$ maps any object’s fields in $\overline{f}$ to its type in $T$. In fact, in order to correctly track cog membership of each expression, we also need to keep information about the cog of the object’s fields in a record. This is needed, for instance, when an object stored in a field is accessed within the method body and then returned by the method; in this case one needs a way to bind the cog of the accessed field to the cog of the returned value.

Cog Sets In order to deal with linearity of cogs created, and to keep track of them after their creation, our type system, besides the standard typing context $\Gamma$ – which is formally defined in the next section – uses a set of cogs, ranged over by $\mathcal{G}, \mathcal{G}', \mathcal{G}''$, that keeps track of the cogs created so far and uses the operator $\uplus$ to deal with the disjoint union of set, namely $\mathcal{G} \uplus \mathcal{G}'$ etc, where the empty set acts as the neutral element, namely $\mathcal{G} \uplus \emptyset = \emptyset \uplus \mathcal{G} = \mathcal{G}$. In Section 2.4, we will show how the set of cogs is used in typing the terms of the calculus and how the disjoint union of cogsets works.

Method Signature Let us now explain the method signature $(\mathcal{G}, \tau)$ used in annotating a method header. The record $\tau$ is used as the record of this during the typing of the method, i.e., $\tau$ is the binder for the cog of the object this in the scope of the method body, as we will see in the typing rules in the following. The set of cog names $\mathcal{G}$ is used to keep track of the fresh cogs that the method creates. In particular, when we deal with recursive method calls, the set $\mathcal{G}$ gathers the fresh cogs of every call, which is then returned to the main execution. Moreover, when it is not necessary to keep track of cog information about an object, because the object is not going to take part in any synchronous method call or any rebind operation, it is possible to associate to this object the unknown record $\bot$. This special record does not keep any information about the cog where the object or its fields are located, and it is to be considered different from any other cog, thus to ensure the soundness of our type system.

Finally, note that data types also can contain records: for instance, a list of objects is typed with $\text{List}(T)$ where $T$ is the type of the objects in the list and it includes also the records of the objects.
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2.2 Subtyping Relation

The subtyping relation ≤ on the syntactic types is a preorder and is presented in Fig. 2.1. For readability, we let \( L \) be either a class name \( C \) or an interface name \( I \). We distinguish between two forms of subtyping, which is typical of object-oriented languages: *structural* and *nominal* subtyping. In a language where subtyping is nominal, \( A \) is a subtype of \( B \) if and only if it is declared to be so, meaning if class (or interface) \( A \) extends (or implements) class (or interface) \( B \); these relations must be defined by the programmer and are based on the names of classes and interfaces declared. Java programmers are used to nominal subtyping, but other languages [42, 50, 79, 80, 93] are based on the structural approach. In the latter, subtyping relation is established only by analysing the structure of a class, i.e., its fields and methods: class (or interface) \( A \) is a subtype of class (or interface) \( B \) if and only if the fields and methods of \( A \) are a superset of the fields and methods of \( B \), and their types in \( A \) are subtypes of their types in \( B \). On the other hand, in [32] the authors integrate both the nominal and the structural subtyping in Featherweight Java-like calculus.

Rule (S-Data) states that data types are covariant in their type parameters. Rule (S-Bot) states that every record \( \tau \) is a subtype of the unknown record \( \bot \). Rules (S-Fields) and (S-Ports) use structural subtyping on records. Fields, like methods, are what the object provides, hence it is sound to forget about the existence of a field in an object. This is why the rule (S-Fields) allows to remove fields from records. Ports on the other hand, model the *dependencies* the objects have on their environment, hence it is sound to consider that an object may have more
dependencies than it actually has during its execution. This is why the rule (S-Ports) allows to add ports to records. So, in case of fields, one object can be substituted by another one if the latter has at least the same fields; on the contrary, in case of ports, one object can be substituted by another one if the latter has at most the same ports. Notice that in the standard object-oriented setting this rule would not be sound, since trying to access a non-existing attribute would lead to a null pointer exception. Therefore, to support our vision of port behaviour, we add a (REBIND-NONE) reduction rule to the component calculus semantics which simply permits the rebind to succeed without modifying anything if the port is not available. Finally, rule (S-Type) adopts nominal subtyping between classes and interfaces and subtyping is again covariant.

2.3 Functions and Predicates

In this section we define the auxiliary functions and predicates that are used in the typing rules.

We first start with the lookup functions params, ports, fields, ptype, mtype, heads shown in Fig. 2.2. These functions are similar and are inspired by the corresponding ones in Featherweight Java [58]. For readability reasons, the lookup functions are written in italics, whether the auxiliary functions and predicates are not. Function params returns the sequence of typed parameters of a class. Function ports returns the sequence of typed ports. Instead, function fields returns all the fields of the class it is defined on, namely the inner state and the ports too. Functions ptype and mtype return the declared type of respectively the port and the method they are applied to. Function heads returns the headers of the declared methods. Except function fields which is defined only on classes, the rest of the lookup functions is defined on both classes and interfaces.

The auxiliary functions and predicates are shown in Fig. 2.3. Function tmatch returns a substitution $\sigma$ of the formal parameters to the actual ones. It is defined both on types and on records. The matching of a type $T$ to itself, or of a record $r$ to itself, returns the identity substitution $id$; the matching of a type variable $V$ to a type $T$ returns a substitution of $V$ to $T$; the matching of a data type $D$ parametrized on formal types $\bar{T}$ and on actual types $\bar{T}'$ returns the union of substitutions that correspond to the matching of each type $T_i$ with $T'_i$ in such a way that substitutions coincide when applied to the same formal types, the latter being expressed by $\forall i, j \sigma_{i, j_{\text{dom}}(\sigma_j)} = \sigma_{i, j_{\text{dom}}(\sigma_i)}$; the matching of records follows the same idea as
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>class C (T x) implements I</strong> { F; ( \overline{M} ) }</td>
<td><code>params(C) = \( \overline{T} \times \)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>class C [(T’ x’)] implements I</strong> { port T x; T’ x’; ( \overline{M} ) }</td>
<td><code>ports(C) = \( \overline{T} \times \)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>interface I extends I</strong> { port T x; S }</td>
<td><code>ports(I) = \( \overline{T} \times \)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>class C [(T’ x’)] implements I</strong> { port T x; T’ x’; ( \overline{M} ) }</td>
<td><code>fields(C) = \( \overline{T} \times T’ \times \)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>class C [(T’ x’)] implements I</strong> { port T x; T’ x’; ( \overline{M} ) }</td>
<td><code>ptype(p, C) = \( \overline{T} \)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>interface I extends I</strong> { port T x; S }</td>
<td><code>ptype(p, I) = \( \overline{T} \)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>class C [(T x)] implements I</strong> { F; ( \overline{M} ) }</td>
<td><code>[critical] (\( \mathcal{G}, x \)) T m(\( \overline{T} \times \)) s \in \( \overline{M} \)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>mtype(m, C) = (\( \mathcal{G}, x \))(\( \overline{T} \times \)) \rightarrow T</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>interface I extends I</strong> { port T x; S }</td>
<td><code>[critical] (\( \mathcal{G}, x \)) T m(\( \overline{T} \times \)) \in S</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>mtype(m, I) = (\( \mathcal{G}, x \))(\( \overline{T} \times \)) \rightarrow T</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>class C [(T x)] implements I</strong> { F; ( \overline{M} ) }</td>
<td>( M = \overline{s} { s } )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>heads(C) = \( \overline{s} \)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>interface I extends I</strong> { port T x; S }</td>
<td><code>heads(I) = \( \overline{s} \)</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.2: Lookup Functions
that of data types. Finally, tmatch applied on types \((\mathcal{I}, r), (\mathcal{I}, r')\) returns the same substitution obtained by matching \(r\) with \(r'\). Function pmatch, performs matchings on patterns and types by returning a typing environment \(\Gamma\). In particular, pmatch returns an empty set when the pattern is \(\_\) or \textbf{null}, or \(x : T\) when applied on a variable \(x\) and a type \(T\). Otherwise, if applied to a constructor expression \(\text{Co}(\overline{p})\) and a type \(T''\) it returns the union of typing environments corresponding to patterns in \(\overline{p}\). Function crec asserts that \((\mathcal{I}, \mathcal{G}[\sigma \cup \sigma'((f : (\mathcal{I}, r)))]))\) is a member of crec\((\mathcal{G}, \mathcal{C}, \sigma)\) if class \(\mathcal{C}\) implements interface \(\mathcal{I}\) and \(\sigma'\) and \(\sigma\) are substitutions defined on disjoint sets of names. Predicate coloc states the equality of two cog names. Predicates implements and extends check when a class implements an interface and an interface extends another one properly. A class \(\mathcal{C}\) implements an interface \(\mathcal{I}\) if the ports of \(\mathcal{C}\) are at most the ones of \(\mathcal{I}\). This follows the intuition, as already stated in the subtyping section: since ports indicate services then an object has at most the services declared in its interface. Then, any port in \(\mathcal{C}\) has a type being a subtype of the type of the respective port in \(\mathcal{I}\). Instead, for methods, \(\mathcal{C}\) may define at least the methods declared in \(\mathcal{I}\) having the same signature. The extends predicate states when an interface \(\mathcal{I}\) properly extends another interface \(\mathcal{I}'\) and it is defined similarly to the implements predicate.

### 2.4 Typing Rules

A typing context \(\Gamma\) is a partial function from names to typings, which assigns types \(T\) to variables, a pair \((\mathcal{C}, r)\) to \textbf{this}, and arrow types \(T \rightarrow T'\) to function symbols like \text{Co} or \text{fun}, namely:

\[
\Gamma ::= \emptyset \mid x : T, \Gamma \mid \textbf{this} : (\mathcal{C}, r), \Gamma \mid \text{Co} : \overline{T} \rightarrow T', \Gamma \mid \text{fun} : \overline{T} \rightarrow T', \Gamma
\]

As usual \(\text{dom}(\Gamma)\) denote the domain of the typing context \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma(name)\) denotes the type of the name being \(x\), \textbf{this}, \text{Co} or \text{fun}. We define the composition of typing contexts, by using the operator \(\circ\) namely \(\Gamma \circ \Gamma'\), as follows: \(\Gamma \circ \Gamma'(x) = \Gamma'(x)\) if \(x \in \text{dom}(\Gamma')\), and \(\Gamma \circ \Gamma'(x) = \Gamma(x)\) otherwise. We say that a typing context \(\Gamma'\) extends a typing context \(\Gamma\), denoted with \(\Gamma \subseteq \Gamma'\) if \(\text{dom}(\Gamma) \subseteq \text{dom}(\Gamma')\) and \(\Gamma(x) = \Gamma'(x)\) for all \(x \in \text{dom}(\Gamma)\). Typing judgements use a typing context \(\Gamma\) and possibly a cogset \(\mathcal{G}\) which indicates the set of new cogs created by the term being typed. Typing judgements have the following forms: \(\Gamma \vdash g : \text{Bool}\) for guards, \(\Gamma \vdash e : T\) for pure expressions, \(\Gamma, \mathcal{G} \vdash z : T\) for expressions with side effects, \(\Gamma, \mathcal{G} \vdash s\) for statements, \(\Gamma, \mathcal{G} \vdash M\) for method declarations \(\Gamma, \mathcal{G} \vdash C\) for class
declarations $\Gamma, \emptyset \vdash I$ for interface declarations and $\Gamma, \mathcal{G} \vdash P$ for programs.

**Pure Expressions and Declarations** The typing rules for pure expressions and their declarations are given in Fig. 2.4. Rule (T-Var/Field) states that a variable is of type the one assumed in the typing context. Rule (T-Null) states that the value `null` is of type any interface $I$ declared in the CT (class table) and any record $\tau$. Rule (T-Wild) states that the wildcard `_` is of any type $T$. Rule (T-ConsExp) states that the application of the constructor $Co$ to a list of pure expressions $\bar{e}$ is of type $\sigma(T')$ whenever the constructor is of a functional type $T \rightarrow T'$ and the pure expressions are of type $\overline{T'}$, and the the auxiliary function tmatch applied on the formal types $\overline{T}$ and the actual ones $\overline{T'}$ returns the substitution $\sigma$. Rule (T-FunExp) for function expressions is the same as the previous one for constructor expressions, namely, the application of the function $\text{fun}$ to a list of pure expressions $\bar{e}$ is of type $\sigma(T')$ whenever the function is of a functional type $T \rightarrow T'$ and the pure expressions are of type $\overline{T'}$, and the the auxiliary function tmatch applied on the formal types $\overline{T}$ and the actual ones $\overline{T'}$ returns the substitution $\sigma$. Rule (T-Case) states that if all branches in $p \Rightarrow e_p$ are well-typed with the same type, then the case expression is also well-typed with the return type of the branches. Rule (T-BRANCH) states that a branch $p \Rightarrow e_p$ is well-typed with an arrow type $T \rightarrow T'$ if the pattern $p$ is well-typed with $T$ and the expression $e_p$ is well-typed with type $T'$ in the composition of $\Gamma$ with typing assertions for the pattern obtained by the function pmatch, previously defined. We comment now on the typing rules for the functional declarations. Rule (T-DataDecl) states that the data type declaration is well-typed whenever the constructors of the data type are of type the ones in the declaration. On the other hand, rule (T-ConsDecl) states that a constructor applied to a sequence of types $\overline{T}$ is of type $T'$, if to the constructor name is assigned type $\overline{T} \rightarrow T'$ in the the typing context. Rule (T-FunDecl) states that a function declaration is well-typed whenever the function name $\text{fun}$ has type the one declared in the function declaration and the body of the function has type the one returned by the function. Rule (T-Sub) is the standard subsumption rule, where the subtyping relation is defined in Section 2.2.

**Guards** The typing rules for guards are given at the end of Fig. 2.4. Some comments follow. Rule (T-FutGuard) states that if a variable $x$ has type $\text{Fut}(T)$, the guard $x?$ has type $\text{Bool}$. Rule (T-CriticGuard) states that $\|x\|$ has type $\text{Bool}$ if $x$ is an object, namely having type $(I, \tau)$. Rule (T-ConjGuard) states that if each $g_i$ has type $\text{Bool}$ for $i = 1, 2$ then the conjunction $g_1 \land g_2$ has also type $\text{Bool}$. 
Expressions with Side Effects  The typing rules for expressions with side effects are given in Fig. 2.5. As already stated at the beginning of the section, these typing rules are different wrt the typing rules for pure expressions, as they keep track of the new cogs created. Rule (T-Exp) is a weakening rule which asserts that a pure expression \( e \) is well-typed in a typing context \( \Gamma \) and an empty set of cogs, if it is well-typed in \( \Gamma \). Rule (T-Get) states that \( \text{get}(e) \) is of type \( T \), if expression \( e \) is of type \( \text{Fut}(T) \). Rule (T-New) assigns type \( T \) to the object \( \text{new} \ C(e) \) if the actual parameters have types compatible with the formal ones, by applying function \( \text{tmatch} \); the new object and \text{this} have the same cog \( C \) and the type \( T \) belongs to the \( \text{crec}(G,C,\sigma) \) predicate, which means that \( T \) is of the form \( (I,G[f : \sigma(I,x)]) \) and implements\( (C,I) \) and \( \sigma \) is obtained by the function \( \text{tmatch} \). Rule (T-Cog) is similar to the previous one, except for the creation of a new cog \( G \) where the new object is placed, and hence the group of object \text{this} is not checked. Rules (T-SCall) and (T-ACall) type synchronous and asynchronous method calls, respectively. Both rules use function \( \text{mtype} \) to obtain the method signature as well as the method’s typed parameters and the return type, i.e., \( (G,v)(T \ x) \rightarrow T \). The group record \( v \), the parameters types and the return type of the method are the “formal” ones. In order to obtain the “actual” ones, we use the substitution \( \sigma \) that maps formal cog names to actual cog names. Consequently, the callee \( e \) has type \( (I,\sigma(v)) \) and the actual parameters \( \overline{v} \) have types \( \sigma(T) \). Finally, the invocations are typed in the substitution \( \sigma(T) \), where \( T \) is the “formal” return type. The rules differ in that the former also checks whether the group of \text{this} and the group of the callee coincide, by using the auxiliary function \( \text{coloc} \), and also the types of the returned value are \( \sigma(T) \) and \( \text{Fut}(\sigma(T)) \), respectively.

Statements  The typing rules for statements are presented in Fig. 2.6. Rules (T-Skip) and (T-Suspend) state that \text{skip} and \text{suspend} are always well-typed. Rule (T-Decl) states that \( T \ x \) is well-typed if variable \( x \) is of type \( T \) in \( \Gamma \). Rule (T-Comp) states that, if \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) are well-typed in the same typing context and, like in linear type systems, they use distinct sets of cogs, then their composition is well-typed and uses the disjoint union \( \psi \) of the corresponding cogsets. Rule (T-Assign) asserts the well-typedness of the assignment \( x = z \) if both \( x \) and \( z \) have the same type \( T \) and the set of cogs is the one corresponding to the expression \( z \). Rule (T-Await) asserts that \text{await} \( g \) is well-typed whenever the guard \( g \) has type \( \text{Bool} \). Rules (T-Cond) and (T-While) are quite standard, except for the presence of the linear set of cog names: in typing the conditional statement, we use a set \( G \) of cogs in typing both its branches, as only one of the statements will be executed;
and in the loop statement we use the set of cogs corresponding to the loop body. It is important to notice that the set of cogs associated to the while statement is the same as the set of cogs associated to its body s. At first, this may seem surprising since the statement s during runtime is executed a number of times depending on the truth value of the loop’s guard, and this truth value is not know before the execution takes places. However, it does not matter how many new cogs are created and assigned inside the loop because what matters is the last execution of the statement and the last cogs assignment, which overwrites all the previous ones. Rule \((T\text{-RETURN})\) asserts that return e is well-typed if expression e has type T whether the variable destiny has type \(\text{Fut}(T)\). Finally, rule \((T\text{-REBIND})\) well-types the statement rebind e,p = z by checking that: i) p is a port of the right type, ii) z has the same type as the port, and iii) the object stored in e and the current one this are in the same cog, by using the predicate coloc(e, \(\Gamma(\text{this})\)).

### Declarations

The typing rules for declarations of methods, classes, interfaces and programs are presented in Fig. 2.7. Rule \((T\text{-METHOD})\) states that method m is well-typed in class C if the method’s body s is well-typed in a typing context augmented with the method’s typed parameters \(\overline{x: T}\); destiny being of type \(\text{Fut}(T)\) and the current object this being of type \((C, \Gamma)\); and cog names as specified by the method signature. Rule \((T\text{-CLASS})\) states that a class C is well-typed when it implements all the interfaces \(\overline{I}\) and all its methods are well-typed. The set of cogs produced by the method declarations is propagated to the class declaration. Rule \((T\text{-INTERFACE})\) states that an interface I is well-typed if it extends all interfaces in \(\overline{I}\). Finally, rule \((T\text{-PROGRAM})\) states that a program is well-typed if all the declarations in the program are well-typed and also the body s is well-typed. Again, the set of cogs of the program is the disjoint union of all sets of cogs present in the declarations and in the body s.

### Remark

The typing rule for assignment requires the group of the variable and the group of the expression being assigned to be the same. This restriction applies to rule for rebinding, as well. To see why this is needed let us consider a sequence of two asynchronous method invocations \(x!m(); x!n()\), both called on the same object and both modifying the same field. Say m does \(\text{this}.f = z_1\) and n does \(\text{this}.f = z_2\). Because of asynchronicity, there is no way to know the order in which the updates will take place at runtime. A similar example may be produced for the case of rebinding. Working statically, we can either force the two expressions \(z_1\) and \(z_2\) to have the same group as \(f\), or keep track of all the different possibilities,
thus the type system must assume for an expression a set of possible objects it can reduce to. In this work we adopt the former solution, we let the exploration of the latter as a future work. We plan to relax this restriction following a similar idea to the one proposed in [49], where a set of groups can be associated to a variable instead of just only one group.

Example Revisited We now recall the example of the workflow given in Fig. 1.10 and Fig. 1.11. We show how the type system works on this example: by applying the typing rule for rebind we have the derivation in Fig. 2.8 for any clients from $c_2$ to $c_n$. Let us now try to typecheck client $c_1$. If we try to typecheck the rebinding operation, we would have the following typing judgement in the premise of (T-REBIND):

$$\Gamma(\text{this}) = (\text{Controller}, G[...]) \quad \Gamma, \theta \vdash c_1 : (\text{Client}, G'[..., s : (\text{Server}, r)])$$

But then, the predicate $\text{coloc}(G'[..., s : (\text{Server}, r)], \Gamma(\text{this}))$ is false, since $\text{equals}(G, G')$ is false. Then, one cannot apply the typing rule (T-REBIND), by thus not typechecking rebind $c_1.s = s2$, exactly as we were aiming to.

### 2.5 Typing Rules for Runtime Configurations

In this section we present the typing rules for runtime configurations, the latter have been introduced in Section 1.2. In order to prove theoretical results about our type system, such as the subject reduction property, typing rules for runtime configurations are needed. We present them in Fig. 2.9.

Runtime typing judgements are of the form $\Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash_R N$ meaning that the configuration $N$ is well-typed in the typing context $\Delta$ by using a set $\mathcal{G}$ of new cogs. The (runtime) typing context $\Delta$ is an extension of the (compile time) typing context $\Gamma$ with runtime information about objects, futures and cogs and is formally defined as follows:

$$\Delta ::= \emptyset \mid \Gamma, \Delta \mid o : (C, r), \Delta \mid f : \text{Fut}(T), \Delta \mid c : \text{cog}, \Delta$$

An object identifier $o$ is given type $(C, r)$ where $C$ is the class the object is instantiating and $r$ is the group record containing group information about the object itself and the object’s fields. Notice that $(C, r)$ is not a type produced by the grammar of types given in Section 1.1, however it is needed to type object identifiers. (As we
will see in the subject reduction theorem that follows, \( C \) is the class implementing \( I \), the latter being the type of the expression which evaluates to \( o \).) A future value \( f \) is assigned type future \( \text{Fut}(T) \) and a cog identifier \( c \) is merely assigned the keyword \( \text{cog} \), since cog names have no types.

Rules (T-Weak1), (T-Weak2) and (T-Weak3) state respectively that when an expression is of type \( T \) in some typing context \( \Gamma \), then it has the same type in \( \Delta \), which is an extension of \( \Gamma \); and whenever a statement \( s \) or a declaration \( Dl \) is well-typed in \( \Gamma \), then it is also well-typed in \( \Delta \), which is an extension of \( \Gamma \). Rule (T-State) asserts that the substitution of variable \( x \) with value \( v \) is well-typed when \( x \) and \( v \) have the same type \( T \). Rule (T-Cont) asserts that the statement \( \text{cont}(f) \), which is a new statement added to the runtime syntax, is well-typed whenever \( f \) is a future. As previously stated, we adopt two different sequential compositions, denoted by ‘;’ for the standard sequential composition and ‘; ;’ for the loop composition. Rule (T-OtherComp) is basically the typing rule for the \( \text{while} \) composition. It states that the composition \( s ; ; s' \) is well-typed under a set \( G \) of cogs, if the first statement \( s \) uses \( G \) and the second statement \( s' \) uses some other set \( G' \).

Intuitively, this typing rule “forgets” about the creation of new cogs in the second statement, and typechecks the composition by “remembering” only the cogs created by the first statement. When typechecking the loop statement, no matter how many times the loop is executed, the last execution and hence the last creation of cogs overwrites all the previous ones. Rule (T-Future1) states that the configuration \( \text{fut}(f, v) \) is well-typed if the future \( f \) has type \( \text{Fut}(T) \) where \( T \) is the type of \( v \). Instead, rule (T-Future2) states that \( \text{fut}(f, \bot) \) is well-typed whenever \( f \) is a future.

Rule (T-Process-Queue) states that the union of two queues is well-typed if both queues are well-typed and the set of cogs is obtained as a disjoint union of the two sets of cogs corresponding to each queue. Rule (T-Process) states that a task or a process is well-typed if its local variables \( \overline{x} \) are well-typed and statement \( s \) is well-typed in a typing context augmented with typing information about the local variables and the set of cogs \( G \). Rule (T-Config) states that the composition \( N N' \) of two configurations is well-typed whenever \( N \) and \( N' \) are well-typed using disjoint set of cog names. Rule (T-Cog) asserts that a group configuration \( \text{cog}(c, o_c) \) is well-typed if \( c \) is declared to be a \( \text{cog} \) in \( \Delta \). Rules (T-Empty) and (T-Idle) assert the well-typedness of the \( \epsilon \) configuration and \( \text{Idle} \) process, respectively. Rule (T-Object) states that an object is well-typed whenever: i) the declared group record of \( o \) corresponds to its actual structure; ii) all its fields are well-typed; and iii) its running process and process queue are also well-typed. Finally, (T-Invoke) states that \( \text{invoc}(o, f, m, \overline{v}) \) is well-typed under some substitution \( \sigma \) when the fol-
Following premises hold: \( i \) callee \( o \) is assigned type \((C, \sigma(x))\); \( ii \) future \( f \) is of type \( \text{Fut}(\sigma(T)) \), and \( iii \) values \( \overline{v} \) are typed accordingly to the type and signature by applying substitution \( \sigma \), namely \( \overline{\sigma(T)} \).
\[
\text{tmatch}(T, T) = id \quad \text{tmatch}(r, r) = id \quad \text{tmatch}(V, T) \triangleq [V \mapsto T]
\]

\[
\forall i \quad \text{tmatch}(T_i, T'_i) = \sigma_i \quad \forall i, j \quad \sigma_{i\text{dom}(\sigma_j)} = \sigma_{j\text{dom}(\sigma_i)}
\]

\[
\text{tmatch}(D\langle T \rangle, D\langle T' \rangle) \triangleq \bigcup \sigma_i
\]

\[
\text{pmatch}(\_, T) \triangleq \emptyset \\
\text{pmatch}(x, T) \triangleq \emptyset; x : T \\
\text{pmatch}(\text{null}, (I, r)) \triangleq \emptyset
\]

\[
\Gamma(C) = T \rightarrow T' \\
\text{tmatch}(T', T'') = \sigma \quad \forall i \quad \text{pmatch}(p_i, \sigma(T_i)) = \Gamma_i
\]

\[
\text{pmatch}(\text{Co}(p), T'') \triangleq \biguplus i \Gamma_i
\]

\[
C \subseteq I \in CT \\
\text{fields}(C) = (I, r) \cdot (\_ ; D(\_)) \cdot f' \\
(I, G[f : \sigma \circ \sigma'(I, r)]) \in \text{crec}(G, C, \sigma)
\]

\[
\text{equals}(G, G')
\]

\[
\text{coloc}(G[\_ \_], (C, G'[\_ \_]))
\]

\[
\text{ports}(C) \subseteq \text{ports}(I) \quad \forall p \in \text{ports}(C). \quad \text{ptype}(p, C) \leq \text{ptype}(p, I) \\
\text{heads}(I) \subseteq \text{heads}(C) \quad \forall m \in I. \quad \text{mtype}(m, I) = \text{mtype}(m, C)
\]

\[
\text{implements}(C, I)
\]

\[
\text{ports}(I) \subseteq \text{ports}(I') \quad \forall p \in \text{ports}(I). \quad \text{ptype}(p, I) \leq \text{ptype}(p, I') \\
\text{heads}(I') \subseteq \text{heads}(I) \quad \forall m \in I'. \quad \text{mtype}(m, I) = \text{mtype}(m, I')
\]

\[
\text{extends}(I, I')
\]

Figure 2.3: Auxiliary Functions and Predicates
Figure 2.4: Typing Rules for the Functional Level
(T-Exp) \[ \Gamma \vdash e : T \]

\[ \Gamma, \emptyset \vdash e : T \]

(T-Get) \[ \Gamma \vdash e : \text{Fut}(T) \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash \text{get}(e) : T \]

(T-New) \[ \Gamma(\text{this}) = (C', [G,[..]]) \]

\[ \text{params}(C) = T \ x \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash e : T' \]

\[ \text{tmatch}(T, T') = \sigma \]

\[ T \in \text{crec}(G, C, \sigma) \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash \text{new } C(\overline{e}) : T \]

(T-Cog) \[ \text{params}(C) = \overline{T} \ x \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash e : T' \]

\[ \text{tmatch}(\overline{T}, \overline{T'}) = \sigma \]

\[ T \in \text{crec}(G, C, \sigma) \]

\[ \Gamma, \{G\} \vdash \text{new } \text{cog } C(\overline{e}) : T \]

(T-SCALL) \[ \text{mtype}(m, I) = (G, x)(\overline{T} x) \to T \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash e : (I, \sigma(x)) \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash \overline{e} : \sigma(\overline{T}) \]

\[ \text{coloc}(\sigma(x), \Gamma(\text{this})) \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash e.m(\overline{e}) : \sigma(T) \]

(T-ACALL) \[ \text{mtype}(m, I) = (G, x)(\overline{T} x) \to T \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash e : (I, \sigma(x)) \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash \overline{e} : \sigma(\overline{T}) \]

\[ \Gamma \vdash e!m(\overline{e}) : \text{Fut}(\sigma(T)) \]

Figure 2.5: Typing Rules for Expressions with Side Effects
### 2.5. Typing Rules for Runtime Configurations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(T-Skip)</td>
<td>(\Gamma, \emptyset \vdash \text{skip} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Suspend)</td>
<td>(\Gamma, \emptyset \vdash \text{suspend} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Decl)</td>
<td>(\Gamma(x) = T \quad \Gamma, \mathcal{G}_1 \vdash s_1 \quad \Gamma, \mathcal{G}_2 \vdash s_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Comp)</td>
<td>(\Gamma, \emptyset \vdash T )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Assign)</td>
<td>(\Gamma(x) = T \quad \Gamma, \mathcal{G} \vdash z : T )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Await)</td>
<td>(\Gamma \vdash g : \text{Bool} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Cond)</td>
<td>(\Gamma \vdash e : \text{Bool} \quad \Gamma, \mathcal{G}_1 \vdash s_1 \quad \Gamma, \mathcal{G}_2 \vdash s_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-While)</td>
<td>(\Gamma \vdash e : \text{Bool} \quad \Gamma, \mathcal{G} \vdash s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Return)</td>
<td>(\Gamma \vdash e : T \quad \Gamma(\text{destiny}) = \text{Fut}(T) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Rebind)</td>
<td>(\Gamma, \mathcal{G} \vdash \text{rebind } e.p = z )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Method)</td>
<td>(\Gamma, x : T, \text{destiny} : \text{Fut}(T), \text{this} : (C, r), \mathcal{G} \vdash s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Class)</td>
<td>(\forall I \in \overline{I}. \text{implements}(C, I) \quad \Gamma, x : T, \overline{\mathcal{G}} \vdash \overline{M} \text{ in } C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Interface)</td>
<td>(\forall I' \in \overline{I}. \text{extends}(I, I') \quad \Gamma, \mathcal{G} + Dl \quad \Gamma, \mathcal{G} \vdash s )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.6: Typing Rules for Statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(T-Method)</td>
<td>(\Gamma, x : T, \text{destiny} : \text{Fut}(T), \text{this} : (C, r), \mathcal{G} \vdash s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Class)</td>
<td>(\forall I \in \overline{I}. \text{implements}(C, I) \quad \Gamma, x : T, \overline{\mathcal{G}} \vdash \overline{M} \text{ in } C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Interface)</td>
<td>(\forall I' \in \overline{I}. \text{extends}(I, I') \quad \Gamma, \mathcal{G} + Dl \quad \Gamma, \mathcal{G} \vdash s )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.7: Typing Rules for Declarations
(T-Rebind)
\[
\Gamma(\text{this}) = (\text{Controller}, G[\ldots]) \quad (\text{Server}, r) \ s \in \text{ports}(\text{Client})
\]
\[
\forall i = 2, \ldots, n \quad \Gamma \vdash c_i : (\text{Client}, G[\ldots], s : (\text{Server}, r))
\]
\[
\Gamma, \emptyset \vdash s_2 : (\text{Server}, r) \quad \text{coloc}(G[\ldots], s : (\text{Server}, r)], \Gamma(\text{this}))
\]
\[
\forall i, \Gamma, \emptyset \vdash \text{rebind} \ c_i, s = s_2
\]

Figure 2.8: Typing the Workflow Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Description</th>
<th>Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(T-Weak1)</td>
<td>(\Gamma, G \vdash z : T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Weak2)</td>
<td>(\Gamma, G \vdash s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Weak3)</td>
<td>(\Delta, G \vdash Dl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-State)</td>
<td>(\Delta(x) = T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Cont)</td>
<td>(\Delta(f) = \text{Fut}(T))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-OtherComp)</td>
<td>(\Delta, G \vdash R s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Future1)</td>
<td>(\Delta(f) = \text{Fut}(T))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Future2)</td>
<td>(\Delta, G \vdash Q)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Process-Queue)</td>
<td>(\Delta, G \vdash Q')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Process)</td>
<td>(\Delta, \emptyset \vdash \text{fut}(f, v))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Cog)</td>
<td>(\Delta, \emptyset \vdash \text{fut}(f, \bot))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Empty)</td>
<td>(\Delta, G \vdash Q \cup Q')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Object)</td>
<td>(\Delta(o) = (C, G[f : T]))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Idle)</td>
<td>(\text{fields}(C) = T \ f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Config)</td>
<td>(\Delta, G \vdash G')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Cog)</td>
<td>(\Delta(o) = \text{cog})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Empty)</td>
<td>(\Delta, \emptyset \vdash \text{empty})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Object)</td>
<td>(\Delta(o) = \text{cog}(c, o_c))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Idle)</td>
<td>(\Delta, G \vdash G')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-Invoke)</td>
<td>(\text{mtype}(m, C) = (G, r)(\overline{T} \ \overline{x}) \rightarrow T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\Delta(o) = (C, \sigma(r)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\Delta(f) = \text{Fut}(\sigma(T)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\Delta, \emptyset \vdash \overline{v} : \sigma(T))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.9: Typing Rules for Runtime Configurations
3.1 Properties of the type system

In this section we present the main properties of our type system. We start with Type Preservation of the evaluation of expressions, then we present Subject Reduction of the reduction of configurations and we conclude with the Correction Theorem, the main result of this part, intuitively stating that well-typed programs do not perform illegal rebinding or synchronous method calls.

A substitution $\sigma$ is well-typed in a typing context $\Gamma$, denoted by $\Gamma \vdash \sigma$, if $\Gamma \vdash \sigma(x) : \Gamma(x)$ for all $x \in \text{dom}(\sigma)$. Recall that a typing context $\Gamma'$ extends a typing context $\Gamma$, denoted with $\Gamma \subseteq \Gamma'$ if $\text{dom}(\Gamma) \subseteq \text{dom}(\Gamma')$ and $\Gamma(x) = \Gamma'(x)$ for all $x \in \text{dom}(\Gamma)$.

**Lemma 3.1.1** (Type preservation). Let $\Gamma$ be a typing environment and $\sigma$ a substitution such that $\Gamma \vdash \sigma$. If $\Gamma \vdash e : T$ and $\sigma \vdash e \sim e'$, then there is a typing environment $\Gamma'$ such that $\Gamma \subseteq \Gamma$, $\Gamma' \vdash \sigma'$ and $\Gamma' \vdash e' : T$.

The types system is proven correct in a Wright-Felleisen style [116], namely we prove Subject Reduction property stating that if a well-typed configuration $N$ reduces to some configuration $N'$ then, the latter configuration is also well-typed.

**Theorem 3.1.2** (Subject Reduction). If $\Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash_R N$ and $N \rightarrow N'$ then $\exists \Delta', \mathcal{G}'$ such that $\Delta' \supseteq \Delta, \mathcal{G}' \subseteq \mathcal{G}$ and $\Delta', \mathcal{G}' \vdash_R N'$. 
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Theorem 3.1.3 (Correction of rebinding). If $\Delta, G \vdash_R N$, then for all objects $ob(o, \sigma, \{ \sigma' | s \}, Q) \in N$ and $s \equiv \text{rebind } e.f_i = e'; s'$ there exists an object $ob(o', \sigma'', K_{idle}, Q') \in N$ such that $\llbracket e \rrbracket_{(\sigma \circ \sigma'')} = o'$ and $\sigma(\text{cog}) = \sigma''(\text{cog})$.

Theorem 3.1.4 (Correction of method call). If $\Delta, G \vdash_R N$, then for all objects $ob(o, \sigma, \{ \sigma' | s \}, Q) \in N$ and $s \equiv x = e.m(\overline{t})$; $s'$ there exists an object $ob(o', \sigma'', K_{idle}, Q') \in N$ such that $\llbracket e \rrbracket_{(\sigma \circ \sigma'')} = o'$ and $\sigma(\text{cog}) = \sigma''(\text{cog})$.

As a consequence of the previous results, rebinding and synchronous method calls are always performed between objects of the same cog:

Corollary 3.1.5. Well-typed programs do not perform i) an illegal rebinding or ii) a synchronous method call outside the cog.

3.2 Proofs of properties

In this section we give the detailed proofs of the previous lemmas and theorems that validate our type system. We state the following auxiliary lemma needed to prove the former properties.

Lemma 3.2.1 (Weakening). If $\Delta, G \vdash_R N$, then $\Delta', G \vdash_R N$, where $\Delta \subseteq \Delta'$.

Proof. The proof follows immediately by the definition of $\Delta$ and the typing judgments $\Delta, G \vdash_R N$. \hfill \Box

Lemma 3.2.2 (Type preservation). Let $\Gamma$ be a typing environment and $\sigma$ a substitution such that $\Gamma \vdash \sigma$. If $\Gamma \vdash e : T$ and $\sigma \vdash e \leadsto \sigma' \vdash e'$, then there is a typing environment $\Gamma'$ such that $\Gamma \subseteq \Gamma'$, $\Gamma' \vdash \sigma'$ and $\Gamma' \vdash e' : T$.

Proof. The proof is done by induction on the reduction rules for the pure expressions, given in Fig. 1.4.

- Case (RedVar): By assumption $\Gamma \vdash \sigma$ and $\Gamma \vdash x : T$ and $\sigma \vdash x \leadsto \sigma \vdash \sigma(x)$. Since $\sigma$ is well-typed $\Gamma \vdash \sigma(x) : \Gamma(x)$, so, $\Gamma \vdash \sigma(x) : T$.

- Case (RedCons): By induction hypothesis $\Gamma \vdash e_i : T_i$ and since $\sigma \vdash e_i \leadsto \sigma' \vdash e'_i$ $1 \leq i \leq n$, the $\Gamma' \vdash e'_i : T_i$ and $\Gamma \subseteq \Gamma'$ and $\Gamma' \vdash \sigma'$. By assumption $\Gamma \vdash \text{co}(e_1 \ldots e_i \ldots e_n) : T$. Since $\Gamma \subseteq \Gamma'$, the $\Gamma' \vdash \text{co}(e_1 \ldots e'_i \ldots e_n) : T$. 
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- Case (RedFunExp): This case follows exactly the same line as (RedCons).
  By induction hypothesis \( \Gamma \vdash e_i : T_i \) and since \( \sigma \vdash e_i \bowtie \sigma' \vdash e'_i \) \( 1 \leq i \leq n \), the \( \Gamma' \vdash e'_i : T_i \) and \( \Gamma \subseteq \Gamma' \) and \( \Gamma' \vdash \sigma' \). By assumption \( \Gamma \vdash \text{fun}(e_1 \ldots e_i \ldots e_n) : T \). Since \( \Gamma \subseteq \Gamma' \), the \( \Gamma' \vdash \text{fun}(e_1 \ldots e_i' \ldots e_n) : T \).

- Case (RedFunGround): By assumption \( \Gamma \vdash \sigma \) and \( \Gamma \vdash \text{fun}(\overline{\nu}) : T \) and by (T-FunExp) we have \( \Gamma \vdash \overline{\nu} : \overline{T} \) and \( \Gamma(\text{fun}) = \overline{T'} \rightarrow T' \), and there is a type substitution \( \rho \) such that \( \overline{T} = \rho(\overline{T'}) \) and \( T = \rho(T') \). Obviously, \( \Gamma, \overline{x}_\text{fun} : \rho(\overline{T'}) \vdash \overline{x}_\text{fun} : \overline{T'} \). By rule (T-FunDecl) we have \( \Gamma, \overline{x}_\text{fun} : \overline{T} \vdash e_\text{fun} : T' \).
  Since, typing is preserved by substitution, this means \( \Gamma, \overline{x}_\text{fun} : \rho(\overline{T'}) \vdash e_\text{fun} : \rho(T') \). This is the same as \( \Gamma, \overline{x}_\text{fun} : \overline{T} \vdash e_\text{fun} : T' \) where a renaming of variables has occurred. Then, \( \Gamma' \vdash e_\text{fun}[\overline{x}_\text{fun} \mapsto \overline{\nu}] : T' \). Since fresh(\( \{y_1 \ldots y_n\}) \), then \( \Gamma \subseteq \Gamma' \) and \( \Gamma' \vdash \sigma \), so \( \Gamma' \vdash \sigma' \).

- Case (RedCase1): By assumption \( \Gamma \vdash \sigma \) and \( \Gamma \vdash \text{case} e \{ p \mapsto e_p \} : T' \). By induction hypothesis \( \Gamma \vdash e : T \), \( \Gamma \subseteq \Gamma' \) and \( \Gamma' \vdash \sigma' \) and \( \Gamma' \vdash e' : T \). Then, since \( \Gamma \subseteq \Gamma' \) we have \( \Gamma' \vdash \text{case} e' \{ p \mapsto e'_p \} : T' \).

- Case (RedCase2): By assumption \( \Gamma \vdash \text{case} \nu \{ p \mapsto e_p; p' \mapsto e'_p \} : T \), then also \( \text{case} \nu \{ p' \mapsto e'_p \} : T \).

- Case (RedCase3): By assumption we have that \( \Gamma \vdash \sigma \) and \( \Gamma \vdash \text{case} \nu \{ p \mapsto e_p; p' \mapsto e'_p \} : T' \) and \( \text{match}(\sigma(p), \nu) = \sigma'' \) which implies that \( \text{vars}(\sigma(p)) \cap \text{dom}(\sigma) = \emptyset \). By rule (T-Case) we have that \( \Gamma \vdash \nu : T \) and \( \Gamma \vdash p \mapsto e_p; p' \mapsto e'_p : T \rightarrow T' \) for some type \( T \). By rule (T-Branch) we have that \( \Gamma'' = \Gamma \circ \text{pmatch}(\sigma(p), T) \) and \( \Gamma'' \vdash \sigma(p) : T, \Gamma'' \vdash e_p : T' \), and let \( \rho = \text{pmatch}(\sigma(p), T) \). Since, \( \text{dom}(\rho) \cap \text{dom}(\sigma) = \emptyset \), then \( \Gamma \circ \rho \vdash \sigma \circ \sigma'' \).
  By renaming the variable in \( \sigma(p) \) we let \( \Gamma'' = \Gamma, \overline{\nu} : \Gamma''(\overline{x}) \) and \( \Gamma \subseteq \Gamma'' \). Then we get \( \Gamma' \vdash \sigma' \) and \( \Gamma' \vdash e'_p[\overline{x} \mapsto \overline{\nu}] : T' \).

\[ \Box \]

**Theorem 3.2.3** (Subject Reduction). If \( \Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash R N \) and \( N \rightarrow N' \) then \( \exists \Delta', \mathcal{G}' \) such that \( \Delta \subseteq \Delta', \mathcal{G} \supseteq \mathcal{G}' \) and \( \Delta', \mathcal{G}' \vdash R N' \).

**Proof.** The proof is done by induction over the operational semantics rules. We assume that class definitions are well-typed and for simplicity we omit them from the runtime syntax.

- Case (Skip): By assumption \( \Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \sigma'[\text{skip};s], Q) \); but then also \( \Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \sigma'[s], Q) \).
• Case Assignment: By assumption $\Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, [\sigma'|x = e; s], Q)$, and $x \in \text{dom}(\sigma')$ and $v = [e]_{(v)}$. Then, by rules (T-Object) and (T-Process) and Lemma 4.5.3, we have $\Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \vdash_R x = v; s$. Let $\Delta' = \Delta, \overline{x} : \overline{T}, \overline{x'} : \overline{T'}$. By rule (T-Assign) we obtain $\Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'[x \mapsto v]; s\}, Q)$. By rule (T-Object) we obtain $\Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, [\sigma'[x \mapsto v]; s], Q)$.

• Case Conditionals: By assumption we have that $\Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, [\sigma'\text{if } e \text{ then } s_1 \text{ else } s_2; s], Q)$ and $[e]_{(v)} = \text{true}$. There exists some $\Delta'$ which extends $\Delta$ with typing assumptions present in $\sigma$ and $\sigma'$; namely $\sigma = \overline{T} x; \overline{\theta}$ and $\sigma' = \overline{T'} x'; \overline{\theta'}$, and $\Delta' = \Delta, \overline{x} : \overline{T}, \overline{x'} : \overline{T'}$. By assumption $\Delta', \emptyset \vdash_R e : \text{Bool}$, $\Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \vdash_R s_1$, $\Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \vdash_R s_2$, $\Delta', \mathcal{G}_2 \vdash_R s$, and $\Delta', \mathcal{G}_3 \vdash_R Q$ where $\mathcal{G} = \mathcal{G}_1 \cup \mathcal{G}_2 \cup \mathcal{G}_3$. Then, by rule (T-Comp) we obtain $\Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \cup \mathcal{G}_2 \vdash_R s_1; s$. By rule (Cond-True) we obtain $\text{ob}(o, \sigma, [\sigma'\text{if } e \text{ then } s_1 \text{ else } s_2; s], Q) \rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, [\sigma'[s_1]; s], Q)$ and by (T-Object) we conclude $\Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, [\sigma'[s_1]; s], Q)$. The case (Cond-False) follows the same line as case (Cond-True), where $[e]_{(v)} = \text{false}$ and hence $\text{ob}(o, \sigma, [\sigma'\text{if } e \text{ then } s_1 \text{ else } s_2; s], Q) \rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, [\sigma'[s_2]; s], Q)$, then, we derive $\Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, [\sigma'[s_2]; s], Q)$.

• Case Loops: By assumption we have that $\Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, [\sigma'\text{while } e \{ s \}; s'], Q)$, and $[e]_{(v)} = \text{true}$. There exists some $\Delta'$ which extends $\Delta$ with typing assumptions present in $\sigma$ and $\sigma'$; namely $\sigma = \overline{T} x; \overline{\theta}$ and $\sigma' = \overline{T'} x'; \overline{\theta'}$, and $\Delta' = \Delta, \overline{x} : \overline{T}, \overline{x'} : \overline{T'}$. By assumption $\Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \vdash_R \text{while } e \{ s \}; s', s'$. By (T-Comp) we have $\Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \vdash_R e \{ s \}; s', s'$. By (T-While) we have $\text{ob}(o, \sigma, [\sigma'\text{while } e \{ s \}; s'], Q) \rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, [\sigma'[s]; s], Q)$ and by (T-Object) we have $\Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, [\sigma'[s]; s], Q)$. Since we have $\Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \vdash_R s$ and $\Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \vdash_R \text{while } e \{ s \}; s'$ then by applying (T-OtherComp) we obtain $\Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \vdash_R s ; \text{while } e \{ s \}; s'$. We conclude by (T-Object). Now let $[e]_{(v)} = \text{false}$. By rule (While-False) we have
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\[ \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'\} \text{ while } e \{ s \}; s'), Q) \rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'\} \text{ skip}; s'), Q) \]. By (T-Skip) and Lemma 3.2.1 we have \( \Delta', \emptyset \vdash_R \text{skip} \). By rules (T-Comp) and (T-Object) we have \( \Delta', G'' \cup G_2 \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'\} \text{ skip}; s'), Q) \) and \( G'' \cup G_2 \subseteq G \).

- **Case (Suspend):** By assumption \( \Delta, G \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'\} \text{ suspend}; s), Q) \) and by the transition rule \( \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'\} \text{ suspend}; s), Q) \rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \text{idle}, Q \cup \{\sigma'|s\}) \). Let \( \sigma = \frac{T}{x} w; \theta \) and \( \sigma' = \frac{T'}{x'} v; \theta' \), then \( \Delta' = \Delta, \overline{x} : \overline{T}, \overline{x'} : \overline{T'} \). By (T-Object) we have \( \Delta', G_1 \vdash_R \text{suspend}; s \) and \( \Delta', G_2 \vdash_R Q \) and \( G = G_1 \cup \overline{G_2} \). By (T-Process) and (T-Suspend) we have \( \Delta', \emptyset \vdash_R \text{suspend} \) and \( \Delta', G_1 \vdash_R s \). By (T-Process), (T-Idle) and (T-Object) we conclude that \( \Delta, G \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \text{idle}, Q \cup \{\sigma'|s\}) \).

- **Case (Release-Cog):** By assumption \( \Delta, G \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \text{idle}, Q) \text{ cog}(c, o) \) and by the transition rule \( \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \text{idle}, Q) \text{ cog}(c, o) \rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \text{idle}, Q) \text{ cog}(c, \epsilon) \). By (T-Config) we have \( \Delta, G \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \text{idle}, Q) \) and \( \Delta, \emptyset \vdash_R \text{cog}(c, o) \). By assumption \( c = \sigma(\text{cog}) \), and \( \sigma \) is well-typed in \( \Delta \), then \( \Delta(c) = \text{cog} \). By applying (T-Cog) we have \( \Delta, \emptyset \vdash_R \text{cog}(c, \epsilon) \).

- **Case (Activate):** By assumption \( \Delta, G \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \text{idle}, Q) \text{ cog}(c, \epsilon) N \), which by (T-Config) means \( \Delta, G_1 \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \text{idle}, Q) \) and \( \Delta, \emptyset \vdash_R \text{cog}(c, \epsilon) \) and \( \Delta, G_2 \vdash_R N \), where \( G = G_1 \cup \overline{G_2} \). By the transition rule \( \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \text{idle}, Q) \text{ cog}(c, \epsilon) N \rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{p\}, Q \setminus \{p\}) \text{ cog}(c, o) N \). Suppose \( \sigma = \frac{T}{x} v; \theta \) and let \( \Delta' = \Delta, \overline{x} : \overline{T} \). Then, by (T-Object) \( Q \) is well-typed in \( \Delta' \). By assumption \( p = \text{select}(Q, \sigma, N) \), hence \( p \in Q \), namely \( p \) is well-typed in \( \Delta' \). Then, \( \Delta, G_1 \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{p\}, Q \setminus \{p\}) \). By assumption \( c = \sigma(\text{cog}) \) and since \( \sigma \) and \( o \) are well-typed in \( \Delta \), by (T-Cog) we have \( \Delta, \emptyset \vdash_R \text{cog}(c, o) \).

- **Case Awaits:** By assumption \( \Delta, G \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'| \text{ await } g; s\}, Q) \). By (Await-True), since \( \llbracket g \rrbracket_{\text{true}}^N \), then \( \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'\} \text{ await } g; s), Q) \rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'|s\}, Q) \). Trivially, \( \Delta, G \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'|s\}, Q) \). By (Await-False), since \( \neg \llbracket g \rrbracket_{\text{false}}^N \), then \( \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'| \text{ await } g; s\}, Q) \rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'|s\}, Q) \). By (T-Suspend), \( \Delta, \emptyset \vdash_R \text{suspend; await } g; s, Q) \). Then, by (T-Comp), \( \Delta, G \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'| \text{ suspend; await } g; s\}, Q) \).

- **Case (Return):** By assumption \( \Delta, G \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'| \text{ return } e; s\}, Q) \) and \( \Delta, \emptyset \vdash_R \text{fut}(e, \bot) \) and by the transition rule \( \sigma'(\text{destiny}) = e \) and \( v = \llbracket [e]_{\text{true}} \rrbracket \) and \( \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'| \text{ return } e; s\}, Q) \text{ fut}(e, \bot) \rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'|s\}, Q) \text{ fut}(e, v) \). Trivially, \( \Delta, G \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'|s\}, Q) \). By the premises of (T-Return) we have \( \Delta \vdash_R e : T \) and \( \Delta(\text{destiny}) = \text{Fut}(T) \). By assumption \( \sigma'(\text{destiny}) = e \),
hence $\Delta(\mathbf{f}) = \text{Fut}(T)$. By assumption $v = \llbracket e \rrbracket_{(\sigma \circ \pi')}$, then by applying Lemma 4.5.3 we have $\Delta \vdash_R v : T$. By applying (T-Future1) we have $\Delta, \emptyset \vdash_R \text{fut}(\mathbf{f}, v)$. We conclude by applying (T-Config).

- Case (Read-Fut): By assumption $\Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma' \mid x = \text{get}(e); s\}, Q)$ and $\Delta, \emptyset \vdash_R \text{fut}(\mathbf{f}, v)$, where $v \neq \bot$ and $\mathbf{f} = \llbracket e \rrbracket_{(\sigma \sigma')}$. By the transition rule $\text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma' \mid x = \text{get}(e); s\}, Q) \text{fut}(\mathbf{f}, v) \rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'|x = v; s\}, Q) \text{fut}(\mathbf{f}, v)$. By (T-Future1) $\Delta(\mathbf{f}) = \text{Fut}(T)$ and $\Delta \vdash_R v : T$. Since by assumption $\mathbf{f} = \llbracket e \rrbracket_{(\sigma \sigma')}$, consequently $\Delta \vdash_R \text{get}(e) : T$. Then, $\Delta, \emptyset \vdash_R x = v$ and hence $\Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'|x = v; s\}, Q)$.

- Case (Bind-Mtd): By assumption $\Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, p, Q)$ and $\Delta, \emptyset \vdash_R \text{invoc}(\mathbf{f}, \mathbf{m}, \mathbf{v})$ and by the transition rule $\text{ob}(o, \sigma, p, Q) \text{invoc}(\mathbf{f}, \mathbf{m}, \mathbf{v}) \rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, p, Q \cup p')$. By assumption $p' = \text{bind}(o, \mathbf{f}, \mathbf{m}, \mathbf{v}, \text{class}(o))$ and let $\text{class}(o) = C$. The bind function returns a process $p' = \overrightarrow{T} x = v; \overrightarrow{T} x' = \text{null}; \text{this} = o \mid s$ where either (NM-Bind) or (CM-Bind) is applied, depending on whether the method $m$ is critical or not. Let $\sigma = \overrightarrow{T} x w; \theta$ and let $\Delta' = \Delta, x \cdot \overrightarrow{T}$. Then, process $p'$ is well-typed in $\Delta$ augmented with $\text{fields}(C)$, namely $\Delta', \emptyset \vdash_R p'$. Then, by (T-Object) and (T-Process-Queue) $\Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, p, Q \cup p')$.

- Case (New-Object): By assumption $\Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'' \mid x = \text{new } C \overrightarrow{e}; s, Q\})$ and $\Delta, \emptyset \vdash_R \text{cog}(c, o)$ and by transition rule $\text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'' \mid x = \text{new } C \overrightarrow{e}; s, Q\}) \text{cog}(c, o) \rightarrow \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'|x = o'; s\}, Q) \text{cog}(c, o) \text{cog}(o', \sigma', \text{idle}, e)$. By assumption $\mathbf{v} = \llbracket \overrightarrow{e} \rrbracket_{(\sigma \sigma'\sigma'')} \text{fresh}(o') \sigma'' = \text{atts}(C, \mathbf{v}, o', c)$. Suppose $\sigma = \overrightarrow{T} x w; \theta$ and $\sigma'' = \overrightarrow{T'} x' w; \theta'$, and let $\Delta' = \Delta, \overrightarrow{x} : \overrightarrow{T}, \overrightarrow{x'} : \overrightarrow{T'}$. By (T-Object) and (T-Process) we have that $\Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \vdash_R x = \text{new } C \overrightarrow{e}; s$ where $\mathcal{G} = \mathcal{G}_1 \cup \mathcal{G}_2$ and $\mathcal{G}_2$ is the set of cogs in $Q$. By (T-Object) $\Delta', \emptyset \vdash_R x = \text{new } C \overrightarrow{e}$ and $\Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \vdash_R s$. By rule (T-Assign) we have that $\Delta'(x) = T$ and $\Delta', \emptyset \vdash_R \text{new } C \overrightarrow{e} : T$. By the premises of the typing rule we have that $\text{fields}(C) = \overrightarrow{T} \overrightarrow{f}, \Delta' \vdash x : \overrightarrow{T'}, \text{tmatch}(\overrightarrow{T}, \overrightarrow{T'}) = \pi$ and $T \in \text{crec}(G, C, \pi)$, and let $\pi = \sigma \circ \sigma''$. Then, by the definition of the auxiliary function $\text{crec}$, it means that $T = (I, G[\pi \cup \rho(\overrightarrow{f} : (I, x))])$ and implements(C, I). We denote $v = G[\pi \cup \rho(\overrightarrow{f} : (I, x))]$. Since $\text{fresh}(o')$, then let $\Delta'' = \Delta, o' : (C, v)$. Then, $\Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \cup \mathcal{G}_2 \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma''|x = o'; s\}, Q)$, by applying (T-Process), (T-Object), (T-Object). Trivially, $\Delta', \emptyset \vdash_R \text{cog}(c, o)$. By assumption, function $\text{atts}(C, \mathbf{v}, o', c)$ returns a substitution $\sigma'$ that is well-typed
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in \( \Delta'' \). So, \( \Delta'', \emptyset \vdash_R ob(o', \sigma', \text{idle}, \varepsilon) \). Then, by (T-Config) we have
\( \Delta'', \mathcal{G} \vdash_R ob(o, \sigma, \{\sigma''| x = o'; s\}, Q) \) \text{ cog}(c, o) \) \text{ ob}(o', \sigma', \text{idle}, \varepsilon).

- Case (New-Cog-Object): By assumption \( \Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash_R ob(o, \sigma, \{\sigma''| x = \text{new cog } C (\bar{e}); s\}, Q) \) and \( \Delta, \emptyset \vdash_R \text{ cog}(c, o) \), and by the transition rule we have \( ob(o, \sigma, \{\sigma''| x = \text{new cog } C (\bar{e}); s\}, Q) \) \text{ cog}(c, o) \) \text{ ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma''| x = o'; s\}, Q) \). By assumption \( \bar{v} = \llbracket e \rrbracket_{(\text{arg}_{o'})} \), fresh(o'), \( \sigma' = \text{atts}(\bar{c}, \bar{v}, o', c) \). Suppose \( \sigma = \bar{T} x \bar{w}; \theta \) and \( \sigma'' = \bar{T}' x' \bar{v}; \theta', \) and let \( \Delta' = \Delta, \bar{x} : \bar{T}, \bar{x}' : \bar{T}' \). By rules (T-Object) and (T-Process) we have that \( \Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \vdash_R x = \text{new cog } C (\bar{e}); s \) where \( \mathcal{G} = \mathcal{G}_1 \cup \mathcal{G}_2 \) and \( \mathcal{G}_2 \) is the set of cogs in \( Q \). By (T-Comp), (T-Cog) and (T-Assign) \( \Delta', [G] \vdash_R x = \text{new cog } C (\bar{e}) \) and \( \Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \setminus [G] \vdash_R s \). By (T-Assign), \( \Delta'(x) = T \) and \( \Delta', [G] \vdash_R \text{ new cog } C (\bar{e}) \) : \( T \). By the premises of (T-Cog), \( \text{ fields}(C) = \bar{T} \setminus \bar{f} \), \( \Delta' \vdash_R x : \bar{T}' \) \text{ tmatch}(\bar{T}, \bar{T}') = \pi \) and \( T \in \text{ crec}(G, C, \pi) \), and let \( \pi = \sigma \circ o'' \). Then, by definition of the auxiliary function \text{ crec}, it means that \( T = (I, G[\pi \cup \rho(\bar{f} : (I, \bar{x}))]) \) and \( \text{ implements}(C, I) \). We note that \( r = G[\pi \circ \rho(\bar{f} : (I, \bar{x}))] \). Since fresh('o'), and fresh('c'), let \( \Delta'' = \Delta, o' : (C, r), c' : \text{ cog} \). Then, \( \Delta'', \mathcal{G}_1 \setminus [G] \cup \mathcal{G}_2 \vdash_R ob(o, \sigma, \{\sigma''| x = o'; s\}, Q) \), by applying (T-Process), (T-Comp), and (T-Object). Trivially, by Lemma 3.2.1 \( \Delta'', \emptyset \vdash_R \text{ cog}(c', o') \). By assumption, function \text{ atts}(C, \bar{v}, o', c') returns a substitution \( \sigma' \) that is well-typed in \( \Delta'' \). So, \( \Delta'', \emptyset \vdash_R ob(o', \sigma', \text{idle}, \varepsilon) \). Then, by (T-Config) we have \( \Delta'', \mathcal{G} \setminus [G] \vdash_R ob(o, \sigma, \{\sigma''| x = o'; s\}, Q) \) \text{ ob}(o', \sigma', \text{idle}, \varepsilon) \text{ cog}(c', o') \).

- Case (Self-Sync-Call): By assumption let \( \Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash_R ob(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'| x = e.m(\bar{e}); s\}, Q) \) and \( o = \llbracket e \rrbracket_{(\text{arg}_{o'})} \), \( \bar{v} = \llbracket e \rrbracket_{(\text{arg}_{o'})} \), \( \sigma'(\text{destiny}) = \bar{f}', \) fresh(\( \bar{f} \)), and \( \{\sigma''| s\} = \text{bind}(o, \bar{f}, \bar{m}, \bar{v}, \text{class}(o)) \) and \( \text{class}(o) = C \). Since, by assumption class C is well-typed in \( \Delta, \) by (T-Class) this means that all methods in \( C \) are well-typed, in particular \( \text{method m is well-typed in C} \). The auxiliary function \( \text{ bind returns a process } \{\sigma''| s\} \), which contains the body \( s \) of the method \( m \), which in turn by (T-Method) is well-typed. By the transition rule \( ob(o, \sigma, \{\sigma'| x = e.m(\bar{e}); s\}, Q) \) \text{ ob}(o, \sigma, \{\sigma''| s'| \text{ cont}(\bar{f}'); Q \cup \{\sigma'| x = \text{ get}(\bar{f}); s\}) \text{ fut}(\bar{f}, \bot) \). Suppose \( \sigma = \bar{T} x \bar{w}; \theta \) and \( \sigma' = \bar{T}' x' \bar{v}; \theta', \) and let \( \Delta' = \Delta, \bar{x} : \bar{T}, \bar{x}' : \bar{T}' \). By (T-Object) and (T-Process) we have that \( \Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \vdash_R x = e.m(\bar{e}); s \) and \( \Delta', \mathcal{G}_2 \vdash_R Q \), where \( \mathcal{G}' = \mathcal{G}_1 \cup \mathcal{G}_2 \). From the first judgement, by (T-Comp), we have that \( \Delta', \emptyset \vdash_R x = e.m(\bar{e}) \) and \( \Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \vdash_R s \). By the premises of (T-SCall) we have that \( \text{ mtype}(m, I) = (G'', \bar{x})(\bar{T} x) \rightarrow T, \Delta' + e : (I, \rho(x)), \Delta' + \bar{v} : \rho(T), \text{ coloc}(\rho(x), \Delta' (\text{this})) \). By assumption we have that \( o = \llbracket e \rrbracket_{(\text{arg}_{o'})} \) then \( \Delta'(o') : (C, \rho(x)) \), such that implements(C, I)
and mtype(m, C) = mtype(m, I). Let σ'' = T'' x'' w''; θ'', then by assumption
and by (T-Method) we have Δ', χ'' : T'' Δ' → s', hence Δ', G'' ⊢R σ''[s']
(note that destiny : Fut(T), this : (C, x) are part of σ''σ') and by (T-Config)
G = G' ∪ G''. Since σ''( destiny) = f', then Δ', G'' ⊢R σ''[s']; cont(f').
Since fresh(f), let Δ'' = Δ, f : ρ(T), then Δ'', ∅ ⊢R x = get(f). Then,
Δ'', G' ∪ G'' ⊢R ob(o, σ, [σ''[s']; cont(f')], Q ∪ [σ'[x = get(f); s]). By (T-
Future2) we have Δ'', ∅ ⊢R fut(f, ⊥). We conclude by (T-Config).

- Case (Self-Sync-Return-Sched): By assumption Δ, G ⊢R
ob(o, σ, [σ''[cont(f)]), Q ∪ [σ'[s]]) and by the transition rule
ob(o, σ, [σ''[cont(f)]), Q ∪ [σ'[s]]) → ob(o, σ, [σ''[s]], Q), since
σ''( destiny) = f. Suppose σ = T x v; θ, and let Δ' = Δ, x : T. By
(T-Object) we have that Δ', G ⊢R Q ∪ [σ'[s]], by (T-Process-Queue)
Δ', G_1 ⊢R Q and Δ', G_2 ⊢R [σ'[s]], where G = G_1 ∪ G_2. By (T-Object) we have
Δ, G ⊢R ob(o, σ, [σ'[s]], Q).

- Case (Async-Call): By assumption Δ, G ⊢R ob(o, σ, [σ' | x = e!m(τ); s], Q)
and by the transition rule ob(o, σ, [σ' | x = e!m(τ); s], Q) → ob(o, σ, [σ' | x = e!
σ; Q] invoc(σ', f, m, v) fut(f, ⊥). Suppose σ = T x v; θ and σ' =
T' x v; θ', and let Δ' = Δ, x : T, x' : T'. By (T-Object) and (T-Process)
we have that Δ', G_1 ⊢R x = e!m(τ); s where G = G_1 ∪ G_2 and G_2 is
the set of cogs in Q. By (T-Comp) we have Δ', ∅ ⊢R x = e!m(τ)
and Δ', G_1 ⊢R s. For the first judgement, by (T-Assign) and (T-Acall), we have
that Δ'(x) = Fut(ρ(T)) and Δ' ⊢R e!m(τ) : Fut(ρ(T)). By the
premises of (T-Acall), we have that mtype(m, I) = (G'', x)(T x) → T,
Δ' ⊢R e : (I, ρ(τ)) and Δ' ⊢R : ρ(T). By the premises of (Async-Call)
we have σ' = [[e]], ρ(τ) and substitutions are well-typed in Δ' and by Lemma 4.5.3 it means Δ' ⊢R σ' : (C, ρ(τ)) for a class C such
that implements(C, I), since by assumption class definitions are well-typed;
and mtype(m, C) = mtype(m, I). Also, by Lemma 4.5.3 Δ' ⊢R v = ρ(T).
Since, by assumption fresh(f), let Δ'' = Δ', f : Fut(ρ(T)), hence f can
be safely added. By applying (T-Assign) we have Δ'' ⊢R x = f, and by
(T-Object) we have Δ'', G ⊢R ob(o, σ, [σ''[s]), Q). By applying (T-
Invoc) we have Δ'', ∅ ⊢R invoc(σ', f, m, v). By applying (T-Future2) we have
Δ'', ∅ ⊢R fut(f, ⊥). Then, we conclude by applying (T-Config).

- Case (Cog-Sync-Call): By assumption σ' = [[e]], ρ(τ) =
[[f]], fresh(f), σ''( cog) = C, f' = σ''( destiny) and [σ'']''[s'] =
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By assumption, we have

\[ \text{bind}(\sigma', \ell, m, \bar{\nu}, \text{class}(\sigma')) \] and let \( \text{class}(\sigma') = C \). Also, \( \Delta, G' \vdash_R \theta(x = e.m(\bar{\nu}); s), \{Q\} \) \( \text{ob}(\sigma', \sigma''; \text{idle}, \ell) \). Since, by assumption class \( C \) is well-typed in \( \Delta \), by (T-Class) this means that all methods in \( C \) are well-typed, in particular method \( m \) is well-typed in \( C \). The auxiliary function \( \text{bind} \) returns a process \( \{\sigma''|s'\} \), which contains the body \( s' \) of the method \( m \), which in turn by (T-METHOD) is well-typed. By the transition rule \( \theta(x = e.m(\bar{\nu}); s), \{Q\} \) \( \text{ob}(\sigma', \sigma''; \text{idle}, \ell) \) \( \text{and}(\theta(x = get(\ell); s)) \) \( \text{fut}(\ell, \bot) \) \( \text{ob}(\sigma', \sigma'', \{\sigma''|s'; \text{cont}(\ell')\}, Q') \) \( \text{ob}(c, o) \). By (T-Config) it means that \( \Delta, G_1' \vdash_R \theta(x = e.m(\bar{\nu}); s), \{Q\} \) and \( \Delta, G_2' \vdash_R \theta(x = e.m(\bar{\nu}); s), \{Q\} \). Suppose \( \sigma = T.xw; \theta, \sigma'' = T'.x'w'; \theta', \) and \( \sigma'' = T''.x''w''; \theta \) and let \( \Delta' = \Delta, \bar{x}: T, \bar{x'}: T', \bar{x''}: T''. \) From the first judgement, by (T-Assign) and (T-Process) we have \( \Delta'(x) = \rho(T), \Delta' \vdash_R e.m(\bar{\nu}) : \rho(T), \Delta', G_1'' \vdash_R s, \Delta', G_2'' \vdash_R \theta(x = get(\ell); s), \text{ob}(\sigma', \sigma''; \text{idle}, \ell) \). By (T-Get) we obtain \( \Delta'' \vdash_R \text{get}(\ell) : \rho(T) \). By (T-Object) and (T-Idle) and (T-Process-Queue) we have \( \Delta'', G_1' \vdash_R \theta(x = get(\ell); s), \text{ob}(\sigma, \sigma''; \text{idle}, \ell) \). By applying rule (T-Future2) we have \( \Delta'', \emptyset \vdash_R \text{fut}(\ell, \bot) \). By assumption we have that \( \{\sigma''|s'\} = \text{bind}(\sigma', \ell, m, \bar{\nu}, \text{class}(\sigma')) \) where \( s' \) is the body of method \( m \). Let \( \sigma'' = T''.x''w''; \theta'' \); by assumption and by (T-METHOD) we have \( \Delta'', \bar{x'}: T', G_1'' \vdash_R s', \) hence \( \Delta'', G_1'' \vdash_R \theta(x'=s') \) (note that \( \text{destiny} : \text{Fut}(T), \text{this} = (C, \tau) \) are part of \( \sigma \circ \sigma'' \)), and by (T-Config) \( G = G' \cup G'' \). In addition, \( \ell' = \sigma''(\text{destiny}) \), meaning \( \ell' \in \text{dom}(\Delta'') \) so, \( \Delta'', \emptyset \vdash_R \text{cont}(\ell') \), by applying (T-Cont). Then, \( \Delta'', G_1'' \cup G_2'' \vdash_R \theta(x = get(\ell); s), \text{ob}(\sigma', \sigma'', \{\sigma''|s'; \text{cont}(\ell')\}, Q') \). By applying rule (T-Cog), \( \Delta'', \emptyset \vdash_R \text{cont}(\ell') \). By (T-Config) \( \Delta'', G_1' \vdash_R \theta(x = \text{get}(\ell); s) \) \( \text{fut}(\ell, \bot) \) \( \text{ob}(\sigma', \sigma'', \{\sigma''|s'; \text{cont}(\ell')\}, Q', \text{ob}(c, o) \). By (T-Config) it means that \( \Delta, G_1 \vdash_R \theta(x = e.m(\bar{\nu}); s), \{Q\} \) and

• Case (Cog-Sync-Return-Sched): By assumption \( \Delta, G \vdash_R \theta(x = e.m(\bar{\nu}); s), \{Q\} \) \( \text{ob}(\sigma, \sigma''; \text{idle}, Q' \cup \{\sigma''|s\}) \) \( \text{and}(\text{ob}(\sigma, \sigma''; \text{idle}, \ell)) \) \( \text{fut}(\ell, \bot) \) \( \text{ob}(c, o) \). By the transition rule \( \theta(x = e.m(\bar{\nu}); s), \{Q\} \) \( \text{ob}(\sigma, \sigma''; \text{idle}, \ell) \) \( \text{and}(\text{ob}(\sigma, \sigma''; \text{idle}, \ell)) \) \( \text{fut}(\ell, \bot) \) \( \text{ob}(c, o) \) \( \text{ob}(\sigma, \sigma''; \text{idle}, \ell) \) \( \text{fut}(\ell, \bot) \) \( \text{ob}(c, o) \).
\( \Delta, \emptyset \vdash_R cog(c, o) \) and \( \Delta, G_2 \vdash_R ob(o', \sigma'', idle, Q' \cup \{\sigma''|s\}) \), where \( G = G_1 \cup G_2 \). Trivially, \( \Delta, G_1 \vdash_R ob(o, \sigma, idle, Q) \), since by (T-Cont) \( \text{cont}(f) \) uses an empty set of cogs. By (T-Cog), since \( \Delta(c) = cog \), then \( \Delta, \emptyset \vdash_R cog(c, o') \). By the third typing judgement assumption, we have that \( \Delta, \Delta', x' : T' \vdash_R Q' \cup \{\sigma''|s\} \), where \( \sigma'' = T'' \vdash_R \theta \); then trivially \( \Delta, G_2 \vdash_R ob(o', \sigma'', \{\sigma''|s\}, Q') \). We conclude by applying (T-Config).

- **Case (Rebind-Local):** By assumption \( \Delta, G \vdash_R ob(o, \sigma, \{\sigma' | \text{rebind } e.f = e'; s \}, Q) \) and by the transition rule \( ob(o, \sigma, \{\sigma' | \text{rebind } e.f = e'; s \}, Q) \rightarrow ob(o, o[f \rightarrow v], \{\sigma' | s \}, Q) \) and \( \sigma(nb_{o'}) = 0, o = \|e\|_{(o \circ o')} \), and \( v = \|e'\|_{(o \circ o')} \). Suppose \( \sigma = T x w; \theta \) and \( \sigma' = T' x' v; \theta' \), and let \( \Delta' = \Delta, \Delta : T, x : T \). Then, \( \Delta', G_1 \vdash_R \text{rebind } e.f = e'; s \) and where \( G = G_1 \cup G_2 \) and \( G_2 \) is the set of cogs in \( Q \). By (T-Rebind) \( \Delta' \vdash_R e : (I, x) \) and \( \Delta', G_1 \vdash_R e' : T \) and \( T f \in \text{ports}(I) \) and \( \text{coloc}(\Delta', \Delta'(\text{this})) \) stating the belonging to the same cog. Since \( v = \|e'\|_{(o \circ o')} \), then by Lemma 4.5.3 \( \Delta' \vdash_R v : T \). Then, by (T-Object) \( \Delta, G \vdash_R ob(o, o[f \rightarrow v], \{\sigma' | s \}, Q) \).

- **Case (Rebind-None):** By assumption \( \Delta, G \vdash_R ob(o, \sigma, \{\sigma' | \text{rebind } e.f = e'; s \}, Q) \) and by the transition rule \( ob(o, \sigma, \{\sigma' | \text{rebind } e.f = e'; s \}, Q) \rightarrow ob(o, o, \{\sigma' | s \}, Q) \). Then, trivially \( \Delta, G' \vdash_R ob(o, \sigma, \{\sigma' | s \}, Q) \) and \( G' \subseteq G \) where \( \Delta, G \setminus G' \vdash_R \text{rebind } e.f = e' \).

- **Case (Rebind-Global):** By assumption we have \( \Delta, G \vdash_R ob(o, \sigma, K_{idle}, Q) \vdash_R ob(o', \sigma', \sigma' \circ \text{rebind } e.f = e'; s \}, Q') \). By the transition rule we have \( ob(o, \sigma, K_{idle}, Q) \vdash_R ob(o', \sigma', \{\sigma' | \text{rebind } e.f = e'; s \}, Q') \rightarrow ob(o, o, \sigma[f \rightarrow v], K_{idle}, Q) \vdash_R ob(o', \sigma', \sigma' \circ \text{rebind } e.f = e'; s \}, Q') \). By (T-Config) it means that \( \Delta, G_1 \vdash_R ob(o, \sigma, K_{idle}, Q) \) and \( \Delta, G_2 \vdash_R ob(o', \sigma', \{\sigma' | \text{rebind } e.f = e'; s \}, Q') \) and \( G = G_1 \cup G_2 \). Suppose \( \sigma' = T x w; \theta \) and \( \sigma'' = T' x' w'; \theta' \), and let \( \Delta' = \Delta, \Delta : T, x : T \). Then, \( \Delta', G_2' \vdash_R \text{rebind } e.f = e'; s \) and \( G_2 = G_2 \cup G_2' \) and \( G_2'' \) is the set of cogs in \( Q' \). By (T-Rebind) \( \Delta' \vdash_R e : (I, x) \) and \( \Delta', G_2'' \vdash_R e' : T \) and \( T f \in \text{ports}(I) \) and \( \text{coloc}(\Delta', \Delta'(\text{this})) \) stating the belonging to the same cog. By assumption \( o = \|e\|_{(o \circ o')} \) and \( v = \|e'\|_{(o \circ o')} \), then by Lemma 4.5.3 we have that \( \Delta' \vdash_R v : \Delta'(x') = T \). Then, trivially \( \Delta, G_1 \vdash_R ob(o, \sigma, \{\sigma' | s \}, Q) \) and \( \Delta, G_2 \vdash_R ob(o', \sigma', \{\sigma' | s \}, Q') \). We conclude by (T-Config).
Theorem 3.2.4 (Correction of rebindings). If $\Delta, G \vdash_R N$, then for all objects $\text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{ \sigma' \mid s \}, Q) \in N$ and $s = (\text{rebind} \ e.f = e'; s')$ there exists an object $\text{ob}(o', \sigma'', K_{\text{idle}}, Q')$ such that $[e]_{(\text{coro'})} = o'$ and $\sigma(\text{cog}) = \sigma''(\text{cog})$.

Proof. The proof is done by induction on the structure of $N$.

Let $N = \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{ \sigma' \mid s \}, Q)$ and $s = (\text{rebind} \ e.f = e'; s')$. By assumption $\Delta, G \vdash_R \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{ \sigma' \mid \text{rebind} \ e.f = e'; s' \}, Q)$. Suppose $\sigma = \overline{T \ x \ v}; \theta$ and $\sigma' = \overline{T' \ x' \ v'}; \theta'$, and let $\Delta' = \Delta, \overline{x : T, x' : T'}$. Notice that, by the well-typedness of the configuration we also have that $\Delta', \emptyset \vdash_R \sigma$ and $\Delta', \emptyset \vdash_R \sigma'$. By the definition of substitution we have that $\sigma(\text{this}) = o$ and let $\sigma(\text{cog}) = c$. By (T-OBJECT) $\Delta', G_1 \vdash_R \text{rebind} \ e.f = e'; s'$ and $\Delta', G_2 \vdash_R Q$ where $G = G_1 \uplus G_2$. By rules (T-Weak2), (T-Comp) and (T-REBIND) it means that $\Delta', G_1' \vdash_R \text{rebind} \ e.f = e'$ and $\Delta', G_2' \vdash_R s'$ where $G_1 = G_1' \uplus G_2'$. By the premise of (T-REBIND) and (T-Weak1) and (T-Exp) we have that $\Delta', \emptyset \vdash_R e : (I, r)$ and $f$ is a port of $I$. Let $[e]_{(\text{coro'})} = v$ where $v$ is a value produced by the runtime syntax, since we are dealing with runtime configurations. By type preservation lemma this means that $\Delta', \emptyset \vdash_R v : (I, r)$. By analysing the syntax of values and by the fact that $v$ is well-typed with $(I, r)$ the only possible case is $v$ being an object identifier $o'$. But then, since there exists the object identifier, by the operational semantics rules (New-Object) or (New-Cog-Object), it means that the object is already created, and in addition it is well-typed. Let it have a general object structure denoted with $\text{ob}(o', \sigma'', K_{\text{idle}}, Q')$.

We distinguish the following two cases:

- $o' = o$: this means that the object is rebinds its own port. Trivially, the cog is the same.

- $o' \neq o$: this means that the object $o$ is rebinds the port $f$ of another object $o'$. By typing rule (T-REBIND) and (T-Weak1) we have that the predicate coloc is true. Namely, coloc($r, \Delta'(\text{this})$), which by the premise of coloc we have that the cog of $r$ is the same as the cog of this, namely $c$. This means that $\sigma(\text{cog}) = \sigma''(\text{cog})$.

The inductive case for $N = \text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{ \sigma' \mid \text{rebind} \ e.f = e'; s' \}, Q) N'$ follows by the base case and by applying (T-Config).

\[ \square \]

Theorem 3.2.5 (Correction of synchronous method calls). If $\Delta, G \vdash_R N$, then for all objects $\text{ob}(o, \sigma, \{ \sigma' \mid s \}, Q) \in N$ and $s = (x = e.m(\overline{r}); s')$ there exists an object $\text{ob}(o', \sigma'', K_{\text{idle}}, Q')$ such that $[e]_{(\text{coro'})} = o'$ and $\sigma(\text{cog}) = \sigma''(\text{cog})$. 

}\]
Proof. The proof is done by induction over the structure of \( N \).

Let \( N = ob(o, \sigma, \{ \sigma' | s \}, Q) \) and \( s = (x = e.m(\overline{e}); s') \). By assumption \( \Delta, \mathcal{G} \vdash_R ob(o, \sigma, \{ \sigma' | x = e.m(\overline{e}); s' \}, Q) \). Suppose \( \sigma = \overline{T} x \overline{v}; \theta \) and \( \sigma' = \overline{T'} x' \overline{v'}; \theta' \), and let \( \Delta' = \Delta, \overline{x} : \overline{T}, \overline{x'} : \overline{T'} \). Notice that, by the well-typedness of the configuration we also have that \( \Delta', \emptyset \vdash R \sigma \) and \( \Delta', \emptyset \vdash R \sigma' \). By the definition of substitution we have that \( \sigma(\text{this}) = o \) and let \( \sigma(\text{cog}) = c \). By (T-Object) \( \Delta', \mathcal{G}_1 \vdash_R x = e.m(\overline{e}); s' \) and \( \Delta', \mathcal{G}_2 \vdash_R Q \) where \( \mathcal{G} = \mathcal{G}_1 \uplus \mathcal{G}_2 \). By rules (T-Weak2), (T-Comp) and (T-Rebind) it means that \( \Delta', \mathcal{G}_1' \vdash_R x = e.m(\overline{e}) \) and \( \Delta', \mathcal{G}_2' \vdash_R s' \) where \( \mathcal{G}_1 = \mathcal{G}_1' \uplus \mathcal{G}_2' \).

By (T-Assign) we have \( \Delta', \mathcal{G}_1' \vdash_R e.m(\overline{e}) : T \) and \( \Delta'(x) = T \) for some type \( T \). By (T-SCall) we have that \( T = \rho(T') \) and \( \mathcal{G}_1' = \emptyset \) where \( \rho \) is the substitution of the formal return type \( T' \) to the actual return type and \( T \). Since the synchronous method call is well-typed, by the premise of (T-SCall) and (T-Weak1) we have that \( \Delta' \vdash_R e : (I, \rho(\overline{e})) \). Let \( \llbracket e \rrbracket_{(\overline{e})} = v \) where \( v \) is a value produced by the runtime syntax, since we are dealing with runtime configurations. By type preservation lemma this means that \( \Delta', \emptyset \vdash_R v : (I, \overline{v}) \). By analysing the syntax of values and by the fact that \( v \) is well-typed with \( (I, \rho(\overline{e})) \) the only possible case is \( v \) being an object identifier \( o' \). But then, since there exists the object identifier, by the operational semantics rules (New-Object) or (New-Cog-Object), it means that the object is already created, and in addition it is well-typed. Let it have a general object structure denoted with \( ob(o', \sigma'', K_{idle}, Q') \). The rest of the proof follows exactly the same line as the correction of rebinding proof where again by the premise of (T-SCall) we have that the predicate coloc(\( \rho(\overline{e}), \Delta'(\text{this}) \)) is true.

The inductive case for \( N = ob(o, \sigma, \{ \sigma' | x = e.m(\overline{e}); s' \}, Q) \) \( N' \) follows by the base case and by applying (T-Config).
In Part I we presented a type system for a component-based calculus. The calculus we adopt is inspired by [75], the latter being an extension of the Abstract Behavioural Specification (ABS) language [60]. This extension consists of the notions of ports and rebind operations.

Ports and fields differ in a conceptual meaning: ports are the access points to the functionalities provided by the environment whereas fields are used to save the inner state of an object. Fields are modified freely by an assignment, only by the object that owns them, whilst ports are modified by a rebind operation by any object in the same cog.

There are two consistency issues involving ports: i) ports cannot be modified while in use; this problem is solved in [75] by combining the notions of ports and critical section; ii) it is forbidden to modify a port of an object outside the cog; this problem is solved in the present dissertation by designing a type system that guarantees the above requirement. The type system tracks an object’s membership to a certain cog by adopting group records. Rebind statement is well-typed if there is compatibility of groups between objects involved in the operation.

In the remainder we discuss the related works by dividing them in three separate paragraphs respectively for, ABS, component extension and type systems. We conclude with future work.

**ABS Language Related Work**  
Actor-based ABS language is designed for distributed object-oriented systems. It integrates concurrency and synchronisation mechanisms with a functional language. Actors, called concurrent object groups
cogs, are dynamic collections of collaborating objects. Cogs offer consistency by guaranteeing that at most one method per cog is executing at any time.

There are several concurrent object-oriented models that integrate concurrent objects and actors, the same as cogs in ABS language, which adopt asynchronous communication and usage of futures as first-class values, like [1, 5, 13, 25, 52, 61, 114]. As stated in [60], the concurrency model of ABS is a generalisation of the concurrency model of Creol [62] passing from one concurrent object to concurrent groups of objects, implemented in JCoBox [102], which is its Java extension. Creol is based on asynchronous communication and hence future values are present. Futures are adopted in particular in [13, 114] whereas asynchronous calculi for distributed systems are adopted in [1, 5, 25, 61] and in [2] which is mostly oriented in verification of various properties.

Despite the concurrency basically performed by the communication among different cogs, an important and typical feature of ABS is its synchronisation mechanism inside one cog, that permits only one object at a time to be active. The cooperation of objects inside the cog is similar to the so called cooperative scheduling in Creol where the concurrent cogs are merely the concurrent objects. As stated in [60] cogs in ABS can be compared to monitors in [53]. However, differently from monitors, there is no explicit signalling. It is possible to encode monitors in the language, as stated in [61].

The concurrent object calculus in [12] adopts both synchronous and asynchronous method calls, having different semantics. This is similar to the component extension and differs from ABS where a synchronous method call between two different cogs reduces into an asynchronous one, whether in the component model it is not defined which means it reduces to error.

**Components Related Work** Most component models [4, 7, 11, 14, 29, 77, 81, 88] have a notion of component different from that of object. The resulting language is structured in two separate layers, one using objects for the main execution of the program and the other using components for the dynamic reconfiguration. This separation makes it harder for the (unplanned) dynamic reconfiguration requests to be integrated in the program’s workflow. For example, models like Click [73] do not allow runtime reconfigurations at all, whether OSGi model [4] allows addition of classes and objects but does not allow modification of components, whether the Fractal model [14] allows modifications by performing new bindings, which allow addition of components.

However, there are other component models that go towards integrating the
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notions of objects and components, thus having a more homogeneous semantics. For example, models like Oz/K [77] and COMP [76] offer a more unified way of presenting objects and components. However, both Oz/K and COMP deal with dynamic reconfigurations in a very complex way.

The component model we adopt in the present work, inspired by [75], has a unified description of objects and components by exploiting the similarities between them. This brings in several benefits with respect to previous component models: i) the integration of components and objects strongly simplifies the reconfiguration requests handling, ii) the separation of concepts (component and object, port and field) makes it easier to reason about them, for example, in static analysis, and iii) ports are useful in the deployment phase of a system by facilitating, for example, the connection to local communication.

Type Systems Related Work The type system for components presented in Chapter 2 is an extension of the type system of ABS which is an extension of the type system for Featherweight Java [58], which is nominal. However, differently from both FJ and ABS, we also adopt the structural approach, in particular in the subtyping relation defined in Section 2.2. Differently from FJ and similarly to ABS, objects are typed with interfaces, and not classes, by thus having a neat distinction between the two concepts which enables abstraction and encapsulation. Creol’s type system has more characteristic in common with our type system. It tracks types which are implicitly associated to untyped futures by using an effect system as in [78]. This allows more flexibility in reusing future variables with different return type. This feature is not present either in ABS or in our type system, where future variables have explicit future types.

Various other type systems have been designed for components. The type system in [115] categorises references to be either Near (i.e., in the same cog), Far (i.e., in another cog) or Somewhere (i.e., we don’t know). The goal is to automatically detect the distribution pattern of a system by using the inference algorithm, and also control the usage of synchronous method calls. It is more flexible than our type system since the assignment of values of different cogs is allowed, but it is less precise than our analysis: consider two objects $o_1$ and $o_2$ in a cog $c_1$, and another one $o_3$ in $c_2$: if $o_1$ calls a method of $o_3$ which returns $o_2$, the type system will not be able to detect that the reference is Near. In [3] the authors present a tool to statically analyse concurrency in ABS. Typically, it analyses the concurrency structure, namely the cogs, but also the synchronisation between method calls. The goal is to get tools that analyse concurrency for actor-based
concurrency model, instead of the traditional thread-based concurrency model. The relation to our work is in the analysis of the cog structure.

On the other hand, our type system has some similarities with the type system in [23] which is designed for a process calculus with ambients [24], the latter roughly corresponding to the notion of components in a distributed scenario. The type system is based on the notion of group which tracks communication between ambients as well as their movement. However, groups in [23] are a “flat” structure whether in our framework we use group records defined recursively; in addition, the underlying language is a process calculus, whether ours is a concurrent object-oriented one. As object-oriented languages are concerned, another similar work to ours is the one on ownership types [26], where basically, a type consists of a class name and a context representing object ownership: each object owns a context and is owned by the context it resides in. The goal of the type system is to provide alias control and invariance of aliasing properties, like role separation, restricted visibility etc. [54].

**Future Work**  Our type system can be seen as a technique for tracking membership of a component to a group or a context or to similar notions. Hence it can also be applied to other component-based languages [4, 11, 14, 29] to deal with dynamic reconfiguration and rebindings. Or, more specifically, in business processes and web-services languages [87, 92] to check (dynamic) binding of input or output ports and guarantee consistencies of operations, or in [74] to deal with dynamic reconfiguration of connectors which are created from primitive channels and resemble to ports in our setting. In addition, the group-based type system can be applied not only to tracking membership of an object to a cog, but also to detect misbehaviours, like deadlock, as shown in [48, 49]. So, first of all we want to explore the various areas in which the type system can be applied. Second, as discussed in 2.4 our current approach imposes a restriction on assignments, namely, it is possible to assign to a variable/field/port only an object belonging to the same cog. We plan to relax this restriction following a similar idea to the one proposed in [49], where instead of having just one group associated to a variable, it is possible to have a set of groups. Third, we want to deal with runtime misbehaviours, like deadlocks or livelocks. The idea is to use group information to analyse dependencies between groups. We take inspiration from [48].
Part II

Safe Communication by Encoding
In complex distributed systems, participants willing to communicate should previously agree on a protocol to follow. The specified protocol describes the types of messages that are exchanged as well as their direction. In this context, session types came into play. Session types are a formalism proposed as a foundation to describe and model structured-communication based programming. They were originally introduced nearly 20-years ago in [104] and later in [55] for a polyadic π-calculus, which is the most successful setting. After that, session types have been developed for various paradigms, like (multi-threaded) functional programming [47, 108, 111], component-based object systems [107], object-oriented languages [18, 38–40, 46], Web Services and Contracts, WC3-CDL a language for choreography [21, 89] etc.

Since their appearance, many extensions have been made to session types. An important research direction is the one that brings from dyadic sessions types [36, 55, 104, 109, 118], describing communication between only two participants, to multiparty session types [56], where the number of participants can be greater than just two, or where the number of participants can be variable, namely participants can dynamically join and leave [35] or to choreographies and global types [21, 89]. In dyadic session types, different typing features have been added. Subtyping relation for (recursive) session types is added in [43]. Bounded polymorphism is added in [44] as a further extension to subtyping, and parametric polymorphism is added in [15]. The authors in [90] add higher-order primitives in order to allow not only the mobility of channels but also the mobility of processes.

Session types are an “ad hoc” means to describe a session, which is defined
in [36] as: “a session is a logical unit of data that are exchanged between two or more interacting participants”. Session types describe a protocol as a type abstraction, guaranteeing privacy as well as communication safety and session fidelity. Privacy property requires the session channel to be owned only by the communicating parties. Communication safety is an extension to a structured sequence of interactions of the standard type safety property in the (polyadic) π-calculus: it is the requirement that the exchanged values have the expected type. Instead, session fidelity is a typical property of sessions and is the requirement that the session channel has the expected structure.

Session types are defined as a sequence of input and output operations, explicitly indicating the types of messages being transmitted. This structured sequentiality of operations is a feature that makes session types suitable to model protocols in distributed scenarios.

However, they offer more flexibility than just performing inputs and outputs: they permit choice, internal and external one. Branch and select are typical type (and also term) constructs in the theory of session types, the former being the offering of a set of alternatives and the latter being the selection of one of the possible options being offered.

As mentioned above, session types guarantee privacy, communication safety and session fidelity. Privacy is guaranteed since session channels are known only to the agents involved in the communication. Such communication proceeds without any mismatch of direction and of message type, which guarantees session fidelity. In order to achieve communication safety, a binary session channel is split by giving rise to two opposite endpoints, each of which is owned by one of the agents. These endpoints are required to have dual behaviour and thus have dual types. So, duality is a fundamental concept in the theory of session types as it is the ingredient that guarantees communication safety and session fidelity. In order to better understand session types and the notion of duality, let us consider a simple example: a client and a server communicating over a session channel. The endpoints $x$ and $y$ of the channel are owned by the client and the server exclusively and should have dual types. If the type of channel endpoint $x$ is

\[
?\text{Int}.?\text{Int}.!\text{Bool}.\text{end}
\]

– meaning that the process listening on channel $x$ receives an integer value followed by another integer value and then sends back a boolean value – then the
type of channel endpoint $y$ should be

$$!\text{Int}!\text{Int}?\text{Bool}.\text{end}$$

– meaning that the process listening on channel $y$ sends an integer value followed by another integer value and then waits to receive back a boolean value – which is exactly the dual type.

There is a precise moment at which a session is established between two agents. It is called connection, when a fresh (private) session channel is created and its endpoints are bound to each communicating process. The connection is also the moment when the duality, hence compliance of two session types, is verified. In order to perform a connection, primitives for session channel creation, like accept/request or $(\nu xy)$, are added to the syntax of processes [55, 104, 109, 118].

Another important issue concerning session types is that of session channel transmission, namely delegation. If one participant in a session wants to delegate a subtask to an agent in another session, he sends his session endpoint to this agent. This is transparent to the other participant. Generally, primitives like throw/catch are added to the syntax of processes [55, 104, 118].

Session types and session primitives are added to the syntax of standard $\pi$-calculus types and terms, respectively. In doing so, sessions give rise to additional separate syntactic categories. Hence, the syntax of types need to be split into separate syntactic categories, one for session types and the other for standard $\pi$-calculus types [43, 55, 104, 118] (this often introduces a duplication of type environments, as well).

In this part we try to understand to which extent this redundancy is necessary, in the light of the following similarities between session constructs and standard $\pi$-calculus constructs.

Consider the session type previously mentioned $?\text{Int}?\text{Int}!\text{Bool}.\text{end}$. This type assigned to a session channel (actually, as we said above, to one of its endpoints) describes a structured sequence of inputs and outputs by specifying the type of messages that it can transmit. This recalls the linearised channels [70], which are channels used multiple times for communication but only in a sequential manner. Linearised types can be encoded, as shown in [70], into linear types –i.e., channel types used exactly once and recursive types. However, linearised channels seem not to be as expressive as the session channels, since they have the same carried type and the same direction of communication.
Let us now consider branch and select. These constructs added on both the syntax of types and of processes, give more flexibility by offering and selecting a range of possibilities. This brings in mind an already existing type construct in the typed $\pi$-calculus, namely the variant type and the case process [101].

Other analogies between session types and $\pi$-types concern connection and duality. Connection can be seen as the restriction construct, since both are used to create and bind a new private session channel to the communication parties. As mentioned above, duality is checked when connection takes place. Duality describes the split of behaviour of session channel endpoints. This reminds us of the split of capabilities: once a new channel is created, it can be used by two communicating processes owning the opposite capability each.

The goal of this work is to investigate further the relation between session types and standard $\pi$-types and to understand the expressive power of session types and to which extent they are more sophisticated and complex than standard $\pi$-calculus channel types. There is a plethora of papers on session types in which session types are always taken as primitives. However, by following Kobayashi [66, 69], we define an interpretation of session types into standard $\pi$-types and by exploiting this encoding, session types and all their theory are shown to be derivable from the well-known theory of the typed $\pi$-calculus. For instance, basic properties such as Subject Reduction and Type Safety in session types become straightforward corollaries of the encoding and the corresponding properties in the typed $\pi$-calculus.

Intuitively, a session channel is interpreted as a linear channel transmitting a pair consisting of the original message and a new linear channel which is going to be used for the continuation of the communication. The contribution of this encoding is meant to be foundational: we show that it does permit to derive session types and their basic properties; and in the next Part of the dissertation, we show that it is robust, by examining some extensions of session types.

While the encoding first introduced by Kobayashi was generally known, its strength, robustness, and practical impact were not. Probably, the reasons for this are the following:

(a) Kobayashi did not prove any properties of the encoding and did not investigate its robustness;

(b) as certain key features of session types do not clearly show up in the encoding, the faithfulness of the encoding was unclear.
A good example for (b) is duality. In ordinary π-calculus, in contrast, there is no notion of duality on types. Indeed, in the encoding, dual session types for example, the branch type and the select type, are mapped using the same type for example, the variant type. Basically, dual session types will be mapped onto linear types that are identical except for the outermost I/O tag – duality on session types boils down to the duality between input and output capability of channels.

The contribution of this work does not imply that session types are useless, as they are very useful from a programming point of view. The work just tells us that, at least for the dyadic sessions and their properties, session types and session primitives may be taken as macros.

**Roadmap to Part II** The rest of Part II is structured as follows. Chapter 4 gives a detailed overview on the standard π-calculus. Chapter 5 gives a detailed overview on the π-calculus with sessions. These chapters introduce both the statics and the dynamics of the calculi. Chapter 6 presents the encoding of both session types and session processes and gives the theoretical results that follow from the encoding.
CHAPTER 4

Background on $\pi$-Types

The $\pi$-calculus [84, 101] is an evolution of the Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) invented by Robin Milner in the late ’70s [82, 83] which is a seminal work in the theory of concurrency and is at the basis of the process calculi.

In this chapter we present the typed polyadic $\pi$-calculus. We start by giving the syntax of the terms and the operational semantics, then we introduce the syntax of types and the typing rules.

4.1 Syntax

The syntax of standard (polyadic) $\pi$-calculus is given in Fig. 4.1. Let $P, Q$ range over processes, $x, y$ over variables, $l$ over labels and $v$ over values, i.e., variables, boolean values (and possibly other ground values like integers, strings etc.) and variant values, which are labelled values. For our purposes, we adopt the polyadic $\pi$-calculus where a tuple of values denoted by $\tilde{v}$ can be sent and replaces a tuple of variables $\tilde{y}$. We denote with $\cdot$ an ordered sequence of elements “$\cdot$”.

The output process $x!(\tilde{v}).P$ sends a tuple of values $\tilde{v}$ on channel $x$ and proceeds as process $P$; the input process $x?(\tilde{y}).P$ performs the opposite operation, it receives on channel $x$ a tuple of values and substitutes them for the placeholders $\tilde{y}$ in $P$. The process $\textbf{if } v \textbf{ then } P \textbf{ else } Q$ is the standard one. The process $P \parallel Q$ is the parallel composition of processes $P, Q$. The process $0$ is the terminated process.
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$$P, Q ::= x!(\tilde{v}).P \quad \text{output}$$
$$x?(\tilde{y}).P \quad \text{input}$$
$$\textbf{if } v \textbf{ then } P \textbf{ else } Q \quad \text{conditional}$$
$$P \mid Q \quad \text{composition}$$
$$0 \quad \text{inaction}$$
$$(\nu x)P \quad \text{channel restriction}$$
$$\textbf{case } v \textbf{ of } \{ l_i x_i \triangleright P_i \}_{i \in I} \quad \text{case}$$
$$v ::= x \quad \text{variable}$$
$$\text{true } | \text{false} \quad \text{boolean values}$$
$$l.v \quad \text{variant value}$$

Figure 4.1: Syntax of the standard $\pi$-calculus

The process $(\nu x)P$ creates a new variable $x$ and binds it with scope $P$. The process $$\textbf{case } v \textbf{ of } \{ l_i x_i \triangleright P_i \}_{i \in I}$$ offers different behaviours depending on the (labelled) value $v$. Labels $l_i$ for all $i$ in some set $I$ are all different, and their order is not important.

We say that a process is prefixed in a variable $x$, if it is either of the form $x!(v).P$ or of the form $x?(y).P$. For simplicity, we will avoid triggering the terminated process, so we will omit $0$ from any process in the remainder of the dissertation. We use $FV(P)$ to denote the set of free variables in $P$, $BV(P)$ to denote the bound ones and $Vars(P) = FV(P) \cup BV(P)$ to denote the set of all variables in $P$. The bound variables are: in $(\nu x)P$ variable $x$ is bound in $P$, in $x?(y).P$ variable $y$ is bound in $P$ and in $$\textbf{case } v \textbf{ of } \{ l_i x_i \triangleright P_i \}_{i \in I}$$ every variable $x_i$ is bound in $P_i$. If not under the previous cases, then the variable is a free one. We will use substitution and alpha-conversion as defined in [101]. We use $P[x/y]$ as a notation for process $P$ where every occurrence of the free variable $y$ is substituted by variable $x$. As usual in the $\pi$-calculus, substitution is coupled with avoiding the unintended variable capture by the binders of the calculus. In order to achieve this, the alpha-conversion of variables is performed, which performs a renaming of bound variables in a process.

Definition 4.1.1 (Alpha-convertibility). The following give a procedure for substituting and renaming variables in a process.

1. If a variable $x$ does not occur in a process $P$, then $P[x/y]$ is the process obtained by replacing every occurrence of $y$ by $x$ in $P$.

2. An alpha conversion of the bound variables in a process $P$ is the replacement of a subterm
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- \( x?y.Q \) by \( x?v(w).Q[w/y] \) or
- \( (v)Q \) by \( (v)w[w/y] \) or
- \( \text{case } v \text{ of } (l_i, y_i) \rightarrow Q_i \) by \( \text{case } v \text{ of } (l_i, w_i) \rightarrow Q_i[w_i/y_i] \)

where in each case \( w \) does not occur in \( Q \) or any \( w_i \) does not occur in \( Q_i \).

3. Processes \( P \) and \( Q \) are alpha-convertible \( P =^\alpha Q \) if \( Q \) can be obtained from \( P \) by a finite number of changes in the bound variables.

However, in this work we adopt the Barendregt variable convention, namely that all variables in bindings in any mathematical context are pairwise distinct and distinct from the free variables.

### 4.2 Semantics

Before presenting the operational semantics, we introduce the notion of structural congruence \( \equiv \) for the standard \( \pi \)-calculus as defined in [101]. It is the smallest congruence relation on processes that satisfies the following axioms.

\[
\begin{align*}
P | Q & \equiv Q | P \\
(P | Q) | R & \equiv P | (Q | R) \\
P | 0 & \equiv 0 | P \\
(vx)0 & \equiv 0 \\
(vx)(vy)P & \equiv (vy)(vx)P \\
(vx)P | Q & \equiv (vx)(P | Q) \quad (x \notin FV(Q))
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 4.2: Structural congruence for the standard \( \pi \)-calculus

The first three axioms state respectively that the parallel composition of processes is commutative, associative and uses process \( 0 \) as the neutral element. The last three axioms state respectively that one can safely add or remove any restriction to the terminated process, the order of restrictions is not important and the last one called scope extrusion states that one can extend the scope of the restriction to another process in parallel as long as the restricted variable is not present in the new process included in the restriction, side condition \( x \notin FV(Q) \). By the convention of names adopted, this side condition is redundant, However, for more clarity, we report the condition as part of the last axiom.

The semantics of the standard \( \pi \)-calculus is given in Fig 4.3. It is a binary reduction relation \( \rightarrow \) defined over processes. We use \( \rightarrow^* \) to denote the reflexive and
transitive closure of $\rightarrow$. We call a redex a process of the form $(x!(\bar{v}).P \mid x?(\bar{y}).Q)$.

(R$\pi$-Com) $x!(\bar{v}).P \mid x?(\bar{y}).Q \rightarrow P \mid Q[\bar{v}/\bar{y}]$

(R$\pi$-Case) case $l_j : v$ of $\{ l_i : x_i \Rightarrow P_i \}_{i \in I} \rightarrow P_j[v/x_j] \quad j \in I$

(R$\pi$-IfT) if $\text{true}$ then $P$ else $Q \rightarrow P$

(R$\pi$-IfF) if $\text{false}$ then $P$ else $Q \rightarrow Q$

(P$\pi$-Res) $P \rightarrow Q$

(P$\pi$-Par) $P \mid Q \rightarrow P' \mid Q$

(P$\pi$-Struct) $P \equiv P', P' \rightarrow Q', Q' \equiv Q \rightarrow Q$

Figure 4.3: Semantics of the standard $\pi$-calculus

Rule (R$\pi$-Com) is the communication rule: the process on the left sends a tuple of values $\bar{v}$ on $x$, while the process on the right receives the values and substitutes them for the placeholders in $\bar{y}$. Rule (R$\pi$-Case), is also called a case normalization since it does not require a counterpart to reduce. The case process reduces to $P_j$ substituting $x_j$ with the value $v$, if the label $l_j$ is selected. This label should be among the offered labels, namely $j \in I$. Rules (R$\pi$-IfT) and (R$\pi$-IfF) state that the conditional process if $v$ then $P$ else $Q$ reduces either to $P$ or to $Q$ depending on whether the value $v$ is true or false, respectively. Rules (P$\pi$-Res) and (P$\pi$-Par) state that communication can happen under restriction and parallel composition, respectively. Rule (P$\pi$-Struct) is the standard one, stating that reduction can happen under the structural congruence, previously introduced.

4.3 $\pi$-Types

In this section we introduce the $\pi$-types, in particular we focus on the linear channel types and the variant type used in the encoding presented in Chapter 6.

Linearity in the standard typed $\pi$-calculus has the following meaning: a linear channel must be used exactly once, and then is no longer available for usage.

The syntax of (linear) $\pi$-types is defined in Fig. 4.4. Let $\alpha$ range over capabilities, $\tau$ over channel types and $T$ range over types. A capability can be an input
capability \(i\), an output capability \(o\), and a connection capability \(\#\), meaning both input and output. For our goal, we adopt only linear channel types. Linear types are \(\ell_i[T]\), \(\ell_o[T]\) and \(\ell_\#[T]\). These types specify not only the capability or said differently, the polarity of the channel, namely how the channel is intended to be used, but also its multiplicity, namely the channel should be used exactly once. In particular, the type \(\ell_i[T]\) is the type assigned to a channel that can be used exactly once for receiving a sequence of values of type \(T\); the type \(\ell_o[T]\) is the type assigned to a channel that can be used exactly once for sending a sequence of values of type \(T\), and finally the type \(\ell_\#[T]\) is the type assigned to a channel that can be used exactly once for receiving and once for sending a sequence of values of type \(T\). In addition, we denote with \(\emptyset[T]\) the type of a channel with no capabilities, namely the channel cannot be used at all. – We adopt the latter in order to enable encoding of session types, as we will see in Chapter 6.– Types include channel types \(\tau\); the variant type \(\langle l_i,T_i\rangle_{i\in I}\) and \(\text{Bool}\) type. The variant type is a labelled form of disjoint union of types. The labels ranging in a set \(I\) are all distinct. The order of the components does not matter. The \(\text{Bool}\) type is the type assigned to boolean values, \(\text{true}\) and \(\text{false}\). We include only the \(\text{Bool}\) type just for simplicity. One can add to the syntax of types any other standard constructs of the \(\pi\)-calculus. For example, other ground types like \(\text{Int}\), \(\text{String}\) etc., or non-linear channel types that can be used an unbounded number of times (see [101]). We will use these types in examples.

In order to better understand linearity in the linearly typed \(\pi\)-calculus, we present the following simple examples. If \(x\) and \(y\) have types \(\ell_o[T]\) and \(\ell_i[S]\),
respectively then the following processes

\[ x!⟨v⟩.P \quad y?(z).Q \]

respect the linearity of channels \(x\) and \(y\), if \(x \notin FV(P)\) and \(y \notin FV(Q)\). Instead, the processes

\[ x!⟨v⟩.P \mid x!⟨w⟩.Q \quad x!⟨v⟩.x!⟨w⟩.R \]

do not respect the linearity of \(x\) since it is used twice, to output a value \(v\) and another value \(w\).

### 4.4 \(\pi\)-Typing

A typing context is a partial function from variables to types. Namely,

\[ \Gamma ::= \emptyset \mid \Gamma, x : T \]

Before presenting the typing rules, we present some operations on types and on contexts, on which the type systems relies on.

The predicates \(\text{lin}\) and \(\text{un}\) on the standard \(\pi\)-types are defined as follows:

\[
\text{lin}(T) \quad \text{if } T = \ell_a \; \text{[T]} \; \text{or } (T = \langle l_i T_i \rangle_{i \in I} \text{ and } \exists j \in I. \text{lin}(T_j))
\]

\[
\text{un}(T) \quad \text{otherwise}
\]

So, a type is linear if it is a linear channel type or if it is a variant type containing a linear type in at least one of its branches; otherwise it is unrestricted. These predicates are extended to the typing contexts in the expected way:

\[
\text{lin}(\Gamma) \quad \text{if } \exists (x : T) \in \Gamma \text{ such that lin}(T)
\]

\[
\text{un}(\Gamma) \quad \text{otherwise}
\]

The typing rules make use of \emph{combination of types} and \emph{combination of typing contexts}, which are defined by the equations in Fig. 4.5. We denote the operator of combination with \(\sqcup\). This operator is associative and hence we do not use brackets. The combination of linear types states that a linear input channel type combined with a linear output channel type results in a linear connection channel type, whenever the tuple of carried types is the same. The combination of unrestricted types is defined only if the two types combined are the same, otherwise it is undefined. Notice that, in particular the unrestricted combination gives
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The combination of typing contexts is defined by following the same line as that of combination of types. The type of a variable \(x\) in \(\Gamma_1 \uplus \Gamma_2\) is the combination of the type of \(x\) in \(\Gamma_1\) and the type of \(x\) in \(\Gamma_2\) if \(x\) is both in \(\Gamma_1\) and \(\Gamma_2\); otherwise, it is the type assumed either in \(\Gamma_1\) or in \(\Gamma_2\), where defined, otherwise \texttt{undef}. The combination of typing contexts \(\Gamma_1 \uplus \Gamma_2\) is extended to a tuple of environments \(\Gamma_1 \uplus \cdots \uplus \Gamma_n\) and we denote this for simplicity as \(\overline{\Gamma}\).

Combination of \(\pi\)-types \(T \uplus T = T\)

\[
\ell_i \overline{\bar{T}} \uplus \ell_o \overline{\bar{T}} \overset{\text{def}}{=} \ell_o \overline{\bar{T}} \\
T \uplus T \overset{\text{def}}{=} T \quad \text{if } \texttt{un}(T) \\
T \uplus S \overset{\text{def}}{=} \texttt{undef} \quad \text{otherwise}
\]

Combination of typing contexts \(\Gamma \uplus \Gamma = \Gamma\)

\[
(\Gamma_1 \uplus \Gamma_2)(x) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \begin{cases} 
\Gamma_1(x) \uplus \Gamma_2(x) & \text{if both } \Gamma_1(x) \text{ and } \Gamma_2(x) \text{ are defined} \\
\Gamma_1(x) & \text{if } \Gamma_1(x), \text{ but not } \Gamma_2(x), \text{ is defined} \\
\Gamma_2(x) & \text{if } \Gamma_2(x), \text{ but not } \Gamma_1(x), \text{ is defined} \\
\texttt{undef} & \text{if both } \Gamma_1(x) \text{ and } \Gamma_2(x) \text{ are undefined}
\end{cases}
\]

Figure 4.5: Combination of \(\pi\)-types and typing contexts

We define the duality of \(\pi\)-types to be merely the duality on the capability of the channel. Formally, it is defined by the equations in Fig 4.6.

\[
\overline{\ell_i \overline{\bar{T}}} = \ell_o \overline{\bar{T}} \\
\ell_o \overline{\bar{T}} = \ell_i \overline{\bar{T}} \\
\overline{0} \overline{\bar{T}} = 0 \overline{\bar{T}}
\]

Figure 4.6: Type duality for linear types

Typing judgements are of two forms: \(\Gamma \vdash v : T\) stating that the value \(v\) is of type \(T\) in the typing context \(\Gamma\), and \(\Gamma \vdash P\) stating that process \(P\) is well-typed in the typing context \(\Gamma\). The typing rules for the \(\pi\)-calculus with linear channel types are given in Fig 4.7. Rule (T\(\pi\)-VAR) states that a variable is of type the one assumed in the typing context. Moreover, the typing context is weakened by unrestricted type assumptions. Rule (T\(\pi\)-VAL) states that a boolean value, either \texttt{true} or \texttt{false}, is
of type \texttt{Bool}. Again, the typing context is weakened by unrestricted type assumptions. Rule (T\pi-Inact) states that the terminated process 0 is well-typed in every unrestricted typing context. Rule (T\pi-Par) states that the parallel composition of two processes is well-typed in the combination of typing contexts that are used to typecheck each of the processes. There are two typing rules for the restriction process, namely rule (T\pi-Res1) and rule (T\pi-Res2). Rule (T\pi-Res1) states that the restriction process $(\nu x)P$ is well-typed if process $P$ is well-typed under the same typing context augmented with $x : \ell_\alpha [\tilde{T}]$. Notice that, since the type assumption on variable $x$ is needed to type $P$ and it is of linear channel type, this implies that $x$ is used in $P$. Rule (T\pi-Res2) states that the restriction $(\nu x)P$ is well-typed if $P$ is well-typed and variable $x$ is not used in $P$. This rule is needed in the standard \pi-calculus to prove the Subject Reduction Theorem (see [101]). However, interestingly this is also needed in our encoding that we present in Chapter 6. Rule (T\pi-Ir) is standard, except for the combination on typing contexts. Note that both branches of the conditional are typed in the same typing context, since only one of the branches will be chosen. Rules (T\pi-Inr) and (T\pi-Out) state that the input and output processes are well-typed if $x$ is a linear channel used in input and output, respectively and the carried types are compatible to the types of $\tilde{y}$ and $\tilde{v}$. Note that $\Gamma_2$ is the combination of all the typing contexts used to type $\tilde{v}$. Rule (T\pi-LVal) states that the variant value $l_j.\nu$ is of type variant $\langle l_i. T_i \rangle_{i \in I}$ if $\nu$ is of type $T_j$ and $j$ is in $I$. Rule (T\pi-Case) states that process \texttt{case} $v$ \texttt{of} $\{ l_i.x_i \ll P_i \}_{i \in I}$ is well-typed if the value $v$ has compatible variant type and every process $P_i$ is well-typed assuming $x_i$ has type $T_i$. Notice that the \texttt{case} process, in the same way as for the conditional one, uses only one typing context, namely $\Gamma_2$ to type its branches. Again, this does not violate linearity, since only one of the branches is going to be executed.

### 4.5 Main Results

In this section we recall the main result for the linear \pi-calculus. We start with the definition of closed typing context.

**Definition 4.5.1** (Closed Typing Context). A typing context $\Gamma$ is closed if $\forall x \in \text{dom}(\Gamma)$, then $\Gamma(x) \neq \ell_\alpha [\tilde{T}]$.

As usual, in order to prove the Type Soundness, one needs to prove first the Subject Reduction (or Type Preservation) and the Type Safety as stated in [97]. We start with the Subject Reduction Theorem.
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Let $\Gamma \vdash P$ with $\Gamma$ closed and $P \rightarrow P'$, then $\Gamma \vdash P'$.

By analysing and combining the definition of closed typing context with the statement of the subject reduction property for linear $\pi$-types, we notice that since the typing context has no linear channel owning both capabilities, condition $\ell \not\subseteq \{T\}$, this means that, $P$ reduces to $P'$ either by a case normalisation or by a conditional reduction or in case a communication occurs, it is a communication on a restricted channel owning both capabilities of input and output.

Another important property is the following.

**Lemma 4.5.3** (Type Preservation under $\equiv$ for Linear $\pi$). Let $\Gamma \vdash P$ and $P \equiv P'$, then $\Gamma \vdash P'$.

In the following we give the definition of well-formed processes, which is
also present in the \( \pi \)-calculus with session types. The notion of well-formed processes is in opposition to that of ill-formed processes. The ill-formed processes fall in three different categories: i) conditional processes whose guard is neither true nor false, like \( \text{if } x \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q \); ii) case processes whose guard is not a variant value, like \( \text{case } x \text{ of } \{ \text{li}_i x_i \triangleright P_i \}_{i \in I} \); and iii) two threads, each owning the same variable but using it in the same capability, like \( (\nu x)(z?) | x?(z) \).

**Definition 4.5.4** (Well-Formedness for Linear \( \pi \)). A process is well-formed if for any of its structural congruent processes of the form \( (\nu \tilde{x}) (P \mid Q) \) the following hold.

- If \( P \) is of the form \( \text{if } v \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2 \), then \( v \) is either true or false.
- If \( P \) is of the form \( \text{case } v \text{ of } \{ \text{li}_i x_i \triangleright P_i \}_{i \in I} \), then \( v \) is \( l_j w \) for some variable \( w \) and for \( j \in I \).
- If \( P \) is prefixed in \( x_i \) and \( Q \) is prefixed in \( x_i \) where \( x_i \in \tilde{x} \), then \( P \mid Q \) is a redex.

After the definition of well-formedness of a process, we are now ready to state the Type Safety property for the linear \( \pi \)-calculus.

**Theorem 4.5.5** (Type Safety for Linear \( \pi \)). If \( \vdash P \) then \( P \) is well-formed.

The following theorem states that a well-typed closed process does not reduce to an ill-formed one.

**Theorem 4.5.6** (Type Soundness for Linear \( \pi \)). If \( \vdash P \) and \( P \rightarrow^* Q \), then \( Q \) is well-formed.

Notice that this is an alternative way of presenting the Soundness result in the standard typed \( \pi \)-calculus, informally stating that “well-typed programs do not go wrong” which is proved in [101].
Background on Session Types

Session types are a formalism proposed as a foundation to model structured communication-based programming. They were originally introduced in [104] and later in [55] for a polyadic π-calculus.

Before formally introducing session types, we first present a typical distributed system example, namely the “Distributed Auction System” taken from [110].

Example 5.0.7. Distributed Auction System

There are three roles in this scenario: sellers that want to sell their items, auctioneers that are responsible for selling the items on behalf of the sellers and bidders that bid for the items being auctioned. We describe now the protocols of the three roles. We will use meaningful names starting in capital letter to denote types for values, like Item, Price etc. We describe first the protocol for sellers. The only operation that a seller performs towards an auctioneer is selling, by first sending to the auctioneer the kind of the item that he wants to sell and the price that he wants the item to be sold. Then, the seller waits a reply from the auctioneer, which in case the item is sold, sends to the seller the price otherwise if the item is not sold, terminates the communication. However, in both cases the communication terminates. Formally we have:

Seller: \(\oplus\{\text{selling} : !\text{Item}!\text{Price} & \{\text{sold} : ?\text{Price}.\text{end}, \text{not} : \text{end}\}\}\)

As previously, ? and ! denote, input and output actions, respectively; whether,
& and ⊕ denote external and internal choices, receptively, which are branch and select. Names in italics selling, sold, not indicate the labels of the choices. Item is the type of the items, which abstractly can be a string or an identifier denoted by a number etc. Price is the type of the price and generally can be an integer.

We now show the protocol for the auctioneers. An auctioneer communicates with both sellers and bidders, so its session type is as follows:

\[
\text{Auctioneer: } &\{\text{selling : } ?\text{Item.}\text{Price.} \oplus \{\text{sold : !Price.end, not : end}, \\
&\text{register : } ?\text{Id.}!\text{Item.}!\text{Price.}?\text{Bid.end}\}
\]

The auctioneer offers a choice to the seller by the selling label: it receives from the seller the kind of item to be sold and the price and then, if the auctioneer manages to sell the item, he sends back to the seller the price to which the item was sold, if not, the communication ends. We can easily see the duality between the type of the seller and the selling branch of the auctioneer's session type.

\[
\oplus\{\text{selling : !Item.}\text{Price.}&\{\text{sold : !Price.end, not : end}\}...\}
\]

\[
&\{\text{selling : } ?\text{Item.}\text{Price.} \oplus \{\text{sold : !Price.end, not : end}\}\}
\]

The auctioneer offers a choice to the bidder by the register branch. Id is the type of the identity of the bidder, which abstractly can be an identity string or an identity number. Bid is the type of price that the bidder can offer for the item being auctioned. The register branch will be clearer once we describe the bidders protocol. Formally we have:

\[
\text{Bidder: } \oplus \{\text{register : } !\text{Id.}?\text{Item.}?\text{Price.}!\text{Bid.end}\}
\]

This means that a bidder selects the register branch, which is the only branch available in its internal choice operator, and sends to the auctioneer his identity, which abstractly can be a string or a number etc. Then he receives from the auctioneer the item being auctioned and its price. Before terminating the communication, the bidder sends to the auctioneer his bid. Again, there is duality between the register branch of the auctioneer’s session type and the type of the bidder.

\[
&\{...\text{, register : } ?\text{Id.}!\text{Item.}!\text{Price.}?\text{Bid.end}\}
\]

\[
\oplus\{\text{register : } !\text{Id.}?\text{Item.}?\text{Price.}!\text{Bid.end}\}
\]
So, summing it up we have the following situation:

Auctioneer: &\{selling : \ldots, register : \ldots\}
Seller: @\{selling : \ldots\}
Bidder: @\{register : \ldots\}

Notice that, the above session types are not dual with each other, because the auctioneer’s session type has one branch more than the seller’s and the bidder’s session type. However, by using subtyping, which we will introduce in Chapter 7, one can safely extend the types for seller and bidder to also include the missing branch, by thus establishing duality.

## 5.1 Syntax

The syntax of the π-calculus with sessions is given below:

\[
P, Q ::= x!⟨v⟩.P \quad \text{output} \\
x?(y).P \quad \text{input} \\
x ≪l_j.P \quad \text{selection} \\
x ⊮ \{l_i : P_i\}_{i \in I} \quad \text{branching} \\
\text{if } v \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q \quad \text{conditional} \\
P \mid Q \quad \text{composition} \\
0 \quad \text{inaction} \\
(\nu xy)P \quad \text{session restriction} \\
v ::= x \quad \text{variable} \\
\text{true} \mid \text{false} \quad \text{boolean values}
\]

Figure 5.1: Syntax of the π-calculus with sessions

Let \( P, Q \) range over processes, \( x, y \) over variables, \( v \) over values, i.e., variables and ground values (integers, booleans, strings) and \( l \) over labels. For simplicity, we include in the present syntax only the boolean values, \text{true} and \text{false}. However, other ground values can be added to the above syntax and often in examples we will use them. The output process \( x!⟨v⟩.P \) sends a value \( v \) on channel \( x \) and proceeds as process \( P \); the input process \( x?(y).P \) receives a value on channel \( x \), stores it in variable \( y \) and proceeds as \( P \). The process \( x ≪l_j.P \) selects label \( l_j \) on channel \( x \) and proceeds as \( P \). The branching process \( x ⊮ \{l_i : P_i\}_{i \in I} \) offers a range of labelled alternatives on channel \( x \), followed by their respective process continuations. The
branching and selection are called the choice processes, the external and the eternal one, respectively. The order of labelled processes is not important and the labels are all different. The process if v then P else Q is the standard conditional process. The process P | Q is the parallel composition of processes P, Q. The process 0 is the terminated process. The process (νxy)P is the scope restriction construct. This restriction is different from the standard one in the π-calculus. It is important to notice that (νxy) is not the same as (νx)(νy). The latter restriction merely states that variables x and y are bound with scope P, but it does not state anything about a possible relation between x and y. Instead, (νxy) states that variables x and y are bound with scope P, and most importantly, are bound together, by representing two endpoints of the same (session) channel. When occurring under the same restriction, x and y are called co-variables. As we will see in the next section, communication occurs on co-variables. This special restriction, not only models the opposite endpoints of a channel but also the connection phase, which in other works [55, 104] is modelled by special primitives like accept/request.

Some notational comments follow. We say that a process is prefixed in a variable x, if it is of the form x!(v).P, x?(y).P, x ! l_j.P, or x > {l_i : P_i}i∈I. For simplicity, we will avoid triggering the terminated process, so we will omit 0 from any process in the examples to follow. The parenthesis in the terms represent bindings, in particular in (νxy)P both variables x and y are bound with scope P; and in x?(y).P variable y is bound with scope P. Hence, a variable can be bound or free, the latter holds when the variable does not occur under a restriction or as the object of an input process. We denote with BV(P) the set of bound variables of process P and with FV(P) we denote the set of free variables of process P. Hence, we use Vars(P) = BV(P) ∪ FV(P) to denote the set of variables in P. We will use substitution and alpha-conversion which are defined in the same way as for the standard π-calculus [101]. We use P[x/y] as a notation for process P where every occurrence of the free variable y is substituted by variable x. As usual in the π-calculus, substitution is coupled with avoiding the unintended variable capture by the binders of the calculus. In order to achieve this, the alpha-conversion of variables is performed, which performs a renaming of bound variables in a process.

Definition 5.1.1 (Alpha-convertibility). The following give a procedure for substituting and renaming variables in a process.

1. If a variable x does not occur in a process P, then P[x/y] is the process obtained by replacing every occurrence of y by x in P.

2. An alpha conversion of the bound variables in a process P is the replace-
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ment of a subterm \( x?y. Q \) by \( x?w. Q[w/y] \) or the replacement of a subterm \( (vxy)Q \) by \( (vwy)Q[w/x] \) or \( (vxw)Q[w/y] \) where in both cases \( w \) does not occur in \( Q \).

3. Processes \( P \) and \( Q \) are alpha-convertible \( P =\alpha Q \) if \( Q \) can be obtained from \( P \) by a finite number of changes in the bound variables.

In this work, we adopt the same variable convention as in the original paper [109], namely that all variables in bindings in any mathematical context are pairwise distinct and distinct from the free variables.

5.2 Semantics

Before presenting the operational semantics, we introduce the notion of structural congruence \( \equiv \) which is the smallest congruence relation on processes that satisfies the following axioms:

\[
\begin{align*}
    P \parallel Q & \equiv Q \parallel P \\
    (P \parallel Q) \parallel R & \equiv P \parallel (Q \parallel R) \\
    P \parallel 0 & \equiv 0 \parallel P \\
    (\nu xy)0 & \equiv 0 \\
    (\nu xy)(\nu zw)P & \equiv (\nu zw)(\nu xy)P \\
    (\nu xy)P \parallel Q & \equiv (\nu xy)(P \parallel Q) \quad (x, y \notin FV(Q))
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 5.2: Structural congruence for the \( \pi \)-calculus with sessions

The first three axioms state that the parallel composition of processes is commutative, associative and uses process \( 0 \) as the neutral element. The last three axioms state respectively that one can safely add or remove any restriction to the terminated process, the order of restrictions is not important and the last one called scope extrusion states that one can extend the scope of the restriction to another process in parallel. Notice that, as stated in [109], the side condition \( x, y \notin FV(Q) \) is redundant, since in this calculus we adopt the variable convention that prohibits \( x, y \) to be free in \( Q \) since they occur bound in \( P \). However, for more clarity, we report the condition as part of the last axiom.

The semantics of the \( \pi \)-calculus with sessions is given in terms of the reduction relation \( \rightarrow \), and is a binary relation over processes, defined by the rules in Fig. 5.3. We denote with \( \rightarrow^\ast \) the reflexive and transitive closure of \( \rightarrow \).
We call redexes processes of the form \((vxy)(x!\langle v \rangle.P \mid y?(z).Q \mid R)\) or of the form \((vxy)((x < l_j.P \mid y \triangleright \{l_i : P_i\}_{i \in I} \mid R)\) for \(j \in I\). Rule (R-Com) is the rule for communication: the process on the left sends a value \(v\) on \(x\), while the process on the right receives the value on \(y\) and substitutes the placeholder \(z\) with it. A key difference with the standard \(\pi\)-calculus is that the subject of the output \((x)\) and the subject of the input \((y)\) are two co-variables, created and bound together by the \((\nu)\) construct. A consequence of this is that communication happens only in bound variables. After the communication the restriction still persists in order to enable further possible communications. This is another difference with respect to the standard \(\pi\)-calculus. Process \(R\) collects other usages of variables \(x\) and \(y\). Rule (R-Sel) is similar: the communicating processes have prefixes that are co-variables according to the nearest restriction term. The selecting process continues as \(P\) and the branching process with the continuation \(P_j\) of the selected label. Again, notice that communication happens only on bound variables and the restriction persists after reduction in order to enable further communications. Process \(R\) collects other usages of variables \(x\) and \(y\). Rules (R-IfT) and (R-IfF) state that the conditional process if \(v\) then \(P\) else \(Q\) reduces either to \(P\) or to \(Q\) depending on whether the value \(v\) is true or false, respectively. Rules (R-Res) and (R-Par) state that communication can happen under restriction and parallel composition, respectively. Rule (R-Struct) is the structural rule, previously introduced.
5.3 Session Types

Before presenting the session typing discipline for the π-calculus with sessions, we define the syntax of types, given in the following:

\[ q ::= \text{lin} | \text{un} \quad \text{qualifiers} \]
\[ p ::= !T.U \quad \text{send} \]
\[ ?T.U \quad \text{receive} \]
\[ \oplus\{l_i : T_i\}_{i \in I} \quad \text{select} \]
\[ \&\{l_i : T_i\}_{i \in I} \quad \text{branch} \]
\[ T ::= q \ p \quad \text{qualified pretype} \]
\[ \text{end} \quad \text{termination} \]
\[ \text{Bool} \quad \text{boolean type} \]

Figure 5.4: Syntax of session types

Let \( q \) range over type qualifiers, \( p \) over pretypes, \( q \ p \) over qualified pretypes, and \( T, U \) over types. A type can be \( \text{Bool} \), the type of boolean values, \( \text{end} \), the type of the terminated channel where no communication can take place further and \( q \ p \), the qualified pretype. A pretype can be \( !T.U \) or \( ?T.U \) which respectively, is the types of sending or receiving a value of type \( T \) with continuation of type \( U \). Select \( \oplus\{l_i : T_i\}_{i \in I} \) and branch \( \&\{l_i : T_i\}_{i \in I} \) are sets of labelled types indicating, respectively, internal and external choice. The labels are all different and the order of the labelled types does not matter. Qualifiers are \( \text{lin} \) (for linear) or \( \text{un} \) (for unrestricted) and have the following meaning. Linear qualified pretypes describe channels whose pretype is executed exactly once, or said differently describe channels that are used exactly once in one thread, the latter being any process not including parallel composition. On the contrary, the unrestricted qualifier is used for channels that can be used an unlimited number of times in parallel. In the rest of this dissertation, we refer to types \( T \) whose qualifier is \( \text{lin} \) as session types. Instead, we refer to the unrestricted ones as shared channel types. In the rest of the work, we implicitly assume that the qualifier \( \text{lin} \) is used for every pretype unless it is explicitly stated otherwise. The following predicates, intuitively state when a type is linear or unrestricted.

\[ \text{lin}(T) \quad \text{if } T = \text{lin} \ p \]
\[ \text{un}(T) \quad \text{otherwise} \]

A key notion in session types is duality. Type duality is standard, as in [55, 109],
and is defined in Fig 5.5. Qualifiers do not influence duality of types.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{end} & \quad \text{def} \quad \text{end} \\
q!T.U & \quad \text{def} \quad q?T.\overline{U} \\
q?T.U & \quad \text{def} \quad q!T.\overline{U} \\
q \oplus \{l_i : T_i\}_{i \in I} & \quad \text{def} \quad q \& \{l_i : \overline{T_i}\}_{i \in I} \\
q \& \{l_i : T_i\}_{i \in I} & \quad \text{def} \quad q \oplus \{l_i : \overline{T_i}\}_{i \in I}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 5.5: Type duality for session types

The dual of the terminated channel type is itself. The dual of an input type is an output type and vice versa, and the dual of a branch is a select and vice versa. Duality is undefined outside the equations presented above, for example, duality is not defined on Bool. If we include other ground types to the syntax above, like Int or String, duality would not be defined on them either. This is standard in session types theory and the reason for this is that if \(\text{Bool} = \text{Bool}\), then as stated in [109], the following process would be typable.

\[(\nu xy) \text{ if } x \text{ then } 0 \text{ else } 0\]

Trivially, we do not want this to be the case. To conclude, duality satisfies the idempotence property, namely \(\overline{\overline{T}} = T\).

### 5.4 Session Typing

The syntax of typing contexts is defined as follows:

\[
\Gamma ::= \emptyset \mid \Gamma, x : T
\]

As usual, we consider the typing context \(\Gamma\) to be a function from variables to types. Therefore, we write \(\Gamma, \Gamma'\) only when \(\Gamma\) and \(\Gamma'\) have disjoint domains. Typing rules make use of context split and context update defined in Fig. 5.6. These operations on typing contexts are used to deal with linearity of types. The context split operator \(\circ\) adds a linear type \(\text{lin } p\) to either \(\Gamma_1\) or \(\Gamma_2\), when \(\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2\) is defined. When \(\text{lin } p\) is added to \(\Gamma_1\) it is not present in \(\Gamma_2\) and vice versa, when it is added to \(\Gamma_2\) it is not present in \(\Gamma_1\), since it is not in \(\Gamma = \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2\). In case \(\text{un}(T)\), then it is possible to add this type to both \(\Gamma_1\) and \(\Gamma_2\) and the context split operation is still
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Context split \( \Gamma = \Gamma \circ \Gamma \)

\[
\begin{align*}
\emptyset &= \emptyset \circ \emptyset \\
\Gamma, x : T &= (\Gamma_1, x : T) \circ (\Gamma_2, x : T) \\
\Gamma &= \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \\
\Gamma, x : \text{lin}\ p &= (\Gamma_1, x : \text{lin}\ p) \circ \Gamma_2 \\
\Gamma &= \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \\
\Gamma, x : \text{lin}\ p &= \Gamma_1 \circ (\Gamma_2, x : \text{lin}\ p)
\end{align*}
\]

Context update \( \Gamma \vdash x : T = \Gamma \)

\[
\begin{align*}
x \notin \text{dom}(\Gamma) \\
\Gamma + x : T &= \Gamma, x : T \\
(\Gamma, x : T) + x : T &= \Gamma, x : T
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 5.6: Context split and context update

defined on the typing contexts extended. The context update operator \( + \) is used to update the type of a variable with the continuation type in order to enable typing after an input (or branch) or an output (or select) operation has occurred. When the typing context \( \Gamma \) is updated with a variable having linear type –first rule– then the variable is not present in \( \text{dom}(\Gamma) \); otherwise, if the variable is of unrestricted type – second rule– then the typing context is updated only if the type of the variable is the same, namely \( \text{un}(T) \). We extend the \( \text{lin} \) and \( \text{un} \) predicates to typing contexts in the intuitive way, namely:

\[
\text{lin}(\Gamma) \text{ if } \exists (x : T) \in \Gamma \text{ such that } \text{lin}(T) \\
\text{un}(\Gamma) \text{ otherwise}
\]

The type system for session processes satisfies two invariants. First, linear channels occur in exactly one thread, and second, co-variables have dual types. The first invariant is guaranteed by context split operation on typing contexts, and the second one is guaranteed by the typing rule for restriction. The type system avoids communication errors such as type mismatches and race conditions.

Typing judgements for values have the form \( \Gamma \vdash v : T \), stating that a value \( v \) has type \( T \) in the typing context \( \Gamma \), and typing judgements for processes have the form \( \Gamma \vdash P \), stating that a process \( P \) is well-typed in the typing context \( \Gamma \). The typing rules are given in Fig. 5.7.
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Rule (T-VAR) states that a variable \( x \) is of type \( T \), if this is the type assumed in the typing context. Rule (T-VAL) states that a value \( v \), being either true or false, is of type Bool. Rule (T-INACT) states that the terminated process 0 is always well-typed. Notice that in all the previous rules, the typing context \( \Gamma \) is an unrestricted one. The reason for un(\( \Gamma \)) is because every time we have a linearly qualified variable, that variable has to be used, which is not the case in these rules. Rule (T-PAR) types the parallel composition of two processes, using the split operator for typing contexts \( \circ \) which ensures that each linearly-typed channel \( x \), is used linearly, i.e., in \( P | Q \), \( x \) occurs either in \( P \) or in \( Q \) but never in both. However, this constraint is not required in case of unrestricted variables, which by context split definition can be on both \( \Gamma_1 \) and \( \Gamma_2 \). Rule (T-RES) states that \((\nu xy)P\) is well-typed if \( P \) is well-typed and the co-variables have dual types, namely \( T \) and \( \overline{T} \). Rule (T-IF) states that the conditional statement is well-typed if its guard is typed by
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a boolean type and the branches are well-typed under the same typing context. Γ2 types both P and Q because only one of the branches is going to be executed. Rules (T-Inp) and (T-Out) type, respectively, the receiving and the sending of a value; these rules deal with both linear and unrestricted types. In (T-Inp) the typing context is split in two parts, Γ1 and Γ2, respectively. Γ1 checks x is of type q?T.U, whether Γ2 augmented with y : T states the well-typedness of P. In addition, Γ2 is updated by x : U which is the type of the continuation of the communication. Notice that, by the definition of context update, if variable x is linearly qualified, then it is not in dom(Γ2), otherwise, if it is unrestricted then the update is defined only if U = q?T.U. Rule (T-Out) splits the typing context in three parts, Γ1, Γ2 and Γ3, respectively. Γ1 checks x is of type q!T.U, Γ2 checks the value to be sent v is of correct type T, and Γ3 updated with the continuation type U checks the well-typedness of P. As in the previous rule, in case q = un the update operation is defined only if U = q!T.U. Rule (T-Brch) types an external choice on channel x, checking that each branch continuation Pi follows the respective type continuation in the type of x. Dually, rule (T-Sel) types an internal choice communicated on channel x, checking that the chosen label is among the ones offered by the receiver and that the continuation proceeds as expected by the type of x. In both rules, the typing context is split in Γ1 □ Γ2. Γ1 types the variable x by q&{li : Ti}i∈I and q □ {li : Ti}i∈I, respectively. In (T-Brch), every Pi process for i ∈ I is well-typed in Γ2 updated with x having type Ti. Since only one of the processes offered in the branching is going to be chosen, one can safely use only Γ2 to typecheck them all. In (T-Sel), however, only the process P corresponding to the selected label lj is typechecked. And again, the typing context Γ2 is updated by the continuation type Tj that variable x has in P. The update of Γ2 in case q = un is defined only if (T-Brch) Ti = q&{li : Ti}i∈I and (T-Sel) Tj = q □ {li : Ti}i∈I, respectively.

However, all the four equations reported above, for the input rules, (T-Inp) and (T-Brch) and for the output rules, (T-Out) and (T-Sel), in case variable x has an unrestricted type, are not solvable by only using the syntax of types presented so far. For example, consider the process

\[x!\langle\text{true}\rangle | x!\langle\text{false}\rangle\]

Since variable x is used in two threads in parallel, it should have an unrestricted type, in particular x : unBool.T. Then by rule (T-Out) we have x : unBool.T + x : T which obviously is not satisfied by any type produced by the syntax of types presented in Section 5.3. This means that the only processes typable are the ones
that use only linear channels. However, it will be possible to typecheck the process previously written by introducing the recursive types, as we will see in Chapter 10.

## 5.5 Main Results

In this section we present the main properties satisfied by the type system presented in Fig. 5.7 in the previous section. The following lemmas and theorems are proven in [109]. We recall their statements and give a sketch of their proofs.

The following two lemmas are on the weakening and strengthening of typing contexts in session types.

**Weakening** allows us to introduce new unrestricted channels in a typing context. Notice that this holds only for unrestricted channels, for linear ones it would not be sound, since when a linear channel is in a typing context, this means that it is used in the process typed with that typing context. The weakening lemma is useful when we need to relax the typing assumptions for a process and include new typing assumptions of variables not free in the process. The statement of the lemma is as follows.

**Lemma 5.5.1** (Unrestricted Weakening in Sessions). If $\Gamma \vdash P$ and $\text{un}(T)$ then $\Gamma, x : T \vdash P$.

**Strengthening** is somehow the opposite operation of weakening, since it allows us to remove unrestricted channels from the typing context that are not free in the process being typed. This operation is mostly used after a context split is performed. The statement of the lemma is as follows.

**Lemma 5.5.2** (Strengthening in Sessions). Let $\Gamma \vdash P$ and $x \notin \text{FV}(P)$ then

- $x : \text{lin} \not\in \Gamma$
- $\Gamma = \Gamma', x : T$ then, $\Gamma' \vdash P$.

The substitution lemma that follows is important in proving the main results that we give at the end of the section. Notice that the lemma is not applicable in case $x = v$ and $\text{un}(T)$ since there exists no $\Gamma$ such that $\Gamma = \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2$ where $x : T \in \Gamma_1$ but $x : U \not\in \Gamma_2$ for all type $U$.

**Lemma 5.5.3** (Substitution Lemma for Sessions). If $\Gamma_1 \vdash v : T$ and $\Gamma_2, x : T \vdash P$ and $\Gamma = \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2$ then $\Gamma \vdash P[v/x]$. 


Another important property is the following one.

**Lemma 5.5.4** (Type Preservation under \( \equiv \) for Sessions). Let \( \Gamma \vdash P \) and \( P \equiv P' \), then \( \Gamma \vdash P' \).

Before giving the Type Safety and the Subject Reduction properties, we first give the definitions of well-formed and ill-formed processes. The ill-formed processes fall in three different categories: i) conditional processes whose guard is neither true nor false, like \( \text{if } x \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q \); ii) two threads using a variable in parallel with different actions like \( (x!\langle \text{true} \rangle \mid x?(z)) \); and iii) two threads, each owning a co-variable but using them by not respecting duality, like \( (\nu xy)(x?(z) \mid y \triangleleft l_j, P) \). In order to avoid process as the previous ones, [109] defines the notion of well-formed processes, which we report in the following.

**Definition 5.5.5** (Well-Formedness for Sessions). A process is well-formed if for any of its structural congruent processes of the form \((\nu \tilde{xy})(P \mid Q \mid R)\) the following hold.

- If \( P \) is of the form \( \text{if } v \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2 \), then \( v \) is either true or false.
- If \( P \) and \( Q \) are prefixed at the same variable, then the variable performs the same action (input or output, branching or selection).
- If \( P \) is prefixed in \( x_i \) and \( Q \) is prefixed in \( y_i \) where \( x_i, y_i \in \tilde{xy} \), then \( P \mid Q \) is a redex.

It is important to notice that well-typedness of a process does not imply that the process is well-formed. Consider \( \text{if } x \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q \) and \( x : \text{Bool} \vdash \text{if } x \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q \). This process is not well-formed since \( x \) is not a boolean value. However, this is no longer true when the process is closed, namely it is well-typed in an empty typing context. The following theorem holds and is proven in [109].

**Theorem 5.5.6** (Type Safety for Sessions). If \( \vdash P \) then \( P \) is well-formed.

Another very important result is the Type Preservation or Subject Reduction property, given by the following theorem.

**Theorem 5.5.7** (Subject Reduction for Sessions). If \( \Gamma \vdash P \) and \( P \rightarrow Q \), then \( \Gamma \vdash Q \).
Notice that by the operational semantics rules, since $P \rightarrow Q$ this means that either a conditional reduction occurs, rules (R-IrT) and (R-IrF), or a communication occurs, (R-Com) and (R-Sel); – the other cases are a generalisation of the former ones. – Since communication occurs only on co-variables, namely restricted variables, this implies that the channel in which the communication occurs is not in the typing context $\Gamma$.

We are ready now to present the main result of the session type system The following theorem states that a well-typed closed process does not reduce to an ill-formed one.

**Theorem 5.5.8** (Main Result). If $\vdash P$ and $P \rightarrow^* Q$, then $Q$ is well-formed.
In this chapter we introduce the encoding of session types into linear channel types and variant types in the standard typed $\pi$-calculus and of session processes into $\pi$-calculus processes.

As previously mentioned, session types guarantee that only the communicating parties know the corresponding endpoints of the session channel, thus providing privacy. Moreover, the opposite endpoints should have dual types, thus providing communication safety. In addition, they guarantee that the structure of the session is the one expected, thus guaranteeing session fidelity. The interpretation of session types should take into account these fundamental issues. In order to guarantee privacy and safety of communication we adopt linear channels that are used exactly once. Privacy is ensured since the linear channel is used at most once and so it is known only to the interacting parties. Communication safety is ensured since the linear channel is used at least once and so the input/output actions are necessarily performed. Instead, session fidelity is guaranteed by simulating the structure of the session type by sending along with the value also the channel implementing the continuation of the communication.
### 6.1 Types Encoding

Recall that the syntax of types presented in Section 5.3 uses the notion of qualifiers: \( \text{lin} \) and \( \text{un} \). The purpose of the qualifiers is to give semantics to pretypes and distinguish between the linear and unrestricted ones. In particular, linear pretypes denote the standard session types, as are known in the literature, whereas the unrestricted ones can be roughly associated to the standard \( \pi \)-channels used multiple times in different threads, with the additional feature of being structured and describing a communication. In this chapter, by following [31], we present the encoding of session types presented in Section 5.3 namely, we only encode the linear pretypes into linear \( \pi \)-types augmented with variant type. – We will define the encoding of the unrestricted pretypes in Chapter 10, when dealing with recursion and recursive types. –

Formally, we encode the types produced by the following grammar:

\[
T ::= \text{Bool} \mid \text{end} \mid \text{lin} p
\]

where the encoding of a boolean type, and in general, the encoding of any other ground type that is added to the syntax of types, like \( \text{Int} \), \( \text{String} \), \( \text{Unit} \)…, is the identity function, since the same type constructs can be added to the syntax of types in the standard \( \pi \)-calculus, namely:

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{Bool}] & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{Bool} & (\text{E-Bool}) \\
[\text{Int}] & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{Int} & (\text{E-Int}) \\
[\text{String}] & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{String} & (\text{E-STRING}) \\
[\text{Unit}] & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{Unit} & (\text{E-UNIT})
\end{align*}
\]

The encoding of session types into the standard \( \pi \)-types is presented in Fig. 6.1.
Equation (E-End) states that the encoding of the terminated communication channel is \( \emptyset \), namely the channel with no capability which cannot be used for communication. Equation (E-OUT) states that the encoding of \(!T.U\) is a linear type used in output to carry a pair of values of type the encoding of \(T\) and of type the encoding of the dual of \(U\). The reason for duality of \(U\) is that the sender sends to its peer the channel for the continuation of the communication, and hence the sender sends a channel being typed according to how the peer is going to use it. Equation (E-INP) states that the session type \(?T.U\) is encoded as the linear input channel type carrying a pair of values of type the encoding of \(T\) and of the encoding of continuation type \(U\). Equations (E-SELECT) and (E-BRANCH) define the encoding of select and branch, respectively. Select and branch types are generalisations of output and input types, respectively. Consequently, they are interpreted as linear output and linear input channels carrying variant types with the same labels \(l_1 \ldots l_n\) and types the encodings of \(T_1 \ldots T_n\) and \(T_1 \ldots T_n\), respectively. Again, the reason for duality is the same as for the output type.

Let us now illustrate the encoding of types with a simple example. Let \(x : T\) and \(y : \overline{T}\) where

\[
T = ?\text{Int.}?\text{Int.}!\text{Bool.end}
\]

and

\[
\overline{T} = !\text{Int.}!\text{Int.}?\text{Bool.end}
\]

A process well-typed in \(x : T\) uses channel \(x\) to receive in sequence two integer numbers and then to output a boolean value. Instead, a process well-typed in \(y : \overline{T}\) uses channel \(y\) to perform exactly the opposite actions: it outputs in sequence two integer numbers and waits for a boolean value in return.

The encoding of these types is as follows:

\[
\llbracket T \rrbracket = \ell_i [\text{Int}, \ell_i [\text{Int}, \ell_o [\text{Bool}, \emptyset[[[]]]]]]
\]

and

\[
\llbracket \overline{T} \rrbracket = \ell_o [\text{Int}, \ell_i [\text{Int}, \ell_o [\text{Bool}, \emptyset[[[]]]]]]
\]

This simple example shows that the duality of session types boils down to duality of capabilities of linear channel types, namely the encodings above differ only in the outermost level, that corresponds to having \(\ell_i\) or \(\ell_o\) channel types. The \(\pi\)-channels having these types carry exactly the same messages. This happens because duality is incorporated in the output typing, where the receiver’s point of view of the output type is considered, which is therefore dual with respect to that
of the sender. So, the encoding simplifies the structure of the dual session types and consequently the typechecking of a language term.

## 6.2 Terms Encoding

In this section we present the encoding of terms of the $\pi$-calculus with sessions into the standard $\pi$-calculus terms. The encoding of terms is different from the encoding of types as it is parametrised in a partial function $f$ from variables to variables. The reason for using a function $f$ is the following: since we are using linear channel types to encode session types, for the linearity to be guaranteed, once a channel is used it cannot be used again for transmission. However, to enable structured communication, and thus simulate session types, at every output action a new channel is created and is sent to the peer in order to use it for the continuation of the session. Finally, the function $f$ is updated with the new variable created. Formally, the update of a function $f$ is defined as follows:

$$f, \{x \mapsto c\} \overset{\text{def}}{=} \begin{cases} f \cup \{x \mapsto c\} & \text{if } x \notin \text{dom}(f) \\ (f \setminus \{x \mapsto f(x)\}) \cup \{x \mapsto c\} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

![Figure 6.2: Encoding of session terms](image-url)
The encoding of terms of the $\pi$-calculus with sessions is defined by the equations in Fig. 6.2. Equation (E-VARIABLE) states that a variable $x$ is encoded as the mapping of the function $f$. For simplicity, we denote with $f_x$ the output of $f(x)$. Equations (E-TRUE) and (E-FALSE) state that the encoding of boolean values is the identity function. In particular, this holds for every ground value, like integers, strings etc. that one wants to add to both the $\pi$-calculus with and without sessions. Equation (E-INACTION) states that the terminated process is interpreted as the terminated process in the standard $\pi$-calculus. The encoding of the output process, equation (E-OUTPUT), is as follows: a new channel $c$ is created and is sent along with the value $v$ on channel $x$ renamed by function $f$; the encoding of the continuation process $P$ is parametrised in $f$ updated by the association of $x$ to $c$. Dually, the input process, equation (E-INPUT), receives on channel $f_x$ a value that substitutes variable $y$ and a fresh channel $c$ that substitutes $f_x$ in the continuation process. The selection and branching encodings, given by (E-SELECTION) and (E-BRANCHING), are somehow generalisations of the output and input ones. The selection process $x \triangleright l_j.P$ is encoded as the process that first creates a new channel $c$ and then sends on $f_x$ a variant value $l_j.c$, since $l_j$ is the label selected and $c$ is the channel created for the continuation of the session and proceeds as process $P$ encoded in $f$ updated. The branching process is the most complicated one: it receives on $f_x$ a value, typically being a variant value. The value that substitutes $y$ is the guard of the case process and according to its label one of the corresponding processes $[P_i]_{f,[y\mapsto c]} i \in I$ is chosen. The encoding of the conditional process, given by (E-CONDITIONAL) is given by the corresponding conditional in the standard $\pi$-calculus where the guard $v$ and both branches $P$ and $Q$ are encoded in $f$. The encoding of the parallel composition of processes, given by (E-COMPOSITION) states that the encoding is an homomorphism, namely, is the composition of the encodings of the subprocesses. The encoding of the restriction is given by (E-RESTRICTION). A new channel $c$ is created, typically having linear connection type, and substitutes both co-variables $x, y$ in the encoding of $P$.

Let us now illustrate the encoding of processes by a simple example. Consider the “equality test” problem. Given two processes, a server and a client, where the client sends to the server two integers, one after the other, and receives from the server a boolean value, being true if the integers are equal or false otherwise.
The processes are defined as follows:

\[
\text{server} \overset{\text{def}}{=} x ? (nr1).x ? (nr2).x ! (nr1 == nr2).0 \\
\text{client} \overset{\text{def}}{=} y ! (3).y ! (5).y ? (\text{eq}).0
\]

These processes communicate on a session channel by owning two opposite endpoints \(x\) and \(y\), respectively. The system is given by

\[
(\nu xy) (\text{server} \mid \text{client})
\]

The \text{client} process sends over channel \(y\) two integers, being 3 and 5, respectively, and waits for a boolean value in return which asserts the equality of the integers. On the other hand, the \text{server} process receives the two integers, which substitutes for the placeholders \(nr1\) and \(nr2\) and sends back to the \text{client} the boolean value corresponding to the result of testing \((nr1 == nr2)\), which in this case is \text{false}.

The encoding of the above system, by following (E-Restriction), is

\[
\llbracket (\nu xy) (\text{server} \mid \text{client}) \rrbracket_f = (\nu z) \llbracket (\text{server} \mid \text{client}) \rrbracket_{f,\{x,y\mapsto z\}}
\]

where the encodings of \text{server} and \text{client} processes are as follows:

\[
\llbracket \text{server} \rrbracket_{f,\{x,y\mapsto z\}} \overset{\text{def}}{=} z ? (nr1, c).c ? (nr2, c').(\nu c'')c'! (nr1 == nr2, c'').0 \\
\llbracket \text{client} \rrbracket_{f,\{x,y\mapsto z\}} \overset{\text{def}}{=} (\nu c)z ! (3, c).(\nu c')c' ! (5, c').c'? (\text{eq}, c'').0
\]

In the encoding, at the very first step, function \(f\) is empty and \(x\) and \(y\) are mapped to a new name \(z\); after that, at every output action a new channel \(c, c', c''\) is created and sent to the communicating peer along with the value.

The above system is well-typed in a type environment that associates to the endpoints \(x, y\) the following session types:

\[
x : ?\text{Int}.?\text{Int}.!\text{Bool}.\text{end} \\
y : !\text{Int}.!\text{Int}.?\text{Int}.\text{end}
\]

which are already encoded in the previous section.
6.3 Properties of the Encoding

In this section we present some important theoretical results regarding the encoding. The properties we prove about our encoding follow the requirements in [51] about an encoding being a good means of language comparison. Recall that we are confining ourselves to the session types setting, where the only unrestricted types that we encode are the ground types, in particular Bool and the terminated channel, end. Formally:

\[ \text{un}(T) \text{ if and only if } T = \text{Bool} \text{ or } T = \text{end} \]

This implies the following:

\[ \text{un}(\Gamma) \text{ if and only if } \forall (x : T) \in \Gamma \text{ implies } T = \text{Bool} \text{ or } T = \text{end} \]

In order to prove these results, the encoding is extended to typing contexts in the expected way. It is presented in Fig. 6.3.

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket \emptyset \rrbracket_f & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \emptyset \quad \text{(E-EMPTY)} \\
\llbracket \Gamma, x : T \rrbracket_f & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \uplus f_x : \llbracket T \rrbracket_f \quad \text{(E-GAMMA)}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 6.3: Encoding of typing contexts

Notice that, the \( \uplus \) operator on session typing contexts is interpreted as the \( \uplus \) operator on linear typing contexts. The reason is the following: the (dual) covariables are interpreted as the same (linear) channel, which in order to be used for communication, must have connection capability. Hence, by using the \( \uplus \) the dual capabilities of linear channels can be “summed-up” into the connection capability.

6.3.1 Auxiliary Results

In this section we give a few auxiliary lemmas that are used to prove properties about our encoding.

The following two lemmas give a relation between the context update operator \( \text{‘+’} \) and the standard \( \text{‘,’} \) operator in session typing contexts.

**Lemma 6.3.1.** If \( \Gamma + x : T \) is defined and \( x \notin \text{dom}(\Gamma) \), then also \( \Gamma, x : T \).

**Proof.** The result follows immediately by the definition of context update given in Fig. 5.6. \( \square \)
Lemma 6.3.2. If $\Gamma, x : T$ is defined, then also $\Gamma + x : T$ is defined.

Proof. The result follows immediately by the definition of context update given in Fig. 5.6. □

In the same spirit, the following two lemmas give the relation between the combination operator $\cup$ and the standard $\pi$ operator in linear $\pi$-typing contexts.

Lemma 6.3.3. If $\Gamma \cup x : T$ is defined and $x \notin \text{dom}(\Gamma)$, then also $\Gamma, x : T$ is defined.

Proof. The result follows immediately by the definition of combination of typing contexts. □

Lemma 6.3.4. If $\Gamma, x : T$ is defined, then also $\Gamma \cup x : T$ is defined.

Proof. By definition on ‘;’ operator, we have that $x : T \notin \Gamma$. The result follows immediately by the definition of combination of typing contexts. □

The following two lemmas give a relation between the context split operator ‘$\circ$’ in session typing contexts and the combination operator ‘$\cup$’ in linear $\pi$-typing contexts by using the encoding of typing contexts presented in Fig. 6.3.

Lemma 6.3.5 (Split to Combination). Let $\Gamma_1, \ldots, \Gamma_n$ be session typing contexts, then $\llbracket \Gamma_1 \circ \ldots \circ \Gamma_n \rrbracket_f = \llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f \cup \ldots \cup \llbracket \Gamma_n \rrbracket_f$.

Proof. First suppose that every $\Gamma_i$ is a linear session typing context, then by definition of context split, given in Fig. 5.6, this means that any linear type assumption occurs only in one typing context in $\Gamma_1, \ldots, \Gamma_n$, namely the $\circ$ operator boils down to the ‘;’ operator. Then, the result follows immediately by equation (E-GAMMA) 6.3. Suppose now there exist at least one $\Gamma_j$ such that $\text{un}(\Gamma_j)$. By the definition of context split, given in Fig. 5.6, this means that any unrestricted type assumption is split to every $\Gamma_i$ present in the context split. By the encoding of types and hence of typing contexts, and by the combination of types in the $\pi$-calculus where $T \cup T = T$ if $\text{un}(T)$, we also have that the combination of typing contexts is well-defined and hence $\llbracket \Gamma_1 \llbracket_f \cup \ldots \cup \llbracket \Gamma_n \rrbracket_f$. □

Lemma 6.3.6 (Combination to Split). Let $\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f = \Gamma^x \cup \ldots \cup \Gamma^x_n$. For all $i \in 1 \ldots n$, $\Gamma^x_i = \llbracket \Gamma_i \rrbracket_f$ such that $\Gamma = \Gamma_1 \circ \ldots \circ \Gamma_n$.

Proof. The result follows immediately by the encoding of typing contexts given in Fig. 6.3 and Definition 5.6 on context split $\circ$. □
The following lemma gives an important result that relates the encoding of dual session types to dual linear $\pi$-calculus channel types.

**Lemma 6.3.7** (Encoding of dual types). If $[[T]] = \tau$ then, $[[\overline{T}]] = \overline{\tau}$.

**Proof.** The proof is done by induction on the structure of session type $T$. We use the duality of session types defined in Fig. 5.5 and the duality of standard $\pi$-types defined in Fig. 4.6.

- **$T = \text{end}$**
  By (E-End) we have $[[\text{end}]] = \emptyset[]$ and $\overline{\text{end}} = \text{end}$. We conclude by the duality of $\emptyset[]$.

- **$T = !T.U$**
  By (E-Out) we have $[[!T.U]] = \ell_0 [[T], [[U]]]$. By duality of session types we have $!\overline{T.U} = ?T.\overline{U}$. By (T-In) we have $[[?T.\overline{U}]] = \ell_1 [[T], [[\overline{U}]]]$. We conclude by the duality of $\pi$-types.

- **$T = ?T.U$**
  This case follows the same line as the previous one. By (E-In) we have $[[?T.U]] = \ell_1 [[T], [[U]]]$. By duality of session types we have $\overline{?T.U} = !T.\overline{U}$. By (E-Out) we have $[[!T.\overline{U}]] = \ell_0 [[T], [[\overline{U}]]]$, which by the idempotence property of duality means $\ell_0 [[T], [[U]]]$. We conclude by the duality of $\pi$-types.

- **$T = \oplus\{l_i : T_i\}_{i\in I}$**
  By (E-Select) we have $[[\oplus\{l_i : T_i\}_{i\in I}]] = \ell_0 [\langle l, [[\overline{T}]]\rangle_{i\in I}]$ By duality on session types we have $\overline{\oplus\{l_i : T_i\}_{i\in I}} = \&\{l_i : \overline{T_i}\}_{i\in I}$. By (E-Branch) we have $[[\&\{l_i : \overline{T_i}\}_{i\in I}]] = \ell_1 [\langle l, [[\overline{T}]]\rangle_{i\in I}]$ We conclude by the duality of $\pi$-types.

- **$T = \&\{l_i : T_i\}_{i\in I}$**
  By (E-Branch) we have $[[\&\{l_i : T_i\}_{i\in I}]] = \ell_1 [\langle l, [[\overline{T}]]\rangle_{i\in I}]$ By duality on session types we have $\overline{\&\{l_i : T_i\}_{i\in I}} = \oplus\{l_i : \overline{T_i}\}_{i\in I}$. By (E-Select) we have $[[\oplus\{l_i : \overline{T_i}\}_{i\in I}]] = \ell_0 [\langle l, [[\overline{T}]]\rangle_{i\in I}]$, which by the idempotence property of duality means $\ell_0 [\langle l, [[T]]\rangle_{i\in I}]$. We conclude by the duality of $\pi$-types.

$\square$
6.3.2 Typing Values by Encoding

The following two lemmas state the soundness and completeness of the encoding, in typing derivations for values. Namely, if a session value \( v \) has a session type \( T \) in a session typing context \( \Gamma \), then the encoding of \( v \) has a type the encoding of \( T \) in the typing context being the encoding of \( \Gamma \), and vice versa.

**Lemma 6.3.8** (Soundness: Value Typing). If \( \Gamma \vdash v : T \), then \( \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket v \rrbracket_f : \llbracket T \rrbracket_f \).

*Proof.* The proof is done by induction on the derivation \( \Gamma \vdash v : T \), by analysing the last rule applied.

- **Case (T-VAR):**
  
  \[
  \frac{\text{un}(\Gamma)}{\Gamma, x : T \vdash x : T}
  \]
  
  To prove \( \llbracket \Gamma, x : T \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket x \rrbracket_f : \llbracket T \rrbracket_f \). By (E-Gamma) and (E-VARIABLE) it means \( \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \uplus f_x : \llbracket T \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket x \rrbracket_f : \llbracket T \rrbracket_f \). By Lemma 6.3.3 and rule (T-\( \pi \)-VAR) we obtain the result.

- **Case (T-VAL):**
  
  \[
  \frac{\text{un}(\Gamma) \quad v = \text{true} / \text{false}}{\Gamma \vdash v : \text{Bool}}
  \]
  
  To prove \( \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket v \rrbracket_f : \llbracket \text{Bool} \rrbracket_f \). By applying (E-TRUE) or (E-FALSE) depending on whether \( v \) is true or false, (E-BOOL) and rule (T\( \pi \)-VAL) we obtain the result. \( \square \)

**Lemma 6.3.9** (Completeness: Value Typing). If \( \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket v \rrbracket_f : \llbracket T \rrbracket_f \), then \( \Gamma \vdash v : T \).

*Proof.* The proof is done by induction on the structure of the value \( v \):

- **Case \( v = x \):**
  
  By (E-VARIABLE) we have \( \llbracket x \rrbracket_f = f_x \) and assume \( \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash f_x : \llbracket T \rrbracket_f \). By (T\( \pi \)-VAR) this means that \( (f_x : \llbracket T \rrbracket_f) \in \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \) and hence \( \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f = \llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f, f_x : \llbracket T \rrbracket_f \rrbracket 
  
  which by Lemma 6.3.4 and by (E-GAMMA) means that \( \Gamma = \Gamma_1, x : T \), where \( \Gamma_1 = \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \). By (T\( \pi \)-VAR) we have \( \text{un}(\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f) \). By the encoding of types also \( \text{un}(\Gamma') \) holds. By applying rule (T-\VAR) we obtain the result.

- **Case \( v = \text{true} \):**
  
  By (E-TRUE) and (E-BOOL) we have \( \llbracket \text{true} \rrbracket_f = \text{true} \) and assume \( \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash \text{true} : \text{Bool} \) and \( \text{un}(\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f) \). Then also \( \text{un}(\Gamma) \) holds. By applying rule (T-\VAL) we obtain the result.
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- Case \( \nu = \text{false} \):
  The proof is done in the same way as the previous case, by considering (E-\text{FALSE}) instead of (E-\text{TRUE}).

\[ \square \]

### 6.3.3 Typing Processes by Encoding

The following two theorems state the soundness and completeness of the encoding, presented in Section 6.2, in typing derivations for processes. Namely, if a session process \( P \) is well-typed in a session typing environment \( \Gamma \), then the encoding of \( P \) is also well-typed in the encoding of \( \Gamma \), and vice versa.

Recall that typing rules for the \( \pi \)-calculus with sessions, presented in Section 5.4 use qualified pretypes. Since we are encoding only session types, namely linear pretypes, in the remainder we will omit \( q \) from the typing rules. Moreover, these typing rules use the update operator \(+\), which updates a typing environment with type assumption for the continuation of the communication. Basically, this operator is needed for the unrestricted types. Since the only unrestricted types we encode are \( \text{Bool} \) and \( \text{end} \), but the only unrestricted type that can occur in typing the continuation of the communication is just \( \text{end} \), then the ‘+’ operator boils down to ‘,’ operator by following the definition of context update given in Fig 5.6.

**Theorem 6.3.10** (Soundness: Process Typing). If \( \Gamma \vdash P \) then \( \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_f \).

**Proof.** The proof is done by induction on the the derivation \( \Gamma \vdash P \), by analysing the last typing rule applied.

- Case (T-INACT):
  \[
  \begin{array}{c}
  \text{un}(\Gamma) \\
  \hline
  \Gamma \vdash 0
  \end{array}
  \quad \text{(T-INACT)}
  \]
  By applying rule (T\( \pi \)-INACT) and equation (E-INACTION) and letting \( f \) be any function on \( \text{dom}(\Gamma) \), we obtain the result.

- Case (T-PAR):
  \[
  \begin{array}{c}
  \Gamma_1 \vdash P \\
  \Gamma_2 \vdash Q
  \end{array}
  \Rightarrow
  \begin{array}{c}
  \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \vdash P \mid Q
  \end{array}
  \quad \text{(T-PAR)}
  \]
  By induction hypothesis \( \llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_f \) and \( \llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket Q \rrbracket_f \). To prove that \( \llbracket \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket P \mid Q \rrbracket_f \). The result follows by applying rule (T\( \pi \)-PAR), Lemma 6.3.5 and equation (E-COMPOSITION).
Case (T-Res):

\[
\Gamma, x : T, y : \overline{T} \vdash P \\
\Gamma \vdash (\nu xy)P
\]

(\text{T-Res})

To prove that \([\Gamma]_f \vdash (\nu xy)P\)_f, which by equation (E-Restriction) means \([\Gamma]_f \vdash (\nu c)[P]_{f, (x, y) \rightarrow c}\). We distinguish the following two cases:

- Suppose \(T \neq \text{end}\), and hence \(\overline{T} \neq \text{end}\). By induction hypothesis \([\Gamma, x : T, y : \overline{T}]_f \vdash [P]_f\), for some function \(f'\) such that \(\text{dom}(f') = \text{dom}(\Gamma) \cup \{x, y\}\) and let \(f'(x) = f'(y) = c\) and let \(f' = f' - \{x \mapsto c, y \mapsto c\}\). By applying (E-Gamma), the typing judgement becomes \([\Gamma]_f \uplus c : [T] \uplus c : [\overline{T}] \vdash [P]_{f, (x, y) \rightarrow c}\), namely \([\Gamma]_f \uplus c : [T] \uplus [\overline{T}] \vdash [P]_{f, (x, y) \rightarrow c}\). By Lemma 6.3.7, \([T] = \tau\) and \([\overline{T}] = \overline{\tau}\). Since \(T \neq \text{end}\), \(\overline{T} \neq \text{end}\), we have that \([T] = \ell_a [W]\) and \([\overline{T}] = \ell_t [W]\) and hence \(c : \ell_a [W]\), where \(W\) denote the (tuple of) carried type which is irrelevant. Since variable \(c\) owns both capabilities it means that \(c \notin \text{dom}([\Gamma]_f)\), otherwise \(\uplus\) would not have been defined. Hence, by Lemma 6.3.3, \([\Gamma]_f, c : [T] \uplus [\overline{T}] \vdash [P]_{f, (x, y) \rightarrow c}\). By applying rule (T\(\pi\)-Res1) we obtain \([\Gamma]_f \vdash (\nu c)[P]_{f, (x, y) \rightarrow c}\) which concludes this case.

- Suppose \(T = \overline{T} = \text{end}\). By induction hypothesis \([\Gamma, x : \text{end}, y : \text{end}]_f \vdash [P]_f\), for some function \(f'\) such that \(\text{dom}(f') = \text{dom}(\Gamma) \cup \{x, y\}\) and let \(f'(x) = f'(y) = c\) and let \(f' = f' - \{x \mapsto c, y \mapsto c\}\). By applying equation (E-Gamma), the typing judgement becomes \([\Gamma]_f \uplus c : [\text{end}] \uplus c : [\text{end}] \vdash [P]_{f, (x, y) \rightarrow c}\), namely \([\Gamma]_f \uplus c : [\text{end}] \uplus [P]_{f, (x, y) \rightarrow c}\) which by the combination of unrestricted \(\pi\)-types means \([\Gamma]_f \uplus c : [\text{end}] \vdash [P]_{f, (x, y) \rightarrow c}\). Notice that \(c \notin \text{dom}([\Gamma]_f)\), otherwise \(\uplus\) would not have been defined. Hence, by Lemma 6.3.3 we obtain \([\Gamma]_f, c : [\text{end}] \vdash [P]_{f, (x, y) \rightarrow c}\). Notice that \(c \notin [P]_{f, (x, y) \rightarrow c}\), since \(x, y \notin \text{FV}(P)\) being \(x, y\) terminated channels. Then, by rule (T\(\pi\)-Res2) we obtain \([\Gamma]_f \vdash (\nu c)[P]_{f, (x, y) \rightarrow c}\) which concludes this case.

Case (T-If):

\[
\Gamma_1 \vdash v : \text{Bool} \\
\Gamma_2 \vdash P \\
\Gamma_2 \vdash Q \\
\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \vdash \text{if } v \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q
\]

(\text{T-If})

By induction hypothesis \([\Gamma_2]_f \vdash [P]_f\), and \([\Gamma_2]_f \vdash [Q]_f\) for some function \(f'\) such that \(\text{dom}(f') = \text{dom}(\Gamma_2)\) and \([\Gamma_1, f']_f \vdash [v]_{f'} : \text{Bool}\), for some function \(f''\) such that \(\text{dom}(f'') = \text{dom}(\Gamma_1)\). To prove that \([\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2]_f \vdash \text{if } [v]_f \text{ then } [P]_f \text{ else } [Q]_f\), for some function \(f\) such that
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\[ \text{dom}(f) = \text{dom}(\Gamma_1) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_2). \]

Let \( f = f' \cup f'' \), then the result follows by

**equation (E-Conditional), Lemma 6.3.5 and rule (T\pi-I_{f}).**

- **Case (T-In):**

  \[
  \frac{\Gamma_1 + x : ?T.U \quad \Gamma_2, x : U, y : T \vdash P}{\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \vdash x?y.P} \quad \text{(T-In)}
  \]

To prove that \( [\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2]_f \vdash [x?y.P]_f \) for some function \( f \) such that

\[ \text{dom}(f) = \text{dom}(\Gamma_1) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_2). \]

By induction hypothesis \( [\Gamma_1]_{f'} \vdash f'_x : [\?T.U]_f \) which by (E-Inp) means \( [\Gamma_1]_{f'} \vdash f'_x : \ell(\{T\}, \{U\}). \)

and \( [\Gamma_2, x : U, y : T]_{f''} \vdash [P]_{f''}, \) which by (E-Gamma) means \( [\Gamma_2]_{f''} \vdash f'' : \{U\} \cup \{T\} \vdash [P]_{f''}. \)

Let \( f''(x) = c, f''(y) = y \) and let \( f = f' \cup f'' - \{x \mapsto c, y \mapsto y\}. \)

Then the induction hypothesis become \( [\Gamma_1]_f \vdash f'_x : \ell(\{T\}, \{U\}) \) and \( [\Gamma_2]_{f''} \vdash c : \{U\} \vdash [P]_{f''}. \) By equation (E-Input), rule (T\pi-Inp) and Lemma 6.3.5 we obtain \( [\Gamma_1]_f \cup [\Gamma_2]_{f''} \vdash f'_x(y, c).[P]_{f''}. \)

- **Case (T-Out):**

  \[
  \frac{\Gamma_1 + x : !T.U \quad \Gamma_2 \vdash v : T \quad \Gamma_3, x : U \vdash P}{\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \circ \Gamma_3 \vdash x!(v).P} \quad \text{(T-Out)}
  \]

To prove that \( [\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \circ \Gamma_3]_f \vdash [x!(v).P]_f \), where \( \text{dom}(f) = \text{dom}(\Gamma_1) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_2) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_3). \)

By (E-Output) and Lemma 6.3.5 this means that

\[ [\Gamma_1]_f \cup [\Gamma_2]_f \cup [\Gamma_3]_f \vdash (v(c)).[P]_{f'(x \mapsto c)}. \]

By induction hypothesis we have that \( [\Gamma_1]_{f'} \vdash [\Gamma]_{f'} \) which by (E-Out) means that \( [\Gamma_1]_{f'} \vdash f'_x : \ell_0([T], [U]), \) and \( [\Gamma_2]_{f''} \vdash f'' : [T] \) and \( [\Gamma_3]_{f''} \vdash f'' : [U] \vdash [P]_{f''}. \)

Let \( f'' = v, f'' = c \) and let \( f = f' \cup f'' \cup f''' - \{x \mapsto c\}. \) Then the induction hypothesis become \( [\Gamma_1]_f \vdash f'_x : \ell_0([T], [U]) \) and \( [\Gamma_2]_{f''} \vdash v : [T] \) and \( [\Gamma_3]_{f''} \vdash c : [U] \vdash [P]_{f''}. \) By applying (T\pi-Out) and (T\pi-Var) to derive \( c : [U] \) and by using Lemma 6.3.7 and Lemma 6.3.4 to obtain \( c : \ell_a [W], \)

where \( [U] = \ell_a [W], \) we have the following:

\[
\frac{[\Gamma_1]_f \vdash f'_x : \ell_0([T], [U])}{[\Gamma_2]_f \vdash v : [T]} \quad c : [U] \vdash c : [U] \quad [\Gamma_3]_f, c : [U] \vdash [P]_{f''} \quad [\Gamma_1]_f \cup [\Gamma_2]_f \cup [\Gamma_3]_f, c : \ell_a [W] \vdash f'_x(v, c) : [P]_{f'(x \mapsto c)}
\]
Then by applying (T\text{\pi}-\text{Res1}) we have the following:

\[
\frac{\llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f \cup \llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f \cup \llbracket \Gamma_3 \rrbracket_f, c : \ell [W] \vdash f_s ! (v, c), \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,(\alpha \rightarrow c)}}{\llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f \cup \llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f \cup (vc)f_s ! (v, c), \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,(\alpha \rightarrow c)}}
\]

which concludes this case.

- **Case (T-Brch):**

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash x : \& \{ l_i : T_i \}_{\alpha \in I}}{\Gamma \circ \Gamma_2 \vdash x \triangleright \{ l_i : P_i \}_{\alpha \in I}} (T-\text{Brch})
\]

To prove that \(\llbracket \Gamma \circ \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket x \triangleright \{ l_i : P_i \}_{\alpha \in I} \rrbracket_f\), where \(\text{dom}(f) = \text{dom}(\Gamma) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_2)\). By (E-Branching) and Lemma 6.3.5 it means that \(\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \cup \llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f \vdash f_s ? (y)\). case of \(\{ l_i : c \triangleright \{ P_i \}_{\alpha \in I} \}\). By induction hypothesis we have \(\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket x \vdash \{ l_i : T_i \}_{\alpha \in I} \rrbracket_f\) which by equation (E-Branch) means that \(\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash f_s : \ell [\{ l_i : T_i \}_{\alpha \in I}]\), and \(\llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f, f_s : \{ T_i \}_{\alpha \in I} \vdash \{ P_i \}_{\alpha \in I}\) \(\forall i \in I\). Let \(f'' = c\) and \(f = f' \cup f'' - \{ x \mapsto c\}\). Then, the induction hypothesis become \(\llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f \vdash f_s : \ell [\{ l_i : T_i \}_{\alpha \in I}]\), and \(\llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f, c : \{ T_i \}_{\alpha \in I} \vdash \{ P_i \}_{f,(\alpha \rightarrow c)} \forall i \in I\). By applying rules (T\text{\pi}-\text{Case}) and (T\text{\pi}-\text{Var}) for deriving \(y : \{ l_i : T_i \}_{\alpha \in I}\), we have:

\[
\llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f, y : \{ l_i : T_i \}_{\alpha \in I} \vdash \text{case of } \{ l_i : c \triangleright \{ P_i \}_{\alpha \in I} \}_{\alpha \in I}
\]

Then, by applying (T\text{\pi}-\text{Inp}) we have:

\[
\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash f_s : \ell [\{ l_i : T_i \}_{\alpha \in I}] \quad \llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f, y : \{ l_i : T_i \}_{\alpha \in I} \vdash \text{case of } \{ l_i : c \triangleright \{ P_i \}_{\alpha \in I} \}_{\alpha \in I}
\]

which concludes this case.

- **Case (T-Set):**

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash x : \oplus \{ l_i : T_i \}_{\alpha \in I}}{\Gamma \circ \Gamma_2 \vdash x \triangleright l_j P} (T-\text{Sel})
\]

To prove that \(\llbracket \Gamma \circ \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket x \triangleright l_j P \rrbracket_f\), where \(\text{dom}(f) = \text{dom}(\Gamma) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_2)\).
Theorem 6.3.11 (Completeness: Process Typing). If $\|\Gamma\|_f \vdash \|P\|_f$ then $\Gamma \vdash P$.

Proof. The proof is done by induction on the structure of $P$.

- **Case $0$:**
  By equation (E-INACTION) we have $\|0\|_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} 0$ and assume $\|\Gamma\|_f \vdash 0$, where $\text{un}(\|\Gamma\|_f)$ holds; but then also $\text{un}(\Gamma)$ holds. By applying (T-INACT) we conclude this case.

- **Case $P \mid Q$:**
  By equation (E-COMPOSITION) we have $\|P \mid Q\|_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} \|P\|_f \parallel \|Q\|_f$ and assume
\[ \Gamma \vdash [\mathsf{P}]_f \mid [\mathsf{Q}]_f \] which by rule (T\text{-}Par) means:

\[
\frac{\Gamma_1^\pi \vdash [\mathsf{P}]_f \quad \Gamma_2^\pi \vdash [\mathsf{Q}]_f}{\Gamma_1^\pi \uplus \Gamma_2^\pi \vdash [\mathsf{P}]_f \mid [\mathsf{Q}]_f}
\]

where \([\Gamma]_f = \Gamma_1^\pi \uplus \Gamma_2^\pi\). By Lemma 6.3.6 \(\Gamma_1^\pi = [\Gamma_1]_f\) and \(\Gamma_2^\pi = [\Gamma_2]_f\), such that \(\Gamma = \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2\). By induction hypothesis we have \(\Gamma_1 \vdash P\) and \(\Gamma_2 \vdash Q\). Then, by applying (T\text{-}Par) we obtain \(\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \vdash P \mid Q\).

- **Case if \(v\) then \(P\) else \(Q\):**

  By equation (E\text{-}Conditional) we have \(\llbracket\text{if } v \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q\rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket\text{if } f \text{ then } [P]_f \text{ else } [Q]_f\rrbracket\), and assume \(\Gamma \vdash [P]_f \mid [Q]_f\), which by rule (T\text{-}If) means:

  \[
  \frac{\Gamma_1^\pi \vdash f : \text{Bool} \quad \Gamma_2^\pi \vdash [P]_f \quad \Gamma_2^\pi \vdash [Q]_f}{\Gamma_1^\pi \uplus \Gamma_2^\pi \vdash \text{if } f \text{ then } [P]_f \mid [Q]_f}
  \]

  where \([\Gamma]_f = \Gamma_1^\pi \uplus \Gamma_2^\pi\). By Lemma 6.3.6 \(\Gamma_1^\pi = [\Gamma_1]_f\) and \(\Gamma_2^\pi = [\Gamma_2]_f\), such that \(\Gamma = \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2\). By Lemma 6.3.9 we have \(\Gamma_1 \vdash v : \text{Bool}\). By induction hypothesis we have \(\Gamma_2 \vdash P\) and \(\Gamma_2 \vdash Q\). Then, by applying (T\text{-}If) we obtain \(\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \vdash [v]_f \mid [P]_f \mid [Q]_f\).

- **Case \((vxy)P\):**

  By equation (E\text{-}Restriction) we have \(\llbracket(vxy)P\rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} (\nu c)\llbracket P\rrbracket_{f, (x,y \mapsto c)}\) and by assumption \(\Gamma \vdash (\nu c)[P]_{f, (x,y \mapsto c)}\). Then, either (T\text{-}Res1) or (T\text{-}Res2) is the last rule applied. We distinguish these cases:

  - Suppose (T\text{-}Res1) is applied

    \[
    \frac{[\Gamma], c : \ell_\alpha [W] \vdash [P]_{f, (x,y \mapsto c)} \quad [\Gamma] \vdash (\nu c)[P]_{f, (x,y \mapsto c)} - \text{(T\text{-}Res1)}}{[\Gamma] \vdash (\nu c)[P]_{f, (x,y \mapsto c)}}
    \]

    The premise of the rule asserts that \(c \in [P]_{f, (x,y \mapsto c)}\) and it substitutes both \(x\) and \(y\) in \(P\), as shown by the encoding of the process. This means that \(c\) is used twice and since \((\nu c)[P]_{f, (x,y \mapsto c)}\) is well-typed, in order to preserve linearity, it must be the case that \(\alpha = \emptyset\), which implies \([\Gamma] \vdash c : \ell_\emptyset [W] \uplus c : \ell_\emptyset [W] \vdash [P]_{f, (x,y \mapsto c)}\). Let \(\llbracket T\rrbracket = \ell_\emptyset [W]\), then by Lemma 6.3.7 \(\llbracket T\rrbracket = \ell_\emptyset [W]\). So, by induction hypothesis we have \(\Gamma, x : T, y : T \vdash P\). By applying rule (T\text{-}Res) we obtain \(\Gamma \vdash (vxy)P\).
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- Suppose (Tπ-Res2) is applied

\[
\frac{\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,\langle x,y \rightarrow c \rangle}}{\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash (\nu c)\llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,\langle x,y \rightarrow c \rangle}} \quad \text{(Tπ-Res2)}
\]

By induction hypothesis we obtain \( \Gamma \vdash P \). Notice that since \( c \) is not needed to type \( \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,\langle x,y \rightarrow c \rangle} \) it means that \( c \notin \text{FV}(\llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,\langle x,y \rightarrow c \rangle}) \). By the encoding of \( P \), we notice that variable \( c \) substitutes both variables \( x \) and \( y \), hence this implies that \( x, y \notin \text{FV}(P) \). Let \( x : \mathcal{T} \) and \( y : \overline{\mathcal{T}} \) be two type assumption that we are going to add to \( \Gamma \). Since the duality function is defined on \( \mathcal{T} \), it means that \( \mathcal{T} \neq \text{Bool} \). On the other hand, \( \mathcal{T} \neq \text{LinP} \), otherwise the session channel is being thrown away, without being used in \( P \). This means that \( \mathcal{T} = \text{end} \) and \( \overline{\mathcal{T}} = \text{end} \) and \( \text{un}(\text{end}) \). By Lemma 5.5.1 we can obtain \( \Gamma, x : \mathcal{T}, y : \overline{\mathcal{T}} \vdash P \). By applying rule (T-Res) we obtain \( \Gamma \vdash (\nu x y)P \).

- Case \( x?(y).P \):
  
  By equation (E-Input) we have \( \llbracket x?(y).P \rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} f_x?(y,c)\llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,\langle x \rightarrow c \rangle} \) and assume \( \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash f_x?(y,c)\llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,\langle x \rightarrow c \rangle} \) which by rule (Tπ-Inp) means:

\[
\frac{\Gamma_1^x \vdash f_x : \ell_1[T^\pi, U^\pi] \quad \Gamma_2^x, y : T^\pi, c : U^\pi \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,\langle x \rightarrow c \rangle}}{\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash f_x?(y,c)\llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,\langle x \rightarrow c \rangle}}
\]

where \( \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f = \Gamma_1^x \cup \Gamma_2^x \). By Lemma 6.3.6 \( \Gamma_1^x = \llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f \) and \( \Gamma_2^x = \llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f \), such that \( \Gamma = \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \), and \( \text{dom}(f) = \text{dom}(\Gamma_1) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_2) \). By Lemma 6.3.9 we have \( \Gamma_1 \vdash x : ?T.U \). By induction hypothesis \( \Gamma_2, y : \mathcal{T}, x : U \vdash P \) where \( T^\pi = \llbracket \mathcal{T} \rrbracket, U^\pi = \llbracket U \rrbracket \) and by the encoding of \( P \) we notice that \( c \) substitutes \( x \). By applying (T-Inp) we obtain \( \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \vdash x?(y).P \).

- Case \( x!(v).P \):
  
  By equation (E-Output) we have \( \llbracket x!(v).P \rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} (\nu c)f_x!(v,c)\llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,\langle x \rightarrow c \rangle} \) and assume \( \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash (\nu c)f_x!(v,c)\llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,\langle x \rightarrow c \rangle} \) which by rules (Tπ-Res1), since \( c \) is present in \( \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,\langle x \rightarrow c \rangle} \), and (Tπ-Out) means (there exists) the following derivation:

\[
\frac{\Gamma_1^x \vdash f_x : \ell_3[T^\pi, U^\pi] \quad \Gamma_2^x \vdash v : T^\pi \quad \Gamma_3^x, c : \ell_3[W] \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,\langle x \rightarrow c \rangle} \quad c : \ell_3[W] \vdash c : \ell_3[W]}{\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash (\nu c)f_x!(v,c)\llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,\langle x \rightarrow c \rangle}} \quad \text{(Tπ-Out)}
\]

\[
\frac{\Gamma_1^x \vdash f_x : \ell_3[T^\pi, U^\pi] \quad \Gamma_2^x \vdash (\nu c)f_x!(v,c)\llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,\langle x \rightarrow c \rangle}}{\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash (\nu c)f_x!(v,c)\llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,\langle x \rightarrow c \rangle}} \quad \text{(Tπ-Res1)}
\]
where $\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f = \Gamma_1^x \uplus \Gamma_2^x \uplus \Gamma_3^x$. By Lemma 6.3.6 we have $\Gamma_1^x = \llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f$, $\Gamma_2^x = \llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f$ and $\Gamma_3^x = \llbracket \Gamma_3 \rrbracket_f$, such that $\Gamma = \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \circ \Gamma_3$, and $\text{dom}(f) = \text{dom}(\Gamma_1) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_2) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_3)$. Notice that, the type of $C \in [W]$, meaning that it has both capabilities, because one capability of $c$ is sent along with value $v$, precisely $\alpha$ and the other one is used in $\llbracket P \rrbracket_{f, (\alpha \leftarrow c)}$, precisely $\alpha$. By Lemma 6.3.9 we have $\Gamma_1 \vdash x : !T.U$ where $\ell_\alpha[T^x, U^x] = \llbracket T.U \rrbracket$, which by following (E-Out) means that $T^x = \llbracket T \rrbracket$ and $U^x = \llbracket U \rrbracket = \ell_\alpha[W]$. Also, by Lemma 6.3.9 we have $\Gamma_2 \vdash v : T$, and let $f_v = v$. By induction hypothesis we have $\Gamma_3, x : U \vdash P$, where $\llbracket U \rrbracket = \ell_\alpha[W]$, which is obtained by applying Lemma 6.3.7. By applying rule (T-Out) we obtain $\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \circ \Gamma_3 \vdash x!(v).P$

- Case $x \triangleright \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I}$:

By equation (E-BRANCHING) $\llbracket x \triangleright \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I} \rrbracket_f = f_x?(y)$. case $y$ of $\{ l_i \cdot c \triangleright [P_i]_{f, (\alpha \leftarrow c)} \}_{i \in I}$ and assume $\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash f_x?(y)$, case $y$ of $\{ l_i \cdot c \triangleright [P_i]_{f, (\alpha \leftarrow c)} \}_{i \in I}$ which by rules (T\pi-Inf) and (T\pi-Case) and Lemma 6.3.3

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{(T\pi-Inf)} \\
\Gamma_1^x \vdash f_x : \ell_i[\llbracket l_i.T_i^x \rrbracket_{i \in I}] \quad y : \llbracket l_i.T_i^x \rrbracket_{i \in I} \triangleright y : \llbracket l_i.T_i^x \rrbracket_{i \in I} \\
\hline
\text{(T\pi-Case)} \\
\Gamma_2^x, c : T_i^x \vdash [P_i]_{f, (\alpha \leftarrow c)} \forall i \in I \\
\Gamma_2^x, y : \llbracket l_i.T_i^x \rrbracket_{i \in I} \triangleright \text{case $y$ of $\{ l_i \cdot c \triangleright [P_i]_{f, (\alpha \leftarrow c)} \}_{i \in I}$}
\end{array}
\]

where $\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f = \Gamma_1^x \uplus \Gamma_2^x$. By Lemma 6.3.6 we have $\Gamma_1^x = \llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f$, and $\Gamma_2^x = \llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f$ such that $\Gamma = \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2$, and $\text{dom}(f) = \text{dom}(\Gamma_1) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_2)$. By Lemma 6.3.9 we have $\Gamma_1 \vdash x : \& \{ l_i : T_i \}_{i \in I}$ where $\llbracket \& \{ l_i : T_i \}_{i \in I} \rrbracket_f = \ell_\alpha[\llbracket l_i.T_i^x \rrbracket_{i \in I}]$ by applying (E-BRANCH) which implies $\forall i \llbracket T_i \rrbracket = T_i^x$. By induction hypothesis $\Gamma_2, x : T_i \vdash P_i \forall i \in I$. By applying rule (T-BRCH) we obtain $\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \vdash x \triangleright \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I}$.

- Case $x \triangleleft l_j, P$:

By equation (E-SELECTION) we have $\llbracket x \triangleleft l_j, P \rrbracket_f = (v \cdot c).f_j(\llbracket l_j \cdot c \rrbracket). [P]_{f, (\alpha \leftarrow c)}$ and assume $\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash (v \cdot c).f_j(\llbracket l_j \cdot c \rrbracket). [P]_{f, (\alpha \leftarrow c)}$ which by rules (T\pi-Res1), since $c$ is present in $[P]_{f, (\alpha \leftarrow c)}$, and (T\pi-Out) and (T\pi-Val) means (there exists) the
following derivation:

\[(T\pi-\text{Res1})\]
\[\Gamma_1 \vdash f_i : \ell_o \langle l_i, T_i \rangle_{i \in I}\]
\[\Gamma_2, c : T_j \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f, (s+c)}\]
\[\Box\]

\[(T\pi-\text{Out})\]
\[\Gamma_1 \vdash f_i : \ell_o \langle l_i, T_i \rangle_{i \in I}\]
\[\Gamma_2, c : T_j \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f, (s+c)}\]
\[\Box\]

\[(T\pi-\text{Val})\]
\[c : T_j \vdash c : T_j\quad j \in I\]
\[\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_{f, (s+c)}\]
\[\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_{f, (s+c)}\]

where \(\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_{f, (s+c)} = \Gamma_1 \cup \Gamma_2\). By Lemma 6.3.6 we have \(\Gamma_1 = \llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f\) and \(\Gamma_2 = \llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f\) such that \(\Gamma = \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2\), and \(\text{dom}(f) = \text{dom}(\Gamma_1) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_2)\). Notice that, the type of \(c\) is \(\ell_\pi [W]\), meaning that it has both capabilities, because one capability of \(c\) is sent along with value \(l_j, c\) and the other one is used in the continuation \(\llbracket P \rrbracket_{f, (s+c)}\), this implies \(\ell_\pi [W] = T_j \cup T_j\). By Lemma 6.3.9 we have \(\Gamma_1 \vdash x : \oplus\langle l_i : T_i \rangle_{i \in I}\) where by (E-Select) \(\ell_o \langle l_i, T_i \rangle_{i \in I} = \llbracket \oplus\langle l_i : T_i \rangle_{i \in I} \rrbracket\) and \(T_i = \llbracket T_i \rrbracket\ \forall i \in I\). By induction hypothesis we have \(\Gamma_2, x : T_j \vdash P\). By applying rule (T-SEL) we obtain \(\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \vdash x \ast l_j, P\).

\[\Box\]

### 6.3.4 Operational Correspondence

In this section we prove the operational correspondence. Before stating the theorem, we introduce the notion of evaluation context, which is defined as follows.

**Definition 6.3.12 (Evaluation Context).** An evaluation context is a process with a hole \([-]\) and is produced by the following grammar:

\[E[-] \overset{\text{def}}{=} [-] \mid (\nu xy) E[-]\]

In order to prove the following theorem, we need to extend the definition of process encoding to accommodate substitution.

**Definition 6.3.13.** Let \(Q\) be a session process and \(z \in \text{FV}(Q)\) and let \(Q[v/z]\) denote process \(Q\) where variable \(z\) is substituted by value \(v\). Then,

\[\llbracket Q[v/z] \rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket Q \rrbracket_f[v/z]\]

where \(f_v = v\) and \(f_z = z\).
In order to simplify the proof of the following theorem, without loss of generality, we assume that a substitution occurs only when ground values are transmitted; in case of variables instead, we assume that the sender sends the exact variable expected by the receiver. This convention validates the above definition. Let $\leftrightarrow$ denote a structural congruence possibly extended with a case normalisation, namely a reduction denoted by $(R\pi\text{-Case})$.

**Theorem 6.3.14** (Operational Correspondence). Let $P$ be a process in the $\pi$-calculus with sessions. The following hold.

1. If $P \rightarrow P'$ then $\llbracket P \rrbracket_f \rightarrow \leftrightarrow \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f$.

2. If $\llbracket P \rrbracket_f \rightarrow^\equiv Q$ then, $\exists P', \mathcal{E}[\cdot]$ such that $\mathcal{E}[P] \rightarrow \mathcal{E}[P']$ and $Q \rightarrow^* \equiv \llbracket P' \rrbracket_{f'}$, where $f'$ is the updated $f$ after the communication and $f \mathcal{E}= f$, for all $(\nu xy) \in \mathcal{E}[\cdot]$.

**Proof.** We split the proof as follows

1. The proof is done by induction on the length of the derivation $P \rightarrow P'$.

- Case (R-Com):

  \[ P = (\nu xy)(x!\langle v \rangle, Q_1 | y?\langle z \rangle.Q_2 | R) \rightarrow (\nu xy)(Q_1 | Q_2[v/z] | R) = P' \]
By the encoding of processes we have

\[
[P]_f = \llbracket (vx)(x!(v), Q_1 | y?(z), Q_2 | R) \rrbracket_f
\]
\[
\overset{\text{def}}{=} (vc) (\llbracket x!(v), Q_1 | y?(z), Q_2 | R \rrbracket_{f, [x,y \mapsto c]})
\]
\[
\overset{\text{def}}{=} (vc) (\llbracket x!(v), Q_1 \|_{f, [v \mapsto c]} | \| y?(z), Q_2 \|_{f, [y \mapsto c]} | \| R \rrbracket_f)
\]
\[
\overset{\text{def}}{=} (vc) (\llbracket v c')(c!(v, c').Q_1 \|_{f, [x \mapsto c', e \mapsto c']} | \] 

Where \( f' = f, \{x \mapsto c', y \mapsto c'\} \), and let \( f_x = v \) and \( f_z = z \). On the other hand we have:

\[
[P']_f = \llbracket (vx)(Q_1 | Q_2[v/z] | R) \rrbracket_f
\]
\[
\overset{\text{def}}{=} (vc')(\llbracket Q_1 \|_{f, [x \mapsto c']} | \| Q_2 \|_{f, [x \mapsto c']} | \llbracket v/z \| \llbracket R \rrbracket_f)\]
\[
\overset{\text{def}}{=} (vc')(\llbracket Q_1 \|_{f'} | \| Q_2 \|_{f'}[v/z] | \llbracket R \rrbracket_{f'})
\]

Where we have used Definition 6.3.13. Which means

\[
[P]_f \overset{\|}{\rightarrow} [P']_f
\]

- **Case (R-SEL):**

\[
P = (vx)(x \llcorner l_j.Q | y \llcorner [l_i : P_i]_{i \in I} | R) \rightarrow (vx)(Q | P_j | R) = P' \quad \text{if } j \in I
\]
By the encoding of processes we have

\[
\|P\|_f = \| (\nu x y) (x \triangleleft l_j Q \mid y \triangleright \{l_i : P_i\}_{i \in I} \mid R) \|_f \\
= (\nu c) \left( \| x \triangleleft l_j Q \mid y \triangleright \{l_i : P_i\}_{i \in I} \mid R \|_{f,(x,y \overset{c}{\rightarrow})} \right) \\
\overset{\text{def}}{=} (\nu c) \left( \| x \triangleleft l_j Q \|_{f,(x,y \overset{c}{\rightarrow})} \mid \| y \triangleright \{l_i : P_i\}_{i \in I} \|_{f,(y \overset{c}{\rightarrow})} \mid \| R \|_f \right) \\
\overset{\text{def}}{=} (\nu c) \left[ (\nu c')(c!(l_j,c'), \| Q \|_{f,(x,y \overset{c}{\rightarrow})}) \mid \right. \\
\left. c? (z). \text{case } z \text{ of } \{ l_i.c' \overset{\| P_j \|_{f,(y \overset{c}{\rightarrow})}}{\rightarrow} \| R \|_f \} \right] \\
\rightarrow (\nu c)[(\nu c')(\| Q \|_{f,(x,y \overset{c}{\rightarrow})}) \mid \right. \\
\left. \text{case } l_j.c' \text{ of } \{ l_i.c' \overset{\| P_j \|_{f,(y \overset{c}{\rightarrow})}}{\rightarrow} \| R \|_f \} \right] \\
\rightarrow (\nu c)[(\nu c')(\| Q \|_{f,(x,y \overset{c}{\rightarrow})}) \mid \right. \\
\left. \| P_j \|_{f,(y \overset{c}{\rightarrow})} \mid \| R \|_f \right] \\
\overset{\text{def}}{=} (\nu c)[(\nu c')(\| Q \|_{f,(x,y \overset{c}{\rightarrow})}) \mid \right. \\
\left. \| P_j \|_{f,(y \overset{c}{\rightarrow})} \mid \| R \|_f \right] \\
\overset{\text{def}}{=} (\nu c')(\| Q \|_{f'} \mid \| P_j \|_{f'} \mid \| R \|_{f'})
\]

Where \(f' = f, \{ x \mapsto c', y \mapsto c' \} \). On the other hand we have:

\[
\| P' \|_f = \| (\nu x y)(Q \mid P_j \mid R) \|_f \\
\overset{\text{def}}{=} (\nu c')(\| Q \|_{f,(x,y \overset{c}{\rightarrow})}) \mid \| P_j \|_{f,(x,y \overset{c}{\rightarrow})} \mid \| R \|_{f,(x,y \overset{c}{\rightarrow})}) \\
\overset{\text{def}}{=} (\nu c')(\| Q \|_{f'} \mid \| P_j \|_{f'} \mid \| R \|_{f'})
\]

Where we have used Definition 6.3.13. Which means

\[
\| P \|_f \rightarrow \iff \| P' \|_f
\]

- **Case (R-IfT):**

  \[
  \text{if true then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2 \rightarrow P_1
  \]
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By the encoding of processes we have

\[ \|P\|_f = \|\text{if true then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2\|_f \]
\[ \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{if true then } \|P_1\|_f \text{ else } \|P_2\|_f \]
\[ \rightarrow \|P_1\|_f \]

• Case (R-IfF):

\[ \text{if false then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2 \rightarrow P_2 \]

By the encoding of processes we have

\[ \|P\|_f = \|\text{if false then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2\|_f \]
\[ \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{if false then } \|P_1\|_f \text{ else } \|P_2\|_f \]
\[ \rightarrow \|P_2\|_f \]

• Case (R-Res):

\[ P \rightarrow Q \]
\[ (\nu xy)P \rightarrow (\nu xy)Q \]

By the encoding of processes we have

\[ \|(\nu xy)P\|_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} (\nu c)\|P\|_{f,[x,y \rightarrow c]} \]

Since by the premise of the rule \( P \rightarrow Q \) then, by induction hypothesis we have that \( \|P\|_{f,[x,y \rightarrow c]} \rightarrow \|Q\|_{f,[x,y \rightarrow c]} \). We conclude that \( (\nu c)\|P\|_{f,[x,y \rightarrow c]} \rightarrow (\nu c)\|Q\|_{f,[x,y \rightarrow c]} \) by applying (R\( \pi \)-Res) and (R\( \pi \)-Struct) and the transitivity of the reduction relation.

• Case (R-Par):

\[ P \rightarrow Q \]
\[ P \mid Q \rightarrow P' \mid Q \]

Since by the premise of the rule \( P \rightarrow Q \) then, by induction hypothesis we have that \( \|P\|_f \rightarrow \|Q\|_f \). We conclude that \( \|P\|_f \mid \|Q\|_f \rightarrow \|P'\|_f \mid \|Q\|_f \) by applying (R\( \pi \)-Par) and (R\( \pi \)-Struct) and the transitivity of the reduction relation.
• Case (R-Struct):

\[
P \equiv P', \ P' \rightarrow Q', \ Q' \equiv Q
\]

\[P \rightarrow Q\]

Trivial case, by applying the encoding and (Rπ-Struct) and the transitivity of the reduction relation.

2. The proof is done by induction on the structure of the session process \(P\).

The only cases to be considered are the following:

• Case \(P = P_1 \parallel P_2\):

By (E-Composition) we have \([P_1 \parallel P_2]_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} [P_1]_f \parallel [P_2]_f\) and by hypothesis \([P_1]_f \parallel [P_2]_f \rightarrow \equiv Q\). To prove that there exist \(P', E[\cdot]\) such that \(E[P] \rightarrow E[P']\) and \(Q \rightarrow \ast \equiv [P']_f\). There are the following 3 cases to be considered:

(a) Only \([P_1]_f\) reduces: \([P_1]_f \rightarrow R\) which means \(Q \equiv R \parallel [P_2]_f\). By induction hypothesis, since \(P_1\) is a subprocess of \(P\) and \([P_1]_f \rightarrow R\) then there exist \(P', E[\cdot]\) such that \(E[P_1] \rightarrow E[P'_1]\) and \(R \rightarrow \ast \equiv [P'_1]_f\). Let \(E[\cdot] = E[\cdot]_f\). Then, \((\nu_{xy})(P \parallel Q) \equiv (\nu_{xy})P \parallel Q\) \(E[P] = E[P_1 \parallel P_2] \rightarrow E[P'_1 \parallel P_2] = E[P']\) and so \(P' = P'_1 \parallel P_2\).

Then, \(R \parallel [P_2]_f \rightarrow \ast \equiv [P'_1]_f \parallel [P_2]_f = [P']_f\), by applying (Rπ-Par) and letting \(f = f' = f''\) and this concludes the case.

(b) Only \([P_2]_f\) reduces: this case is the same as the previous one, by changing \(P_1\) with \(P_2\).

(c) \([P_1]_f\) and \([P_2]_f\) communicate and both reduce. Since a communication occurs between two processes in parallel, the only possible case is rule (Rπ-Com) – as we already considered rule (Rπ-Par) in the previous cases.– This means that the processes exhibit an input and the other an output action, which is then consumed. Let \([P_1]_f\) perform and output action and \([P_2]_f\) perform and input action – the other way around is totally similar.– But then, since these are encodings of session processes there are only two possible cases:

- Let \(P_1 \parallel P_2 = x!_0(P_1') \parallel y?(z).P'_2\):

  By the encodings, equations (E-Composition), (E-
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These two cases conclude point 2c. Let \( O \) and \( f \) be the encodings, equations \((E-C)\) and \((E-S)\), we have \([P_1]_f \upharpoonright [P_2]_f \) such that \( E[P_1 \upharpoonright P_2] \rightarrow E[P'] \) and \( Q \rightarrow^* \equiv [P']_f \). Choose \( E[\cdot] = (vxy)[\cdot] \), then by (R-Com) we have \((vxy)(x!\langle v \rangle.P_1 \upharpoonright y?\langle z \rangle.P_2') \rightarrow (vxy)(P_1' \upharpoonright P_2'[v/z])\), and hence \( P' = P_1' \upharpoonright P_2'[v/z] \). Trivially, \([P']_f' = [P_1']_f \upharpoonright [P_2'][v/z] = [P']_f \equiv Q\) by applying Definition 6.3.13 and letting \( f' = f \cup \{ x \mapsto c, y \mapsto c \} \).

- Let \( P_1 \upharpoonright P_2 = x \prec l_j.P_1' \upharpoonright y \succ \{ l_i : P_i'' \}_{i \in I} \).

By the encodings, equations \((E-Com)\), \((E-Sel)\) and \((E-Bra)\), we have

\[
[P_1]_f \upharpoonright [P_2]_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} (vc) f_i!(\langle v \rangle.P_1 \upharpoonright \langle c \rangle.P_1')_f \upharpoonright \langle x \upharpoonright c \rangle_\nu [P_2]_f
\]

\[
f_2?\langle z \rangle. \text{ case } z \text{ of } \{ l_i : P_i'' \}_i \in I \rightarrow [P_1']_f \upharpoonright \langle l_j, c \rangle_\nu [P_2']_f \upharpoonright \langle x \upharpoonright c \rangle_\nu [P_2'']_f \upharpoonright \langle l_j, c \rangle_\nu \rightarrow [P_1']_f \upharpoonright [P_2'(v/z)]_f \upharpoonright [P_2'']_f \upharpoonright [P_2''(v/z)]_f \equiv Q
\]

We now show that there exist \( P', E[\cdot] \) such that \( E[P_1 \upharpoonright P_2] \rightarrow E[P'] \) and \( Q \rightarrow^* \equiv [P']_f \). Choose \( E[\cdot] = (vxy)[\cdot] \), then by (R-Sel) we have

\[
E[P_1 \upharpoonright P_2] = (vxy)(x \prec l_j.P_1' \upharpoonright y \succ \{ l_i : P_i'' \}_i) \rightarrow (vxy)(P_1' \upharpoonright P_2') = E[P']
\]

Trivially, \([P']_f' = [P_1']_f \upharpoonright [P_2']_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} [P_1']_f \upharpoonright [P_2''(v/z)]_f \equiv Q\) where \( f' = f \cup \{ x \mapsto c, y \mapsto c \} \).

These two cases conclude point 2c.
• Case \( P = (\nu xy)P_1 \):

By (E-Restriction) we have \( \llbracket (\nu xy)P_1 \rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} (\nu c)\llbracket P_1 \rrbracket_{f, (x,y) \to \epsilon} \) and by hypothesis \( (\nu c)\llbracket P_1 \rrbracket_{f, (x,y) \to \epsilon} \to \equiv Q \). This means that the reduction comes from \( \llbracket P_1 \rrbracket_{f, (x,y) \to \epsilon} \), since in the standard \( \pi \)-calculus the restriction does not enable any further communication in addition to the ones already performed by process \( \llbracket P_1 \rrbracket_{f, (x,y) \to \epsilon} \). Hence, \( Q \equiv (\nu c)R \). By induction hypothesis if \( \llbracket P_1 \rrbracket_{f, (x,y) \to \epsilon} \to \equiv R \) then there exists \( P_1' \) such that \( E[P_1] \to E[P_1'] \) and \( R \to \equiv \llbracket P_1' \rrbracket_{f, (x,y) \to \epsilon} \). To prove that there exists \( P' \) such that \( E[(\nu xy)P_1] \to E[P'] \) and \( Q \to \equiv \llbracket P' \rrbracket_{f, (x,y) \to \epsilon} \). We distinguish 3 cases according to the structure of \( E[\cdot] \).

(a) \( E[\cdot] = [\cdot] \)

This means that \( P_1 \to P_1' \). Then by (R-Res) we also have \( (\nu xy)P_1 \to (\nu xy)P_1' \). Let \( P' = (\nu xy)P_1' \) and \( \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f = (\nu c)\llbracket P_1' \rrbracket_{f, (x,y) \to \epsilon} \). By induction hypothesis we have that \( R \to \equiv \llbracket P_1' \rrbracket_{f, (x,y) \to \epsilon} \). Hence, by applying (R\( \pi \)-Res) and (R\( \pi \)-Struct) we have \( (\nu c)R \to \equiv (\nu c)\llbracket P_1' \rrbracket_{f, (x,y) \to \epsilon} \) which concludes this case.

(b) \( E[\cdot] = (\nu xy)[\cdot] \)

Let \( E[\cdot] = [\cdot] \), then the result follows by applying (R\( \pi \)-Res) and (R\( \pi \)-Struct).

(c) \( E[\cdot] = (\nu x'y')[\cdot] \)

Let \( E[\cdot] = E[\cdot] \), then the result follows by applying (R-Res) and (R-Struct).

• Case \( P = \text{if } v \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2 \):

By (E-Conditional) we have \( \llbracket \text{if } v \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2 \rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{if } f_v \text{ then } \llbracket P_1 \rrbracket_f \text{ else } \llbracket P_2 \rrbracket_f \) and by hypothesis \( \text{if } f_v \text{ then } \llbracket P_1 \rrbracket_f \text{ else } \llbracket P_2 \rrbracket_f \to \equiv Q \). There are two cases to consider, either \( v = \text{true} \) or \( v = \text{false} \). Let \( v = \text{true} \), then \( Q = \llbracket P_1 \rrbracket_f \). To prove that there exist \( P', E[\cdot] \) such that \( E[P] \to E[P'] \) and \( Q \to \equiv \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f \). Let \( E[\cdot] = [\cdot] \) and \( P' = P_1 \). Trivially the result follows, being \( Q \to^0 \equiv \llbracket P_1 \rrbracket_f \).
6.4 Corollaries from Encoding

In this section we show how we can use the encoding presented earlier in this chapter and properties from the standard \( \pi \)-calculus [101] to derive the analogous properties in the \( \pi \)-calculus with sessions [109].

Before proving the Subject Reduction and Type Safety, we give the following lemmas, which are auxiliary lemmas for our results.

**Lemma 6.4.1** (Well-Formedness by Encoding). \( P \) is well-formed if and only if \( \llbracket P \rrbracket_f \) is well-formed.

*Proof.* The result follows immediately by applying the definition of well-formedness in session calculus, the definition of well-formedness in linear \( \pi \)-calculus and the encoding of processes given in Fig. 6.2. \( \square \)

**Lemma 6.4.2** (Structural Congruence Preservation under Encoding). \( P \equiv P' \) if and only if \( \llbracket P \rrbracket_f \equiv \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f \).

*Proof.* The proof is done by case induction on the structural congruence equations. \( \square \)

We start with an easy result, that of Type Preservation for \( \equiv \).

**Lemma 6.4.3** (Type Preservation for \( \equiv \) by Encoding). Let \( \Gamma \vdash P \) and \( P \equiv P' \), then \( \Gamma \vdash P' \).

*Proof.* By assumption \( \Gamma \vdash P \) and \( P \equiv P' \). By Theorem 6.3.10 on the soundness of the encoding in process typing we have \( \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_f \) and by Lemma 6.4.2 and by Lemma 4.5.3 we have \( \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f \). We conclude by Theorem 6.3.11 on the completeness of the encoding in process typing. \( \square \)

Now we are ready to prove the Subject Reduction property in the \( \pi \)-calculus with sessions by using our encoding and by the corresponding Subject Reduction in the linear \( \pi \)-calculus.

**Theorem 6.4.4** (Subject Reduction for Sessions by Encoding). If \( \Gamma \vdash P \) and \( P \rightarrow P' \), then \( \Gamma \vdash P' \).

*Proof.* By assumption \( \Gamma \vdash P \) and \( P \rightarrow P' \). By Theorem 6.3.10 on the soundness of the encoding in process typing we have \( \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_f \) and by point 1. of the Operational Correspondence Theorem 6.3.14 we have that \( \llbracket P \rrbracket_f \rightarrow^* \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f \) where \( \rightarrow^* \equiv \) is a short form of “there exists \( Q \) such that \( \llbracket P \rrbracket_f \rightarrow Q \) and \( Q \hookrightarrow \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f \)” where
→ denotes a structural congruence possibly extended with a case normalisation, namely a reduction performed by (Rπ-Case). By Subject Reduction in the linear π-calculus, Theorem 4.5.2 we have ⟦Γ⟧f ⊢ Q and by Type Preservation for ≡, Lemma 4.5.3 and (possibly) Subject Reduction again we have ⟦Γ⟧f ⊢ ⟦P’⟧f. The fact that ⟦Γ⟧f is closed, comes from the assumption of the theorem and the operational semantics rules in session calculus, where communication occurs only in restricted variables. By the Theorem 6.3.11 on the completeness of the encoding in process typing, we conclude that Γ ⊢ P’.

□

**Theorem 6.4.5** *(Type Safety for Sessions by Encoding).* If ⊢ P then P is well-formed.

*Proof.* By assumption ∅ ⊢ P. By Theorem 6.3.10 on the soundness of the encoding in process typing we have ∅ ⊢ ⟦P⟧f. By Type Safety in the linear π-calculus, Theorem 4.5.5 we have that ⟦P⟧f is well-formed. We conclude by Lemma 6.4.1.

□

At this point, we can derive the main result on the type system for the π-calculus with sessions, the Type Soundness which asserts the absence of runtime errors of well-typed programs. We prove this theorem by the above Subject Reduction Theorem 6.4.4 and Type Safety Theorem 6.4.5; which we proved from the corresponding ones in the π-calculus, by exploiting the encoding.

**Theorem 6.4.6** *(Type Soundness for Sessions).* If ⊢ P and P →* Q, then Q is well-formed.

*Proof.* The result follows immediately from Theorem 6.4.4 and Theorem 6.4.5.

□
Part III

Advanced Features on Safety by Encoding
In the dyadic session types, different typing features have been added. Subtyping relation for (recursive) session types is added in [43]. Bounded polymorphism is added in [44] as a further extension to subtyping. The authors in [90] add higher-order primitives in order to allow not only mobility of channels but also mobility of processes.

In most of these works, when new typing features are added, they are added on both syntactic categories of standard $\pi$-types and session types. Also the syntax of processes will contain both standard process constructs and session primitives. This redundancy in the syntax leads to redundancy also in the theory, and makes the proofs of properties of the language heavy. For instance, if a new type construct is added, the corresponding properties must be checked both on ordinary types and on session types.

In Part III we try to understand at which extent this redundancy is necessary, in the light of the following similarities between session constructs and standard $\pi$-calculus constructs. After analysing the effectiveness of the encoding on basic session types, in the following chapters we show its robustness by examining non-trivial extensions, namely subtyping, polymorphism, higher-order and recursion. Furthermore, we present an optimisation of linear channels enabling the reuse of the same channel, instead of a new one, for the continuation of the communication.

Roadmap to Part III  Chapters 7, 8, 9 and 10 present the extensions done to the $\pi$-calculus with sessions and as a result also to the encoding. They present subtyping, polymorphism, higher-order, and recursion respectively and analyse
how the encoding performs with respect to these extensions. Chapter 11 presents an optimisation of linear channels usage. By enhancing the type system for linear types, we show that it is possible to avoid the redundancy of creating a fresh channel before every output operation.
Subtyping in $\pi$-calculus is a relation on the syntactic types and in particular, between channel types. It is based on a notion of substitutability, meaning that language constructs meant to act on channels of the supertype can also act on channels of the subtype. In particular, if $T$ is a subtype of $T'$, then any channel of type $T$ can be safely used in a context where a channel of type $T'$ is expected.

### 7.1 Subtyping Rules

Subtyping has been studied extensively in the standard $\pi$-calculus [98, 101]. It has also been studied later in the $\pi$-calculus with sessions [43]. In this section we show that subtyping in the $\pi$-calculus is enough to derive subtyping in session types. Notice that we are confining ourselves to the set of finite types, namely, no recursion in present yet. Subtyping rules for the $\pi$-calculus with sessions are given in Fig. 7.1 whether the ones for the standard $\pi$-calculus are given in Fig. 7.2.

We use the symbol $<$ for subtyping in session types, and $\leq$ for subtyping in the standard $\pi$-calculus. We start with subtyping rules for session types. Rules (S-Bool) and (S-End) state the reflexivity of subtyping on a boolean type and on a terminated channel type, respectively. Rules (S-Inp) and (S-Out) define subtyping on input and output session types. The input rule states that subtyping is covariant on the first type, whether the output rule states that subtyping is contra-
7.1. SUBTYPING RULES

\[\begin{align*}
    \text{(S-BOOL)} & : \text{bool} < : \text{bool} \\
    \text{(S-END)} & : \text{end} < : \text{end} \\
    \text{(S-INPUT)} & : \text{\textbf{?}}T.U < : \text{\textbf{?}}T'.U' \\
    \text{(S-OUTPUT)} & : \text{\textbf{!}}T.U < : \text{\textbf{!}}T'.U' \\
    \text{(S-BRANCH)} & : I \subseteq J \quad T_i < : T_j' \forall i \in I \quad \& \{l_i : T_i\}_{i \in I} < : \& \{l_j : T_j'\}_{j \in J} \\
    \text{(S-SELECT)} & : I \supseteq J \quad T_i < : T_j' \forall j \in J \quad \oplus\{l_i : T_i\}_{i \in I} < : \oplus\{l_j : T_j'\}_{j \in J}
\end{align*}\]

Figure 7.1: Subtyping rules for the \(\pi\)-calculus with sessions

\[\begin{align*}
    T \leq T' & \quad (S\pi-\text{REFL}) \\
    T \leq T' & \quad T' \leq T'' \quad (S\pi-\text{TRANS}) \\
    \overline{T} \leq \overline{T}' & \quad (S\pi-\text{II}) \\
    \ell_i [\overline{T}] \leq \ell_i [\overline{T}'] & \quad \ell_o [\overline{T}] \leq \ell_o [\overline{T}'] \quad (S\pi-\text{OO}) \\
    I \subseteq J \quad T_i \leq T'_j \forall i \in I & \quad \langle l_i, T_i\rangle_{i \in I} \leq \langle l_j, T'_j\rangle_{j \in J} \quad (S\pi-\text{VARIANT})
\end{align*}\]

Figure 7.2: Subtyping rules for the standard \(\pi\)-calculus

variant on the first type. Subtyping is co-variant on the continuation type, for both the input and the output rules. Rules (S-BRANCH) and (S-SELECT) are similar to the previous ones, being branch and select generalisation of input and output, respectively. These rules state that subtyping is co-variant in depth in the types of values being transmitted. Rule (S-BRANCH) states that subtyping is co-variant in breadth, whether for (S-BRANCH) it is contra-variant in breadth. We now explain subtyping on the standard \(\pi\)-types. Rules (S\pi-\text{REFL}) and (S\pi-\text{TRANS}) state that the subtyping relation is a pre-order. Rules (S\pi-\text{II}) and (S\pi-\text{OO}) define subtyping for input and output channel types, respectively. The input operation is co-variant in the carried types, whether the output operation is contra-variant. Rule (S\pi-\text{VARIANT}) defines subtyping for variant types which is co-variant both in depth and in breadth.
7.2 Properties

We use the encoding of the π-calculus with sessions to derive basic properties of session types. Therefore, it is important to prove the validity of subtyping, which is necessary in order to extend Subject Reduction and Type Safety.

**Lemma 7.2.1 (Subtyping on dual types).** If $\llbracket T \rrbracket \leq \llbracket T' \rrbracket$, then $\llbracket \bar{T} \rrbracket \leq \llbracket \bar{T}' \rrbracket$.

*Proof.* The lemma follows immediately by the definition of encoding, the duality function in standard π-types and the subtyping rules presented in Fig. 7.2. □

**Theorem 7.2.2 (Soundness of Subtyping).** If $T <: T'$ then $\llbracket T \rrbracket \leq \llbracket T' \rrbracket$.

*Proof.* The proof is done by induction on the last rule applied in the derivation of $T <: T'$.

- **Case (S-Bool):**
  It means $\text{Bool} <: \text{Bool}$. By equation (E-Bool) and rule (Sπ-Refi) we obtain $\text{Bool} \leq \text{Bool}$ and this concludes the case.

- **Case (S-End):**
  It means $\text{end} <: \text{end}$. By equation (E-End) and rule (Sπ-Refi) we obtain $\emptyset[\] \leq \emptyset[\]$ and this concludes the case.

- **Case (S-Inp):**

  \[
  \begin{align*}
  T & <: T' \quad U <: U' \\
  \text{?}T.U & <: \text{?}T'.U'
  \end{align*}
  \]

  By induction hypothesis we have that $\llbracket T \rrbracket \leq \llbracket T' \rrbracket$ and $\llbracket U \rrbracket \leq \llbracket U' \rrbracket$. To prove $\llbracket \text{?}T.U \rrbracket \leq \llbracket \text{?}T'.U' \rrbracket$. By applying (E-Inp) we obtain $\llbracket \text{?}T.U \rrbracket \xrightarrow{\text{def}} \ell_i \llbracket T \rrbracket, \llbracket U \rrbracket$ and $\llbracket \text{?}T'.U' \rrbracket \xrightarrow{\text{def}} \ell_i \llbracket T' \rrbracket, \llbracket U' \rrbracket$. By applying rule (Sπ-ii) on the induction hypothesis, we obtain the result.

- **Case (S-Out):**

  \[
  \begin{align*}
  T' & <: T \quad U <: U' \\
  !T.U & <: !T'.U'
  \end{align*}
  \]

  By induction hypothesis we have that $\llbracket T' \rrbracket \leq \llbracket T \rrbracket$ and $\llbracket U \rrbracket \leq \llbracket U' \rrbracket$. To prove $\llbracket !T.U \rrbracket \leq \llbracket !T'.U' \rrbracket$. By applying (E-Out) we obtain $\llbracket !T.U \rrbracket \xrightarrow{\text{def}} \ell_o \llbracket T \rrbracket, \llbracket U \rrbracket$ and $\llbracket !T'.U' \rrbracket \xrightarrow{\text{def}} \ell_o \llbracket T' \rrbracket, \llbracket U' \rrbracket$. By Lemma 7.2.1 we get $\llbracket U' \rrbracket \leq \llbracket U \rrbracket$. By applying rule (Sπ-oo) on the induction hypothesis, we obtain the result.
7.2. PROPERTIES

- Case (S-Brch):

\[
I \subseteq J \quad T_i <: T'_j \quad \forall i \in I
\]
\[
\&\{l_i : T_i\}_{i \in I} <: \&\{l_j : T'_j\}_{j \in J}
\]

By induction hypothesis we have that \(\llbracket T_i \rrbracket \leq \llbracket T'_j \rrbracket\) \(\forall i \in I\). To prove \(\llbracket \&\{l_i : T_i\}\rrbracket \leq \llbracket \&\{l_j : T'_j\}\rrbracket\). By applying (E-Branch) we obtain \(\llbracket \&\{l_i : T_i\}\rrbracket \overset{\text{def}}{=} \ell_1 \{\langle l_i, \llbracket T_i \rrbracket \rangle\}_{i \in I}\) and \(\llbracket \&\{l_j : T'_j\}\rrbracket \overset{\text{def}}{=} \ell_1 \{\langle l_j, \llbracket T'_j \rrbracket \rangle\}_{j \in J}\). By applying rules (Sπ-VARIANT) and (Sπ-II) on the induction hypothesis, we obtain the result.

- Case (S-Sel):

\[
I \supseteq J \quad T_i <: T'_j \quad \forall j \in J
\]
\[
\oplus\{l_i : T_i\}_{i \in I} <: \oplus\{l_j : T'_j\}_{j \in J}
\]

By induction hypothesis we have that \(\llbracket T_i \rrbracket \leq \llbracket T'_j \rrbracket\) \(\forall j \in J\). To prove \(\llbracket \oplus\{l_i : T_i\}\rrbracket \leq \llbracket \oplus\{l_j : T'_j\}\rrbracket\). By applying (E-Select) we obtain \(\llbracket \oplus\{l_i : T_i\}\rrbracket \overset{\text{def}}{=} \ell_0 \{\langle l_i, \llbracket T_i \rrbracket \rangle\}_{i \in I}\) and \(\llbracket \oplus\{l_j : T'_j\}\rrbracket \overset{\text{def}}{=} \ell_0 \{\langle l_j, \llbracket T'_j \rrbracket \rangle\}_{j \in J}\). By Lemma 7.2.1 we get \(\llbracket T'_j \rrbracket \leq \llbracket T_j \rrbracket\) \(\forall j \in J\). By applying rules (Sπ-VARIANT) and (Sπ-00) on the induction hypothesis, we obtain the result.

\(\square\)

**Theorem 7.2.3** (Completeness of Subtyping). If \(\llbracket T \rrbracket \leq \llbracket T' \rrbracket\), then \(T <: T'\).

**Proof.** The proof is done by induction on the structure of session types \(T, T'\). The only cases to consider are the following.

- Case \(T = T' = \text{Bool}\):

  By (E-Bool) we have \(\llbracket T \rrbracket = \llbracket T' \rrbracket = \text{Bool}\). By rule (Sπ-Refl) we have that \(\text{Bool} \leq \text{Bool}\). By applying rule (S-Bool) we obtain the result.

- Case \(T = T' = \text{end}\):

  By (E-End) we have \(\llbracket T \rrbracket = \llbracket T' \rrbracket = \emptyset\). By rule (Sπ-Refl) we have that \(\text{end} \leq \text{end}\). By applying rule (S-End) we obtain the result.

- Case \(T = ?T_1.U_1\) and \(T' = ?T_2.U_2\):

  Assume that \(\llbracket ?T_1.U_1 \rrbracket \leq \llbracket ?T_2.U_2 \rrbracket\), which means \(\ell_l[\llbracket T_1 \rrbracket, \llbracket U_1 \rrbracket] \leq \ell_l[\llbracket T_2 \rrbracket, \llbracket U_2 \rrbracket]\). In order to establish this relation, the last rule applied must be (Sπ-II), which by its premise asserts that \(\llbracket T_1 \rrbracket \leq \llbracket T_2 \rrbracket\) and \(\llbracket U_1 \rrbracket \leq \llbracket U_2 \rrbracket\).
By induction hypothesis we have that $T_1 <: T_2$ and $U_1 <: U_2$. By applying rule (S-Inp) on the induction hypothesis we obtain $?T_1.U_1 <: ?T_2.U_2$.

- Case $T = !T_1.U_1$ and $T' = !T_2.U_2$:
  Assume that $\llbracket !T_1.U_1 \rrbracket \leq \llbracket !T_2.U_2 \rrbracket$, which means $\ell_0[\llbracket !T_1 \rrbracket, \llbracket U_1 \rrbracket] \leq \ell_0[\llbracket !T_2 \rrbracket, \llbracket U_2 \rrbracket]$. In order to establish this relation, the last rule applied must be (S-B-oo), which by its premise asserts that $\llbracket T_2 \rrbracket \leq \llbracket T_1 \rrbracket$ and $\llbracket U_2 \rrbracket \leq \llbracket U_1 \rrbracket$. By Lemma 7.2.1 and the idempotence of duality, we obtain $\llbracket U_1 \rrbracket \leq \llbracket U_2 \rrbracket$. By induction hypothesis we have that $T_2 <: T_1$ and $U_1 <: U_2$. By applying rule (S-Out) on the induction hypothesis we obtain $!T_1.U_1 <: !T_2.U_2$.

- Case $T = \&\{l_i : T_{i}\}_{i \in I}$ and $T' = \&\{l_j : T'_j\}_{j \in J}$:
  Assume that $\llbracket \&\{l_i : T_{i}\}_{i \in I} \rrbracket \leq \llbracket \&\{l_j : T'_j\}_{j \in J} \rrbracket$, which means $\ell_0[\llbracket l_i : \llbracket T_i \rrbracket_{i \in I} \rrbracket \leq \ell_0[\llbracket l_j : \llbracket T'_j \rrbracket_{j \in J} \rrbracket]$. In order to establish this relation, the last rule applied must be (S-$\pi$-ii), which by its premise asserts that $\llbracket l_i : \llbracket T_i \rrbracket_{i \in I} \rrbracket \leq \llbracket l_j : \llbracket T'_j \rrbracket_{j \in J} \rrbracket$. By rule (S-$\pi$-Variant) this means that $\llbracket T_i \rrbracket \leq \llbracket T'_j \rrbracket \quad \forall i \in I$ and $I \subseteq J$. By induction hypothesis we have that $T_i <: T'_j \quad \forall i \in I$ and $I \subseteq J$. By applying rule (S-Brch) on the induction hypothesis we obtain $\&\{l_i : T_i_{i \in I} <: \&\{l_j : T'_j\}_{j \in J}$. 

- Case $T = \oplus\{l_i : T_{i}\}_{i \in I}$ and $T' = \oplus\{l_j : T'_j\}_{j \in J}$:
  Assume that $\llbracket \oplus\{l_i : T_{i}\}_{i \in I} \rrbracket \leq \llbracket \oplus\{l_j : T'_j\}_{j \in J} \rrbracket$, which means $\ell_0[\llbracket l_i : \llbracket T_i \rrbracket_{i \in I} \rrbracket \leq \ell_0[\llbracket l_j : \llbracket T'_j \rrbracket_{j \in J} \rrbracket].$ In order to establish this relation, the last rule applied must be (S-$\pi$-oo), which by its premise asserts that $\llbracket l_i : \llbracket T_i \rrbracket_{i \in I} \rrbracket \leq \llbracket l_j : \llbracket T'_j \rrbracket_{j \in J} \rrbracket$. By rule (S-$\pi$-Variant) this means that $\llbracket T_i \rrbracket \leq \llbracket T'_j \rrbracket \quad \forall j \in J$ and $J \subseteq I$. By Lemma 7.2.1 and the idempotence of duality, we obtain $\llbracket T_i \rrbracket \leq \llbracket T'_j \rrbracket \quad \forall j \in J$ and $J \subseteq I$. By induction hypothesis we have that $T_i <: T'_j \quad \forall j \in J$. By applying rule (S-Sel) on the induction hypothesis we obtain $\oplus\{l_i : T_i_{i \in I} <: \oplus\{l_j : T'_j\}_{j \in J}$. 

In order to benefit from the subtyping relation, we introduce the subsumption rule to the typing system, both on the $\pi$-calculus with and without sessions.

$$\Gamma \vdash x : T \quad T \text{ subtype } T' \quad \Gamma \vdash x : T'$$
where \(\text{subtype}\) is instantiated with \(<:\) or \(\leq:\) depending on the calculus where it applied. Then, we can prove the following results of Soundness and Completeness.

**Lemma 7.2.4** (Value Typing). \(\Gamma \vdash v : T\) if and only if \(\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket v \rrbracket_f : \llbracket T \rrbracket_f\).

*Proof.* The proof is split as follows.

(\(\Rightarrow\)) The cases are exactly as in Lemma 6.3.8 plus the case of subsumption which trivial, since this rule is added on both calculi.

(\(\Leftarrow\)) The cases are exactly as in Lemma 6.3.9 plus the case of subsumption which trivial, since this rule is added on both calculi.

\(\qed\)

**Theorem 7.2.5** (Process Typing). If \(\Gamma \vdash P\) if and only if \(\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_f\).

*Proof.* The proof is split as follows. The proof is split as follows.

(\(\Rightarrow\)) The cases are exactly as in Theorem 6.3.10 where instead of Lemma 6.3.8, we apply Lemma 7.2.4.

(\(\Leftarrow\)) The cases are exactly as in Theorem 6.3.11 where instead of Lemma 6.3.9 we apply Lemma 7.2.4.

\(\qed\)
Polymorphism is a common and useful type abstraction in programming languages as it allows generic operations by using an expression with several types. In Chapter 7 we exploited subtyping on both session types and standard π-types, which is another form of type abstraction.

However, it is only possible for a process to take advantage of subtyping in sending messages to another process, not in receiving from it.

In [44] the author takes a step further and extends subtyping by adding bounded polymorphism to overcome this problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on polymorphism in session types and the first work on bounded polymorphism in the π-calculus. In Section 8.2 we will show how one can get bounded polymorphism in session types, by adding bounded polymorphism in the π-calculus types and by extending our encoding.

Another form of polymorphism is the parametric polymorphism that is already present and well studied in π-calculus [101], and in general is the form of polymorphism best known in programming languages. In Section 8.1 we show that, by extending the encoding and by adding parametric polymorphism to the syntax of types (and terms) in session calculus, we get all the properties in the polymorphic sessions for free by deriving them from the theory of the polymorphic π-calculus.

This shows that this duplication is not necessary: all the theory of polymorphism in session types can be derived by the corresponding theory in the π-calculus. This holds for the standard parametric polymorphism as well as for
bounded polymorphism. We first start with parametric polymorphism, since it is the simplest form and then proceed with the bounded one.

8.1 Parametric Polymorphism

In this section we consider the parametric polymorphism. We present the syntax of types and terms, then we show the typing rules and the reduction rules added to relate the new process constructs with the type constructs. Most importantly, we extend the encoding and by proving again soundness and completeness of typing derivations for values and processes, we show our encoding is robust.

8.1.1 Syntax

The syntax of the polymorphic $\pi$-calculus with and without sessions is given in the following. Notice that, since the new constructs for polymorphic types and terms are the same for both the $\pi$-calculi with and without sessions, for simplicity, we present them under the same grammar. We will distinguish them in the context and often we will refer to the standard $\pi$-calculus constructs as the encoded constructs of the $\pi$-calculus with sessions.

\[
T ::= X \quad \text{type variable} \\
\langle X; T \rangle \quad \text{polymorphic type}
\]

\[
P ::= \text{open } v \text{ as } (X; x) \text{ in } P \quad \text{unpacking process}
\]

\[
v ::= \langle T; v \rangle \quad \text{polymorphic value}
\]

\[
\Delta ::= \Delta, X \mid \emptyset \quad \text{type variable environment}
\]

Figure 8.1: Syntax of parametric polymorphic constructs

We extend both syntaxes of the $\pi$-calculus with sessions and the standard $\pi$-calculus with type variable $X$ and \emph{polymorphic type} $\langle X; T \rangle$.

Modifications in the syntax of types introduce modifications in the syntax of terms, as expected. So, we add \emph{polymorphic value} $\langle T; v \rangle$ and \emph{unpacking process} $\text{open } v \text{ as } (X; x) \text{ in } P$, on both calculi.

To conclude, we add another typing environment $\Delta$ containing polymorphic type variables. We will present the new typing judgements in the following.
8.1.2 Semantics

The reduction rule for the unpacking process is given below.

\[(R[\pi]-\text{Unpack}) \quad \text{open } \langle T; v \rangle \text{ as } (X; x) \text{ in } P \rightarrow P[T/X][v/x]\]

This reduction rule holds on both calculi, with and without sessions. We distinguish it by the presence of \(\pi\) in the rule name. This reduction is similar to the case reduction, as it does not require any communication. We can refer to it, as unpack normalisation, – in analogy to case normalisation.– It states that an unpacking process \(\text{open } \langle T; v \rangle \text{ as } (X; x) \text{ in } P\), where the guard is a polymorphic value \(\langle T; v \rangle\) reduces to process \(P\) where two substitutions occur: type \(T\) substitutes type variable \(X\) and value \(v\) substitutes the placeholder variable \(x\).

8.1.3 Typing Rules

We give now the typing rules for the \(\pi\)-calculus with and without sessions. Typing judgements are of the new form \(\Gamma; \Delta \vdash v : T\) or \(\Gamma; \Delta \vdash P\), where \(\Gamma\) is the type environment introduced in Section 5.4 for the \(\pi\)-calculus with sessions and in Section 4.4 for the standard \(\pi\)-calculus, whether \(\Delta\) collects the polymorphic type variables, as shown in the previous section.

Typing rules are presented in Fig. 8.2. Again, we present in the same figure, both the typing rules for the session \(\pi\)-calculus and the typing rules for the standard one. In order to distinguish them, we use \([\pi]\) in square brackets, which means optional: where \(\pi\) is present, then the rule refers to the standard \(\pi\)-calculus, otherwise refers to the session \(\pi\)-calculus.

\[\frac{\Gamma; \Delta \vdash v : T[T'/X]}{\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \langle T'; v \rangle : \langle X; T \rangle} \quad (T[\pi]-\text{PolyVal})\]

\[\frac{\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \langle X; T \rangle \quad \Gamma, x : T; \Delta, X \vdash P}{\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \text{open } v \text{ as } (X; x) \text{ in } P} \quad (T[\pi]-\text{Unpack})\]

Figure 8.2: Typing rules for polymorphic constructs

Rule \((T[\pi]-\text{PolyVal})\) asserts that a polymorphic value \(\langle T'; v \rangle\) is of a polymorphic type \(\langle X; T \rangle\), whenever the value \(v\) is of type \(T\), where \(T'\) substitutes the type variable \(X\). Rule \((T[\pi]-\text{Unpack})\) states the well-typedness of the unpacking process.
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Process \texttt{open } v \texttt{ as } (X; x) \texttt{ in } P \texttt{ is well-typed if the guard } v \texttt{ is of a polymorphic type } \langle X; T \rangle \texttt{ on type variable } X \texttt{ and the process } P \texttt{ is well-typed under } x \texttt{ of type } T.  

8.1.4 Encoding

The encoding of polymorphic types and terms constructs is an homomorphism and is presented by the following equations.

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket X \rrbracket & \overset{\text{def}}{=} X \quad \text{(E-PolyVar)} \\
\llbracket \langle X; T \rangle \rrbracket & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \langle X; \llbracket T \rrbracket \rangle \quad \text{(E-PolyType)} \\
\llbracket (T; v) \rrbracket_f & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \langle \llbracket T \rrbracket; f_v \rangle \quad \text{(E-PolyVal)} \\
\llbracket \text{open } v \texttt{ as } (X; x) \texttt{ in } P \rrbracket_f & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{open } f_v \texttt{ as } (X; f_x) \texttt{ in } \llbracket P \rrbracket_f \quad \text{(E-Unpack)}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 8.3: Encoding of parametric polymorphic constructs

Equation (E-PolyVar) states that the encoding of a type variable \( X \) is the identity function. Equation (E-PolyType) states that the encoding of a polymorphic type \( \langle X; T \rangle \) added to the session types is a polymorphic type \( \langle X; \llbracket T \rrbracket \rangle \) added to the standard \( \pi \)-types, on the same type variable \( X \) and carrying \( \llbracket T \rrbracket \). The encoding of a polymorphic value and a polymorphic process is parametrised in a function \( f \) that renames variables in the session term in variables in the standard \( \pi \)-term. The definition of \( f \) is given in Section 6.2. Equation (E-PolyVal) states that the encoding of a polymorphic value \( \langle T; v \rangle \) added to the the session \( \pi \)-calculus is a polymorphic value \( \langle \llbracket T \rrbracket; f_v \rangle \) added to the standard \( \pi \)-calculus having type the encoding of \( T \) and the value \( v \) is renamed according \( f \), resulting in \( f_v \). Equation (E-Unpack) states that the encoding of the unpacking process \texttt{open } v \texttt{ as } (X; x) \texttt{ in } P \texttt{ added to the session } \pi \texttt{-calculus is the unpacking process } \text{open } f_v \texttt{ as } (X; f_x) \texttt{ in } \llbracket P \rrbracket_f \texttt{ added to the standard } \pi \texttt{-calculus where the guard is the renamed value } f_v \texttt{, the polymorphic placeholder } x \texttt{ is renamed as } f_x \texttt{ and process } P \texttt{ is encoded in } f.

To conclude, the encoding of type environments is given in the following.

\[
\llbracket \Gamma; \Delta \rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f; \Delta
\]

We encode the type environment \( \Gamma \) as presented in Fig. 6.3, whether on \( \Delta \) the encoding is the identity function, since the encoding of type variables is the identity function, and \( \Delta \) is a collection of type variables.
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8.1.5 Properties of the Encoding

In this section we prove the correctness of the encoding of polymorphic type constructs and polymorphic term constructs, by proving the soundness and completeness of typing derivations for polymorphic processes and values as well as the operational correspondence. We start with the following definition, which is similar to Definition 6.3.13.

**Definition 8.1.1.** Let \( T \) be a session type and let \( T'[X/X] \) denote type \( T \) where type variable \( X \) is substituted by type \( T' \). Then,

\[
\llbracket T'[X/X] \rrbracket = \llbracket T \rrbracket[\llbracket T' \rrbracket/X]
\]

To complete Lemma 6.3.8 of soundness and Lemma 6.3.9 of completeness of typing values via the encoding, it suffices to add the case for polymorphic values. However, adding this case requires modification in the typing judgements: previous typing judgements of the form \( \Gamma \vdash v : T \) can be now written as \( \Gamma; \Delta \vdash v : T \), where \( \Delta \) can be empty in absence of polymorphism. We give the lemma for the correctness of typing derivations for polymorphic values in the following.

**Lemma 8.1.2 (Correctness of Typing Polymorphic Value).** \( \Gamma; \Delta \vdash \langle T'; v \rangle : \langle X; T \rangle \) if and only if \( \llbracket \Gamma; \Delta \rrbracket \vdash \llbracket \langle T'; v \rangle \rrbracket : \llbracket \langle X; T \rangle \rrbracket \).

**Proof.** We split the proof as follows:

- **(only if):**

  The proof is done by induction on the last rule applied for deriving \( \Gamma; \Delta \vdash \langle T'; v \rangle : \langle X; T \rangle \)

  \[
  \frac{\Gamma; \Delta \vdash v : T'[X/X]}{\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \langle T'; v \rangle : \langle X; T \rangle}
  \]

  By induction hypothesis and Definition 8.1.1 we have that \( \llbracket \Gamma; \Delta \rrbracket \vdash f' : \llbracket T \rrbracket[\llbracket T' \rrbracket/X] \). Choose \( f = f' \), then by rule (\( \text{T}_\pi\text{-POLYVAL} \)), and the equations (E-POLYTYPE) and (E-POLYVAL), we obtain the result.

- **(if):**

  The proof is done by induction on the structure of the polymorphic value. By (E-POLYVAL) we have \( \llbracket \langle T'; v \rangle \rrbracket \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket \langle T \rangle; f_i \rrbracket \) and assume \( \llbracket \Gamma; \Delta \rrbracket \vdash \langle \llbracket T \rrbracket; f_i \rangle : \langle X; \llbracket T \rrbracket \rangle \), which means that the last typing rule applied is (\( \text{T}_\pi\text{-POLYVAL} \)).

  \[
  \frac{\llbracket \Gamma; \Delta \rrbracket \vdash f_i : \llbracket T \rrbracket[\llbracket T' \rrbracket/X]}{\llbracket \Gamma; \Delta \rrbracket \vdash \langle \llbracket T \rrbracket; f_i \rangle : \langle X; \llbracket T \rrbracket \rangle}
  \]
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By induction hypothesis and by Definition 8.1.1 we obtain $\Gamma \vdash v : T[T'/X]$. We conclude by applying (T-PolyVal).

□

To complete Theorem 6.3.10 of soundness and Theorem 6.3.11 of completeness of typing processes via the encoding, it suffices to add the case for the unpack process. As with values, adding this case to the proofs of the previous theorems requires modification in the typing judgements: previous typing judgements of the form $\Gamma \vdash P$ can be now written as $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash P$, where $\Delta$ can be empty in absence of polymorphism.

The following theorem states the correctness of typing derivations for polymorphic processes. Namely, an unpacking session process is well-typed if and only if the encoded unpacking process is well-typed.

**Theorem 8.1.3** (Correctness of Typing Unpacking). $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \text{open } v \text{ as } (X; x) \text{ in } P$ if and only if $\llbracket \Gamma; \Delta \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket \text{open } v \text{ as } (X; x) \text{ in } P \rrbracket_f$.

**Proof.** We split the proof as follows:

- **(only if):**
  The proof is done by induction on the last typing rule used for deriving $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \text{open } v \text{ as } (X; x) \text{ in } P$. By rule (T-Unpack) in the session calculus, it means that
  
  \[
  \Gamma; \Delta \vdash v : \langle X; T \rangle \quad \Gamma, x : T; \Delta, X \vdash P
  \]
  
  \[
  \Gamma; \Delta \vdash \text{open } v \text{ as } (X; x) \text{ in } P
  \]
  By induction hypothesis we have that $\llbracket \Gamma; \Delta \rrbracket_f \vdash f'_v : \langle X; \llbracket T \rrbracket \rangle$ and $\llbracket \Gamma, x : T; \Delta, X \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_f$, and let $f$ be such that $f' = f \cup \{x \mapsto f'_v\}$ meaning that $f$ and $f'$ coincide in $\text{dom}(\Gamma)$. Then, by applying (E-Unpack) and rule (T_π-Unpack) in the $\pi$-calculus, we obtain the result.

- **(if):**
  The proof is done by induction on the structure of the unpacking process. By (E-Unpack) we have $\llbracket \text{open } v \text{ as } (X; x) \text{ in } P \rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{open } f_v \text{ as } (X; f_x) \text{ in } \llbracket P \rrbracket_f$, and assume $\llbracket \Gamma; \Delta \rrbracket_f \vdash \text{open } f_v \text{ as } (X; f_x) \text{ in } \llbracket P \rrbracket_f$. This means the last rule used is (T_π-Unpack):
  
  \[
  \llbracket \Gamma; \Delta \rrbracket_f \vdash f_v : \langle X; \llbracket T \rrbracket \rangle \quad \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f, f'_v : \llbracket T \rrbracket; \Delta, X \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_f
  \]
  
  \[
  \llbracket \Gamma; \Delta \rrbracket_f \vdash \text{open } f_v \text{ as } (X; f_x) \text{ in } \llbracket P \rrbracket_f
  \]
where \( f' = f \cup \{ x \mapsto f'_x \} \) meaning that \( f \) and \( f' \) coincide in \( \text{dom}(\Gamma) \). By the induction hypothesis we obtain \( \Gamma; \Delta + v : \langle X; T \rangle \) and \( \Gamma, x : T; \Delta, X \vdash P \). Then, by applying \( (T\text{-UNPACK}) \), we obtain the result.

\[ \square \]

To complete the operational correspondence, Theorem 6.3.14, we add the case for the new transition \( (R[\pi]\text{-UNPACK}) \) for polymorphic processes. We consider this case separately in the following theorem.

**Theorem 8.1.4** (OC for Polymorphic Process). Let \( P \) be a process in the \( \pi \)-calculus with sessions. Then,

1. If \( \open{\langle T; v \rangle as (X; x) in P} \rightarrow P[T/X][v/x] \) then, \( \open{\langle T; v \rangle as (X; x) in P}_f \equiv \open{P[T/X][v/x]}_f \);

2. If \( \open{\langle T; v \rangle as (X; x) in P}_f \rightarrow Q \) then, \( \exists P' \) such that \( \open{\langle T; v \rangle as (X; x) in P}_f \rightarrow Q \equiv \open{P'}_f \).

**Proof.** The two cases are as follows

1. The results follows immediately by the equation \( (E\text{-UNPACK}) \), Definition 8.1.1 and Definition 6.3.13 and by reduction \( (R\pi\text{-UNPACK}) \).

2. The results follows immediately by the equation \( (E\text{-UNPACK}) \), rule \( (R\text{-UNPACK}) \) and the definition of structural congruence. We apply Definition 8.1.1 and Definition 6.3.13.

\[ \square \]

### 8.2 Bounded Polymorphism

In this section we consider the bounded polymorphism for session types, introduced in [44]. This kind of polymorphism has not been studied yet in the standard typed \( \pi \)-calculus; we add it and show how we can derive bounded polymorphism in session types passing through the \( \pi \)-types and by using the extended encoding in order to accommodate the new type and process constructs.
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8.2.1 Syntax

In this section we present both syntaxes of $\pi$-calculus with sessions and the standard one. We present them in two separate grammars, since this time there are different types and processes constructs added on the $\pi$-calculi.

Syntax of bounded polymorphic constructs in session $\pi$-calculus

We first modify the syntax of (pre)types with new constructs to accommodate bounded polymorphism, as in [44]. We report only the new constructs or the modifications made to the syntaxes of session types and session processes introduced in Section 5.3 and Section 5.1, respectively.

\[
T_s ::= B \\
B ::= D \\
X \\
p ::= \oplus\{l_i(X_i <: B_i) : T_i\}_{i\in I} \text{ bounded polymorphic select} \\
&\{l_i(X_i <: B_i) : T_i\}_{i\in I} \text{ bounded polymorphic branch} \\
P_s ::= x \prec l_j(B).P \\
x \mathbin{\triangleright} \{l_i(X_i <: B_i) : P_i\}_{i\in I} \text{ bounded polymorphic selection} \\
x \mathbin{\triangleright} \{l_i(X_i <: B_i) : P_i\}_{i\in I} \text{ bounded polymorphic branching}
\]

Figure 8.4: Syntax of bounded polymorphic session constructs

Types produced by $T_s$, in addition to $\text{lin}p \mid \text{end}$, include data types $D$, which in particular can be $\text{Bool}$ or other ground types, like $\text{Int, String} \ldots$, or data structure on the ground types, like list of boolean values or list of integers, and type variable $X$. Recall that in Section 5.3 we adopted only the boolean type and stated that every other ground type can be added as well as data structures. In this section, we adopt the same syntax as in the original paper [44], so we include data structures explicitly. The pretypes produced by $p$ report modifications only in the select and branch types, where labels are annotated with conditions of the form $(X_i <: B_i)$, resulting in $\oplus\{l_i(X_i <: B_i) : T_i\}_{i\in I}$ and $\&\{l_i(X_i <: B_i) : T_i\}_{i\in I}$, respectively. This basically means that the variables $X_i$ which occur in $T_i$ can be instantiated by types that respect the condition, where $<$: indicates the subtyping relation on session types presented in Fig. 7.1. Processes produced by $P_s$, as a consequence of the select and branch types, report modifications only in the selection and branching processes, namely $x \prec l_j(B).P$ and $x \mathbin{\triangleright} \{l_i(X_i <: B_i) : P_i\}_{i\in I}$.
respectively. In the bounded polymorphic branching every label $l_i$ is annotated with the condition $(X_i <: B_i)$ which has the same meaning as for the types. In the bounded polymorphic selection the selected label is accompanied also with a selected basic type. The reduction rules, introduced in the next section, give a better understanding of how label annotations are used.

Type duality for the bounded polymorphic pretypes is defined in Fig. 8.5 and is as expected, by following the standard definition of type duality in session types.

$\Theta \{ l_i(X_i <: B_i) : T_i \}_{i \in I} \overset{\text{def}}{=} \& \{ l_i(X_i <: B_i) : \overline{T_i} \}_{i \in I}$

Figure 8.5: Type duality for bounded polymorphic session types

**Syntax of bounded polymorphic constructs in standard \(\pi\)-calculus** We add bounded polymorphism in the standard typed \(\pi\)-calculus, by following the same idea as in session types: we add constraints to the labels in variant types. We report only the new constructs or the modifications made to the syntaxes of standard \(\pi\)-types and \(\pi\)-processes introduced in Section 4.3 and Section 4.1, respectively. The syntaxes of standard \(\pi\)-types and \(\pi\)-processes become as follows.

$$
\begin{align*}
T_\pi &::= B \\
&\quad \langle l_i(X_i \leq B_i), T_i \rangle_{i \in I} \quad \text{basic type} \\
B &::= D \\
&\quad X \quad \text{data type} \\
\pi &::= \text{case } v \text{ of } \{ l_i(X_i \leq B_i), X_i \} \rightarrow P_{i \in I} \quad \text{bounded polymorphic case} \\
\nu &::= l(B), v \quad \text{bounded polymorphic variant value}
\end{align*}
$$

Figure 8.6: Syntax of bounded polymorphic \(\pi\)-constructs

Types produced by $T_\pi$ include basic types, which can be data types and type variables, and a modified version of variant type, called bounded polymorphic variant. The difference with respect to the standard variant is the presence of constraints of the form $(X_i \leq B_i)$ which are added to the labels of the variant. The meaning of this constraint is the same as for session types namely, the variables $X_i$ which
occur in $T_i$ can be instantiated be types that respect the condition, where $\leq$ indicates the subtyping relation on $\pi$-types presented in Fig. 7.2. As long as terms are concerned, the modification of variant type triggers modifications in the case process and in the variant value, which now are bounded polymorphic forms of the standard ones. The bounded polymorphic case, as the variant type, has attached to the labels $l_i$ the constraints ($X_i \leq B_i$), whether the bounded polymorphic value, has attached to its label $l$ a chosen basic type $B$. Again, the reduction rules, will give us a better understanding of how label annotations are used.

8.2.2 Semantics

In this section we introduce the reduction rules for the bounded polymorphic processes. Rule (R-BPOLYSEL) substitutes (R-SEL) in the session processes and rule (R-\pi-BPOLYCASE) substitutes (R-\pi-CASE) in the $\pi$-processes.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(R-BPOLYSEL)} & \quad \quad (\nu x)(x \cdot \nu y)(l_j(B), P | y \triangleright \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : P_i\}_{i \in I} | R) \\ \text{(R-\pi-BPOLYCASE)} & \quad \quad \text{case } l_j(B) \cdot y \text{ of } \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i), x : P\}_{i \in I} \rightarrow P_j[B/X_j][v/x_j] \quad j \in I
\end{align*}
\]

Rule (R-BPOLYSEL) states that a communication occurs between a selection process $l_j(B), P$ and a branching process $y \triangleright \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : P_i\}_{i \in I}$, whenever $x$ and $y$ are co-variables. In addition, together with the selected label $l_j$ there is also a selection of basic type $B$. This communication reduces to $P$ composed with the $j$-th process offered by branching where the corresponding type variable $X_j$ is substituted by the selected basic type $B$. Rule (R-\pi-BPOLYCASE) states that a case normalisation occurs when the guard of case is a variant value $l_j(B) \cdot y$. This reduces to the $j$-th process offered by the bounded polymorphic case where except the standard substitution of the placeholder $x$ by $v$, also the type variable $X_j$ is substituted by the selected basic type $B$. In both cases, the reduction rules succeed only if $j \in I$.

8.2.3 Typing Rules

In this section we present the typing rules for both the $\pi$-calculus with sessions and the standard $\pi$-calculus.

**Typing rules for bounded polymorphic session $\pi$-calculus** We start with sessions. Typing judgements are of the form $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash v : T_s$ stating that a session value
ν is of bounded polymorphic session type \( T_s \) in a typing environment \( Γ \) and a set of type variables \( Δ \), and \( Γ; Δ \vdash P_s \) stating that a bounded polymorphic session process is well-typed in a typing environment \( Γ \) and a set of type variables \( Δ \).

The new typing rules for the bounded polymorphic branching and selection are given in the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma_1; Δ \vdash x : \oplus\{ l_i(X_i <: B_i) : T_i \}_{i \in I} \\
\Gamma_2, x : T_j[B/X_j]; Δ \vdash P \quad j \in I \\
B < B_i \quad \forall i \in I
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; Δ \vdash x \circ l_j(B).P \quad \text{(T-PolySel)}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma_1; Δ \vdash x : \&\{ l_i(X_i <: B_i) : T_i \}_{i \in I} \\
\Gamma_2, x : T_i; Δ, X_i <: B_i \vdash P_i \quad \forall i \in I
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; Δ \vdash x \circ \{ l_i(X_i <: B_i) : P_i \}_{i \in I} \quad \text{(T-PolyBrch)}
\]

Figure 8.7: Typing rules for bounded polymorphic session constructs

Recall that since we are dealing with session types, namely only linear pretypes, we omit from the typing rules the qualifier \( q \) and the context update operator \( + \) is replaced by \( \circ \) operator. However, in order to deal with linearity we use the context split operator \( \circ \). Some comments on the typing rules follow. Rule (T-PolySel) states that the selection process, where label \( l_j \) together with the basic type \( B \) is selected, is well-typed whenever channel \( x \) is of bounded polymorphic select type and \( B < B_i \) for all \( i \in I \). In addition, process \( P \) is well-typed under \( x \) having the appropriate type where type variable \( X_j \) is substituted by the selected type \( B \). Rule (T-PolyBrch) states that the branching process is well-typed whenever channel \( x \) is of bounded polymorphic branch type and every process \( P_i \) in the branching is well-typed under the condition \( X_i <: B_i \).

Typing rules for bounded polymorphic standard \( \pi \)-calculus We consider now the standard \( \pi \)-calculus. Typing judgements in the bounded polymorphic \( \pi \)-calculus are of the form \( Γ; Δ \vdash v : T_π \), stating that a value \( v \) is of type \( T_π \) in a typing environment \( Γ \) and a set of type variables \( Δ \), and \( Γ; Δ \vdash P_π \), stating that the bounded polymorphic process \( P_π \) is well-typed in a typing environment \( Γ \) and a set of type variables \( Δ \). The new typing rules are presented in Fig. 8.8. Rule (T-\( \pi \)-PolyLVaL) states that the bounded polymorphic variant value \( l_i(B).v \) is of bounded polymorphic variant type \( \langle l_i(X_i \leq B_i) . T_\pi \rangle_{i \in I} \) whenever \( B \leq B_i \) for all \( i \) and value \( v \) is of type \( T_j \) where the corresponding type variable \( X_j \) is substituted by the
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selected basic type $B$. Rule (T\(\pi\)-BPolyCase) states that the bounded polymorphic case is well-typed whenever the guard $v$ is of the appropriate variant type and every process $P_i$ is well-typed under the augmented type environment with the type assumption $x_i: T_i$ and the constraint $X_i \leq B_i$.

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \nu \triangleright v : T_j[B/X_j] \quad j \in I & \\
\quad B \leq B_i \quad \forall i \in I & \quad (T\pi\text{-BPolyLVal})\\
\hline
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash l_j(B) \triangleright v : (l_i(X_i \leq B_i) , T_i)_{i \in I} & \\
\quad \Gamma_1; \Delta \vdash v : (l_i(X_i \leq B_i) , T_i)_{i \in I} & \\
\quad \Gamma_2, x_i : T_i; \Delta, X_i \leq B_i \vdash P_i \quad \forall i \in I & \\
\Gamma_1 \uplus \Gamma_2; \Delta \vdash \text{case } v \text{ of } (l_i(X_i \leq B_i) , x_i \triangleright P_i)_{i \in I} & \quad (T\pi\text{-BPolyCase})
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 8.8: Typing rules for bounded polymorphic \(\pi\)-constructs

8.2.4 Encoding

In this section we present the encoding of bounded polymorphic constructs: types and terms. The encoding of bounded polymorphic types is defined in Fig. 8.9.

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket B \rrbracket & \overset{\text{def}}{=} B & \quad \text{(E-BPolyB)} \\
\llbracket \oplus\{l_i(X_i <: B_i) : T_i\}_{i \in I} \rrbracket & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \ell_0 \llbracket (l_i(X_i \leq B_i), \llbracket T_i \rrbracket)_{i \in I} \rrbracket & \quad \text{(E-BPolySel)} \\
\llbracket \&\{l_i(X_i <: B_i) : T_i\}_{i \in I} \rrbracket & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \ell_i \llbracket (l_i(X_i \leq B_i), \llbracket T_i \rrbracket)_{i \in I} \rrbracket & \quad \text{(E-BPolyBrch)}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 8.9: Encoding of bounded polymorphic types

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket x \triangleright l_j(B). P \rrbracket & \overset{\text{def}}{=} (vc) f_x !(l_j(B) , \llbracket P \rrbracket)_{f(\nu \mapsto c)} & \quad \text{(E-BPolySelection)} \\
\llbracket x \triangleright \{l_i(X_i <: B_i) : P_i\}_{i \in I} \rrbracket & \overset{\text{def}}{=} f_x ?(y). \text{ case } y \text{ of } (l_i(X_i \leq B_i) , c \triangleright P_i)_{i \in I} & \quad \text{(E-BPolyBraching)}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 8.10: Encoding of bounded polymorphic terms
Equation (E-BPolyB) states that the encoding of a basic type is the identity function, namely, the encoding of a data type and of a type variable is the same data type and type variable in the standard $\pi$-calculus. Equation (E-BPolySel) states that the encoding of a bounded polymorphic select type is a linear channel type, used to output a value of type bounded polymorphic variant where subtyping constraint $X_i <: B_i$ in the select type is interpreted as the subtyping constraint $X_i \leq B_i$ in the variant type. As in (E-Select), the types in the branches of the variant type are $\llbracket T_i \rrbracket$. Equation (E-BPolyBrch) states the dual of the previous one. The bounded polymorphic branch is interpreted as a linear input channel type. The subtyping constraints are the same and as in (E-Branch) the types in the branches of the variant type are $\llbracket T_i \rrbracket$.

Let us consider now the terms. The encoding of bounded polymorphic terms is defined in Fig. 8.10. These equations are similar to (E-Selection) and (E-Branching). The difference is the annotation of labels with types. Equation (E-BPolySelection) states that the bounded polymorphic selection is interpreted as an output with subject the renamed variable $x$ and object a bounded polymorphic variant value, where the label and the basic type selected are the same and the value carried by the variant value is a freshly created channel $c$, used for the rest of the communication. The continuation process $P$ is encoded in $f$ updated with $x$ renamed as $c$. Equation (E-BPolyBranching) states that the bounded polymorphic branching is interpreted as an input with subject the renamed $x$ followed by a case process having as guard the object of the input. The branches of case are encoded as in (E-Branching).

The encoding of the typing environments is given by

$$\llbracket \Gamma; \Delta \rrbracket_f \overset{def}{=} \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f; \Delta$$

and is the same as in the case of parametric polymorphism.

### 8.2.5 Properties of the Encoding

In this section we prove the correctness of the encoding in the extended calculi with bounded polymorphic constructs. This means that by using the encoding and the bounded polymorphism in the $\pi$-calculus, we can derive bounded polymorphism in session types.

To complete Lemma 6.3.8 of soundness and Lemma 6.3.9 of completeness of typing values via the encoding, it suffices to add the case for bounded poly-
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morphic variables. However, adding this case requires modification in the typing judgements: previous typing judgements of the form \( \Gamma \vdash v : T \) can be now written as \( \Gamma; \Delta \vdash v : T \), where \( \Delta \) can be empty in absence of polymorphism. The following lemma that states the correctness of typing variables with bounded polymorphic types by using the encoding.

**Lemma 8.2.1** (Correctness: Typing Bounded Polymorphic Values). The following hold:

- \( \Gamma; \Delta \vdash x : \oplus\{l_i(X_i : B_i) : T_i\}_{i \in I} \) if and only if \( \llbracket \Gamma; \Delta \rrbracket_f \vdash f_x : \ell_0(\langle l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \rangle_{T_i})_{i \in I} \)

- \( \Gamma; \Delta \vdash x : \&\{l_i(X_i : B_i) : T_i\}_{i \in I} \) if and only if \( \llbracket \Gamma; \Delta \rrbracket_f \vdash f_x : \ell_i(\langle l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \rangle_{T_i})_{i \in I} \)

**Proof.** We consider both select and branch type.

- Follows immediately by equation \( (E-BPSel) \) and rules \( (T-Var) \) and \( (T\pi-Var) \).

- Follows immediately by equation \( (E-BPolyBrch) \) and rules \( (T-Var) \) and \( (T\pi-Var) \).

\[\square\]

To complete Theorem 6.3.10 of soundness and Theorem 6.3.11 of completeness of typing processes via the encoding, it suffices to add the case for bounded branching and selection. As with values, adding this case to the proofs of the previous theorems requires modification in the typing judgements: previous typing judgements of the form \( \Gamma \vdash P \) can be now written as \( \Gamma; \Delta \vdash P \), where \( \Delta \) can be empty in absence of polymorphism. We give the two theorems of soundness and completeness in the following.

**Theorem 8.2.2** (Soundness: Typing Bounded Polymorphic Processes). If \( \Gamma; \Delta \vdash Q \), then \( \llbracket \Gamma; \Delta \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket Q \rrbracket_f \), where either \( Q = x < l_i(B_i).P \), or \( Q = x > l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : P_i \)_{i \in I}

**Proof.** The proof is done by induction on the derivation \( \Gamma; \Delta \vdash Q \), by analysing the last typing rule applied.

- Case \( (T-BPSel) \):
\[
\Gamma_1; \Delta \vdash x : \oplus \{ l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : T_i \}_{i \in I} \\
\Gamma_2, x : T_j[B/X_j]; \Delta \vdash P \quad j \in I \quad B \preceq B_i \quad \forall i \in I
\]
\[
\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; \Delta \vdash x \triangleleft l_j(B).P
\]

(T-BPOLYSEL)

To prove that \(\llbracket \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; \Delta \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket x \triangleleft l_j(B).P \rrbracket_f\). By (E-BPOLYSELECTION) and Lemma 6.3.5 and the encoding of type environments, it means that \(\llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f \cup \llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f; \Delta \vdash (\nu c)f_x ! (l_j(B).c).\llbracket P \rrbracket_{f, (\nu \rightarrow c)}\). By Lemma 8.2.1 \(\llbracket \Gamma_i \rrbracket_{f_i}; \Delta \vdash f'_i : \ell_a [\langle l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \rangle_{i \in I}]\). By induction hypothesis and by Lemma 5.6 and by Lemma 8.1.1 we have that \(\llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_{f''}, f'' : \llbracket T_j \rrbracket[B/X_j]; \Delta \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f'', j \in I}\). By induction hypothesis and by Lemma 7.2.2 \(B \preceq B_i \quad \forall i \in I\). Let \(f'' = c\) and \(f = f' \cup f'' - \{ x \mapsto c \}\), where \(\text{dom}(f) = \text{dom}(\Gamma_1) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_2)\).

Then, by rewriting the previous judgements we have \(\llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f; \Delta \vdash f_x : \ell_a [\langle l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \rangle_{i \in I}]\), and \(\llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f, c : \llbracket T_j \rrbracket[B/X_j]; \Delta \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f, (\nu \rightarrow c)}\). By applying (T\(\pi\)-VAR) in order to derive \(c : \llbracket T_j \rrbracket\), rule (T\(\pi\)-BPOLYLVAL) and by soundness of subtyping we have the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
c & : \llbracket T_j \rrbracket[B/X_j]; \Delta \vdash c : \llbracket T_j \rrbracket[B/X_j] \\
& \quad j \in I \\
B & \preceq B_i \quad \forall i \in I
\end{align*}
\]

(T\(\pi\)-BPOLYLVAL)

Then, by applying rule (T\(\pi\)-Out) on the former:

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f; \Delta \vdash f_x : \ell_a [\langle l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \rangle_{i \in I}] \\
c & : \llbracket T_j \rrbracket[B/X_j]; \Delta \vdash l_j(B).c : \langle l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \rangle_{i \in I} \\
\llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f, c & : \llbracket T_j \rrbracket[B/X_j]; \Delta \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f, (\nu \rightarrow c)} \quad j \in I
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f \cup \llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f \cup c : \ell_a[W][B/X_j]; \Delta \vdash f_x ! (l_j(B).c) . \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f, (\nu \rightarrow c)}
\]

(T\(\pi\)-Res1)

Notice that, we use Lemma 6.3.7 and Lemma 6.3.4 in order to obtain \(c : \ell_a[W][B/X_j]\), where \(\llbracket T_j \rrbracket = \ell_{\text{out}}[W]\) and \(\llbracket T_j \rrbracket = \ell_{\text{in}}[W]\). We conclude by applying (T\(\pi\)-Res1):

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f & \cup \llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f \cup c : \ell_a[W][B/X_j]; \Delta \vdash f_x ! (l_j(B).c) . \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f, (\nu \rightarrow c)} \\
\llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f & \cup \llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f; \Delta \vdash (\nu c)f_x ! (l_j(B).c) . \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f, (\nu \rightarrow c)}
\end{align*}
\]
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- Case (T-BPOLYBRCH):

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma_1; \Delta & \vdash x : \& \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : T_i\}_{i \in I} \\
\Gamma_2, x : T_i; \Delta, X_i <: B_i \vdash P_i & \quad \forall i \in I \\
\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; \Delta & \vdash x \triangleright \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : P_i\}_{i \in I}
\end{align*}
\]

(T-BPOLYBRCH)

To prove that \([\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; \Delta]_f \vdash x \triangleright \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : P_i\}_{i \in I}]_f\). By equation (E-BPOLYBRANCHING) and Lemma 6.3.5 it means that \([\Gamma_1]_f \cup [\Gamma_2]_f; \Delta \vdash f_x ?(y) \). case of \([l_i(X_i \leq B_i), c \triangleright [P_i]_{f, (u \rightarrow \epsilon)}\]_{i \in I}]. By Lemma 8.2.1 \([\Gamma_1; \Delta]_{f'} \vdash f'_x : \ell_i \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i)\} \subseteq [T_i]\}_{i \in I}\). By induction hypothesis and by Lemma 6.3.1 and by Lemma 7.2.2 we have that \([\Gamma_2]_{f''}, f''_x : \{T_i\}; \Delta, X_i \leq B_i \vdash [P_i]_{f''} \quad \forall i \in I\). Let \(f''_x = c\) and \(f = f' \cup f'' - \{x \mapsto c\}\), where dom\(f\) = dom\(\Gamma_1\) \cup dom\(\Gamma_2\). Then, by rewriting the previous typing judgements we have \([\Gamma_1; \Delta]_{f''} \vdash \ell_i \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i)\} \subseteq [T_i]\}_{i \in I}\), and \([\Gamma_2], c : \{T_i\}; \Delta, X_i \leq B_i \vdash [P_i]_{f''} \quad \forall i \in I\). Then, by applying \((T\pi\text{-VAR})\) in order to derive \(y : \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i)\} \subseteq [T_i]\}_{i \in I}\) and \((T\pi\text{-BPOLYCASE})\) we have:

\[
y : \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i)\} \subseteq [T_i]\}_{i \in I}; \Delta \vdash y \triangleright \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i)\} \subseteq [T_i]\}_{i \in I}
\]

\([\Gamma_2]_f, c : \{T_i\}; \Delta, X_i \leq B_i \vdash [P_i]_f \quad \forall i \in I\]

Then, by applying \((T\pi\text{-INP})\) we have:

\[
[\Gamma_1]_f; \Delta \vdash f_x : \ell_i \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i)\} \subseteq [T_i]\}_{i \in I}
\]

\([\Gamma_2]_f, y : \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i)\} \subseteq [T_i]\}_{i \in I}; \Delta \vdash \text{case of } \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i), c \triangleright [P_i]_{f, (u \rightarrow \epsilon)}\]_{i \in I}]

\([\Gamma_1]_f \cup [\Gamma_2]_f; \Delta \vdash f_x ?(y) \). case of \([l_i(X_i \leq B_i), c \triangleright [P_i]_{f, (u \rightarrow \epsilon)}\]_{i \in I}

\[
\square
\]

Theorem 8.2.3 (Completeness: Typing Bounded Polymorphic Processes). If \([\Gamma; \Delta]_f \vdash Q]_f\), then \(\Gamma; \Delta \vdash Q\) where either \(Q = x \triangleright l_j(B).P\), or \(Q = x \triangleright \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : P_i\}_{i \in I}\).

Proof. The proof is done by induction on the structure of \(Q\).

- Case \(Q = x \triangleright l_j(B).P\):

By equation (E-BPOLYSELECTION) we have \([x \triangleright l_j(B).P]_f \overset{def}{=} (vc)_f \downarrow l_j(B).c \cdot [P]_{f, (u \rightarrow \epsilon)}\) and assume \([\Gamma]_f; \Delta \vdash (vc)_f \downarrow l_j(B).c \cdot [P]_{f, (u \rightarrow \epsilon)}\).
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By rules (Tτ-Res1), since $c$ is present in $\llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,(\tau \leftarrow c)}$, and (Tτ-OUT) we have:

(Tτ-Res1)
$(Tτ-OUT)$
\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma^*_1; \Delta \vdash f_s : \ell_0 \left[\llbracket l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \rrbracket \right]_{\ell \in I} & \quad \Gamma^*_2, c : T^*_j[B/X_j]; \Delta \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,(\tau \leftarrow c)} \\
\hspace{1cm} c : T^*_j[B/X_j]; \Delta \vdash l_j(B).c & : \llbracket l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \rrbracket_{\ell \in I}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f, c : \ell_2 [W][B/X_j]; \Delta \vdash f_s ! (l_j(B).c) & . \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,(\tau \leftarrow c)}
\end{align*}
\]

where by (Tτ-BPOLYVAL) we have:

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f & = \Gamma^*_1 \uplus \Gamma^*_2. \text{ By Lemma 6.3.6 we have } \Gamma^*_1 = \llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f, \text{ and } \\
\Gamma^*_2 = \llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f \text{ such that } \Gamma = \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2. \text{ Notice that } c \text{ is a channel and one} \\
\text{capability of } c \text{ is sent along } l_j(B).c \text{ whether the other is used in the continuations} \\
\llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,(\tau \leftarrow c)}, \text{ hence } \ell_2 [W] = T^*_j \uplus \overline{T_j^*}. \text{ By Lemma 8.2.1 we have } \\
\Gamma_1; \Delta \vdash x : \oplus\llbracket l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \rrbracket ; T^*_j |_{\ell \in I} \text{ where by (E-BPOLYSEL)} \ell_0 \left[\llbracket l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \rrbracket \right]_{\ell \in I} = \\
\llbracket \oplus\llbracket l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \rrbracket ; T^*_j |_{\ell \in I} \rrbracket \text{ and } T^*_j = \overline{T_j^*} \ \forall i \in I. \text{ By induction hypothesis} \\
\Gamma_2, x : T^*_j[B/X_j]; \Delta \vdash P. \text{ By Theorem 7.2.3 we obtain } B <: B_i \ \forall i \in I. \text{ By} \\
\text{applying rule (T-BPOLYSEL) we obtain } \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; \Delta \vdash x < l_j(B).P, \text{ as follows.}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma_1; \Delta \vdash x : \oplus\llbracket l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \rrbracket ; T^*_j |_{\ell \in I} \\
\Gamma_2, x : T^*_j[B/X_j]; \Delta \vdash P \quad \forall j \in I \\
\hspace{1cm} B <: B_i \ \forall i \in I
\end{align*}
\]

(T-BPOLYSEL)

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; \Delta \vdash x < l_j(B).P
\end{align*}
\]

• Case $Q = x \triangleright \{ l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : P_i \} |_{\ell \in I}$:

By equation (E-BPOLYBRANCHING) we have $\llbracket x \triangleright \{ l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : P_i \} \rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} f_i ?(y)$. **case y of** $\{ l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \} \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket P_i \rrbracket_{f,(\tau \leftarrow c)}$ and assume $\llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f; \Delta \vdash f_i ?(y)$. **case y of** $\{ l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \} \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket P_i \rrbracket_{f,(\tau \leftarrow c)}$ which by rules (Tτ-Inp) and
(Tπ-BPolyCase) and Lemma 6.3.3 means that

(Tπ-Inf)

\[
\Gamma_1; \Delta \vdash f_x : \ell_1 \left(\left\langle l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \cdot T_i^\pi_{\mathcal{C}} \right\rangle_{i \in I}\right) \quad \Gamma_1; \Delta \vdash f_x : \ell_2 \left(\left\langle l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \cdot T_i^\pi_{\mathcal{C}} \right\rangle_{i \in I}\right)
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\Gamma_1; \Delta \vdash \ell_1 \left(\left\langle l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \cdot T_i^\pi_{\mathcal{C}} \right\rangle_{i \in I}\right) \\
\Gamma_2; \Delta \vdash \ell_2 \left(\left\langle l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \cdot T_i^\pi_{\mathcal{C}} \right\rangle_{i \in I}\right)
\end{array}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \Gamma_1; \Delta \vdash f_x \left(\ell_1 \left(\left\langle l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \cdot T_i^\pi_{\mathcal{C}} \right\rangle_{i \in I}\right) \rightarrow \ell_2 \left(\left\langle l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \cdot T_i^\pi_{\mathcal{C}} \right\rangle_{i \in I}\right)\right)
\]

where \([\Gamma]_f = \Gamma_1 \cup \Gamma_2\). By Lemma 6.3.6 we have \(\Gamma_1 = [\Gamma_1]_f\), and \(\Gamma_2 = [\Gamma_2]_f\) such that \(\Gamma = \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2\). By Lemma 8.2.1 we have \(\Gamma_1; \Delta \vdash x : \&\{l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : T_i\}_{i \in I}\) where \([\&\{l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : T_i\}_{i \in I}]_f = \ell_1 \left(\left\langle l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \cdot T_i^\pi_{\mathcal{C}} \right\rangle_{i \in I}\right)\) by applying (E-BPolyBrch) and hence \(\forall i \in I, [T_i] = T_i^\pi\). By induction hypothesis we have \(\Gamma_2, x : T_i; \Delta, X_i < : B_i + P_i \forall i \in I\) where \(f(x) = c\). By rule (T-BPolyBrch) we obtain \(\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; \Delta \vdash x \triangleright \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : P_i\}_{i \in I}\), as follows.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\Gamma_1; \Delta \vdash x : \&\{l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : T_i\}_{i \in I} \\
\Gamma_2, x : T_i; \Delta, X_i < : B_i + P_i \forall i \in I
\end{array}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; \Delta \vdash x \triangleright \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : P_i\}_{i \in I} \quad \text{(T-BPolyBrch)}
\]

\[
\square
\]

In the following, we prove the operational correspondence for bounded polymorphic constructs, which is a case added to the proof of the main operational correspondence result, namely Theorem 6.3.14.

**Theorem 8.2.4 (OC for Bounded Polymorphism).** Let \(P\) be a bounded polymorphic process in the \(\pi\)-calculus with sessions. Then,

1. If \(P \rightarrow P'\) then, \([P]_f \leftrightarrow [P']_f\);

2. If \([P]_f \leftrightarrow [Q]_f\), \(\exists P', \mathcal{E}[\cdot]\) such that \(\mathcal{E}[P] \rightarrow \mathcal{E}[P']\) and \(Q \rightarrow^{*} [P']_f\), where \(f'\) is the updated \(f\) after the communication and \(f_x = f_y\) for all \((\forall xy) \in \mathcal{E}[\cdot]\).

**Proof.** We consider both cases in the following.
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1. The proof is done by induction on the length of the derivation \( P \to P' \) and there is just one case to consider, rule (R-BPolySel):

\[
(vxy)(x \ll_{L}(B).Q \mid y \triangleright \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : P_i\}_{i \in I} \mid R) \to (vxy)(Q \mid P_j[B/X_j] \mid R) \ j \in I
\]

By the encoding of bounded polymorphic processes we have

\[
\llbracket P \rrbracket_f = \llbracket (vxy)(x \ll_{L}(B).Q \mid y \triangleright \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : P_i\}_{i \in I} \mid R) \rrbracket_f \defeq (vc) \llbracket (x \ll_{L}(B).Q)_{f,[\nu \to c]} \mid \llbracket y \triangleright \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : P_i\}_{i \in I} \mid R \rrbracket_f \rrbracket_f
\]

\[
\llbracket \llbracket Q \rrbracket_{f'} \mid \llbracket P_j \rrbracket_{f'}[B/X_j] \mid \llbracket R \rrbracket_{f'} \rrbracket_f \rrbracket_f
\]

\[
(\llbracket Q \rrbracket_{f'}[B/X_j] \mid \llbracket R \rrbracket_{f'} \rrbracket_f)
\]

Where \( f' = f, \{x \mapsto c', y \mapsto c' \} \). On the other hand

\[
\llbracket P' \rrbracket_f = \llbracket (vxy)(Q \mid P_j[B/X_j] \mid R) \rrbracket_f \defeq (vc')\llbracket (Q)_{f,[x,y \mapsto c']} \mid \llbracket P_j \rrbracket_{f,[x,y \mapsto c']}[B/X_j] \mid \llbracket R \rrbracket_{f,[x,y \mapsto c']} \rrbracket_f
\]

\[
(\llbracket Q \rrbracket_{f'}[B/X_j] \mid \llbracket R \rrbracket_{f'} \rrbracket_f)
\]

Where we have used Lemma 8.1.1 and equation (E-BPolyB). Which means

\[
\llbracket P \rrbracket_f \to \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f
\]

2. The proof is done by induction on the structure of the bounded polymorphic session process \( P \). The only case to consider is added to case 2c
in Theorem 6.3.14 Let $P_1 \mid P_2 = x \prec I_j(B).P'_1 \mid y \succ \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : P''_i\}_{i \in I}$. By the encodings, equations (E-Composition), (E-PolySelection) and (E-BPolyBranching), we have

\[
\llbracket P_1 \mid P_2 \rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} (\nu_c)f \cdot \llbracket I_j(B) \cdot c \rrbracket \cdot \llbracket P'_1 \rrbracket_{f, (x \mapsto c)} \mid f \cdot (z) \cdot \text{case } z \text{ of } \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i) \cdot c \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket P''_i \rrbracket_{f, (y \mapsto c)}\}_{i \in I}
\]

We now show that there exist $P', \mathcal{E}[\cdot]$ such that $\mathcal{E}[P_1 \mid P_2] \rightarrow \mathcal{E}[P']$ and $Q \rightarrow^* \equiv \llbracket P' \rrbracket_{f'}$. Let $\mathcal{E}[\cdot] = (\nu xy)[\cdot]$, then by (R-PolySel) we have

\[
\mathcal{E}[P_1 \mid P_2] = (\nu xy)(x \prec I_j(B).P'_1 \mid y \succ \{l_i(X_i \leq B_i) : P''_i\}_{i \in I})
\]

\[
\overset{\text{def}}{=} (\nu xy)(P'_1 \mid P''_j[B/X_j])
\]

\[
= \mathcal{E}[P']
\]

Trivially, by (E-Composition) and by Lemma 8.1.1 we have $\llbracket P' \rrbracket_{f'} = \llbracket P'_1 \mid P''_j[B/X_j] \rrbracket_{f'} \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket P'_1 \rrbracket_{f, (x \mapsto c)} \mid \llbracket P''_j \rrbracket_{f, (y \mapsto c)}[B/X_j] \equiv Q$ where we let $f' = f \cup \{x \mapsto c, y \mapsto c\}$. □
Higher-order π-calculus (HOπ) models mobility of processes that can be sent and received and thus can be run locally [101]. Higher-order in the π-calculus with sessions has the same benefits as in the standard π-calculus, in particular, it models code mobility in a distributed scenario. In this chapter, we use HOπ to provide sessions with higher-order by extending the encoding, in the same way as with subtyping and polymorphism, in order to accommodate higher-order constructs. Let us now consider higher-order sessions [90] and higher-order π-calculus.

### 9.1 Syntax

In this section we present the syntax of types and terms for both π-calculus with and without sessions. Since the type constructs and the term constructs for higher-order, added to both calculi are the same, we present them with the same grammar. We will distinguish them by the context in which they are used and in particular, we will often refer to the standard π-calculus constructs as the encoded constructs of the π-calculus with sessions.

The syntax of types and terms of HOπ with sessions and standard HOπ is given in Fig. 9.1. Let ◊ denote the type of a process and let σ range over a general type $T$ in the π-calculus with and without sessions, and on the type of processes ◊. We add to the syntax of types $T$ the type Unit, the functional type $T \rightarrow \sigma$, assigned to
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\[ \sigma ::= T \quad \text{general type} \]
\[ \diamond \quad \text{process type} \]
\[ T ::= \text{Unit} \quad \text{unit type} \]
\[ T \rightarrow \sigma \quad \text{functional type} \]
\[ T \rightarrow^! \sigma \quad \text{linear functional type} \]

\[ P ::= PQ \quad \text{application} \]
\[ v \quad \text{values} \]

\[ v ::= \lambda x : T.P \quad \text{abstraction} \]
\[ \star \quad \text{unit value} \]

Figure 9.1: Syntax of higher-order constructs

a functional term that can be used without any restriction and the linear functional
type \( T \rightarrow^! \sigma \), assigned to a term that should be used \textit{exactly once}. The reason for
the linear functional type is privacy and communication safety properties that we
want to be guaranteed in the session types. In particular a function may contain
free session channels, hence it should necessarily be used at least once, in order
to complete the session and so to ensure communication safety and on the other
hand it should not be used more than once, so not to violate privacy. As long
as terms are concerned, they include constructs borrowed from the \( \lambda \)-calculus the
\textit{abstraction} and the \textit{application}, to enable mobility not only of values but also of
processes. A process can be the application \( PQ \) of a process \( P \), typically being
a functional value, to a process \( Q \), or a value \( v \). The latter can be an abstraction
\( \lambda x : T.P \) having exactly the same meaning as in \( \lambda \)-calculus, where variable \( x \) is
bound with scope \( P \), or a unit value \( \star \) typically having \( \text{Unit} \) type. Note that the
above type and term constructs where first added to the standard \( \pi \)-calculus and
then they were also adopted in the \( \pi \)-calculus with sessions.

9.2 Semantics

In this section we present the new reduction rules added to the existing ones pre-
sented in Section 5.2 for sessions and in Section 4.2 for standard \( \pi \)-calculus, re-
spectively.

The new reduction rules are given in Fig. 9.2. We will distinguish the rules
for sessions from the ones for standard $\pi$-calculus by the presence of $[\pi]$ in the rule name. Rule $(R[\pi]$:Beta$)$ states that the application of a $\lambda$-abstraction $\lambda x : T.P$ on a value $v$ reduces to $P$ where $x$ is substituted by $v$. Rules $(R[\pi]$:ApplLeft$)$ and $(R[\pi]$:ApplRight$)$ state that the application process reduces if one of its parts reduces as well.

### 9.3 Typing Rules

In this section we present the typing rules for the HO$\pi$ with and without sessions. Typing judgements are of the form $\Phi;\Gamma;S \vdash P : \sigma$. For simplicity, in case $P$ is a process and not a value, we use $\Phi;\Gamma;S \vdash P$ instead $\Phi;\Gamma;S \vdash P : \emptyset$. We start with session typing.

#### 9.3.1 HO$\pi$ Session Typing

The typing contexts are defined as follows:

$$
\Phi ::= \emptyset \mid \Phi, x : \text{Bool} \mid \Phi, x : \text{Unit} \\
\Phi, x : T \to \sigma \mid \Phi, x : T \to 1 \sigma \quad \text{general type environment}
$$

$$
\Gamma ::= \emptyset \mid \Gamma, x : \text{lin}p \mid \Gamma, x : \text{end} \quad \text{session type environment}
$$

$$
S ::= \emptyset \mid S \cup \{x\} \quad \text{linear functional variables}
$$

$\Phi$ associates value types, except session types, to identifiers. $\Gamma$ associates linear pretypes or terminated channel types, namely session types, to channels. $S$ denotes the set of linear functional variables. The context split $\circ$ is defined as in Fig. 5.6. We state that a typing judgement is well-formed if $S \subseteq \text{dom}(\Phi)$ and $\text{dom}(\Phi) \cap \text{dom}(\Gamma) = \emptyset$. 

9.3. TYPING RULES

The predicates $\text{lin}$ and $\text{un}$ are defined as in Section 5.3. However, since we use only linear pretypes, this means that the only unrestricted types are the ground types, like $\text{Bool}$, $\text{Unit}$... and the terminated channel type $\text{end}$.

The typing rules for the HO\(\pi\) with sessions are given in Fig. 9.3 and Fig. 9.4.

We start with the typing rules for values presented in Fig. 9.3. Rule (T-HoSess) states that a variable $x$ has session type $T$, if this is assumed in the type environment for channels. Rule (T-HoVar) states that a variable has not linear type, namely different from session type and different from linear functional type, if it is assumed so in the first type environment. On the contrary, rule (T-HoFun) states that a variable is of a linear functional type if this is assumed in the first type environment and $x$ is put in the set $S$. Rule (T-HoBool) states that a boolean value true or false, is of type $\text{Bool}$ where $\Gamma$ is unrestricted and $S = \emptyset$. Rule (T-HoUnit) is similar to (T-HoBool). There are two typing rules for abstractions,
depending on the type of \( x \) being the binder in the \( \lambda \)-abstraction. Rule (T-HoAbs1) states that \( \lambda x : T.P \) is of type \( T \rightarrow \sigma \) if process \( P \) is of type \( \sigma \) in \( x \) having value type. In case \( x \) is a linear functional variable, then it is in \( S \) and since \( \lambda \) is a binder, then in typing \( \lambda x : T.P \) we remove \( x \) from \( S \). Rule (T-HoAbs2) is similar to the previous one, but in this case \( x \) is a session type and is in the second type environment. Rule (T-HoSUB) is a subsumption typing rule. It states that an arrow type can be lifted to a linear arrow type. Rule (T-HoApp) states that the application of process \( P \) to \( Q \) has type \( \sigma \) if \( P \) is a linear function of type \( T \downarrow \rightarrow \sigma \) and \( Q \) is of type \( T \). Notice that in case \( P \) is of type \( T \rightarrow \sigma \), then it can be lifted to the linear one by subsumption. In case the type of \( Q \) is a standard arrow type, then \( Q \) does not have any session channel, given by condition \( \text{un}(\Gamma_2) \), or any linear functional variables, given by condition \( S_2 = \emptyset \), otherwise this would violate linearity.

We comment now on the typing rules for processes given in Fig. 9.4. As previously stated, for simplicity, we omit the process type \( \diamond \) from the typing judgements. Namely, \( \Phi; \Gamma; S \vdash P \) is a short form of \( \Phi; \Gamma; S \vdash P : \diamond \). Rule (T-Inact) states that the terminated process is well-typed in a typing environment where neither session type nor linear functional type assumptions are present. Rule (T-HoPar) is straightforward, it uses context split \( \circ \) and union of sets \( \cup \) of linear functional variables. Rules (T-HoRes) and (T-HoIf) are similar to (T-Res) and (T-If), except for the separation of type environments in three parts. There are two typing rules for the input process, depending on the type of the object of the input prefix. Rule (T-HoInp1) is similar to (T-Inp) where the type of the bound variable \( y \) is a session type. Rule (T-HoInp2) states the well-typedness of the input process where \( y \) is of value type, in particular it can be of a functional type. In case \( y \) is a linear functional variable, then it is in set \( S \) and when typing the input process, we remove \( y \) from \( S \) since the input prefix is a binder. Rule (T-HoOut) states the well-typedness of the output process by using the context split operator and the union of sets of linear functional variables present in \( v \) and \( P \). This rule is used both when a session channel is sent, and in that case it can be read as (T-Out), or when a value, in particular functional value, is sent. In the latter case, if the value \( v \) is of a standard functional type, then it does not contain either free session channels or linear functional variable. This condition is the same as for (T-HoApp). Rules (T-HoBrch) and (T-HoSel) are the same as the standard ones, the only difference is in the type environments which are split in three parts.
9.3.2 HOπ Typing

The typing contexts are defined as follows:

\[
\Phi ::= \emptyset \mid \Phi, x : \text{Bool} \mid \Phi, x : \text{Unit} \\
\Phi, x : (l_i T_i)_{i \in \mathcal{I}} \mid \Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma \\
\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma
\]

- general type environment

\[
\Gamma ::= \emptyset \mid \Gamma, x : \tau
\]

- channel type environment

\[
\mathcal{S} ::= \emptyset \mid \mathcal{S} \cup \{x\}
\]

- linear functional variables

\(\Phi\) associates value types, except channel types, namely \(\tau\) types, to identifiers. \(\Gamma\) associates \(\tau\) types to channels. \(\mathcal{S}\) denotes the set of linear functional variables.

The \(\sqcup\) operation is defined as in Fig. 4.5. We state that a typing judgement is well-formed if \(\mathcal{S} \subseteq \text{dom}(\Phi)\) and \(\text{dom}(\Phi) \cap \text{dom}(\Gamma) = \emptyset\). The predicates lin and un are defined as in Section 4.3. However, since we use only linear channel types, this means that the only unrestricted types are the ground types, like \text{Bool}, \text{Unit} \ldots and the type of a channel with no capabilities \(\emptyset\).

Typing rules in the standard HOπ are given in Fig. 9.5 and Fig. 9.6, for values and processes, respectively. Most of the rules follow the same line as the corresponding ones in HOπ with sessions. In the following we comment only on the typing rules that are new or different with respect to the ones previously presented. Rule (\(\text{Tπ-HoLVal}\)) is the same as (\(\text{Tπ-LVal}\)), the only difference is the type environments which are composed by three parts. There are two typing rules for restriction, as in the standard \(\pi\)-calculus typing rules presented in Section 4.4. Rule (\(\text{Tπ-HoCase}\)) is similar to (\(\text{Tπ-Case}\)). In addition, it uses a set of linear functional variables that comes from the union of the linear ones in the guard \(\nu\) and the linear ones in \(P_i\). In the same way as for the branching process, the set of linear variables for every \(P_i\) is the same set \(\mathcal{S}_2\) since only one of the processes will be executed.

9.4 Encoding

The encoding of HOπ types is an homomorphism and is given in Fig. 9.7. We move now to the encoding of terms. As long as the new terms construct are concerned, the encoding is an homomorphism, namely Star, abstraction and application in session \(\pi\)-calculus are encoded respectively as star, abstraction and
application in standard $\pi$-calculus. However, since values contain processes – the case of abstraction – then we have to encode also the transmitted values. In particular, we change the encoding of the output process $x!(v).P$, where instead of sending $v$, we send the encoding $f_v$. Notice that this is a difference wrt to the original encoding of the output process, given in Fig 6.2.

Last thing we give the encoding of typing contexts, which is defined as follows:

**Definition 9.4.1** (Encoding of type environments).

$$\begin{align*}
\llbracket \Phi; \Gamma; S \rrbracket_f & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket \Phi \rrbracket_f; \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f; S \\
\llbracket \emptyset \rrbracket_f & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \emptyset \\
\llbracket \Phi, x : T \rrbracket_f & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket \Phi \rrbracket_f, x : \llbracket T \rrbracket \\
\llbracket \Gamma, x : T \rrbracket_f & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \uplus f_x : \llbracket T \rrbracket
\end{align*}$$


### 9.5 Properties of the Encoding

In this section we present the correctness of the extended encoding to HO$\pi$ constructs with respect to typing derivations for values and processes. However, since processes include also values, we present the result under the same theorem statement, without splitting in two separate theorems as we did so far. We prove the soundness of typing derivations for processes, namely if a session HO$\pi$ process has type $\sigma$, then the encoding of the session process has type the encoding of $\sigma$. We prove the completeness of typing derivations for processes, namely the opposite implication of the former also holds.

#### 9.5.1 Typing HO$\pi$ Processes by Encoding

Before introducing the main results, we give the following auxiliary lemma that is a weakening lemma. Notice that, since $\Gamma$ contains only channel type assumptions, and channel types we deal with are only linear, and $S$ is the set of linear functional variables, then the only weakening that can be done is on $\Phi$.

**Lemma 9.5.1** (Weakening in HO$\pi$). If $\Phi; \Gamma; S \vdash P$, then $\Phi'; \Gamma; S \vdash P$, where $\Phi' \supseteq \Phi$. 
We are ready now to present the main contribution, namely the correctness of the encoding on higher-order constructs. We start with soundness.

**Theorem 9.5.2** (Soundness: Typing HOπ Processes). If $\Phi; \Gamma; S \vdash P : \sigma$, then $\llbracket\Phi; \Gamma; S\rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket P\rrbracket_f : \llbracket\sigma\rrbracket$.

*Proof.* The proof is done by induction on the derivation $\Phi; \Gamma; S \vdash P : \sigma$, by analysing the last typing rule applied. In all the cases we use Definition 9.4.1 for the encoding of higher-order type environments.

- Cases (T-HoSess), (T-HoVAR), (T-HoUNIT) and (T-HoSUB) follow immediately by the encoding of terms. These cases are trivial since the encoding is an homomorphism and the corresponding typing rules in the standard HOπ are the same. Cases (T-HoBOOL), (T-HoINACT), (T-HoPAR), (T-HoRES), (T-HoIF) follow exactly the same line as the corresponding ones in Theorem 6.3.10.

- Case (T-HoFUN):

  \[
  \frac{\text{un}(\Gamma)}{\Phi, x : T \to \sigma; \Gamma; \{x\} \vdash x : T \to \sigma}
  \]

  To prove that $\llbracket\Phi\rrbracket, x : \llbracket T \to \sigma\rrbracket; \llbracket\Gamma\rrbracket_f, \{x\} \vdash x : \llbracket T \to \sigma\rrbracket$. Since $\text{un}(\Gamma)$, then also $\text{un}(\llbracket\Gamma\rrbracket_f)$. By (E-LinFUNType) and by rule (Tπ-HoFUN) we conclude the case.

- Case (T-HoAbs1):

  \[
  \frac{\Phi, x : T; \Gamma; S \vdash P : \sigma}{\text{if } T = T' \to \sigma \text{ then } x \in S} \Phi; \Gamma; S - \{x\} \vdash \lambda x : T. P : T \to \sigma
  \]

  To prove $\llbracket\Phi\rrbracket; \llbracket\Gamma\rrbracket_f, S - \{x\} \vdash \llbracket\lambda x : T. P\rrbracket_f : \llbracket T \to \sigma\rrbracket$. By (E-ABSTRACTION) and (E-FUNType), it means that $\llbracket\Phi\rrbracket; \llbracket\Gamma\rrbracket_f, S - \{x\} \vdash \lambda x : \llbracket T \rrbracket; \llbracket P\rrbracket_f : \llbracket T \rrbracket \to \llbracket\sigma\rrbracket$. By induction hypothesis we have $\llbracket\Phi\rrbracket, x : \llbracket T \rrbracket; \llbracket\Gamma\rrbracket_f', S \vdash \llbracket P\rrbracket_{f'} : \llbracket\sigma\rrbracket$ and if $\llbracket T \rrbracket = \llbracket T' \to \sigma\rrbracket$ then $x \in S$. Then, by letting $f = f'$ and by applying (Tπ-HoAbs1) we obtain $\llbracket\Phi\rrbracket; \llbracket\Gamma\rrbracket_f', S - \{x\} \vdash \lambda x : \llbracket T \rrbracket; \llbracket P\rrbracket_f : T \to \sigma$. 
• Case (T-HoAbs2):
\[ \Phi; \Gamma, x : T; S \vdash P : \sigma \]
\[ \Phi; \Gamma; S \vdash \lambda x : T. P : T \rightarrow \sigma \]
To prove \([\Phi]; [\Gamma]_f; S \vdash [\lambda x : T. P]_f : [T \rightarrow \sigma] \). By (E-Abstraction) and (E-FunType), it means that \([\Phi]; [\Gamma]_f; S \vdash \lambda x : [T]. [P]_f : [T] \rightarrow [\sigma] \). By induction hypothesis we have \([\Phi]; [\Gamma]_f; f'_x : [T]; S \vdash [P]_f : [\sigma] \), where \(\text{dom}(f') = \text{dom}(\Gamma) \cup \{x\} \). Then, choose \(f = f' - \{x \mapsto f'_x\} \). Then, by applying (T\(\pi\)-HoAbs2) we obtain \([\Phi]; [\Gamma]_f; S \vdash \lambda x : [T]. [P]_f : [T] \rightarrow [\sigma] \).

• Case (T-HoApp):
\[ \Phi; \Gamma_1; S_1 \vdash P : T \rightarrow \sigma \quad \Phi; \Gamma_2; S_2 \vdash Q : T \]
if \( T = T' \rightarrow \sigma' \) then \( \text{un}(\Gamma_2) \) and \( S_2 = \emptyset \)
\[ \Phi; \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; S_1 \cup S_2 \vdash PQ : \sigma \]
To prove that \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; S_1 \cup S_2]_f \vdash [PQ]_f : [\sigma] \). By (E-Application) and Lemma 6.3.5 it means that \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_1]_f \cup [\Gamma_2]_f; S_1 \cup S_2 \vdash [P]_f; [Q]_f : [\sigma] \). By induction hypothesis we have \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_1]_f; S_1 \vdash [P]_f : [T] \rightarrow [\sigma] \) and \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_2]_f; S_2 \vdash [Q]_f : [T] \), and if \([T] = [T' \rightarrow \sigma'] \) then \(\text{un}(\Gamma_2)\) and \( S_2 = \emptyset \). Now let \( f = f' \cup f'' \), where \(\text{dom}(f) = \text{dom}(\Gamma_1) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_2) \). Then, the induction hypothesis becomes \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_1]_f; S_1 \vdash [P]_f : [T] \rightarrow [\sigma] \) and \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_2]_f; S_2 \vdash [Q]_f : [T] \). Then, by applying (T\(\pi\)-HoApp) we conclude the case.

• Case (T-HoInp1):
\[ \Phi; \Gamma_1; \emptyset \vdash x : ?T.U \]
\[ \Phi; \Gamma_2, x : U, y : T; S \vdash P \]
\[ \Phi; \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; S \vdash x ?(y).P \]
To prove that \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; S]_f \vdash [x ?(y).P]_f \) for some function \( f \) such that \(\text{dom}(f) = \text{dom}(\Gamma_1) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_2) \). By induction hypothesis \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_1]_f; \emptyset \vdash f'_x : [?T.U]_f \) which by (E-Inp) means \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_1]_f; \emptyset \vdash f'_x : \ell([T], [U]) \), for some function \( f' \) and \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_2]_f \cup f''_x : [U] \cup f''_x : [T]; S \vdash [P]_f \), for some function \( f'' \). Let \( f''(x) = c, f''(y) = y \) and let \( f = f' \cup f'' - \{x \mapsto c, y \mapsto y\} \). Then, by rewriting the previous \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_1]_f; \emptyset \vdash f_x : \ell([U]), [U] \) and \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_2]_f; y : [T], c : [U]; S \vdash [P]_{f'_x(x \mapsto c)} \). By applying (E-INPUT), (T\(\pi\)-HoInp) and Lemma 6.3.5 we have \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_1]_f \cup [\Gamma_2]_f; S \vdash [x ?(y).P]_f \).
9.5. PROPERTIES OF THE ENCODING

\[ f_x(y, c). [P]_{f,(x\leftarrow c)}. \]

- Case (T-HoInp2):
  
  \[
  \Phi; \Gamma_1; \emptyset \vdash x : ?T.U \\
  \Phi, y : T; \Gamma_2, x : U; S \vdash P
  \]

  if \( T = T' \downarrow \sigma \) then \( y \in S \)

  \[
  \Phi; \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; S - \{ y \} \vdash x? (y). P
  \]

To prove that \([\Phi; \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; S - \{ y \}]_f \vdash [x? (y). P]_f\) for some function \( f \) such that \( \text{dom}(f) = \text{dom}(\Gamma_1) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_2) \). By induction hypothesis \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_1]/\{ f \}_f; \emptyset \vdash f'_x : \ell_\iota([T], [U])\) for some function \( f' \) and \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_2]/\{ f \}_f; \emptyset \vdash f''_x : [T]; S \vdash \{ f \}_f\). Let \( f''(x) = c, f''(y) = y \) and let \( f = f' \cup f'' - \{ x \mapsto c, y \mapsto y \} \). Then, by rewriting the previous we have \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_1]/\{ f \}_f; \emptyset \vdash f_x : \ell_\iota([T], [U])\) and \([\Phi], y : [T]; [\Gamma_2]/\{ f \}_f; c : [U]; S \vdash \{ P \}_f, \{ x \}_f\). Then, by applying (E-OUTPUT), \((T_\pi-\text{HoInp})\) and Lemma 6.3.5 we obtain \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_1]/\{ f \}_f; [\Gamma_2]/\{ f \}_f; S \vdash f_x(y, c). [P]_{f,(x\leftarrow c)}\), where the condition if \( T = T' \downarrow \sigma \) then \( y \in S \) becomes if \([T] = [T'] \downarrow \{ \sigma \} \) then \( y \in S \).

- Case (T-HoOut):
  
  \[
  \Phi; \Gamma_1; \emptyset \vdash x : !T.U \\
  \Phi; \Gamma_2; \{ v \} \vdash \emptyset : T \\
  \Phi; \Gamma_3, x : U; S_3 \vdash P
  \]

  if \( T = T' \rightarrow \sigma' \) then \( \text{un}(\Gamma_2) \) and \( S_2 = \emptyset \)

  \[
  \Phi; \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \circ \Gamma_3; S_2 \cup S_3 \vdash x!(v). P
  \]

To prove that \([\Phi; \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \circ \Gamma_3; S_2 \cup S_3]_f \vdash [x!(v). P]_f\), where \( \text{dom}(f) = \text{dom}(\Gamma_1) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_2) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_3) \). By (E-OUTPUT) and Lemma 6.3.5 it means that \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_1]/\{ f \}_f; \emptyset \vdash [!T.U]_f\) which by (E-Out) means that \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_1]/\{ f \}_f; \emptyset \vdash f'_x : \ell_\iota([T], [\overline{U}])\), \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_2]/\{ f \}_f; f_x \in [T], [\overline{U}]\), \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_3]/\{ f \}_f; S_2 \vdash f''_x : [T]\), and \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_3]/\{ f \}_f; S_3 \vdash [P]_{f''}\). Let \( f'' = c \) and let \( f = f' \cup f'' - \{ x \mapsto c \} \). Then, by rewriting the previous we have \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_1]/\{ f \}_f; \emptyset \vdash f'_x \in [T], [\overline{U}]\) and \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_2]/\{ f \}_f; f_x \in [T]\) and \([\Phi]; [\Gamma_3]/\{ f \}_f; c : [U]; S_3 \vdash [P]_{f,(x\leftarrow c)}\). By applying rule \((T_\pi-\text{HoOut})\) and \((T_\pi-\text{HoSess})\) for deriving \( c : [\overline{U}] \) and by using Lemma 6.3.7 and
Lemma 6.3.4 to obtain \( c : \ell_4[W] \), where \( \llbracket U \rrbracket = \ell_a W \), we have the following:

\[
\Phi; \quad \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f; \quad 0 \vdash c : \llbracket U \rrbracket
\]

\[
\Phi; \quad \llbracket T \rrbracket_f; \quad 0 \vdash f_x : \ell_0(\llbracket T \rrbracket, \llbracket U \rrbracket)
\]

\[
\Phi; \quad \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f; \quad S_2 \vdash f_i : \llbracket T \rrbracket
\]

\[
\Phi; \quad \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f, c : \llbracket U \rrbracket; \quad S_3 \vdash P_{f_i}^{(\ell_a - c)}
\]

Then by applying (T\(\pi\)-HoRes1) we have the following:

\[
\Phi; \quad \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \cup \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f; \quad \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f, c : \ell_4[W]; \quad S_2 \cup S_3 \vdash f_i! (f_i, c). \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f_i}^{(\ell_a - c)}
\]

which concludes this case.

- Case (T-HoBrch):

\[
\Phi; \quad \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f; \quad 0 \vdash x ; \& \{ l_i : T_i \}_{i \in I}
\]

\[
\Phi; \quad \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f; \quad \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f; \quad \llbracket T \rrbracket_f; \quad S \vdash P_i \quad \forall i \in I
\]

\[
\Phi; \quad \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \cup \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f; \quad S \vdash x \mapsto \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I}
\]

To prove that \( \Phi; \quad \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f ; \quad S \vdash x \mapsto \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I} \). By (E-BRANCHING) and Lemma 6.3.5 \( \Phi; \quad \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f ; \quad S \vdash f_i ? y \). case y of \( \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I} \).

By induction hypothesis we have \( \Phi; \quad \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f; \quad 0 \vdash x ; \& \{ l_i : T_i \}_{i \in I} \). which by the encoding of branch type means \( \Phi; \quad \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f; \quad 0 \vdash f'_x : \ell_i (\llbracket l_i \rrbracket, \llbracket T_i \rrbracket)_{i \in I} \), and \( \Phi; \quad \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f, f' ; \quad \llbracket T_i \rrbracket_f ; \quad S \vdash P_i \). \( \forall i \in I \). Let \( f''_x = c \) and \( f = f' \cup f'' - \{ x \mapsto c \} \), where \( \text{dom}(f) = \text{dom}(\Gamma_1) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_2) \). Then, by rewriting the previous we have \( \Phi; \quad \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f; \quad 0 \vdash f'_x : \ell_i (\llbracket l_i \rrbracket, \llbracket T_i \rrbracket)_{i \in I} \), and \( \Phi; \quad \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f, c ; \quad \llbracket T_i \rrbracket_f ; \quad S \vdash P_i \). \( \forall i \in I \). By applying Lemma 9.5.1, also \( \Phi; \quad y ; \quad \llbracket l_i \rrbracket ; \quad \llbracket T_i \rrbracket_f ; \quad c ; \quad \llbracket T_i \rrbracket_f ; \quad S \vdash P_i \). \( \forall i \in I \). Then, by applying (T\(\pi\)-HoCase) and (T\(\pi\)-HoVar) for deriving \( y ; \quad \llbracket l_i \rrbracket ; \quad \llbracket T_i \rrbracket_f \).

\[
\Phi; \quad y ; \quad \llbracket l_i \rrbracket ; \quad 0 ; \quad 0 ; \quad y ; \quad \llbracket l_i \rrbracket ; \quad \llbracket T_i \rrbracket_f
\]

\[
\Phi; \quad y ; \quad \llbracket l_i \rrbracket ; \quad \llbracket T_i \rrbracket_f ; \quad \llbracket T_i \rrbracket_f ; \quad c ; \quad \llbracket T_i \rrbracket_f ; \quad S \vdash P_i \). \( \forall i \in I \)

\[
\Phi; \quad y ; \quad \llbracket l_i \rrbracket ; \quad \llbracket T_i \rrbracket_f ; \quad \llbracket T_i \rrbracket_f ; \quad S \vdash \text{case y of } \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I} \).
\]
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Then, by applying (Tπ-HoInp) we have:

\[ \Phi; \Gamma_1 [f] \vdash \emptyset, \ell_\circ ([l_i, [T_i]]_{i \in I}) \]
\[ \Phi; y : ([l_i, [T_i]]_{i \in I}), \Gamma_2 [f] ; S \vdash \text{case } y \text{ of } [l_i, c \mapsto [P_i]_{f,[\alpha\mapsto \cdot]}; \]
\[ \Phi; \Gamma_1 [f] \cup \Gamma_2 [f] ; S \vdash f_x(y). \text{ case } y \text{ of } [l_i, c \mapsto [P_i]_{f,[\alpha\mapsto \cdot]}; \]

which concludes this case.

- Case (T-HoSel):

\[ \Phi; \Gamma_1 ; \emptyset \vdash x : \oplus l_i : T_i \]
\[ \Phi; \Gamma_2, x : T_j ; S \vdash P \quad j \in I \]

\[ \Phi; \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 ; S \vdash x \leftrightarrow l_j, P \]

To prove that \([\Phi; \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 ; S] [f] \vdash \langle x \leftarrow l_j, P \rangle [f] \). By (E-Selection) and Lemma 6.3.5 it means that \([\Phi; \Gamma_1 [f] \cup \Gamma_2 [f] ; S \vdash (\nu c) f_x (\langle l_j, c \rangle, [P]_{f,[\alpha\mapsto \cdot]}; \]

By induction hypothesis we have that \([\Phi; \Gamma_1 [f] ; \emptyset \vdash \langle x : \oplus l_i : T_i \rangle [f] \]

which by the encoding of select type means that \([\Phi; \Gamma_1 [f] ; \emptyset \vdash f_\circ : \ell_\circ ([l_i, [T_i]]_{i \in I}); \]

and \([\Phi; \Gamma_1 [f] , f_\circ ; [T_j]; S \vdash [P]_{f,[\alpha\mapsto \cdot]}; \]

\quad j \in I \). Let \(f_\circ = c\) and \(f = f' \cup f'' - \langle x \mapsto c \rangle\), where \(\text{dom}(f) = \text{dom}(\Gamma_1) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma_2)\). Then the induction hypothesis become \([\Phi; \Gamma_1 [f] ; \emptyset \vdash f_\circ : \ell_\circ ([l_i, [T_i]]_{i \in I}); \]

and \([\Phi; \Gamma_2 [f], c : [T_j]; S \vdash [P]_{f,[\alpha\mapsto \cdot]}; \]

\quad j \in I \). Then, by applying rule (Tπ-HoSess), to derive \([\ell_\circ [W]] [f]\), and rule (Tπ-HoLVal) we have:

\[ \Phi; c : [T_j]; \emptyset \vdash c : [T_j] \quad \text{(Tπ-HoSess)} \]
\[ \Phi; c : [T_j]; \emptyset \vdash l_j, c : [l_j, [T_j]]_{i \in I} \quad \text{(Tπ-HoLVal)} \]

Then, by rule (Tπ-HoOut):

\[ \Phi; \Gamma_1 [f] ; \emptyset \vdash f_\circ : \ell_\circ ([l_i, [T_i]]_{i \in I}); \]
\[ \Phi; c : [T_j]; \emptyset \vdash l_j, c : [l_j, [T_j]]_{i \in I} \]
\[ \Phi; \Gamma_2 [f], c : [T_j]; S \vdash [P]_{f,[\alpha\mapsto \cdot]}; j \in I \]
\[ \Phi; \Gamma_1 [f] \cup \Gamma_2 [f] \cup c : \ell_\circ [W]; S \vdash f_x (\langle l_j, c \rangle, [P]_{f,[\alpha\mapsto \cdot]} \]

We have used Lemma 6.3.7 and Lemma 6.3.4 to obtain \(c : \ell_\circ [W]\), where
\[ T_j \] = \ell_\alpha[W] and \[ \overrightarrow{T}_j \] = \ell_\pi[W]. By applying (T\pi-HoRes1):

\[
\frac{[\Phi]; [\Gamma_1]_f \cup [\Gamma_2]_f \cup c : \ell_\pi[W]; S \vdash f_\lambda l_j c \cdot [P]_f \cdot \ell_\pi} { [\Phi]; [\Gamma_1]_f \cup [\Gamma_2]_f; S \vdash (vc)f_\lambda l_j c \cdot [P]_f \cdot \ell_\pi}
\]

we conclude this case.

\[ \square \]

We show now the completeness of typing derivations for processes by using the encoding.

**Theorem 9.5.3** (Completeness: Typing HO\pi Processes). If \[ [\Phi; \Gamma; S]_f \vdash [P]_f : [\sigma] \], then \( \Phi; \Gamma; S \vdash P : \sigma \).

**Proof.** The proof is done by induction on the structure of \( P \).

- Case \( \lambda x : T.P \):
  
  By equation (E-Abstraction) and (E-FunType) we have \( [\lambda x : T.P]_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} \lambda x : [T].[P]_f \) and \( [T \rightarrow \sigma] \overset{\text{def}}{=} [T] \rightarrow [\sigma] \), and assume \( [\Phi]; [\Gamma]_f; S \vdash \lambda x : [T].[P]_f : [T] \rightarrow [\sigma] \). Then, either rule (T\pi-HoAbs1) or rule (T\pi-HoAbs2) is applied. We consider both cases in the following:

- Rule (T\pi-HoAbs1) is applied:

\[
[\Phi]; [\Gamma]_f; x : [T]; S' \vdash [P]_f : [\sigma] \\
\text{if } [T] = T^\pi_1 \rightarrow \sigma^\pi_1 \text{ then } x \in S' \\
[\Phi]; [\Gamma]_f; S' - \{x\} + \lambda x : [T].[P]_f : [T] \rightarrow [\sigma]
\]

where \( S = S' - \{x\} \). By induction hypothesis \( \Phi; x : T; \Gamma; S' \vdash P : \sigma \). Then, we obtain the result by applying rule (T-HoAbs1).

- Rule (T\pi-HoAbs2) is applied:

\[
[\Phi]; [\Gamma]_f; x : [T]; S \vdash [P]_f : [\sigma] \\
[\Phi]; [\Gamma]_f; S + \lambda x : [T].[P]_f : [T] \rightarrow [\sigma]
\]

By induction hypothesis \( \Phi; \Gamma; x : T; S \vdash P : \sigma \). Then, we obtain the result by applying rule (T-HoAbs1).
The cases for other values, different from the lambda abstraction, are trivial, as the encoding is an homomorphism and the typing rules on both \( \pi \)-calculus with and without sessions, follow the same line.

- **Case \( PQ \):**
  By equation (E-APPLICATION) we have \( \llbracket PQ \rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket P \rrbracket_f \llbracket Q \rrbracket_f \) and assume \( \llbracket \Phi \rrbracket; [\Gamma]_f \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_f \llbracket Q \rrbracket_f : [\sigma]_f \). Then, rule (T\( \pi \)-HoApp) is applied:

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket \Phi \rrbracket; [\Gamma]_f^1 \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_f : T^\sigma_1 & \overset{1}{\rightarrow} [\sigma]_f \\
\llbracket \Phi \rrbracket; [\Gamma]_f^2 \vdash \llbracket Q \rrbracket_f : T^\sigma_2 & \quad \text{if } T^\sigma_2 = T^\sigma_1 \rightarrow \sigma_1^\sigma \text{ then } \text{un}(\Gamma_2^f) \text{ and } S_2 = \emptyset \\
\llbracket \Phi \rrbracket; [\Gamma]_f^1 \cup [\Gamma]_f^2 \vdash \llbracket P \rrbracket_f \llbracket Q \rrbracket_f : [\sigma]_f
\end{align*}
\]

where \( [\Gamma]_f = [\Gamma]_1^f \cup [\Gamma]_2^f \). By Lemma 6.3.6 \( [\Gamma]_f = [\Gamma]_1^f \) and \( [\Gamma]_2^f = [\Gamma]_2^f \), such that \( \Gamma = \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \). By induction hypothesis \( \Phi; \Gamma_1; S \vdash P : T \overset{1}{\rightarrow} \sigma \) where \( T^\sigma = [T]_f \), and \( \Phi; \Gamma_2; S \vdash Q : T \). Then, the result follows by applying rule (T-HoApp) on the induction hypothesis.

- **Cases \( 0, P | Q, if \ v then P \ else Q, (\nu xy)P \)** follow exactly the same line as the corresponding ones in Theorem 6.3.11.

- **Case \( x?(y).P \):**
  By equation (E-INPUT) we have \( \llbracket x?(y).P \rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} f_\nu ?(y,c), [P]_{f,(x \to c)} \) and assume \( \llbracket \Phi \rrbracket; [\Gamma]_f \vdash \llbracket f_\nu ?(y,c), [P]_{f,(x \to c)} \rrbracket_f \). Then, rule (T\( \pi \)-HoINP) is applied:

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket \Phi \rrbracket; [\Gamma]_f^1 \vdash \ell \in [T^\sigma, U^\sigma] \\
\llbracket \Phi \rrbracket; [\Gamma]_f^2 \vdash y : T^\sigma, c : U^\sigma; S \vdash [P]_{f,(x \to c)} \\
\text{if } T^\sigma = T^\sigma_1 \overset{1}{\rightarrow} \sigma^\sigma, \text{ then } y \in S \\
\llbracket \Phi \rrbracket; [\Gamma]_f^1 \cup [\Gamma]_f^2 \vdash \llbracket f_\nu ?(y,c), [P]_{f,(x \to c)} \rrbracket_f
\end{align*}
\]

where \( [\Gamma]_f = [\Gamma]_1^f \cup [\Gamma]_2^f \). By Lemma 6.3.6 \( [\Gamma]_f = [\Gamma]_1^f \) and \( [\Gamma]_2^f = [\Gamma]_2^f \), such that \( \Gamma = \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \); and \( S = S' - \{y\} \). By induction hypothesis \( \Phi; \Gamma_1; \emptyset \vdash x : ?T.U \) and depending on whether \( y \) is a channel variable or not we have either \( \Phi; \Gamma_2, x : U, y : T; S \vdash P \) or \( \Phi, y : T; \Gamma_2, x : U; S \vdash P \) where \( T^\sigma = [T]_f \), \( U^\sigma = [U]_f \). Then, we apply either rule (T-HoINP1) or rule (T-HoINP2). We consider both cases in the following:
• Rule (T-HoIns1) is applied:

\[
\Phi; \Gamma_1; \emptyset \vdash x : ?T. U \\
\Phi; \Gamma_2; x : U; y : T; S \vdash P
\]

\[
\Phi; \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; S \vdash x?\langle y \rangle . P
\]

• Rule (T-HoIns2) is applied:

\[
\Phi; \Gamma_1; \emptyset \vdash x : ?T. U
\]

\[
\Phi; y : T; \Gamma_2; x : U; S \vdash P
\]

\[
\text{if } T = T' \overset{1}{\Rightarrow} \sigma \text{ then } y \in S
\]

\[
\Phi; \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; S - \{y\} \vdash x?\langle y \rangle . P
\]

since \( T^\sigma = \llbracket T \rrbracket \), then \( T^\sigma_1 \overset{1}{\Rightarrow} \sigma^\sigma = \llbracket T' \rrbracket_1 \overset{1}{\Rightarrow} \sigma \).

• Case \( x!\langle v \rangle . P \):

By equation (E-Output) we have \( \llbracket x!\langle v \rangle . P \rrbracket_f = \ell_0(f)_v, P \llbracket \llbracket f \rrbracket_{f, (x^c \cdot c)} \rrbracket \) and assume \( \llbracket \Phi \rrbracket_f; \Gamma_f; S \vdash (v c)_f!(f_v, c). P \llbracket \llbracket f \rrbracket_{f, (x^c \cdot c)} \rrbracket \) which by rules (T\textsubscript{\( \pi \)}-HoRes1), since \( c \) is present in \( \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f, (x^c \cdot c)} \), and (T\textsubscript{\( \pi \)}-HoOut), and (T\textsubscript{\( \pi \)}-HoSess) to derive \( c : \ell_0[W] \)

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket \Phi \rrbracket_f; \Gamma_f^x; \emptyset \vdash f_v : \ell_0[T^x, U^x] \\
\llbracket \Phi \rrbracket_f; \Gamma_2^x; S_2 \vdash f_v : T^x \\
\llbracket \Phi \rrbracket_f; \Gamma_3^x, c : \ell_0[W]; S_3 \vdash P \llbracket \llbracket f \rrbracket_{f, (x^c \cdot c)} \rrbracket \\
\llbracket \Phi \rrbracket_f; c : \ell_0[W]; \emptyset \vdash c : \ell_0[W] \\
\text{if } T^x = T^1_1 \rightarrow \sigma^1_1, \text{ then } \text{un}(\Gamma^x_2) \text{ and } S_2 = \emptyset
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\llbracket \Phi \rrbracket_f; \Gamma_1^x \cup \Gamma_2^x \cup \Gamma_3^x; S_2 \cup S_3 \vdash f_v!(f_v, c). P \llbracket \llbracket f \rrbracket_{f, (x^c \cdot c)} \rrbracket
\]

where \( \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f = \Gamma^x_1 \cup \Gamma^x_2 \cup \Gamma^x_3 \). By Lemma 6.3.6 we have \( \Gamma^x_1 = \llbracket \Gamma_1 \rrbracket_f \), \( \Gamma^x_2 = \llbracket \Gamma_2 \rrbracket_f \), and \( \Gamma^x_3 = \llbracket \Gamma_3 \rrbracket_f \), such that \( \Gamma = \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \circ \Gamma_3 \); and \( S = S_2 \cup S_3 \).

By induction hypothesis we have \( \Phi; \Gamma_1; \emptyset \vdash x : !T. U \), where \( \ell_0[T^x, U^x] = \llbracket T. U \rrbracket \), which by (E-Output) means that \( T^x = \llbracket T \rrbracket \) and \( U^x = \llbracket U \rrbracket = \ell_0[W] \), and \( \Phi; \Gamma_2; S_2 \vdash v : T \), and \( \Phi; \Gamma_3, x : U; S_3 \vdash P \), where \( \llbracket U \rrbracket = \ell_0[W] \), by Lemma 6.3.7. By applying rule (T\textsubscript{\( \pi \)}-Out) on the induction hypothesis and translating “if \( T^x = T^1_1 \rightarrow \sigma^1_1 \), then \( \text{un}(\Gamma^x_2) \) and \( S_2 = 0' \)” in “if \( T = T_1 \rightarrow \sigma_1 \) then \( \text{un}(\Gamma_2) \) and \( S_2 = 0' \)” we obtain \( \Phi; \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \circ \Gamma_3; S_2 \cup S_3 \vdash x!\langle v \rangle . P \)

• Case \( x \triangleright \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I} \):

By equation (E-Branching) \( \llbracket x \triangleright \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I} \rrbracket_f = f_i!(y) \). Case \( y \text{ of } \{ l_i : c \triangleright \ldots \} \)
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\[ \{ P_i \}_{i \in \{w\rightarrow c\}} \}_{i \in \ell} \] and assume \[ \langle \Phi ; \Gamma \rangle_f \vdash T_\ell \] by rules (Tπ-HoInp) and (Tπ-HoCase) and (Tπ-HoVar) to derive \[ y : \langle \ell, T_\ell \rangle_{i \in \ell} \] and Lemma 6.3.3 we have the following:

(Tπ-HoCase)

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \Phi ; \Gamma \rangle_f, y : \langle \ell, T_\ell \rangle_{i \in \ell} ; & \ 0 \ 0 \ \vdash y : \langle \ell, T_\ell \rangle_{i \in \ell} \\
\langle \Phi ; \Gamma \rangle_f, c : T_\ell \vdash P_i \}_{i \in \{w\rightarrow c\}} \ \forall i \in \ell
\end{align*}
\]

and

(Tπ-HoInp)

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \Phi ; \Gamma \rangle_f, 0 \vdash f_\ell : \ell_i[\langle \ell, T_\ell \rangle_{i \in \ell}] \\
\langle \Phi ; \Gamma \rangle_f, y : \langle \ell, T_\ell \rangle_{i \in \ell} ; \Gamma_2 \vdash \text{ case } y \ of \ \langle l, \ell \rangle \ of \ \{P_i \}_{i \in \{w\rightarrow c\}}
\end{align*}
\]

where \[ \{ \Gamma \}_f = \Gamma_1 \uplus \Gamma_2. \] By Lemma 6.3.6 we have \[ \Gamma_1^w = \{ \Gamma_1 \}_f, \] and \[ \Gamma_2^w = \{ \Gamma_2 \}_f \] such that \[ \Gamma = \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2. \] By induction hypothesis we have \[ \Phi ; \Gamma_1 ; 0 \vdash x : \&(l_1 : T_1)_{i \in \ell} \] where \[ \{ \&l_1 : T_1 \}_f \] by applying (E-Branch) and hence \[ \forall i \{ T_i \} = T_\ell. \] We have also \[ \Phi ; \Gamma_2, x : T_j ; S \vdash P_i \ \forall i \in \ell. \] By applying rule (T-HoBrch) we obtain \[ \Phi ; \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 ; S \vdash x \ uplus \langle l, P \rangle_{i \in \ell}. \]

- Case \( x \leftarrow l, P \):

By equation (E-Selection) we have \[ \{ x \leftarrow l, P \}_f = (w c) f_\ell, l, c \}\{P \}_{i \in \{w\rightarrow c\}} \] and assume \[ \langle \Phi ; \Gamma \rangle_f ; S \vdash (w c) f_\ell, l, c \}\{P \}_{i \in \{w\rightarrow c\}} \] which by rules (Tπ-HoRes1), since \( c \) is present in \[ \{P \}_{i \in \{w\rightarrow c\}}, \] and (Tπ-HoOut) and (Tπ-HoVal) means:

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \Phi ; c \vdash T_\ell ; 0 \vdash c : T_\ell \rangle_{f \in \ell} \quad \text{Tπ-HoRes1}
\end{align*}
\]

(Tπ-HoOut)

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \Phi ; c \vdash T_\ell ; 0 \vdash l_j, c : \langle \ell, T_\ell \rangle_{i \in \ell} \quad \text{Tπ-HoOut}
\end{align*}
\]

where \[ \{ \Gamma \}_f = \Gamma_1 \uplus \Gamma_2. \] By Lemma 6.3.6 we have \[ \Gamma_1^w = \{ \Gamma_1 \}_f, \] and \[ \Gamma_2^w = \{ \Gamma_2 \}_f \] such that \[ \Gamma = \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2. \] Notice that \( c \) is a channel and one capability of \( c \) is sent along \( l_j, c \) whether the other is used in the continuation \[ \{P \}_{i \in \{w\rightarrow c\}}, \]
hence \( \ell_\sharp [W] = T_\pi^j \circ \overline{T_\pi^j} \). By induction hypothesis we have \( \Phi; \Gamma_1; \emptyset \vdash x : \oplus \{ l_i : T_i \}_{i \in I} \) where by (E-Select) \( \ell_0 \{ (l_i : T_i)_{i \in I} \} = \llbracket \oplus \{ l_i : T_i \}_{i \in I} \rrbracket \) and \( T_\pi^j = \llbracket \overline{T_\pi^j} \rrbracket \forall i \in I \). We also have \( \Phi; \Gamma_2, x : T_j; S \vdash P \). By applying rule (T-HoSel) we obtain \( \Phi; \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; S \vdash x \triangleup l_j \diamond P \).

\[ \square \]

9.5.2 Operational Correspondence for HO\( \pi \)

In this section we present the operational correspondence that relates the extended encoding on higher-order constructs and the reduction relation in the session HO\( \pi \) and the standard HO\( \pi \).

Before presenting the main theorem, we recall the encoding of a substitution in a session process, given by Definition 6.3.13. Since the syntax of processes for HO\( \pi \) includes also values, which in case of abstraction use processes in the body, we need to modify Definition 6.3.13 to accommodate this feature. Formally, the new definition is as follows.

**Definition 9.5.4.** Let \( Q \) be a session process HO\( \pi \) and \( z \in \text{FV} (Q) \) and let \( Q[v/z] \) denote process \( Q \) where variable \( z \) is substituted by value \( v \). Then,

\[ \llbracket Q[v/z] \rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket Q \rrbracket_f [f_v/z] \]

We are ready now to give the operational correspondence for HO\( \pi \) constructs. The following theorem is an extension of the main Theorem 6.3.14 with the reductions for the \( \lambda \)-abstractions.

**Theorem 9.5.5 (OC for HO\( \pi \) Constructs).** Let \( P \) be a HO\( \pi \) process with sessions. Then,

1. If \( P \rightarrow P' \) then \( \llbracket P \rrbracket_f \rightarrow \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f \),

2. If \( \llbracket P \rrbracket_f \rightarrow \equiv Q \), then, \( \exists P', E[\cdot] \) such that \( E[P] \rightarrow E[P'] \) and \( Q \rightarrow E[\cdot] \rrbracket_f \), where \( f' \) is the updated \( f \) after the communication and \( f_v = f_y \) for all \( (v, x) \in E[\cdot] \).

**Proof.** We consider both cases in the following.

1. The proof is done by induction on the length of the derivation \( P \rightarrow P' \).
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- Case (R-Beta):

  \((\lambda x : T. Q)v \rightarrow Q[v/x]\)

  By the encoding of HOπ with sessions we have

  \[\llbracket P \rrbracket_f \]
  
  \[= \llbracket (\lambda x : T. Q)v \rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} \lambda x : \llbracket T \rrbracket. \llbracket Q \rrbracket_f \]
  
  \[\rightarrow \llbracket Q \rrbracket_f[f_v/x] \]

  On the other hand

  \[\llbracket P' \rrbracket_f = \llbracket Q[v/x] \rrbracket_f = \llbracket Q \rrbracket_f[f_v/x] \]

  Where we use Definition 9.5.4. Which means that \(\llbracket P \rrbracket_f \rightarrow\!\!\!\equiv \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f\).

- Case (R-AppLeft):

  \[
  P \rightarrow P' \\
  PQ \rightarrow P'Q
  \]

  By induction hypothesis \(\llbracket P \rrbracket_f \rightarrow\!\!\!\equiv \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f\). We conclude by applying (Rπ-AppLeft) and (Rπ-Struct).

- Case (R-AppRight):

  \[
  P \rightarrow P' \\
  vP \rightarrow vP'
  \]

  This case follows exactly the same line as the previous one.

2. The proof is done by induction on the structure of the HOπ process with sessions, \(P\). The only new case to consider is the application \(P = P_1P_2\).

  By the encoding (E-Application), we have \(\llbracket P_1 \rrbracket_f \llbracket P_2 \rrbracket_f \rightarrow\!\!\!\equiv Q\). We have to show that \(\exists P', E[\cdot] \) such that \(E[P] \rightarrow E[P']\) and \(Q \rightarrow\!\!\!\rightarrow \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f\). There are the following 3 cases to be considered:

(a) \(P = (\lambda x : T. Q)v\) and an application occurs. Hence, by equation (E-Abstraction), \(\llbracket \lambda x : T. Q' \rrbracket_f[f_v/x] \overset{\text{def}}{=} \lambda x : \llbracket T \rrbracket. \llbracket Q' \rrbracket_f[f_v/x] \rightarrow\!\!\!\equiv \llbracket Q' \rrbracket_f[f_v/x] \).

  We show that \(\exists P', E[\cdot] \) such that \(E[P] \rightarrow E[P']\) and \(Q \rightarrow\!\!\!\rightarrow \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f\). Let \(E[\cdot] = [\cdot]\), and let \(f' = f\). Then, \(P \rightarrow Q'[v/x] = P'\) and \(\llbracket P \rrbracket_f = \llbracket Q' \rrbracket_f[f_v/x] \) and \(Q = \llbracket Q' \rrbracket_f[f_v/x]\), where we use Definition 9.5.4 to encode the substitution that occurs in \(Q'\).
(b) Only $\llbracket P_1 \rrbracket_f$ reduces: it means that $Q \equiv R\llbracket P_2 \rrbracket_f$. By induction hypothesis, since $P_1$ is a subprocess of $P$ and $\llbracket P_1 \rrbracket_f \rightarrow R$ then there exist $P'_1, \mathcal{E}'[\cdot]$ such that $\mathcal{E}'[P_1] \rightarrow \mathcal{E}'[P'_1]$ and $R \rightarrow^* \llbracket P'_1 \rrbracket_f$. Then, by (R-AppLeft) $\mathcal{E}'[P_1]P_2 \rightarrow \mathcal{E}'[P'_1]P_2$. Let $\mathcal{E}[\cdot] = \mathcal{E}'[\cdot]$ and hence $\mathcal{E}[P] = \mathcal{E}'[P_1]P_2 \rightarrow \mathcal{E}'[P'_1]P_2 = \mathcal{E}[P']$, by applying structural congruence and so $P' = P'_1P_2$. Then, $R\llbracket P_2 \rrbracket_f \rightarrow^* \llbracket P'_1 \rrbracket_f \llbracket P_2 \rrbracket_f = \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f$.

(c) Only $\llbracket P_2 \rrbracket_f$ reduces: this case follows the same line as the previous one, by changing $P_1$ with $P_2$ and by using (R-AppRight) instead of (R-AppLeft) and structural congruence.

\qed
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#### Typing rules for the HOπ with sessions: processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Syntax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(T-HoINACT)</td>
<td>( \Phi; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash 0 )</td>
<td>( \text{un}(\Gamma) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-HoPAR)</td>
<td>( \Phi; \Gamma_1; S_1 \vdash P ) ( \Phi; \Gamma_2; S_2 \vdash Q )</td>
<td>( \Phi; \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; S_1 \cup S_2 \vdash P \mid Q )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-HoRes)</td>
<td>( \Phi; \Gamma, x : T, y : \overline{T}; S \vdash P )</td>
<td>( \Phi; \Gamma; S \vdash (\nu xy)P )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-HoPar1)</td>
<td>( \Phi; \Gamma_1; \emptyset \vdash x : ?T.U )</td>
<td>( \Phi; \Gamma_2, x : U, y : T; S \vdash P )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-HoPar2)</td>
<td>( \Phi; \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; S \vdash x?(y).P )</td>
<td>( \Phi; \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; S \vdash x?y.(y).P )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-HoRef)</td>
<td>( \Phi; \Gamma_1; S_1 \vdash v : \text{Bool} )</td>
<td>( \Phi; \Gamma_1; \emptyset \vdash x : \oplus{l_i : T_i}_{i \in I} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-HoOut)</td>
<td>( \Phi; \Gamma_3, x : U; S_3 \vdash P )</td>
<td>( \Phi; \Gamma_2 \circ \Gamma_3; S_2 \cup S_3 \vdash x!(v).P )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-HoBrch)</td>
<td>( \Phi; \Gamma_1; \emptyset \vdash x : &amp;{l_i : T_i}_{i \in I} )</td>
<td>( \Phi; \Gamma_2, x : T_i; S \vdash P_i ) ( \forall i \in I )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T-HoSel)</td>
<td>( \Phi; \Gamma_1; \emptyset \vdash x : \oplus{l_i : T_i}_{i \in I} )</td>
<td>( \Phi; \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2; S \vdash x \ll l_j, P )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9.4: Typing rules for the HOπ with sessions: processes
**Figure 9.5: Typing rules for the standard HO\(\pi\): values and functions**

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{(T\(\pi\)-HoSess)} & \text{(T\(\pi\)-HoVar)} \\
\text{(T\(\pi\)-HoBool)} & \text{(T\(\pi\)-HoFun)} \\
\text{(T\(\pi\)-HoUntr)} & \\
\text{(T\(\pi\)-HoAbs1)} & \text{(T\(\pi\)-HoAbs2)} \\
\text{(T\(\pi\)-HoSub)} \\
\text{(T\(\pi\)-HoApp)}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\text{un}(\Gamma)}{\Phi; \Gamma, x : T; \emptyset \vdash x : T}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{T \not\equiv T' \rightarrow \sigma}{\Phi, x : T; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash x : T}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\text{un}(\Gamma)}{\Phi; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\nu = \text{true} / \text{false}}{\Phi; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash T \rightarrow \sigma}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\text{un}(\Gamma)}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash x : T \rightarrow \sigma}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T; \Gamma; S \vdash P : \sigma}{\Phi; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\text{if } T = T' \rightarrow \sigma \text{ then } x \in S}{\Phi; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\frac{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}{\Phi, x : T \rightarrow \sigma; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \nu : \text{Bool}}
\end{array}
\]
9.5. PROPERTIES OF THE ENCODING

\( (T_{\pi-\text{HoINACT}}) \)
\[
\frac{\operatorname{un}(\Gamma) }{\Phi; \Gamma; \emptyset \vdash \emptyset}
\]

\( (T_{\pi-\text{HoPar}}) \)
\[
\frac{ \Phi; \Gamma_1; S_1 \vdash P \quad \Phi; \Gamma_2; S_2 \vdash Q }{ \Phi; \Gamma_1 \uplus \Gamma_2; S_1 \cup S_2 \vdash P \mid Q }
\]

\( (T_{\pi-\text{HoRes1}}) \)
\[
\frac{ \Phi; \Gamma; x : \ell_a[\overline{T}]; S \vdash P }{ \Phi; \Gamma; S \vdash (\nu x)P }
\]

\( (T_{\pi-\text{HoRes2}}) \)
\[
\frac{ \Phi; \Gamma; S \vdash P }{ \Phi; \Gamma; S \vdash (\nu x)P }
\]

\( (T_{\pi-\text{HoIf}}) \)
\[
\Phi; \Gamma_1; S_1 \vdash v : \text{Bool} \quad \Phi; \Gamma_2; S_2 \vdash P \quad \Phi; \Gamma_2; S_2 \vdash Q
\]
\[
\frac{ \Phi; \Gamma_1 \uplus \Gamma_2; S_1 \cup S_2 \vdash \text{if } v \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q }{ }
\]

\( (T_{\pi-\text{HoInP}}) \)
\[
\Phi; \Gamma_1; \emptyset \vdash x : \ell_a[\overline{T}] \quad (\Phi; \Gamma_2), \overline{v} : \overline{T}; S \vdash P
\]
\[
\text{if } \exists \overline{y} : \overline{T} \subseteq \overline{\overline{T}} \text{ s.t. } T_i = T' \xrightarrow{1} \sigma, T_i \in \overline{\overline{T}} \text{ then } \overline{\overline{y}} \in S
\]
\[
\Phi; \Gamma_1 \uplus \Gamma_2; S - \{\overline{\overline{y}}\} \vdash x(\overline{\overline{y}}).P
\]

\( (T_{\pi-\text{HoOut}}) \)
\[
\Phi; \Gamma_1; \emptyset \vdash x : \ell_a[\overline{T}] \quad \Phi; \Gamma_2; \overline{S_2} \vdash \overline{v} : \overline{T}
\]
\[
\Phi; \Gamma_3; S_3 \vdash P \quad \text{if } T_i = T' \xrightarrow{1} \sigma' \text{, then } \operatorname{un}(\Gamma_2) \text{ and } S_{2i} = \emptyset
\]
\[
\Phi; \Gamma_1 \uplus \Gamma_2 \uplus \Gamma_3; \overline{S_2} \cup S_3 \vdash x!(\overline{\overline{v}}).P
\]

\( (T_{\pi-\text{HoCase}}) \)
\[
\Phi; \Gamma_1; S_1 \vdash v : \langle \ell_i.T_i \rangle_{i \in I} \quad \Phi; \Gamma_2; x_i : T_i; S_2 \vdash P_i \quad \forall i \in I
\]
\[
\Phi; \Gamma_1 \uplus \Gamma_2; S_1 \cup S_2 \vdash \text{case } v \text{ of } \{ \ell_i.x_i \rightarrow P_i \}_{i \in I}
\]

Figure 9.6: Typing rules for the standard HO\(\pi\): processes

\[
\llbracket T \rightarrow \sigma \rrbracket \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket T \rrbracket \rightarrow \llbracket \sigma \rrbracket \quad \text{(E-LinFunType)}
\]
\[
\llbracket T \rightarrow \sigma \rrbracket \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket T \rrbracket \rightarrow \llbracket \sigma \rrbracket \quad \text{(E-FunType)}
\]

Figure 9.7: Encoding of HO\(\pi\) types
\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket \star \rrbracket_f & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \star & \text{(E-Star)} \\
\llbracket \lambda x : T. P \rrbracket_f & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \lambda x : \llbracket T \rrbracket \llbracket P \rrbracket_f & \text{(E-Abstraction)} \\
\llbracket PQ \rrbracket_f & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket P \rrbracket_f \llbracket Q \rrbracket_f & \text{(E-Application)} \\
\llbracket x ! (v). P \rrbracket_f & \overset{\text{def}}{=} (\nu c) f_x ! (f_v, c). \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f, (x \rightarrow c)} & \text{(E-Output)}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 9.8: Encoding of HO\(\pi\) terms
Recursion

So far we have presented processes that have finite behaviours. In particular we have omitted the replication process !P which is present in the \( \pi \)-calculus \cite{95, 101}. However, another way of modelling infinite behaviours is by using recursion. In fact, recursion is widely known and used not only in process calculi (and in CCS), but also in other programming paradigms, like functional or imperative programming. Replication is more specific to process algebras and is a simple form of recursion, that states what is exactly needed, for example in representing data and functions \cite{101}. However, there is a strong relation between recursion and replication. In \cite{101} it is shown that recursion definitions can be represented by replication and replication is redundant in the presence of recursion. Moreover, \cite{95} shows via encoding the strong relation between the two constructs.

In this chapter we add recursion and recursive types both to the \( \pi \)-calculus with sessions, given in Chapter 5 and to the standard \( \pi \)-calculus, given in Chapter 4.

10.1 Syntax

In this section we present the syntax of types and the syntax of terms, of the \( \pi \)-calculus with sessions and the standard \( \pi \)-calculus.
Recursion in $\pi$-calculus with sessions The syntax of recursive types and recursive processes in the $\pi$-calculus with sessions is given in Fig. 10.1.

\[
T ::= \begin{align*}
& t \quad \text{type variable} \\
& \mu t.T \quad \text{recursive type} \\
& \cdots \quad \text{other type constructs}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
P ::= \begin{align*}
& X \quad \text{process variable} \\
& \text{rec} X.P \quad \text{recursive process} \\
& \cdots \quad \text{other process constructs}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 10.1: Syntax of recursive session constructs

Recursion in standard $\pi$-calculus The syntax of recursive types and recursive processes in the standard $\pi$-calculus is given in Fig. 10.2.

\[
m_{\alpha} ::= \begin{align*}
& \ell_{\alpha} \quad \text{linear qualifier used in } \alpha \\
& \alpha \quad \text{unrestricted qualifier used in } \alpha \\
& \tau ::= \begin{align*}
& m_{\alpha}[\overline{T}] \quad \text{channel type used in } m \\
& \emptyset[T] \quad \text{channel with no capability}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
T ::= \begin{align*}
& \tau \quad \text{channel type} \\
& t \quad \text{type variable} \\
& \mu t.T \quad \text{recursive type} \\
& \cdots \quad \text{other type constructs}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
P ::= \begin{align*}
& X \quad \text{process variable} \\
& \text{rec} X.P \quad \text{recursive process} \\
& \cdots \quad \text{other process constructs}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 10.2: Syntax of recursive standard $\pi$ constructs

Some comments on recursive types follow. They hold for both recursive types in sessions and in standard $\pi$-calculus. The $\mu$ and $\text{rec}$ operators are binders of the type and process variables, respectively. Recursive expressions are finite representations of infinite objects. Consequently, a recursive type can be seen as a finite representation of a (possibly infinite) type expression. So, the type $\mu t.T$ is the solution to the equation $t = T$, which is obtained by replacing the free occurrence of the type variable $t$ in $T$ with $T$ itself. In order to avoid meaningless types, like $\mu t.t$, we require that our recursive types, on both calculi with and without sessions, satisfy the constraint that the type variable $t$ of the $\mu t.T$ expression should
be *guarded* in the type $T$, which means that can occur free only underneath at least one of the other type constructs in the syntax. Moreover, recursive types are *contractive*, namely do not contain subexpressions like $\mu t_1 \ldots \mu t_n . T$. To conclude, in this work we adopt the following notion of *well-formedness* of recursive types: recursive variables do not occur in a message position. For example, the type $\mu t. t$ is considered to be ill-formed, and hence it is ruled out. We will explain the reason for this choice in the next paragraphs.

### 10.2 Semantics

The reduction rule for the recursive process is the same for both $\pi$-calculi with and without sessions and is given in the following.

\[
\frac{P[\text{rec}X.P/X] \rightarrow P'}{(R[\pi]-\text{REC})} \quad \frac{\text{rec}X.P \rightarrow P'}
\]

The rest of the reduction rules are the same as in the corresponding sections where the operational semantics is given.

### 10.3 Typing Rules

**Operation on types for $\pi$-calculus with sessions**  Type duality for session types is defined as follows. It extends the original inductive type duality for finite types, to accommodate recursive types.

\[
\text{i} \quad = \quad t \\
\mu t. T \quad = \quad \mu t. \overline{T}
\]

However, type duality for recursive session types is a delicate matter. Recent work [8, 9] has shown that inductive duality is not complete. In particular, in the presence of recursive types having a type variable as a carried type, for example $\mu t. !t$, it is unsafe to adopt inductive duality, since the latter does not commute with unfolding. In order to overcome this problem, we follow the standard way adopted in the literature, namely considering the above type to be ill-formed. We let the exploration of more accurate duality relations as future work.


**Operation on types for standard \(\pi\)-calculus**  
Type duality for standard \(\pi\)-types is defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_0 [\bar{T}] &= \mu_1 [\bar{T}] \\
\mu_1 [\bar{T}] &= \mu_0 [\bar{T}] \\
\emptyset [\bar{T}] &= \emptyset [\bar{T}]
\end{align*}
\]

The combination of types is defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_0 [\bar{T}] \uplus \mu_1 [\bar{T}] & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \mu_\emptyset [\bar{T}] \\
\emptyset [\bar{T}] \uplus \emptyset [\bar{T}] & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{undef} \quad \text{otherwise}
\end{align*}
\]

In particular, the second equation implies \(\emptyset [\bar{T}] \uplus \emptyset [\bar{T}] = \emptyset [\bar{T}]\).

The \textit{lin} and \textit{un} predicates are again as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lin}(T) & \quad \text{if } T = \ell_\alpha [\bar{T}] \text{ or } (T = \langle l_i, T_i \rangle_{i \in I} \text{ and } \exists j \in I. \text{lin}(T_j)) \\
\text{un}(T) & \quad \text{otherwise}
\end{align*}
\]

**Typing contexts**  
The typing context \(\Gamma\) is defined for both the \(\pi\)-calculi as follows:

\[
\Gamma ::= \emptyset \mid \Gamma, x : T
\]

In addition to this typing context, we introduce a new typing context \(\Theta\), used to accommodate the recursion variables, namely:

\[
\Theta ::= \emptyset \mid \Theta, X : \Gamma
\]

Then, the typing judgements for both the \(\pi\)-calculi with recursion constructs have the form:

\[
\Theta; \Gamma \vdash P
\]

The generalisation of the \textit{lin} and \textit{un} predicates to typing contexts is the same as in the previous sections.

**Type equality**  
An important notion related to the recursive types is that of \textit{type equality} denoted with \(\sim_{\text{type}}\). Following [101] we write \(T_1 \sim_{\text{type}} T_2\) to mean that the underlying (possibly infinite) trees of \(T_1\) and \(T_2\) are the same. To formalise it, we say that \(\sim_{\text{type}}\) is a congruence and satisfies the following:
10.4 Encoding

The encodings of recursive types, recursive processes and typing contexts, are given in Fig. 10.4.

The encoding of processes is the one presented in Section 6.2, with the addition of two equations for recursion, namely equation (E-Pvar) and equation (E-Prec). The encoding of process variable and recursive process is an homomorphism.

The encoding of types is a conservative extension of the one presented in Section 6.1, the latter being the encoding of only the linear pretypes, linp. Here, we give the encoding of both the linear and the unrestricted pretypes as well as the recursive types that we added at the beginning of this chapter, namely we encode the types produced by the syntax $T ::= q.p | \text{end} | t | \mu t.T$. The encoding of
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Types Encoding:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[\text{end}]</td>
<td>(\emptyset)</td>
<td>(E-qEnd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([q!T.U])</td>
<td>(m_0([T], [U]))</td>
<td>(E-qOUT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([q?T.U])</td>
<td>(m_1([T], [U]))</td>
<td>(E-qINF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([q \oplus {l_i : T_i}_{i \in I}])</td>
<td>(m_o({l_i.[T_i]}_{i \in I}))</td>
<td>(E-qSELECT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([q \otimes {l_i : T_i}_{i \in I}])</td>
<td>(m_i({l_i.[T_i]}_{i \in I}))</td>
<td>(E-qBRANCH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\mu t.T])</td>
<td>(\mu t.[T])</td>
<td>(E-TREC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Terms Encoding:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(X_f)</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td>(E-PVAR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{rec}X.P]_f)</td>
<td>(\text{rec}X.[P]_f)</td>
<td>(E-PREC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Typing Context Encoding:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([\emptyset]_f)</td>
<td>(\emptyset)</td>
<td>(E-EMPTY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\Gamma; x : T]_f)</td>
<td>([\Gamma]_f \uplus f_x : [T])</td>
<td>(E-GAMMA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\Theta; X : \Gamma]_f)</td>
<td>([\Theta]_f \uplus X : [\Gamma]_f)</td>
<td>(E-THETA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\Theta; \Gamma]_f)</td>
<td>([\Theta]_f \uplus [\Gamma]_f)</td>
<td>(E-CTXREC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10.4: Encoding of recursive types, terms and typing contexts

linear pretypes is exactly as in Section 6.1, by letting the \(\text{lin}\) qualifier be interpreted as \(\ell_\alpha\), where \(\alpha\) is the action that follow the qualifier. The encoding of unrestricted pretypes follows the same idea as for the linear ones, by letting the \(\text{un}\) qualifier be interpreted as \(\alpha\), the latter being the action that follow the qualifier. Put together, the encoding of a \(q\) pretype is a channel type with action \(\alpha\) and multiplicity \(m\), linear or unrestricted, namely \(m_\alpha\). The encoding of recursive type constructs is an homomorphism and is given by equations (E-TVar) and (E-TRec), respectively for the recursive type variable \(t\) and for the recursive type \(\mu t.T\).
10.5 Properties of the Encoding

In this section, we present the main properties related to the encoding of recursive types and terms added to both $\pi$-calculus with sessions and the standard one. Notice in the following that the typing judgements are different with respect to the ones in the original theorem, in that they are augmented with $\Theta$ to accommodate assumptions on recursive variables. However, this is an extension performed to every case of the original theorem.

We start with the correctness of the encoding for values. In particular, the following lemma is an extension of Lemma 6.3.8 and Lemma 6.3.9

**Lemma 10.5.1** (Correctness of Typing Values). $\Theta; \Gamma \vdash v : T$ if and only if $\llbracket \Theta \vdash \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket v \rrbracket_f : \llbracket T \rrbracket_f$.

*Proof.* The only case to consider is rule (T$\pi$-E$\text{Val}$), which is added on both calculus with and without sessions. Both directions of the lemma are trivial. □

The following theorem states the correctness of the encoding for typing derivations for processes: a recursive session process is well-typed if and only if the encoded recursive process is well-typed. Notice that this is a case accommodating recursion and is integrated to the main theorems on correctness of typing processes via encoding, namely Theorem 6.3.10 and Theorem 6.3.11.

**Theorem 10.5.2** (Correctness of Typing Recursion). $\Theta; \Gamma \vdash \text{rec}X.P$ if and only if $\llbracket \Theta \vdash \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket \text{rec}X.P \rrbracket_f$.

*Proof.* We split the proof as follows:

- (only if):
  This case is done by induction on the last typing rule applied for deriving $\Theta; \Gamma \vdash \text{rec}X.P$. The last rule applied must be (T-Rec$\text{Proc}$). Hence, by induction hypothesis we have: $\llbracket \Theta \rrbracket_f, X : \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f : \llbracket P \rrbracket_f$. By letting $f = f'$ and by applying rule (T$\pi$-Rec$\text{Proc}$) we obtain $\llbracket \Theta \rrbracket_f; \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket \text{rec}X.P \rrbracket_f$.

- (if):
  This case is done by induction on the structure of the recursion process. By (E-Pr$\text{Rec}$) we have $\llbracket \text{rec}X.P \rrbracket_f \stackrel{\text{def}}{=} \text{rec}X.\llbracket P \rrbracket_f$ and assume that $\llbracket \Theta \rrbracket_f; \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_f \vdash \llbracket \text{rec}X.P \rrbracket_f$. This means that the last rule applied must have been (T$\pi$-Rec$\text{Proc}$). As in the previous case, we conclude by induction hypothesis, letting $f' = f$ and applying (T-Rec$\text{Proc}$).
The following theorem states the operational correspondence for recursive processes. We first start with an auxiliary definition.

**Definition 10.5.3.** Let $Q$ be a session process and $X$ be free in $Q$ and let $Q[\text{rec } X/Q]$ denote process $Q$ where process variable $X$ is substituted by $\mu X.Q$. Then,

$$\llbracket Q[\text{rec } X/Q] \rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket Q \rrbracket_f[\text{rec } \llbracket Q \rrbracket_f/X]$$

We prove the following theorem which is an extension to the original operational correspondence theorem, in order to accommodate recursive processes.

**Theorem 10.5.4 (OC for Recursive Process).** Let $P$ be a process in the $\pi$-calculus with sessions. Then,

1. If $P \rightarrow P'$ then $\llbracket P \rrbracket_f \rightarrow \equiv \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f$,
2. If $\llbracket P \rrbracket_f \rightarrow \equiv Q$ then, $\exists P', E[\cdot]$ such that $E[P] \rightarrow E[P']$ and $Q \rightarrow^{*} \equiv \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f$, where $f'$ is the updated $f$ after the communication and $f_x = f_y$ for all $(\nu xy) \in E[\cdot]$.

**Proof.** The two cases are as follows

1. The proof is done by induction on the length of the derivation $P \rightarrow P'$.

   - Case (R-Rec):
     $$\frac{P[\text{rec } P/X] \rightarrow P'}{P \rightarrow P'}$$

     By induction hypothesis we have that $\llbracket P[\text{rec } P/X] \rrbracket_f \rightarrow \equiv \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f$. By applying (R$\pi$-Rec) and (R$\pi$-Struct) we conclude that $\llbracket P \rrbracket_f \rightarrow \equiv \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f$.

2. The proof is done by induction on the last reduction rule applied to obtain $\llbracket P \rrbracket_f \rightarrow \equiv Q$. The only case to be considered is the following:

   - Case (R$\pi$-Rec):
     
     We have that $\llbracket P \rrbracket_f \rightarrow R$ and $R \equiv Q$. By the premise of rule (R$\pi$-Rec) this means that $\llbracket P \rrbracket_f[\text{rec } \llbracket P \rrbracket_f/X] \rightarrow R$, which by Definition 10.5.3 we have that $\llbracket P \rrbracket_f[\text{rec } \llbracket P \rrbracket_f/X] = \llbracket P \rrbracket_f[\text{rec } P/X]$. namely $\llbracket P[\text{rec } P/X] \rrbracket_f \rightarrow \equiv Q$. We conclude by induction hypothesis and rule (R-Rec) and by letting $E[\cdot] = [\cdot]$ and $Q \equiv \llbracket P' \rrbracket_f$.

\[ \square \]
CHAPTER 11

From \( \pi \)-Types to Session Types

11.1 Further Considerations

As explained in the previous sections, a session type is interpreted as a linear channel type, which in turn carries a linear channel. In order to satisfy this linearity, a fresh channel is created at any step of communication and is sent to the communicating peer together with the message to be transmitted. The channel sent is then used to continue the rest of the communication. Session types are structured as opposed to standard \( \pi \)-types which are not. However, the creation and transmission of a channel simulates the structure of a session type.

There are two processes in the encoding presented in Chapter 6 that create a new channel, the output process and the selection process, the latter being a generalisation of the former. Namely

\[
\llbracket x!(y).P \rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} (\nu c) f_s ! (y, c). \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f_s(x \to c)}
\]
\[
\llbracket x \triangleright l_j. P \rrbracket_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} (\nu c) f_s ! (l_j, c). \llbracket P \rrbracket_{f_s(x \to c)}
\]

Once can argue that there is an overhead in creating at every output action a new channel to simulate the continuation of the communication. In the following, we show that the transmission of a new channels is not necessary. What we propose is to modify the encoding in order to mimic even more a session type. In this
optimal approach we reuse the same channel. But then, since channel variables have linear types, doing so would lead to a typing problem, since the process would not be well-typed, as it obviously violates linearity. In order to overcome this problem, we modify the typing rules as in the following paragraphs, for both the output and the selection processes.

**Output** Consider the output process $x!\langle v \rangle.P$ in the session $\pi$-calculus, which again is encoded as:

$$⟦x!\langle v \rangle.P⟧_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} (νc)f_x!\langle v, c \rangle.⟦P⟧_{f,(v\leftarrow c)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11.1)

The optimised encoding is as follows:

$$⟦x!\langle v \rangle.P⟧_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} x!\langle v, x \rangle.⟦P⟧$$  \hspace{1cm} (11.2)

In order to overcome the linearity violation, we modify the type system by introducing the following typing rule for the output:

$$\frac{Γ_1 ⊢ x : ℓ_0 [\overrightarrow{T}] \quad Γ_2, x : ℓ_α [\overrightarrow{S}] ⊢ \overrightarrow{\nu} : \overrightarrow{T} \quad Γ_3, x : ℓ_π [\overrightarrow{S}] ⊢ P}{Γ_1 \uplus Γ_2 \uplus Γ_3 ⊢ x!\langle \overrightarrow{v} \rangle.P}$$ \hspace{1cm} (T\pi\text{-OUTBIS})

The above typing rule states that the output process $x!\langle \overrightarrow{v} \rangle.P$ is well-typed if the variable $x$ is a linear channel used in output to transmit values of type $\overrightarrow{T}$, and the sequence of values $\overrightarrow{v}$ is of the expected sequence of types $\overrightarrow{T}$. Notice that the typing context $\overrightarrow{Γ}$, differently from the original (T\pi\text{-OUT}), is augmented with the type assumption of $x$ having type $ℓ_α [\overrightarrow{S}]$. Since this is a linear type, it implies that $x \in \overrightarrow{v}$. In addition, process $P$ is well-typed under the assumption that $x$ has the dual type of the type it has when transmitted, namely $ℓ_π [\overrightarrow{S}]$.

**Selection** Consider the selection process $x \leftarrow l_j.P$ in the session $\pi$-calculus, which again is encoded as:

$$⟦x \leftarrow l_j.P⟧_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} (νc)f_x!\langle l_j, c \rangle.⟦P⟧_{f,(l_j\leftarrow c)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11.3)

The optimised encoding is as follows:

$$⟦x \leftarrow l_j.P⟧_f \overset{\text{def}}{=} x!\langle l_j, x \rangle.⟦P⟧$$  \hspace{1cm} (11.4)
11.2. TYPED BEHAVIOURAL EQUIVALENCE

By using \((T\pi-\text{LVAL})\)

\[
\frac{\Gamma, x : \ell_\alpha [\tilde{S}] \vdash x : \ell_\alpha [\tilde{S}] = T_j \quad j \in I}{\Gamma, x : \ell_\alpha [\tilde{S}] \vdash \ell_j.x : \langle l_i.T_i \rangle_{i \in I}} \quad (T\pi-\text{LVAL})
\]

And using \((T\pi-\text{OutBis})\), we type the encoding of the selection process.

Notice that the encoding of session types remains as in Fig. 6.1, and the encoding of session processes remains as in Fig. 6.2, except for equations 11.2 and 11.4 which substitute respectively 11.1 and 11.3.

11.2 Typed Behavioural Equivalence

In this section we show that 11.1 and 11.2 as well as 11.3 and 11.4 are typed strong barbed congruent. We first give a few definitions, taken from [101], that can lead us to our result. We start with the following two auxiliary definitions:

**Definition 11.2.1 (Context).** A context in the \(\pi\)-calculus is obtained when the hole \([\cdot]\) replaces an occurrence of the terminated process 0 in a process term produced by the grammar in Section 4.1.

**Definition 11.2.2 (Strong Barbed Bisimilarity).** Strong barbed bisimilarity is the largest, symmetric relation \(\sim\) such that if whenever \(P \sim Q\),

1. If \(P\) performs an input/output action with subject \(x\), then \(Q\) also performs an input/output action with subject \(x\).

2. \(P \rightarrow P'\) implies \(Q \rightarrow Q'\) for some process \(Q'\) with \(P' \sim Q'\).

Two processes \(P, Q\) are strong barbed bisimilar if \(P \sim Q\).

**Definition 11.2.3 (Strong Barbed Congruence).** Two processes are strong barbed congruent if they are strong barbed bisimilar for every arbitrary context they are placed into.

We pass now from the definition of strong barbed congruence to the typed version of it.

**Definition 11.2.4 (Typed Strong Barbed Congruence).** Let \(\Delta \vdash P\) and \(\Delta \vdash Q\). We say that processes \(P, Q\) are strong barbed congruent at \(\Delta\), denoted \(\Delta \triangleright P \simeq^c Q\), if they are strong barbed congruent for every \((\Gamma/\Delta)\)-context, with \(\Gamma\) closed.
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We explain intuitively a \((\Gamma/\Delta)\)-context. We refer to [101] for the formal definition. A \((\Gamma/\Delta)\)-context, when filled with a well-typed process in \(\Delta\) becomes a well-typed process in \(\Gamma\).

An important result, which will act as a proof technique in the following, is the Context Lemma for the typed strong barbed congruence.

**Definition 11.2.5.** Suppose \(\Delta \vdash P\) and \(\Delta \vdash Q\). We write \(\Delta \triangleright P \simeq^s Q\) if for every closed \(\Gamma\) that extends \(\Delta\), for every \(\Delta\)-to-\(\Gamma\) substitution \(\sigma\) and every process \(R\) such that \(\Gamma \vdash R\), it holds that \(R \mid \sigma(P)\) is strong barbed bisimilar to \(R \mid \sigma(Q)\).

**Lemma 11.2.6 (Context Lemma).** Suppose \(\Delta \vdash P\) and \(\Delta \vdash Q\). \(\Delta \triangleright P \simeq^c Q\) if and only if \(\Delta \triangleright P \simeq^c Q\).

### 11.2.1 Equivalence Results for the Encoding

We are ready now to present the result on typed strong barbed congruence of the encoding of the output and the selection processes. They are as follows.

**Output** Let

\[
\Gamma = x : \ell_0 [T, \ell_\alpha [\hat{S}]], v : T
\]

\[
P_1 = (\nu c)x!(v, c).\llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,(x \rightarrow c)}
\]

\[
P_2 = x!(v, x).\llbracket P \rrbracket
\]

then

\(\Gamma \triangleright P_1 \simeq^c P_2\) \hspace{1cm} (11.5)

**Selection** Let

\[
\Gamma = x : \ell_0 [(l_i T_i)_{i \in I}]
\]

\[
P_1 = (\nu c)x!(l_j \cdot c).\llbracket P \rrbracket_{f,(x \rightarrow c)}
\]

\[
P_2 = x!(l_j \cdot x).\llbracket P \rrbracket
\]

then

\(\Gamma \triangleright P_1 \simeq^c P_2\) \hspace{1cm} (11.6)

Both 11.5 and 11.6 follow from applying the Subject Reduction Theorem 4.5.2 and the Context Lemma 11.2.6.
In Part II and III of this dissertation, we proposed an interpretation of session types into ordinary $\pi$-types, more precisely into linear channel types and variant types.

Linearity is a concept widely used in various areas of computer science. Intuitively, when linearity of a resource is enforced, it means that the resource is used exactly once, namely it cannot be used more than once and on the other hand it must be used at least once. Linear channel types [70, 101] assure that a channel is used exactly once for communication.

Variant types [101] are a labelled form of disjoint union of types, where the order of components does not matter and labels are all distinct. Variant types come together with specific terms in the calculus, in particular the variant values and the case process. A variant value is a labelled value and a case process is a process construct native of the standard $\pi$-calculus. The branching and selection processes in the session $\pi$-calculus are similar and are inspired by the case process, in that they offer a sequence of labelled processes from which the communicating party can choose.

In Part II we developed Kobayashi’s proposal of an encoding of session types into linear channel types and variant types. We showed that the encoding is faithful, in that it allows us to derive all the basic properties of session types, by exploiting the analogous properties of $\pi$-types. In Part III we showed that the encoding is robust, by analysing a few non-trivial extensions to session types, namely subtyping, polymorphism and higher-order. Finally, we proposed an op-
timisation of linear channels permitting the reuse of the same channel for the
continuation of the communication and proved a typed barbed congruence result.
This optimisation considerably simplifies the encoding, which is parametrised in
function $f$ which on some terms, like in input and output processes becomes the
identity function. The encoding of session types, however is the same as before.

**Contribution**  The encoding we presented in Part II and III has several benefits.
We list them in the following.

- The elimination of the redundancy introduced both in the syntax of types
  and in the syntax of terms.

- The derivation of properties like Subject Reduction and Type Safety as
  straightforward corollaries, thus eliminating redundancy also in the proofs.

- Privacy, communication safety and session fidelity requirements in session
  types are handled by the check of linearity and the encoding in the standard
typed $\pi$-calculus. Duality boils down to opposite outermost capabilities of
  linear channel types.

- The encoding is robust with respect to extensions like subtyping, polymor-
  phism, higher-order and recursion. This permits to prove properties of ex-
  tension typing features by exploiting the well-established theory of the stan-
  dard typed $\pi$-calculus.

As the last point states, the encoding allows us to easily obtain extensions of the
session calculus, by exploiting the theory of the $\pi$-calculus. In particular, as shown
in Section 8.2 about the bounded polymorphism, our approach makes it easy even
when the intended extension was not already present in the $\pi$-calculus. In these
cases one can just provide the $\pi$-calculus with the intended capability and obtain
the same capability in sessions. The whole process has shown to be much easier
passing through $\pi$-calculus than doing it from scratch for sessions.

We conclude that session types theory is indeed derivable from the theory of
$\pi$ calculus. This does not mean that we believe session types are useless: on the
contrary, due to their simple and intuitive structure they represent a sophisticated
tool for describing and reasoning about communication protocols in distributed
scenarios. Our aim was to provide a methodology for facilitating the definition of
session types and their extensions, hence encouraging their study.
Related and Future Work  The idea of encoding session types into linear \( \pi \)-types is not new. Kobayashi [66, 69] proposes such an encoding, but he did not provide any formal study of it. Demangeon and Honda [33] provide a subtyping theory for a \( \pi \)-calculus augmented with branch and select constructs and show an encoding of the session calculus. They prove the soundness of the encoding and the full abstraction. The main differences with respect to our work are: i) the target language is closer to the session calculus having branch and select constructs, instead we adopt the standard \( \pi \)-calculus where in place of branching and selection we provide the native case process and in place of the branch and select type we provide the standard variant type; ii) a refined subtyping theory is provided, instead we focus on encoding of the session calculus in the standard \( \pi \)-calculus in order to exploit its rich and well-established theory; iii) we study the encoding in a systematic way as a means to formally derive session types and all their properties, in order to provide a methodology for the treatment of session types and their extensions without the burden of establishing the underlying theory.

As long as variant types are concerned, our encoding shows that they are an essential native type construct in the typed \( \pi \)-calculus. This has been proved also by other works on encodings where variant types have been used, in particular, we mention the encoding of a typed object-oriented calculus into the typed \( \pi \)-calculus with variant types [99].

Other expressivity results regarding session types include the work by Caires and Pfenning [16]. In this paper, the authors present a type system for the \( \pi \)-calculus that corresponds to the standard sequent calculus proof system for dual intuitionistic linear logic (DILL). They give an interpretation of intuitionistic linear logic formulas as a form of session types. These results are complemented and strengthened with a theory of logical relations [96]. An interpretation of the simply-typed \( \lambda \)-calculus in the \( \pi \)-calculus with session is given in [105]. As stated by the authors this encoding is done in two steps: first by giving a standard embedding of simply-typed \( \lambda \)-calculus in a linear \( \lambda \)-calculus and second by a translation of linear natural deduction into linear sequent calculus.

Another work on expressivity is the one by Wadler [113], which follows the line of [16]. In this paper, the author proposes a calculus where propositions of classical linear logic correspond to session types.

Igarashi and Kobayashi [57] have developed a single generic type system (GTS) for the \( \pi \)-calculus from which numerous specific type systems can be obtained by varying certain parameters. A range of type systems are thus obtained as instances of the generic one. In [45] the authors define an interpretation from
session types and terms into GTS by proving operational correspondence and correctness of the encoding. However, as the authors state, the encoding they present is very complex and deriving properties of sessions passing through GTS would be more difficult than proving them directly. Instead, the encoding we present is very simple and properties of sessions are derived as straightforward corollaries from the corresponding ones in the $\pi$-calculus.

All the above works are clearly an expressivity result. The encoding we propose is an expressivity result, as well. However, in addition our encoding is a powerful means for deriving the theory of session types and its possible extensions by the well-known theory of the standard $\pi$-calculus.

As long as future work on the encoding is concerned we want to investigate a major topic, that of multiparty session types [56]. In a nutshell, multiparty session types differ from dyadic session types in the order in which session channels are used. In a dyadic scenario, the participants share one channel, by owning the opposite endpoints. In a multiparty scenario, due to the presence of many participants, various session channels are used and hence the order in which these channels are used is important to guarantee communication safety and session fidelity. Our encoding should be extended in order to accommodate this notion of causality of channels introduced in [56].
Part IV

Progress of Communication
The notion of progress is a fundamental characteristic of safe programs in a language model. Intuitively, it means that a safe program never gets “stuck”, i.e., reach a state that is not designated as a final value and the semantics of the language does not tell how to evaluate further [97].

The notion of progress is well-understood in models such as the $\lambda$-calculus [6] and it is typically analysed in closed terms through type systems. On the other hand, we have only recently begun to scratch the surface of its meaning in models for concurrency and distributed systems.

The most basic property related to progress in concurrency is deadlock-freedom: “a process is deadlock-free if it can always reduce until it eventually terminates” [65, 68]. Observe that a deadlock-free process can diverge. So, said differently, a communication will eventually succeed unless the whole process diverges. Also, and more interestingly, in a deadlock-free process some subprocesses can get stuck. For instance, consider the following process:

$$P = (\nu x)(x?(y).\bot \mid \Omega)$$

where $\Omega$ is a diverging process executing an infinite series of internal actions. Even though the subterm $x?(y).\bot$ will never reduce, process $P$ is deadlock-free.

In order to cope with this limitation of the deadlock-freedom property, lock-freedom or livelock-freedom has been proposed as a stronger property that requires every input/output action to be eventually executed under fair process scheduling [65]. Said differently, a communication will eventually succeed even if the
whole process diverges. Different techniques have been proposed for guaranteeing deadlock- and lock-freedom, mostly based on type systems [22, 65, 68, 72, 89].

All the aforementioned techniques are applied to closed processes, i.e., processes that do not communicate with the environment. However, a useful application of process calculi is to model open-ended systems where participants can join the system dynamically [35, 86, 89, 92]. A recent line of work has begun investigating the meaning of progress for such open-ended systems. Intuitively, in this setting a process has the progress property if it can reduce when it is put in execution in a suitable context. This notion has been analysed when considering only the behaviour of each single channel in isolation [31, 56, 109] and of the whole system [20, 27] in the context of session types.

We observe that progress in open-ended systems is a compositional notion, since an open process that has progress can be composed with another compatible process to obtain a system that does not get stuck. Interestingly, this compositionality seems to lead back to the notion of lock-freedom, in that both notions inspect subprocesses of a system. Thus, we ask:

*What is the relationship between the notions of lock-freedom and progress for open-ended systems?*

Answering the question above would lead to a better understanding of the progress property in concurrency. Ideally, it would allow techniques and results obtained for one property to be applied to the other.

In the following we list the major contributions of Part IV.

**Progress in the $\pi$-calculus with sessions** We discuss the relationship between progress and lock-freedom in the setting of $\pi$-calculus with sessions (Section 14.3), by studying the properties of processes that are well-typed in the standard type system based on session types given by Vasconcelos [109]. Our first result is that for well-typed processes with no open sessions (closed processes), the progress and lock-freedom properties coincide: a well-typed closed process has progress if and only if it is lock-free (Section 14.3.1). Building on top of this result, we prove that it is possible to relate progress to lock-freedom even in the setting of processes with open sessions (Section 14.3.2): a well-typed process has progress if and only if it can be put in a context such that the composition is a well-typed closed process and lock-free. In other words we prove that, in the setting of well-typed processes in the $\pi$-calculus with sessions, *progress is a compositional form of the notion of lock-freedom.* Crucial to our development is the
definition of a new “closure” procedure for generating well-typed contexts that are guaranteed not to introduce locks, which exploits the types of the process for which the context is generated.

A static analysis for progress in the $\pi$-calculus with sessions Guided by the discovery that progress is related to lock-freedom, we show that it is possible to build a static analysis for progress in the $\pi$-calculus with sessions by reusing an analysis for lock-freedom in the standard $\pi$-calculus. Specifically, we present how Kobayashi’s type system for lock-freedom [65] can be reused for establishing whether a process has progress. Reusing Kobayashi’s type system for progress analysis yields a new powerful technique that captures new processes that have progress that could not be recognised by previous techniques.

Roadmap to Part IV The rest of Part IV is organised as follows. Chapter 12 gives a background on the standard $\pi$-calculus by focusing in particular in the syntax of types and in the type system for guaranteeing the lock-freedom property. Chapter 13 gives a background on the $\pi$-calculus with sessions which reports few modifications with respect to the one introduced in Part II: it includes recursion and recursive types and the choice operator is enhanced to accommodate the progress property. Chapter 14 introduces the notion of progress for the $\pi$-calculus with session, by relating it to the notion of lock-freedom for sessions. In addition it gives a static way for checking progress for sessions, by using the type system for lock-freedom given in Chapter 12.
CHAPTER 12

Background on $\pi$-types for Lock-Freedom

In this chapter we introduce Kobayashi’s type system for lock-freedom [65, 67]. We start by presenting the syntax of terms and the operational semantics for the standard $\pi$-calculus, which are the same as in Chapter 4. However, for the sake of readability, we recall them briefly in this chapter. Then we introduce a new syntax of types: the usage types. To conclude, we give the type system with usage types which checks the lock-freedom property.

12.1 Syntax

The syntax of terms in the standard (polyadic) $\pi$-calculus is basically the same as in Section 4.1 and is given in Fig. 12.1. Processes include the output $x!(\overline{v}).P$ and the input $x?((\overline{y}).P$ processes, where a tuple of values is transmitted; conditional $\textbf{if } v \textbf{ then } P \textbf{ else } Q$; standard constructs as parallel composition $P \mid Q$, inaction $\textbf{0}$ and restriction $(\nu x)P$; the $\textbf{case}$ process and the new constructs wrt Section 4.1 are the process variable $X$ and the recursive process $\textbf{rec}X.P$. Values include variables ranged by $x$, ground values, in particular the boolean ones $\textbf{true}$ and $\textbf{false}$, and variant value or labelled value $l_v$. 
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\[ P, Q ::= x!(\tilde{v}).P \quad \text{output} \\
   x?(\tilde{y}).P \quad \text{input} \\
   \text{if } v \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q \quad \text{conditional} \\
   P \mid Q \quad \text{composition} \\
   0 \quad \text{inaction} \\
   (\nu x)P \quad \text{channel restriction} \\
   \text{case } v \text{ of } \{ l_i \triangleright P_i \}_{i \in I} \quad \text{case} \\
   \text{rec}X.P \quad \text{recursive process} \\
   v ::= x \quad \text{variable} \\
   \text{true} \ | \ \text{false} \quad \text{boolean values} \\
   l \_ v \quad \text{variant value} \]

Figure 12.1: Syntax of the standard $\pi$-calculus

### 12.2 Semantics

The (most important) reduction rules are presented in Fig. 12.2. They are a combination of the rules presented in Section 4.2 and in Section 10.2. We do not present the reduction rules for context closure under composition, restriction and structural congruence, the latter being the standard one.

\[
\begin{align*}
(R\pi\text{-Com}) & \quad x!(\tilde{v}).P \mid x?(\tilde{z}).Q \rightarrow P \mid Q[\tilde{v}/\tilde{z}] \\
(R\pi\text{-Case}) & \quad \text{case } l_j \_ v \text{ of } \{ l_i \triangleright P_i \}_{i \in I} \rightarrow P_j[\tilde{v}/x_j] \quad j \in I \\
(R\pi\text{-Rec}) & \quad \text{rec}X.P \rightarrow P' \\
& \quad \frac{P[\text{rec}X.P/X] \rightarrow P'}{\text{rec}X.P \rightarrow P'}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 12.2: Semantics of the standard $\pi$-calculus

### 12.3 Types for Lock-Freedom

The syntax of types is given in Fig. 12.3 and is inspired by Kobayashi’s works on lock-freedom [65, 67]. Let $\alpha$ range over actions, $U$ over usages and $T$ over types. An action $\alpha$ can be an input action ‘i’, or an output action ‘o’, (we omit the connection action $\#$, since it can be simulated by $\mid$, as explained in the following). Usages $U$ build up channel types. A usage can be an empty usage $\emptyset$, denoting a channel that cannot be used at all for communication, in the same way as in
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\[ \alpha ::= \begin{array}{l} \mathtt{i} \quad \text{input action} \\ \mathtt{o} \quad \text{output action} \end{array} \]

\[ U ::= \begin{array}{l} \emptyset \quad \text{not usable} \\ \alpha^o.U \quad \text{used once for } \alpha \text{ and then for } U \\ (U_1 | U_2) \quad \text{used in parallel} \\ t \quad \text{usage variable} \\ \mu t.U \quad \text{recursive usage} \end{array} \]

\[ m U ::= \begin{array}{l} \ell U \quad \text{linear usage} \\ U \quad \text{unrestricted usage} \end{array} \]

\[ T ::= \begin{array}{l} [\bar{T}] m U \quad \text{channel types} \\ \langle l_i, T_i \rangle_{i \in I} \quad \text{variant type} \\ \mathtt{Bool} \quad \text{boolean type} \\ \ldots \quad \text{other constructs} \end{array} \]

\[ o, c \in \text{Nat} \quad o, c \text{ in natural numbers} \]

Figure 12.3: Syntax of usage types

Section 4.3; we will often omit it when not necessary. Usage \( \alpha^o.U \) describes a channel used once for input or output, depending on the action \( \alpha \), and then used according to \( U \). The annotations \( o \) and \( c \) in the action \( \alpha \) are natural numbers and are called \textit{obligation level} and \textit{capability level} of an action, respectively. We will commonly refer to them as \textit{tags} or \textit{attributes} and we will comment on these numbers in the following. Usage \( U_1 | U_2 \) describes a channel used according to \( U_1 \) and \( U_2 \) in parallel. Usage variable \( t \) is combined with the recursive usage \( \mu t.U \) which is used according to \( U[\mu t.U/t] \). A type \( T \) can be a channel type \([\bar{T}] m U\), used according usage \( U \) to transmit a sequence of values of types \( \bar{T} \). As we can see, the usages describe a channel used in structured way, which recalls the session types. However, the main difference with session types is that the carried type associated to a usage is always the same \( \bar{T} \). In the same way as for session types, where one has linear or unrestricted pretypes, we associate to a usage \( U \) the qualifier \( \ell \) for linear usage, otherwise the usage is unrestricted. We use \( m U \) to range over linear usages \( \ell U \) or unrestricted ones \( U \). A type can also be variant type \( \langle l_i, T_i \rangle_{i \in I} \) or a ground type like \( \mathtt{Bool} \). Other type constructs, like \( \mathtt{Int}, \mathtt{String}, \ldots \), or product types or record types etc., can be added to the syntax of types, in the same way as stated in Section 4.3.

Let us now explain the meaning of tags. They are thought of and defined as abstract representations of \textit{time tags} or \textit{reduction steps} and are found in \[65, 67, 68\].
The reason for this vague interpretation of tags is that what matters is their relative meaning and how tags are ordered among them, rather than their absolute meaning. They capture the inter-channel dependencies in communications. Intuitively, the obligation level \( o \) of an action (input or output) denotes the necessity of the action to be executed, namely when the action is ready to be performed; the capability level \( c \) of an action denotes the guarantee for success of the action, namely how long does it take for the action to find its co-action. For example, suppose that a channel has usage \( i \rightarrow o \rightarrow c \). Its obligation \( o \) means that a process can perform actions having capability levels less than \( o \); said differently, the process becomes ready to use this channel for input within \( o \) steps, or time \( o \). Instead, its capability \( c \) means that the success of the input on this channel is guaranteed if the corresponding co-action has an obligation level less than or equal to \( c \); said differently, it succeeds to find its co-action in at most \( c \) steps, or time \( c \). It is important to notice that in the original works tags may range also over \( \infty \). It means that the success of the action is not guaranteed, or even that the action itself need not be executed at all. In this work, since we are considering processes that correspond to the encoding of a session process and we want that every action eventually takes place and succeeds, we exclude our tags to range over \( \infty \). The relation between obligations and capabilities in a process is: (i) the obligation of an action is smaller than or equal to the capability of its co-action; (ii) the obligation of an action is greater than the capabilities of every action prefixing it. We illustrate the usage of tags with two examples, reported below. The first example shows how tags work on a deadlocked process and the second example shows how tags work on a livelocked process.

**Example 12.3.1.** The process \((\nu x)(\nu y)(x?() . y!() | y?().x!)\) is deadlocked. Suppose that the usages are \( i \rightarrow o \rightarrow c \) for \( x \) and \( i \rightarrow o \rightarrow c \) for \( y \). Since \( x?() \) must wait for the corresponding output \( x!() \) to be executed, it must be the case that \( o_2 \leq c_1 \); for the same reason \( o_4 \leq c_3 \). Moreover, from the left part of the parallel composition we know that \( y \) is used for output only after the input on \( x \) succeeds, which yields \( c_1 < o_4 \); for the same reason \( c_3 < o_2 \). From these inequations we have \( o_2 \leq c_1 < o_4 \leq c_3 < o_2 \), which is a contradiction.

**Example 12.3.2.** The following process is deadlock-free but livelocked: \((\nu x)(x?().w) | (\nu y)(y!().x) | y?().recX(y!(z) | y?().X))\) Suppose \( y \) sends \( x \) having usage \( o \). For a message sent on \( y \) it takes to be received by its counterpart \( o_3(>0) \) steps. The subprocess \( y?().recX(y!(z) | y?().X) \) receives \( z \) of usage \( o \) and so it is supposed to use it in time \( o_1 \) for output. Then, \( z \) is resent again on \( y \).
which means it needs $o_3$ steps to be received, as previously stated. So, it means that $o_1 + o_3 \leq o_1$, which is a contradiction. Informally speaking, this example shows a process which is never stuck, because of infinite sendings, however the first input on $x$ will be never executed.

12.4 Typing Rules for Lock-Freedom

In this section we present the type system for lock-freedom which is an extension of the type system in [65], since that latter does not include case process or variant values. Before doing so we give few auxiliary definitions that lead to the definition of lock-freedom for the standard $\pi$-calculus taken from [65].

**Definition 12.4.1 (Reduction Sequence).** A set of processes $\{P_i\}_{i \in I}$ for $I \subseteq \text{Nat}$ is called a reduction sequence and is denoted as $P_0 \rightarrow P_1 \rightarrow P_2 \rightarrow \ldots$, if $P_{i-1} \rightarrow P_i \forall i \in I \setminus \{0\}$.

A reduction sequence is normal if i) $\forall i \in I P_i$ is in normal form and ii) the sequence of the restricted channels of $P_{i-1}$ is a prefix of the sequence of the restricted channels of $P_i$.

A reduction sequence is complete if either $I = \text{Nat}$ or $I = [n]$ and $P_n \not\rightarrow$.

**Definition 12.4.2 (Fair Reduction Sequence).** A normal, complete reduction sequence $P_0 \rightarrow P_1 \rightarrow P_2 \rightarrow \ldots$ is fair if the following conditions hold.

1. If there exists an increasing sequence $n_0 < n_1 < \cdots$ of natural numbers such that $P_{n_i} \equiv (\nu x) (x! (v).Q | x? (z).Q | Q' | R)$, $\forall n_j$, then there exists $n \geq n_0$ such that $P_n \equiv (\nu x) (x! (v).Q | x? (z).Q' | R')$ and $(\nu x) (Q | Q'[v/z] | Q' | R') \equiv P_{n+1}$.

2. If there exists an increasing sequence $n_0 < n_1 < \cdots$ of natural numbers such that $P_{n_j} \equiv (\nu x) (x? (z).Q | x! (v).Q | R_j)$, $\forall n_j$, then there exists $n \geq n_0$ such that $P_n \equiv (\nu x) (x? (z).Q | x! (v).Q' | R')$ and $(\nu x) (Q[v/z] | Q' | R') \equiv P_{n+1}$.

We are ready now to give the definition of the lock-freedom property in the standard $\pi$-calculus.

**Definition 12.4.3 (Lock-Freedom for Standard $\pi$).** A process $P_0$ is lock-free under fair scheduling, if for any fair reduction sequence $P_0 \rightarrow P_1 \rightarrow P_2 \rightarrow \cdots$ the following hold.
1. if $P_i \equiv (\nu \bar{x})(x!(v).Q | R)$ (for $i \geq 0$), implies that there exists $n \geq i$ such that $P_n \equiv (\nu \bar{x})(x!(v).Q | x?z.R_1 | R_2)$ and $P_{n+1} \equiv (\nu \bar{x})(Q | R_1[v/z] | R_2);

2. if $P_i \equiv (\nu \bar{x})(x?z.Q | R)$ for some $i \geq 0$, there exists $n \geq i$ such that $P_n \equiv (\nu \bar{x})(x?z.Q | x!(v).R_1 | R_2)$ and $P_{n+1} \equiv (\nu \bar{x})(Q[v/z] | R_1 | R_2)$.

Before commenting on the typing rules we first explain the following operations on types.

The unary operation $\uparrow^t$ applied on a usage $U$ lifts its obligation level up to $t$, and is defined inductively as:

$$
\uparrow^t \emptyset = \emptyset \\
\uparrow^t \alpha^o_c U = \alpha^\text{max(o,t)}_c U \\
\uparrow^t (U_1 | U_2) = (\uparrow^t U_1 | \uparrow^t U_2) \\
\uparrow^t t = t \\
\uparrow^t \mu t . U = \mu t . \uparrow^t U
$$

The $\uparrow^t$ is extended to types and typing context as follows:

$$
\uparrow^t [\bar{T}] m U = [\bar{T}] m \uparrow^t U \\
\uparrow^t T = \text{undef} \text{ otherwise} \\
(\uparrow^t \Gamma)(x) = \uparrow^t (\Gamma(x))
$$

The binary operation $|$ applied on usages $U_1$ and $U_2$ returns the usage $U_1 | U_2$. It is extended to types and typing context as follows:

$$
\text{Bool} | \text{Bool} = \text{Bool} \\
[\bar{T}] m U_1 | [\bar{T}] m U_2 = [\bar{T}] m (U_1 | U_2) \\
\langle l_1 . T_1 \ldots l_n . T_n \rangle | \langle l_1 . T_1 \ldots l_n . T_n \rangle = \langle l_1 . T_1 \ldots l_n . T_n \rangle \\
T | T' = \text{undef} \text{ otherwise}
$$

$x : T \in \Gamma_1 | \Gamma_2$ iff

$$
\begin{cases}
  x : T_1 \in \Gamma_1 \text{ and } x : T_2 \in \Gamma_2 \\
  \text{and } T = T_1 | T_2 \\
  x : T \in \Gamma_1 \text{ and } x \notin \text{dom(}\Gamma_2\text{)} \\
  x : T \in \Gamma_2 \text{ and } x \notin \text{dom(}\Gamma_1\text{)}
\end{cases}
$$

Notice that the parallel operator $|$ is defined similarly to the combination operator.
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Given in Section 4.4. As previously stated, we remove the connection $\#$ from the syntax of actions as it is simulated by $|$ present in the syntax of usages. In particular, $\#$ and $|$ on types (as well as $\forall$ and $|$ on typing contexts) denote channels capable of both input and output actions possibly in parallel.

The operator $\dagger$ is defined on typing contexts. $\Delta = x : [T] \alpha^c \dagger \Gamma$ is such that the following holds:

$$\text{dom}(\Delta) = \{x\} \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma)$$
$$\Delta(x) = \begin{cases} [\overline{T}]\alpha^0. U & \text{if } \Gamma(x) = [\overline{T}] U \\ [\overline{T}]\alpha^c & \text{if } x \notin \text{dom}(\Gamma) \end{cases}$$
$$\Delta(y) = \uparrow^{c+1} \Gamma(y) \quad \text{if } y \neq x$$

The last auxiliary notion we introduce before the typing rules is the reliability of a usage $U$, which is given by the predicate $\text{rel}(U)$. For a formal definition of the reliability predicate we refer to [65, 68]. Here we explain it in a more intuitive and informal way. A usage $U$ is said to be reliable, denoted with $\text{rel}(U)$, if after any reduction step, whenever it contains an action (input or output) having capability level $c$, it also contains the co-action with an obligation level at most $c$. In particular, when $U$ is a parallel usage, the predicate $\text{rel}(U)$, checks whether the obligations and capabilities of actions in $U$ respect the conditions previously stated in a ‘crossed’ way. This check is performed by the type system as we will see in the following.

The typing rules are reported in Fig. 12.4. The typing judgements are of the form $\Gamma \vdash_{LF} v : T$ for values and $\Gamma \vdash_{LF} P$ for processes. We use $\vdash_{LF}$ instead of just $\vdash$ in order to distinguish the type system for lock-freedom from the linear type system for the standard $\pi$-calculus. Rules (LF-Var), (LF-Val) and (LF-LVal) for values are the same as the corresponding ones in Section 4.4, where linear channel types are used. Rules (LF-Inact), (LF-If), (LF-Par) and (LF-Case) are the same as the corresponding ones in Section 4.4, where instead of the $\forall$ operator on linear types we use the $|$ operator on usages. Rule (LF-In) states that the input process $x?(\overline{y}).P$ is well-typed if $x$ is a channel used in input with obligation level 0. Moreover, the obligations of other channels in $\Gamma$ are raised by the auxiliary operator $\dagger$, to reflect in the types that the actions inside process $P$ are prefixed by the input action that is being typed and will thus become available later. Rule (LF-Out) states that the output process $x!(\overline{y}).P$ is well-typed and ready for execution if $x$ is a channel used in output and has obligation level 0. Moreover, the obligation level
of the values $\tilde{v}$ is decremented by 1, by applying the operation $\uparrow \tilde{T}$ in the premise of the rule: this is to reflect the fact that the actions on these values will become available one time step later, since they have to be transmitted first through the output action that is being typed. Finally, the obligations of channels in $\Gamma_1 \vdash \Gamma_2$ are raised by $\dagger$ for the same reasons as in rule (LF-IN). As stated in [66, 69] the typing rule for the output process is what differs the type system for deadlock-freedom from the type system for lock-freedom. The decrement operation on the obligation level avoids infinite sendings and hence livelocks, as shown in Example 12.3.2. Rule (LF-RES) is the key rule for establishing lock-freedom; it states that the restriction of a name $x$ in a process $P$ is well-typed if $x$ is used reliably.
The notion of reliability is checked by the predicate \( rel(U) \) which we previously introduced. Rules (LF-RecVar), (LF-RecProc) and (LF-EqVal) are the same as the ones presented in Section 10.3.

The type system we described guarantees the lock-freedom property. We state the following theorem which can be found in [65].

**Theorem 12.4.4** (Lock-Freedom). If \( \Gamma \vdash_{LF} P \) and \( rel(\Gamma) \), then \( P \) is lock-free.

**Corollary 12.4.5** (Lock-Freedom for Closed Processes). If \( \emptyset \vdash_{LF} P \), then \( P \) is lock-free.
Background on Session Types for Progress

In this chapter we recall the \( \pi \)-calculus with sessions given in Chapter 5, by performing few modifications to the syntax of types and terms in order to deal with progress property.

### 13.1 Syntax

The syntax of processes and values of the \( \pi \)-calculus with sessions is presented in the following Fig. 13.1. Processes include the output \( x!\langle v \rangle.P \) and the input \( x?\langle y \rangle.P \) processes, conditional if \( v \) then \( P \) else \( Q \), parallel composition \( P \mid Q \) and inaction \( 0 \) are standard. Process \( (vxy)P \) is the restriction of co-variables and \( X \) and \( \text{rec}X.P \) model recursion. Branching is the standard one \( x \triangleright \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I} \) as in Section 5.1. As long as selection is concerned, we adopt a more general notion of selection \( x \triangleright \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I} \) which substitutes the standard selection \( x \triangleright l_j.P \). The reason for this modification is to accommodate the notion of progress for sessions, and will be clearer in the next sections.

### 13.2 Semantics

The reduction rules are presented in Fig. 13.2 and are the same as the ones given in Section 5.2. We report only the most important ones: rules (R-Com), (R-Sel) and
13.3 TYPES

The syntax of types of the \( \pi \)-calculus with sessions is presented in Fig. 13.3 and is an extension of the syntax of types presented in Section 5.3, since it includes \( t \) and \( \mu t.T \) to model recursive types.

\[
P, Q ::= \ x!(v).P \quad \text{output} \\
x?(y).P \quad \text{input} \\
x \triangleleft \{l_i : P_i\}_{i \in I} \quad \text{selection} \\
x \triangleright \{l_i : P_i\}_{i \in I} \quad \text{branching} \\
\textbf{if } v \textbf{ then } P \textbf{ else } Q \quad \text{conditional} \\
P \mid Q \quad \text{composition} \\
0 \quad \text{inaction} \\
(\nu xy)P \quad \text{session restriction} \\
X \quad \text{process variable} \\
\texttt{recX}.P \quad \text{recursive process} \\
v ::= x \quad \text{variable} \\
\texttt{true} \ | \ \texttt{false} \quad \text{boolean values}
\]

Figure 13.1: Syntax of \( \pi \)-calculus with sessions: enhanced

\[
(R\text{-COM}) \quad (\nu xy)(x!(v).P \mid y?(z).Q \mid R) \rightarrow (\nu xy)(P \mid Q[v/z] \mid R) \\
(R\text{-SEL}) \quad (\nu xy)(x \triangleleft l_j.P \mid y \triangleright \{l_i : P_i\}_{i \in I} \mid R) \rightarrow (\nu xy)(P \mid P_j \mid R) \quad j \in I \\
(R\text{-SELNORM}) \quad x \triangleleft \{l_i : P_i\}_{i \in I} \rightarrow x \triangleleft l_j.P_j \quad j \in I \\
(R\text{-REC}) \quad P[\texttt{recX}.P/X] \rightarrow P' \\
\]

Figure 13.2: Semantics of session types: enhanced

(R-REC), were explained in details in the previous chapters. We add a selection normalisation, rule (R-SELNORM) stating that the new selection process \( x \triangleleft \{l_i : P_i\}_{i \in I} \) reduces to the old selection process \( x \triangleleft l_j.P \) being \( j \) one of the labels in \( I \). We omit the context closure rules for parallel composition, restriction and structural congruence, and the reader can refer to Section 5.2 for a detailed presentation.

13.3 Types

The syntax of types of the \( \pi \)-calculus with sessions is presented in Fig. 13.3 and is an extension of the syntax of types presented in Section 5.3, since it includes \( t \) and \( \mu t.T \) to model recursive types.
### Syntax of Session Types: Enhanced

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>`q ::= lin</td>
<td>un`</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>p ::= !T.T</code></td>
<td>send</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>?T.T</code></td>
<td>receive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>⊕\{i : T_i\}_{i \in I}</code></td>
<td>select</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>&amp;\{i : T_i\}_{i \in I}</code></td>
<td>branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>T ::= q p</code></td>
<td>qualified pretype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>end</code></td>
<td>termination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Bool</code></td>
<td>boolean type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>t</code></td>
<td>type variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>μt.T</code></td>
<td>recursive type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 13.3: Syntax of session types: enhanced*

### 13.4 Typing Rules

The typing judgements, since recursion is adopted, have the following form:

\[ \Theta; \Gamma \vdash P \]

where

\[ \Gamma ::= \emptyset \mid \Gamma, x : T \]

\[ \Theta ::= \emptyset \mid \Theta, X : \Gamma \]

The typing rules are presented in the following Fig. 13.4. The only difference is in rule (T-Sele), which well-types the new selection process. This typing rule is very similar to the typing rule for branching, since the selection process chooses over a set of labels and not only one label.
Figure 13.4: Typing rules for the π-calculus with sessions: enhanced
In this chapter we present our main results related to progress and lock-freedom in the $\pi$-calculus with sessions. We start by giving the definition of lock-freedom for sessions, which is an adaptation of the corresponding definition in the standard $\pi$-calculus and we give a relation between lock-freedom and the notion of progress already defined for sessions [20, 27].

## 14.1 Lock-Freedom for Sessions

In order to formally define the lock-freedom property, we give in the following a few definitions and auxiliary lemmas [65], which are originally stated for the standard $\pi$-calculus and are adapted here for the $\pi$-calculus with session, taking care in particular about the choice processes.

**Definition 14.1.1** (Reduction Sequence). A set of processes $\{P_i\}_{i \in I}$ for $I \subseteq \text{Nat}$ is called a reduction sequence and is denoted as $P_0 \rightarrow P_1 \rightarrow P_2 \rightarrow \ldots$, if $P_{i-1} \rightarrow P_i \ \forall i \in I \setminus \{0\}$.

A reduction sequence is normal if i) $\forall i \in I \ P_i$ is in normal form and ii) the sequence of the restricted channels of $P_{i-1}$ is a prefix of the sequence of the restricted channels of $P_i$.

A reduction sequence is complete if either $I = \text{Nat}$ or $I = [n]$ and $P_n \rightarrow$. 
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Definition 14.1.2 (Fair Reduction Sequence). A normal, complete reduction sequence \( P_0 \to P_1 \to P_2 \to \ldots \) is fair if the following conditions hold.

1. If there exists an increasing sequence \( n_0 < n_1 < \cdots \) of natural numbers such that \( P_{n_j} \equiv (v_{xj}y_j)(x!\langle v \rangle.Q \mid y\langle z \rangle.Q_j \mid R_j) \), \( \forall n_j \), then there exists \( n \geq n_0 \) such that \( P_n \equiv (v_{x\tilde{y}})(x!\langle v \rangle.Q \mid y\langle z \rangle.Q' \mid R') \) and 
\( (v_{x\tilde{y}})(Q \mid Q'[v/z] \mid R') \equiv P_{n+1} \).

2. If there exists an increasing sequence \( n_0 < n_1 < \cdots \) of natural numbers such that \( P_{n_j} \equiv (v_{xj}y_j)(x\langle ? \rangle(z).Q \mid y\langle?v \rangle.Q_j \mid R_j) \), \( \forall n_j \), then there exists \( n \geq n_0 \) such that \( P_n \equiv (v_{x\tilde{y}})(x\langle ? \rangle(z).Q \mid y\langle?v \rangle.Q' \mid R') \) and 
\( (v_{x\tilde{y}})(Q[v/z] \mid Q' \mid R') \equiv P_{n+1} \).

3. If there exists an increasing sequence \( n_0 < n_1 < \cdots \) of natural numbers such that \( P_{n_j} \equiv (v_{x\tilde{y}})(x \triangleright \ Association \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I} \mid y \triangleright \ Association \{ l_i : Q_i \}_{i \in I} \mid R_j) \), \( \forall n_j \), then there exists \( n \geq n_0 \) such that \( P_n \equiv (v_{x\tilde{y}})(x \triangleright \ Association \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I} \mid y \triangleright \ Association \{ l_i : Q_i \}_{i \in I} \mid R' \) and 
\( (v_{x\tilde{y}})(x \triangleright \ Association \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I} \mid y \triangleright \ Association \{ l_i : Q_i \}_{i \in I} \mid R') \equiv P_{n+1} \) for some \( k \in I \) and 
\( (v_{x\tilde{y}})(P_k \mid Q'_{k} \mid R') \equiv P_{n+2} \).

4. If there exists an increasing sequence \( n_0 < n_1 < \cdots \) of natural numbers such that \( P_{n_j} \equiv (v_{x\tilde{y}})(x \triangleright \ Association \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I} \mid y \triangleright \ Association \{ l_i : Q_i \}_{i \in I} \mid R_j) \), \( \forall n_j \), then there exists \( n \geq n_0 \) such that \( P_n \equiv (v_{x\tilde{y}})(x \triangleright \ Association \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I} \mid y \triangleright \ Association \{ l_i : Q_i \}_{i \in I} \mid R' \) and 
\( (v_{x\tilde{y}})(x \triangleright \ Association \{ l_i : P_i \}_{i \in I} \mid y \triangleright \ Association \{ l_i : Q_i \}_{i \in I} \mid R') \equiv P_{n+1} \) for some \( k \in I \) and 
\( (v_{x\tilde{y}})(P_k \mid Q'_{k} \mid R') \equiv P_{n+2} \).

Now we are ready to give the definition of lock-freedom. Intuitively, a process is lock-free if for any fair reduction sequence a process which is trying to perform a communication will eventually succeed.

Remark 14.1.3. Note that in the original work [65], the lock-freedom property states that a process annotated with a mark \( c \), eventually succeeds; for the non marked processes it is not required such a constraint. In our framework, we drop the mark and proceed as if all processes were marked, since we want all processes to satisfy the lock-freedom property, and hence eventually communicate.

In order to define lock-freedom, we assume, as in the original work, a strongly fair scheduling [28, 41], which intuitively means that every process enabled to participate in a communication infinitely many times, will eventually do so.

Definition 14.1.4 (Lock-Freedom for Sessions). A process \( P_0 \) is lock-free under fair scheduling, if for any fair reduction sequence \( P_0 \to P_1 \to P_2 \to \cdots \) we have the following
1. if $P_i \equiv (\nu \tilde{xy})(x! (v). Q | R)$ (for $i \geq 0$), implies that there exists $n \geq i$ such that $P_n \equiv (\nu \tilde{xy})(x! (y). R_1 | R_2)$ and $P_{n+1} \equiv (\nu \tilde{xy})(Q | R_1 | R_2)$.

2. if $P_i \equiv (\nu \tilde{xy})(x? (z). Q | R)$ for some $i \geq 0$, there exists $n \geq i$ such that $P_n \equiv (\nu \tilde{xy})(y! (v). R_1 | R_2)$ and $P_{n+1} \equiv (\nu \tilde{xy})(Q | R_1)$.

3. if $P_i \equiv (\nu \tilde{xy})(x \in \{l_i : P_i\}_{i \in I} | R)$ for some $i \geq 0$, there exists $n \geq i$ such that $P_n \equiv (\nu \tilde{xy})(x \in \{l_i : P_i\}_{i \in I} | y \in \{l_i : Q_i\}_{i \in I} | S) \rightarrow (\nu \tilde{xy})(x \in \{l_i : P_j\}_{i \in I} | y \in \{l_i : Q_i\}_{i \in I} | S) \equiv P_{n+1}$ and $P_{n+2} \equiv (\nu \tilde{xy})(P_j | Q_j | S)$ for $j \in I$.

4. if $P_i \equiv (\nu \tilde{xy})(x \bullet \{l_i : P_i\}_{i \in I} | R)$ for some $i \geq 0$, there exists $n \geq i$ such that $P_n \equiv (\nu \tilde{xy})(x \bullet \{l_i : P_i\}_{i \in I} | y \bullet \{l_i : Q_i\}_{i \in I} | S) \rightarrow (\nu \tilde{xy})(x \bullet \{l_i : P_j\}_{i \in I} | y \bullet \{l_i : Q_i\}_{i \in I} | S) \equiv P_{n+1}$ and $P_{n+2} \equiv (\nu \tilde{xy})(P_j | Q_j | S)$ for $j \in I$.

### 14.2 Progress for Sessions

Progress property is fundamental in a concurrent or distributed scenario. It has been studied in session-based systems by adopting cumbersome definitions and type systems for guaranteeing it. Progress is a property checked for closed as well as open processes. Intuitively, it states that each session, once started, is guaranteed to satisfy all the requested interactions. In particular this means that progress property is a stronger property than deadlock-freedom.

Before giving the formal definition of progress, we first need to introduce some auxiliary definitions. We start with the definition of characteristic process. A characteristic process is the simplest process that can inhabit a type and is formally given by Definition 14.2.1. Notice that this is an extension and modification of the original definition given in [20], where there are no recursive types.

**Definition 14.2.1 (Characteristic Process).** Given a type $T$, its characteristic pro-
cress \([T]_f^z\) is inductively defined on the structure of \(T\) as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(inVal)} & \quad [q?\text{Bool}.U]_f^z = x?y.[U]_f^z \\
\text{(outVal)} & \quad [q!\text{Bool}.U]_f^z = x!(\text{true}).[U]_f^z \\
\text{(inSess)} & \quad [q'(qp).U]_f^z = x?q(\langle\text{true}\rangle).[U]_f^z | [qp]_f^z \\
\text{(outSess)} & \quad [q'!(qp).U]_f^z = (\nu wz)x!z.[U]_f^z | [qp]_f^z \\
\text{(inSUM)} & \quad [q \& (l : (q,p)_i)_{i \in I}]_f^z = x \triangleright\{(l : [q,p]_i)_{i \in I}\} \\
\text{(outSUM)} & \quad [q \oplus (l : (q,p)_i)_{i \in I}]_f^z = x \triangleleft\{(l : [q,p]_i)_{i \in I}\} \\
\text{(END)} & \quad [\text{end}]_f^z = 0 \\
\text{(recVAR)} & \quad [\text{t}]_f^z = f(\text{t}) \\
\text{(rec)} & \quad [\mu t.T]_f^z = \text{recX}[T]_f^z | (t \mapsto X)
\end{align*}
\]

Recall from Section 6.3.4 that an evaluation context, or simply a context, is a process with a hole \([\cdot]\) and is produced by the following grammar:

\[
\mathcal{E}[\cdot] ::= \cdot | P \quad | (\nu xy)\mathcal{E}[\cdot] \\
\quad | \mathcal{E}[\cdot] \mathcal{E}[\cdot] \\
\quad | \text{recX.}\mathcal{E}[\cdot]
\]

By using the above definition we now define catalysers, inspired by [27]. A catalyst is a context with only characteristic processes:

**Definition 14.2.2 (Catalyser).** A catalyst \(C[\cdot]\) is a context produced by the following grammar:

\[
C[\cdot] ::= \cdot \\
\quad | (\nu xy)C[\cdot] \\
\quad | C[\cdot] [T]_f^z
\]

We illustrate the catalysers by the following example:

**Example 14.2.3.** The following context \(C[\cdot]\) is a catalyst obtained by composing the characteristic processes \(P_1\) and \(P_2\) respectively of the channel types \(T_1 = ?!(\text{Bool}.\text{end}).\text{end}\) and \(T_2 = \oplus[l_1 : \text{end}, l_2 : !\text{Bool}.\text{end}]\):

\[
\begin{align*}
C[\cdot] & = (\nu wx)(\nu y)[\cdot] | P_1 | P_2 \\
\text{P}_1 & = x?z.(\langle\text{true}\rangle)0 | 0 \\
\text{P}_2 & = y \triangleleft l_2.y!(\text{true}).0
\end{align*}
\]

To conclude, we define the \(\triangleright\) operator, a binary relation over processes, which relates processes that start with respective co-actions. This operator, differently
from the original one in [10, 27], is parametrised in a pair of variables \{x, y\}, which are co-variables.

**Definition 14.2.4** (\(\vartriangleleft\triangleright\)). The duality \(\triangleright\vartriangleleft_{\{x,y\}}\) between input and output processes is defined as follows:

\[
x!{(v)} \triangleright\vartriangleleft_{\{x,y\}} y?{(z)} \quad Q
\]

\[
x \triangleleft_{\{l_i : P_i\}_{i \in I}} \triangleright\vartriangleleft_{\{x,y\}} y \triangleleft_{\{l_i : Q_i\}_{i \in I}}
\]

We are now ready to give the formal definition of progress. This definition is inspired by [10, 27], which is an improvement of the definition of progress used in [20].

**Definition 14.2.5** (Progress). A process \(P\) has progress if for all \(C[\cdot]\) such that \(C[P]\) is well-typed, \(C[P] \rightarrow^{*} E[R]\) (where \(R\) is an input or an output) implies that there exist \(C'[\cdot], E'[\cdot][\cdot]\) and \(R'\) such that \(C'[E[R]] \rightarrow^{*} E'[R][R']\) and \(R \triangleright\vartriangleleft_{\{x,y\}} R'\) for some \(x\) and \(y\) such that \((\nu x y)\) is a restriction in \(C'[E[R]]\).

## 14.3 Lock-Freedom meets Progress

In this section we put together lock-freedom and progress for session \(\pi\)-calculus in order to understand their relation. We split this section in the following two subsections, by analysing separately the closed processes and then the open ones.

### 14.3.1 Properties of Closed Terms

By analysing the definitions of lock-freedom and progress, we notice that there is some similarity. In particular, for closed terms, i.e., processes with no free variables, the properties of lock-freedom and progress are tightly related. We formalise this relation in the following.

**Theorem 14.3.1** (Lock-freedom \(\Rightarrow\) Progress). Let \(P\) be a well-typed closed process. Then, \(P\) lock-free implies \(P\) has progress.

**Proof.** The proof proceeds by contradiction. Let us assume that \(P\) does not have progress. Formally, it means that: there exists \(C[\cdot]\) such that \(C[P]\) is well-typed, \(C[P] \rightarrow^{*} E[R]\) where \(R\) is an input or an output, and for all \(C'[\cdot], E'[\cdot][\cdot]\) and \(R'\) it holds that \(C'[E[R]] \rightarrow^{*} E'[R][R']\) such that \(R \triangleright\vartriangleleft_{\{x,y\}} R'\) where \(x\) and \(y\) are such that \((\nu x y)\) is a restriction in \(C'[E[R]]\). Instead, to reach a contradiction, we show
that there exists \( C'[\cdot] \), \( E'[\cdot][\cdot] \) and \( R' \) such that \( C'[E[R]] \rightarrow^* E'[R][R'] \) such that \( R \approx_{(x,y)} R' \). Since \( P \) is closed it means that it does not communicate with any context \( C[\cdot] \) it is inserted in. Hence, \( C[P] \rightarrow^* E[R] \) means that reductions have occurred either in the catalyst \( C \) or in \( P \), separately. Let now \( C'[\cdot] = [\cdot] \). We show that \( E[R] \rightarrow^* E'[R][R'] \). Since \( P \) is lock-free, by definition \( P \rightarrow^* P_i \) and for some \( n \geq i \), \( P_i \rightarrow^* P_n \) and \( P_n \) has both action and co-action on some channels \((\nu x'y')\). Notice that \( P_i \) is a subprocess of \( E[R] \) and hence \( P_n \) is a subprocess of \( E'[R][R'] \) where \( R \) and \( R' \) are the action and co-action that have come up at the top level in the reduction under the restriction \((\nu x'y')\) and let \( x = x', y = y' \).

What we find interesting in the case of closed processes, is that the opposite of the previous theorem is also true. We show it in the following.

**Theorem 14.3.2** (Progress \( \Rightarrow \) Lock-freedom). Let \( P \) be a well-typed closed process. Then, \( P \) has progress implies \( P \) lock-free.

**Proof.** From the definition of progress we know that for all catalysers \( C[\cdot] \), \( C[P] \rightarrow^* E[R] \). In particular, this holds also for the empty catalyser \([\cdot]\). Hence, \( P \rightarrow^* E[R] \equiv P_i \). Here we can assume, without any loss of generality (the other cases are trivial) that \( R \) is an input or an output process. Furthermore, we know that there exist \( C'[\cdot] \), \( E'[\cdot][\cdot] \) and \( R' \) such that \( C'[E[R]] \rightarrow^* E'[R][R'] \) and \( R \approx_{(x,y)} R' \) for some \( x \) and \( y \) such that \((\nu xy)\) is a restriction in \( C'[E[R]] \). Since \( P \) is closed, \( P_i \) is also closed and this means that it does not communicate with any catalyser it is inserted in. Hence, \( C'[E[R]] \rightarrow^* E'[R][R'] \) means that reductions have occurred either in the catalyst \( C' \) or in \( E[R] \), separately. Notice that \( R \) is part of \( E[R] \equiv P_i \) and since \( R \) occurs in the redex \( E'[R][R'] \) together with its counterpart \( R' \), it means that \( P_i \rightarrow^* P_n \) where \( P_n \) is a subprocess of \( E'[R][R'] \), and the communication occurs over \((\nu xy)\). We conclude by applying the definition of lock-freedom.

It follows as a corollary from Theorems 14.3.1 and 14.3.2 that the lock-freedom and progress properties coincide for closed terms.

**Corollary 14.3.3** (Progress \( \Leftrightarrow \) Lock-freedom). Let \( P \) be a well-typed closed process. Then \( P \) is lock-free if and only if \( P \) has progress.

### 14.3.2 Properties of open terms

We switch now to a more general setting, i.e., processes that can be open. Differently from the case of the closed terms, the definitions of lock-freedom and
progress do not coincide in the case of open terms. For example, consider the following process:

\[ P = x!(\text{true}).x?z.0 \]

In process \( P \), \( x \) is an open session with a missing participant. Process \( P \) has progress, by following Definition 14.2.5 but it is not lock-free because it does not respect Definition 14.1.4, since it is stuck and does not reduce.

In this section we try to reply to the question we posed in the introduction, namely trying to understand the relationship between the notions of lock-freedom and progress for open-ended systems. Although the two properties do not coincide in the case of open terms, we can still relate progress to lock-freedom.

The idea is to use catalysers in order to reduce the problem of checking progress for open terms to the problem of checking progress (and lock-freedom) for closed terms. The intuition for using catalysers is that when a process is open, its type can provide us some information about how such a process can be put in a context such that the final composition is closed. We formalise this idea with the notion of closure given below.

**Definition 14.3.4 (Closure).** Let \( P \) be such that \( \Gamma \vdash P \). Then, the closure of \( P \), denoted by \( \text{close}(P) \), is the process \( C[P] \) where

\[
C[\cdot] = (\nu\vec{xy})([\cdot] \mid \prod_{x_i:T_i\in\Gamma} [T_i]^y)
\]

Notice that, in the definition above all \( x_i \) in the sequence \( \vec{xy} \) correspond exactly to the domain of \( \Gamma \). The \( y_i \) in \( \vec{xy} \) are all different from \( x_i \) and are the variables used to create the characteristic processes from every type \( T_i \). Below, we give an example of how the closure of a process works.

**Example 14.3.5.** Consider the open process previously shown

\[ P = x!(\text{true}).x?z.0 \]

We can type \( P \) in a typing context \( \Gamma = x: \text{!Boo}.?\text{Boo}.\text{end} \). Then, the closure of \( P \) is defined as:

\[
\text{close}(P) = (\nu xy)([P] \mid y?z.y!(\text{true}).0)
\]

The closure procedure \( \text{close}(P) \) can also be applied to processes that are al-
ready closed, as shown in the following.

**Example 14.3.6.** Consider the closed process:

\[ P = (\nu xy)(x!(*\text{true}).0 | y?(z).0) \]

Since \( P \) can only be typed with the empty typing context, i.e., \( \emptyset \vdash P \), in this case we have that \( \text{close}(P) = P \). This means that the catalyser that we can place \( P \) into, in order to close it, is the empty catalyser [\cdot].

As a first property of closure, we can immediately observe that the closure operation preserves typability.

**Proposition 14.3.7** (Closure preserves typability). If \( \Gamma \vdash P \) then \( \emptyset \vdash \text{close}(P) \).

**Proof.** It follows by the definition of characteristic process and repeated use of the typing rules (T-Par) and (T-Res).

\[ \square \]

We present in the following, one of the major properties of our technical development, which will be crucial in establishing our main results. The closure procedure defines a new way for checking progress: a process \( P \) has progress if its closure can always reduce to terms where an action at the top level can be matched with its co-action in a parallel subterm. We formalise this notion below.

**Lemma 14.3.8** (From Closure to Progress). Let \( \Gamma \vdash P \). Then, \( P \) has progress if and only if \( \text{close}(P) \rightarrow^* E[R] \) (where \( R \) is an input or an output process) implies that there exist \( E'[\cdot][\cdot] \) and \( R' \) such that \( E[R] \rightarrow^* E'[R][R'] \) and \( R \succ_{(x,y)} R' \) for some \( x \) and \( y \) such that \( (\nu xy) \) is a restriction in \( E[R] \).

**Proof.** We split the proof into two cases.

- **only if.** Follows immediately by the definitions of progress and \( \text{close}(P) \).
- **if.** Let \( C[\cdot] \) be a catalyser such that \( C[P] \) is well-typed. Intuitively, any catalysers can be written by splitting the processes put in parallel with \( P \) in two: the ones that implement and the ones that do not implement the counterparts of sessions in \( P \); formally:

\[
\begin{align*}
C[\cdot] &\equiv (\nu xy)([\cdot] | Q_1 | Q_2) \\
Q_1 &= \prod_{x:T \in \Gamma} [T]_f^{v_j} \\
Q_2 &= \prod_{x:T \in \Gamma'} [T]_f^{v_i} \quad \text{where } \Gamma' \subseteq \Gamma
\end{align*}
\]
Moreover, from the definition of $\text{close}(P)$ we know that:

$$\text{close}(P) = (\nu \tilde{x} \tilde{y})(P \mid Q_2 \mid Q_3)$$

$$Q_3 = \Pi_{x \in \Gamma \setminus P} [T_i]_j$$

Since $C[P]$ is well-typed, from the typing rules we know that $Q_1$ cannot interact neither with $P$ nor with $Q_2$; therefore we have only three possible cases for the derivation of $C[P] \rightarrow^* \mathcal{E}'[R]$: (i) $P \rightarrow^* P'$; (ii) $(\nu \tilde{x} \tilde{y})Q_1 \rightarrow^* (\nu \tilde{x} \tilde{y})Q'_1$; (iii) $(\nu \tilde{x} \tilde{y})(P \mid Q_2) \rightarrow^* (\nu \tilde{x} \tilde{y})(P' \mid Q'_2)$. We discuss the cases.

(i) For this case, we know that $\text{close}(P) \rightarrow^* \text{close}(P') \equiv \mathcal{E}[R]$ and $C[P] \rightarrow^* C[P']$. We now choose close as catalyser for $C[P']$; therefore: $\text{close}(C[P']) \equiv C[\text{close}(P')] \equiv (\nu \tilde{x} \tilde{y})'(\nu \tilde{x} \tilde{y})(P' \mid Q_1 \mid Q_2 \mid Q_3)$ where $\tilde{x} \tilde{y}'$ are the free names in the typing of $C[P']$. Since, by hypothesis, $\text{close}(P') \rightarrow^* \mathcal{E}'[R][R']$ we also know that: $\text{close}(C[P']) \rightarrow^* C[\mathcal{E}'[R][R']]$ and the thesis follows.

(ii) $(\nu \tilde{x} \tilde{y})Q_1 \rightarrow^* (\nu \tilde{x} \tilde{y})Q'_1$. This means that $C[P] \rightarrow^* C'[P]$, since only the catalyser reduces. We now choose close as catalyser for $C'[P]$; therefore: $\text{close}(C'[P]) \equiv C'[\text{close}(P)] \rightarrow^* C'[\mathcal{E}[R]]$ and the thesis follows by applying the hypothesis for $\text{close}(P)$.

(iii) $(\nu \tilde{x} \tilde{y})(P \mid Q_2) \rightarrow^* (\nu \tilde{x} \tilde{y})(P' \mid Q'_2)$. This means that $C[P] \rightarrow^* C'[P'] \equiv (\nu \tilde{x} \tilde{y})(P' \mid Q_1 \mid Q'_2)$, since both the catalyser and $P$ reduce. By hypothesis, $\text{close}(P) \rightarrow^* \mathcal{E}[R]$ and since the closure gives to $P$ its missing counterpart, it means that $P$ and $Q_2$ communicate, hence $\mathcal{E}[R] \equiv (\nu \tilde{x} \tilde{y}')(P' \mid Q'_2 \mid Q_3)$. We know that $\mathcal{E}[R] \rightarrow^* \mathcal{E}'[R][R']$ and $R \Rightarrow_{x,y} R'$ for some $x$ and $y$ such that $(\nu \tilde{x} \tilde{y})$ is a restriction in $\mathcal{E}[R]$. Let $C''[\cdot] \equiv (\nu \tilde{x} \tilde{y}')(\cdot \mid Q'_2)$. Then $C''[C'[P']] \equiv (\nu \tilde{x} \tilde{y}')(\nu \tilde{x} \tilde{y})(P' \mid Q_1 \mid Q'_2 \mid Q_3)$ and the thesis follows by applying the hypothesis for $\text{close}(P)$.

\[\square\]

By applying Lemma 14.3.8, we establish that checking the progress property for a process $P$ is equivalent to checking the progress property for its closure:

**Theorem 14.3.9** (Closure Progress $\iff$ Progress). If $P$ is well-typed then $\text{close}(P)$ has progress if and only if $P$ has progress.

**Proof.** We split the proof into two cases.
14.4. A TYPE SYSTEM FOR PROGRESS

• if. Since \( P \) has progress, then for all catalysers we must prove that for every reachable process we can find another catalyser such that every input/output action will eventually be consumed. But then this also holds for close\( (P) \) by definition of close and Lemma 14.3.8.

• only if. Follows immediately by Lemma 14.3.8.

\[ \square \]

We are finally able to link the progress and the lock-freedom properties. Our main result is that the progress property of a process \( P \) and the lock-freedom property of the closure of \( P \) coincide:

**Theorem 14.3.10.** (Progress \( \iff \) Closed Lock-Free) If \( P \) is well-typed then \( P \) has progress if and only if close\( (P) \) is lock-free.

**Proof.** It follows immediately from Theorem 14.3.9 and Corollary 14.3.3. \( \square \)

We summarise the main results as follows. We have proved that, for closed terms, i.e., terms with no free variables, lock-freedom and progress coincide. For open terms, i.e., terms containing free variables, we have shown that these notions do not coincide. However, we define a procedure for closing a process by using the notions of catalyser and characteristic process. Then, we prove that progress and lock-freedom coincide for close\( (P) \), which implies progress for \( P \).

14.4 A Type System for Progress

In this section we show theoretical results that permit us to adopt the type system for lock-freedom to check the progress property for the session \( \pi \)-processes. Before doing so, we recall the encoding presented in Section 10.4. In order to encode qualifiers lin and un, previously encoded in \( m_{\alpha} \), we perform the following translation from \( m_{\alpha} \) to \( mU \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket \ell_1 \rrbracket &= \ell_c \cdot 0 \\
\llbracket \ell_0 \rrbracket &= \ell o_c \cdot 0 \\
\llbracket i \rrbracket &= i_c \cdot 0 \\
\llbracket o \rrbracket &= o_c \cdot 0
\end{align*}
\]

The following auxiliary lemma relates the notion of lock-freedom in \( \pi \)-calculus with and without sessions by using the encoding presented so far.

**Lemma 14.4.1.** A session process \( P \) is lock-free if and only if \( \llbracket P \rrbracket_j \) is lock-free.
Proof. The result follows by applying the Definition 14.1.4 for lock-freedom in sessions and Definition 12.4.3 for lock-freedom in the standard $\pi$-calculus and by the operational correspondence of the encoding.

By the results obtained previously, which relate lock-freedom and progress, we show how to use the type system for lock-freedom in the standard $\pi$-calculus to derive progress in the $\pi$-calculus with sessions.

The following theorem gives the main result of this part of the dissertation.

**Theorem 14.4.2** (Progress in Sessions). Let $P$ be a session process and $\Gamma \vdash P$. If $\emptyset \vdash_{LF} \llbracket \text{close}(P) \rrbracket_f$, then process $P$ has progress.

Proof. Let $\Gamma \vdash P$ and $\emptyset \vdash_{LF} \llbracket \text{close}(P) \rrbracket_f$. Then, by Theorem 12.4.4 and Corollary 12.4.5 this means that $\llbracket \text{close}(P) \rrbracket_f$ is lock-free. By Lemma 14.4.1 also $\text{close}(P)$ is lock-free. By Theorem 14.3.10 we have that $P$ has progress. □

We use the previous result to obtain the following (pseudo-) algorithm for checking the progress property for a session process. Kobayashi’s type system comes with a reference implementation, the tool TyPiCal [106].

1. **procedure** Progress($\Gamma$, $P$)
2. Check $\Gamma \vdash P$
3. Build $\text{close}(P)$ from $\Gamma$
4. Encode $\llbracket \text{close}(P) \rrbracket_f = P'$
5. **return** TyPiCal($P'$)
6. **end procedure**
In Part IV of the dissertation we adopted the notion of lock-freedom to the $\pi$-calculus with sessions, and studied the relationship between the notions of progress and lock-freedom, by showing that they are strongly linked, since progress can be thought of as a generalisation of lock-freedom to open processes. We proved that, for closed terms, i.e., terms with no free variables, lock-freedom and progress coincide. For open terms, i.e., terms containing free variables, we showed that these notions do not coincide. However, we defined a procedure to close a process by using the notions of catalyser and characteristic process. Then, we proved that progress and lock-freedom coincide for $\text{close}(P)$. Guided by this discovery, we used an existing static analysis for lock-freedom, i.e., Kobayashi’s type system from [65], for analysing the progress property. We show in the following that, reusing Kobayashi’s technique captures new interesting cases of processes that have progress that could not be successfully recognised by previous type systems studied for the $\pi$-calculus with sessions.

**Comparison with Related Work** In the following we recall some examples taken from [10, 20, 27, 37, 94], show how the encoding works and compare them with our framework. For the sake of readability, we simplify the encoding by omitting the creation of fresh channels when the latter are not used in the continuation of a process.

**Example 14.4.3.** Consider the session process

$$(\nu ab)(\nu cd)(a?\langle z \rangle .d!\langle z \rangle | c?(w).b!(\langle w \rangle ))$$
which is deadlocked, and therefore does not have progress. This process is not
typable in the type systems for progress in [10, 27, 94]. By the encoding we obtain
the process:

\((\nu x)(\nu y)(x?z).y!\langle z \rangle \mid y?(w).x!(w)\)

where the function \(f\) in which the encoding is parametrised maps
\(a, b \mapsto \to x\) and \(c, d \mapsto \to y\). As expected, our technique would (correctly) discard the example above
since it is untypable in Kobayashi’s type system. In particular, this process would
fail to be typed since the \(rel\) predicate does not hold.

Example 14.4.4. The process

\((vab)(b!\langle 1 \rangle \mid (vcd)(d!\langle 1 \rangle \mid c?(y).a?z))\)

is lock-free and, therefore, has also progress. However, it is rejected by [94] since
the type system presented therein does not distinguish between obligation and
capability tags, but uses a single tag instead. By the encoding in the \(\pi\)-calculus,
we obtain the process

\((\nu k)(k!\langle 1 \rangle \mid (\nu l)(l!\langle 1 \rangle \mid l?(y).k?z))\)

This process is typed in Kobayashi’s type system by letting
\(k : o_1^{c_1} \mid i_1^{c_1}\) and letting
\(l : o_3^{c_3} \mid i_3^{c_3}\), and yields the following system of inequations:
\(o_1 = o_3 = 0, o_1 \leq c_2, o_2 \leq c_1, o_3 \leq c_4, o_4 \leq c_3, o_2 > c_3\)
which has the following solution \(o_1 = o_3 = o_4 = c_2 = c_3 = c_4 = 0\) and \(o_2 = c_1 = 1\).

Example 14.4.5. Consider the session process

\((vab)(vcd)\begin{cases}
  a?(x).c!(x).c?(y).a!(y) \\
  b!(true).d?z.d!(false).b?z
\end{cases}\)

This process satisfies the progress property, but it is rejected by the type systems
in [10] and [20]. This is because, in the two processes in parallel, there is a circular
dependency between channels which such type systems cannot handle. Let us now
consider its encoding in the $\pi$-calculus, given by the following process:

$$
(\nu k)(\nu l)
\begin{cases}
  k?((x, c_1). (\nu c_2)(l!(x, c_2). \ c_2?(y). \ c_1!(y)))
  \mid
  (\nu c_1)(k!(\text{true}, c_1). l?(z, c_2). \ c_2!(\text{false}). \ c_1?(z))
\end{cases}
$$

This process is correctly recognised as having progress by our technique, since it is well-typed in Kobayashi’s type system. The types assigned to the channels are as follows:

$$
k : [\text{bool}, T_1]_{i_0}^{O_0} \mid O_0^i
\quad
l : [\text{bool}, T_2]_{O_1}^{i_1} \mid I_1
$$

such that

$$
T_1 = [\text{bool}]_{O_3}^{I_3} \mid I_1
\quad
T_2 = [\text{bool}]_{O_2}^{O_2}
$$

**Future Work.** As future work, we plan to extend our approach to multiparty sessions [27, 56]. For the multiparty setting, we need to investigate an extension of the encoding to a setting where sessions are established between more than two peers and messaging is asynchronous, which is future work related to Part II and III. It is not clear whether Kobayashi’s usage types are expressive enough for handling such situations. This is the case because, as long as the encoding is concerned, usage types have the same expressive power as linear types.

The works in [16, 113] use linear logic to type processes in the $\pi$-calculus with sessions. While these works guarantee lock-freedom, we conjecture that their techniques can be reused for progress, similarly to what we have done with Kobayashi’s type system. We leave such an investigation as future work.
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